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I NTRODUCTION 
host of the vast critical apparatus that has sprung up around 
George Eliot over the last tvIenty years has reste on the fundamental 
assumption that the life of the \.,roman and the intellectual development 
of the thinker and writer are interrelated in a particularly intimate 
and essential way. In 1933 , when P. Boul ' honne wrote his important 
George Eliot: 8ssai de Biographie Intellectuelle et Horale! 1819-1854 
(Paris) , this insistence on George Eliot ' s dual nature \ilaS an object 
of demonstration , rather than an axiom : I toute notre analyse 'tablit 
que l lactivitt de la pens~e a et~ , chez elle , ttroitement liee & la 
"b"l"t l 11 senSl l le ••. In fact , in both Bourl ' honne ' s study and in 
F.R Leavis ' s discussion of George Eliot (in The Great Tradition (1948)) , 
it is the emotional development - or the emotional arrest - of the 
i-roman that is seen as the key to the intellectual attitudes of t.he 
philosopher and the novelist.. 
H. Dourl l honne describes his mm approach in this way: 
' ... l lun des r~sult.ats principaluc de ce travail est de montrer comment 
on peut ramener la diversi~ et les variations de ses croyances a 
l l unit~ fondamentale de quelques dispositions affect.ives determirtees. ' 
Ji,' 
The purpose of his study is to show that George Eliot ls ' gravit~ ••. 
en face de l ' existence ' is a result of" a kind of psychological arrest 
in a stage of adolescent intensities , caused by the moral and social 
repercussions of her liaison vIi th Lewes. This surrender to emotional 
1 p. 8 . 
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needs has , then , in M. Bourl ' honne ' s account , determined and 
severely circumscribed the nature of her contribution as t hinker 
and moralist . 
F.R. Le avis , similarly , traces her weakness, not to the 
intellectual 'toughness and dryness ,' with which she had 
traditionall y been charged , but to an ' emotional quality ••• the 
direct (and sometimes embarrassing) presence of the author ' s own 
personal need. ' This ' direct.presence of the author ' is uncompromisingly , 
if regretfully , to be 'stigmatised as ... eakness ' - though the weakness 
(as in the case of Jane Austen ) is closely connected 1 .. ith the essential 
' vitality of her art .•• a matter of a preoccupation with moral problems 
that is subtle and intense because of the pressure of personal need. , 2 
~\1ha t is lacking in George Eliot ' s case is the alchemy of impe rsonalisa tion , 
worked on this raw sensibility of personal need : she falls time and 
again into the snares of self-pity and self-idealisation; ' intelligence ,' 
'self-knowledge,' ' maturity ,' ' poised impersonality ' - these are the 
artistic goals from \-Thich she is constantly deflected by her own 
personal need , her inner hungers. 
Both Bourl'honne and Le avis , then, demonstrated , in 1933 and 
1945 respectively, the radical importance of George Eliot's inner 
Ji,' 
life , especially during the fO~lative years preceding the first novels . 
This ha.s become critical dogma, an assumption underlying even the 
increasingly specialised studies of the formal qualities of her art , 
such as W. J. Harvey ' s The Art of George Eliot (1961) , and Barbara 
Hardy ' s Th~ Novels of George Eliot (1957) . Nevertheless , in spite 
2 pp . 32-3. 
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of this general awareness of the pervasive importance of George 
~liot ' s emotional and personal history to the novels , most studies 
in recent years have resolved themselves into one of three main 
categories. 
The re have been, firstly, the explorations , such as those 
just mentioned , by W.J. Harvey and Barbara Hardy , of George Eliot ' s 
use and control of form, and of her specific structural and 
imagistic patterns (such as Reva Stump ' s illuminating study of 
Movement and Vision in George Eliot ' s Novels (Seattle 1959)). 
This close critical reading of the texts themselves has been supplemented 
by a second category of study , concentrating on the intellectual back-
ground of the novelist and. her cultural milieu. Here , there is 
naturally , in her case , unusually fertile ground. George Eliot ' s 
pre-fictional experience as intellectual strong-woman of the 
Westminster , her thorough immersion in the currents of thought and 
feeling of her time, her close relationships ~vi th many of the leading 
philosophers , scientists and scholars of the period, and the creative 
cross-pollinisation of ideas that took place during her famous Sunday 
evenings at the Priory - all these are clear indications of an 
intellectual l i fe both generous in scope and intense in quality . 
Bernard J. Paris , in his Experiments in Life (Detroit , 1965 ) , explores 
pe' 
her ideas , both as representative of the thought of he r age, and as 
central to an understanding of her novels : it is 'her quest for 
values in a Godless universe ' that he sees as her main preoccupation, 
emerging from a close reading of the novels , and from a study of the 
>I"~ 
philosophic concerns and conclusions of both George Eliot herself and 
,-
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her contemporaries . D.C. Knoepflrnacher , similarly , in Religious 
Humanism and the Vic torian Novel (Princeton , 1965) , focusses on the 
moral problems involved in the humanis t posit i on of George ~liot ru1d 
fellow troubled spirits of the Victorian age. This approach is 
exemplified impressively , too, in Nichael ·plolff ' s unpublished 
dissertation , Harian Evans to George Eliot: The 110ral and Intellectual 
Foundations of her Career (Princeton, 1958) , vlhere Harian Evans I s 
early journalism is shown to be a seed-bed for the later novels, 
fertilised by the most advanced thinking of the age . 
The third category of studies of C~orge Eliot has been the 
biographical. Until Gordon S . Haight ' s r ecent and monumental 
George Eliot : a biography (Oxford , 1968 ), Laurence and J£lizabe th 
Hanson I S Harian Bvans and George El i ot ivas the main source of 
information and perspective on the crucial question of the relationship 
loetliveen the woman and the vJri t er- - and not an entirely adequate source , 
as became abundantly evident on the publication of Haight's authoritative 
work in 1968 . This biography , fruit of t hirty years ' interest in his 
subject , provides a de t ailed and illuminating account of the facts 
of George ~liotls life - the people , the places , the books , the 
letters . ,~.I t is a kaleidescope of great variety and. fascination; and -
together with Professor Haight ' s edition of the Letters - must remain 
the basis for any study of her personality f or a long time to come. 
Hy own approach to this study begins with a biographical 
account of the young Harian ~vans, up t o the publication of her first 
novel s ; but my interest is more specific and limited than Pr ofessor 
Haight ' s. It lies in establishing , from the evidence of her early 
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. ~"'D l~ttersj her journalism aftd her ea:r-}y--fl~, the emotional contours, 
as it "Tere , of the personality . In this first section, I shall 
indicate the emotional and intellectual themes and preoccupations that 
came to fruition in artistic terms only later in the career of the 
novelist - often considerably later. This early period , from 1839 to 
If/57 ~, served her as a gestation period , a time of development and 
deepening in her vision of herself , her relations to the "lOrld of 
people and things. This grmv-th is reflected most personally in her 
letters, which reflect the continuing struggle to see herself clearly 
and yet compassionately >vi th the specific vision f or 'l-Thich , as novelist, 
she was to be revered. Her faculty for combining compassion with 
clear-sightedness vias acquired over this period, on the most testing 
training- ground, her mm personali t Jr • Her early ,vri ting , the translations 
of Strauss and lt euerbach, the reviews for the \'lestminster, constitute 
another source of evidence of the themes that preoccupied her during 
this gestation period: they express largely and overtly the intellectual 
side of her nature, but also and less obviously the distanced articulation 
of deep-lying emotional problems. And both aspects emerge into the 
daylight of artistic creativity, in more or less tentative forms , in 
the early novels, SCenes of Clerical Life, Ada.m Eede, and The Hill on 
the Floss. For this reason, I have approached this first section of 
i:--
, 
my study from a: biographical vieVT-point: George Eliot's later moral 
and intellectual attitudes find their roots deep in the subsoil of her 
personality , of her sensibility. 
Once these important emotional contours are sketched out, I 
~ 
proceed to examine three of the 'difficult ' novels of the end of her 
career. The three that I have chosen - Romola , Niddlemarch, and 
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Daniel Deronda - are those that have been most often accused of being 
drily and unassimilatedly intellectual. Even Middlemarch, "lhich has 
alvlays been treated with superla ti ves , since it first appeared , has 
hOO. to withs t and this particular charge of being too philosophical, 
cerebral, physiological : Henry James found a dozen passages in it 
that he marked 'obscure. ,3 These three novels , the heaviest ru1d 
most cerebral of' George 'liot ' s canon, are the subject of the second 
part of my study: and my purpose is t o show hmv deeply the roots of 
these appa~ently intellectual interests penetrate , into the subsoil 
of George Eliot ' s youthful preoccupations , which are al,·rays a mixture 
of the intellectual and the emotional. 
~y approach , thereforefore, is less theoretical than that of 
W·. J . Harve;y , aiming to show how emotional themes are transmuted into 
artistic terms . It is also unlike Barbara Hardy ' s formal approach , 
t hough naturally a study in f orra will establish the emotional patterns 
of the Ivri ter , and my conclusions are substantially similar to hers. 
The centre of my work is firmlyplaced within George Eliot ' s sensibility , 
and, for this reason , I am concerned with contemporar.y thinking, in 
the second. part of· my study, only i n so far as this illuminates or 
contrasts with Ge orge Eliot ' s treatment of the same themes. 
For it is precisely in these ' cerebral ' novels , I vlOuld suggest, 
f ' 
, 
that the specific quality of her vision, of her sensibility , emerges 
most clearly. I n these th.ree novels , much of her early experience , 
lvi th its peculiar blend of the emotional and the intellectual , comes 
':l ~~ 
..JHenry James , 
reprin ted in 
(1965) , 87. 
' George Eliot ' s Hiddlemarch, ' Galaxy , 15 (Harch 1873); 
A Cent ury of Geor ge Eliot Criticism, ed. Gordon S. Haight 
to artistic fruition. The tracing of relationships bett-reen the 
personal experience of the writer and the final artistic achievement 
is of course problematic , and fraught with dangers. 4 An element of 
speculation is inevitable: and yet, in spite of this , it seems 
foolish to i gnore clear parallelisms beb-reen the expressed personal 
feelings of the woman and the imaginative work of the '·Triter. So 
long as one is conscious that a certain ' leap ' is being made , it 
seems legitimate to notice and to draw conclusions from such 
parallelisms . For , first and last , George JUiot is placing her own 
extraordinarily large and deeply felt experience at our disposal, 
in her art. This is her artistic credo , her rationale for the 
activity of Hriting at all : ' My books are deeply serious things to 
me , and come out of all the painful discipline , all the most hardly-
learnt lessons of my past life. ' 5 
4 v.jhat one wants to avoid , obviously , is the kind of unjustified 
parallel-'!ind.ing in >-Thich early biographers of l1eorge 81iot delighted _ 
see e. g . Hatthilde Blind , George Eliot (1883). 
5 GE Letters , 18 October 1859. (111 , 187). 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE E.ARl,Y YEARS 
Hith the publication in 1955 of Gordon S . Haight's edition 
of The George Eliot Letters, John '\\)'al ter Cross ' s pious and emasculated 
image of his dead wife vIaS finally obliterated from the i magi nation of 
the reading public. I n place of the ' Hadonna ' figure , the ' Sibyl in 
the Gloom' of Victorian mythology , the sage serene , self-less and all-
comprehending , 1 there was sketched out the image of a woman vii th a 
' strong sense of self , 2 i'lith a complex and often voracious emotiona l 
nature , a personality as far from immaculate and harmonious a.s her 
physical features . I n later years she 'vas to mellov;r , both physically 
and psychically , but t he early period of struggle and d isharmony 
remains the ground-soil for her later achieved persona) 
Hy purpose in this and the following chapter is to trace 
the grovrth of Harian Evans ' s emotional and intellectual eature, the 
constant duality of her response to experience , through her early 
Alii!> 
letters, "t hrough the gestation period of her non-fictiona11'Tritings -
translations and journalism, - am woPk, 
Hy concern " ,rill be to focus on certain basic theme s , t he i mportant 
contours of Narian ":!'vans ' s emotional and i ntellectual sensibility , 
and to ShOH hOl'T these are transmuted into art. 
1 cL the Pj"pdaric ode in vlhich F . ~ . ~-1yers invited R. C. Jebb to meet 
'li 
2 
George Eliot at Cambridge in Hay , 1873 ; 
For men say that there is a Homan nOH, 
Han-named , anonymous , knOlVl1 of all , George Eliot, Hiser than t he l"ise ... 
(Gordon S . Haight , Ge orge Eliot: a biography (£OCford , 1968 ) , 464; quoted 
from C.L. Jebb , Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb ( Cambridge , 1907) , 154). 
See Sonya Rudikoff , 1 A Strong Sense of Self , 1 Hudson Re viel-1 , VIII (1955) , 294-302 
3 See Eliza (Lynn) Linton , }i,y Literary Life (1899) , 96- 8 . 
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The early novels, hmvever , do not exploit more than a small 
proportion of this intense experience. I t is significant and revealing 
of the 1vorkings of her creative process that so much of this experience lies 
dormant for many years and emerges to artistic fruition only in the 
later novels . The connections between the sensibility' of the wr~ter 
and the vTork of art are d.evious and complex: in the case of Hiddlemarch, 
for instance, she "wrote in her Journal of 2 De cember 1870: ' I t is a 
subject "Thich has been recorded among my possible themes ever since I 
began to write fiction, but Hill probably take new shapes in the 
development ,' This long hiatus between first conception and the moment 
of birth is characteristic of her artistic method. It becomes all the 
more important, therefore, t~xplore t hat long-dormant experience of the 
early years , ~d to trace the growth of an emotional and intellectual 
sensibili ty t hat was to ' explode ' in such different w"ays , and at such 
different periods of her life, into artistic expression . 
In this study of the configurations of !":"arian JEvans' s sensibility 
:;7 
over the period l839-~ , I am , of course, constantly indebted to 
Professor Haight ' s authoritative work , George Fliot : a biography 
(Oxford , 1968 ), and also to Laurence and Elizabeth Hanson I s earlier 
biography , t~\iarian l1:Yans and George Eliot (1952). Thanks to them , one 
can, to a great ex tent , assume knm-fledge of the basic facts of George 
Eliot ' s life , and focus on the geography of her inner world. For this, 
my references are made almost entirely to her letters , where , in spite 
of the obscuring thicket of Johnson-ese that she seems to have acquired 
",.~ 
from Rebecca F'ranklin, 4 the often painful self-a'~'lareness of the young 
}1arian Evans is clearly evident. 
4See Gordon S . Haight , George Eliot: a biography , p . 11 . 
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Duri ng this early period of her life , Earian ·'vans oscillated 
rather violently between tvro emotional poles. This oscillation, 
which one can see as fundamental to the rtuthms of her inner life, 
she herself described in a letter to Sara Hennell in 1853 , when its 
first harsh shocks had been absorbed: 
11 begin this year more happily t han I have done 
most years of my life. "Notre vraie destin~e ," says 
Comte , "se compose de r~signation et d l activit6 1t -
and I seem more disposed to both than I have ever been 
before. 15 
Resignation and activity - she svlings betvleen these two 
extremes over the years of her adolescence and young .,romanhood. The 
sense of conflict, of paradox is , in general , prominent in her letters, 
and the sense of this particular conflict acts as a kind of insistent 
ground-bass to all the rest. It is expressed on several planes: 
firstly, and most basically , on the physical plane . 'throughout the 
letters, and particularly in the early period , He find complaints of 
languor , inertia , a Rind of drugged and helpless condition that is 
obviously psychosomatic in its nature. In mildly critical vein , 
Kathleen 'l'illotson points out hm·, very often Narian .l!,vans refers to 
her health, to the various petty ailments and discomforts that troubled 
her . Hrs . Tillotson excuses t his hypochondriac tendency by placing it 
vii thin the>,,"' framework of an excessively health-conscious age; 6 the 
IIansons , in their biography , attribute her symptoms to the fact that 
1) ' like most ti WlUen of her day , she lived and dressed unvdsely,;7 
5 GE Letters, 25 November 1853 (11 , 127). 
?;. 
6 Geoffrey and Kathleen Tillotson, Hid-Victorian Studies (1965), 73. 
7Law .rence and Elizabeth Hanson . l'larian Evans and George Eliot i a biography 
(1952), 21. Hereafter referred to as Hansons. 
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but there is more to be learned from a quite serious attention to 
the nature of these aches and pains .8 
There are of course the crippling headaches "!'-Thich often form 
the pretext for her elaborate apologies for letters incoherent , untidy, 
illegible , or simply urmri tten. (In this connection, it is interesting 
to note that , in fact, these apologies are often not justified by the 
fact - they seem to stem more from a subjective , psychological need 
for self-abasement , perhaps as a mute plea for reassurance , t han from 
any objective failing . ) nut t he most common type of complaint is of 
a different kind:-
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
'Hy mind has been much clogged lately by languor of 
body , to .'Thich I am prone to give vTay and for the 
removal of l<Thich I shall feel thankful.' 9 
'Hy soul seems for weeks together completely benumbed , 
and when I am aroused from this torpid state, the 
intervals of activity are comparatively short. ' 10 
' ... hardly myself owing to the insuppressible rising 
of my animal spirits ... considerable deal of frovh. ' ll 
' no-one feels more difficulty in coming to a decision 
on controverted matters than myself. ' 12 
J You \'7ill polish and sharpen me , 1vill you noU Alas ! 
I need melting and remoulding. ' 13 
For a discussion of these as the occupational hazards of authorship , 
see Frank Hals tead , IGeorge Eliot: Medical Digressions in Middlemarch 
and Eliot's State of Health ,' Bulletin of the History of i'Iedicine , XX , 
(1946) , 413-25. 
GE Letters, 6-8 November 1838 (I , 12). 
11 j Harch 1839 (I , 19). ~~, 
11 16 March 1839 (I , 21). 
11 20 }~ay 1839 (I , 25). 
11 6 April 1840 (I , 48 ). 
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' • •. severed from • • • the semblance of a usefulness 
beyond that of making up the requisite quantum of 
anliaal matter in the universe. ' 
' I begin to feel involuntarily isolated ••• and to have 
such a consciousness that I am a ne gation of all that 
finds love and esteem , as makes me anticipate for 
myself - no matter vihat. ,14 
These quotations clearly cover a variety of conditions - both purely 
physical lethargy and mental numbness. It seems obvious that she 
had to contend with a particular . . psychosomatic condition - a blanketing 
melancholy that swept over her in surges and left her quite drained of 
energy or purpose - even of the energy to think clearly , to imagine 
vividly. An inevitable concomitant was intense depression - ' mine is 
too often . .. a vlalled-in world. ,15 
The most agonising manifestation of this disease , hmv-ever (for 
this is 1t-rha tit appears to be) , vJas its effect on her religious life. 
Her dedication in adolescence to ~vangelical Christian ideals was 
clearly motivated by deeper needs than has been implied , for instance, 
by the Hansons , in their account of this phase of her adolescence. 16 
ler piety is not , as they suggest, to be attributed entirely to personal 
attachment to l'1aria LeHis and the Hisses Franklin. l:!.;motional need of 
this kind - for human sympathy and solidarity - while basic to her 
nature , did. not constitute its whole range: t here i s alvlaYs , equally 
r.' 
" 
demanding , the intellectual rigour , the desire for moral stringency and 
consistency, the introverted concern precisely with the salvation of 
14 GE Letters, 28 Hay 1840 ( I , 50-1) . 
15 ",.~ 11 27 ·0ctober 1840 (I , 71) . 
16 op . cit . pp . 23-4. 
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her individual soul. Affectionate and clinging as she was , in her 
relations to those around her , this aspect of Evangelicalism attracted 
her with a kind of fearful fascination: the intense introspection , 
the unremitting and illusion-less scrutiny of mood and motive; the 
exclusively moral and ideal attitude to life. In t he view of this 
religion , the true sphere of action lay not in the public arena , but 
within the individual soul , that transmuted all phenomena into vessels 
of God ' s glory • It ,,,as an intensely idealis tic faith: the lesser 
subserved the greater; the concrete was a mere symbol , an indication 
of the ideal; the external, the physical required justification for 
its very existence in terms of t he spiritual reality it aided men to 
attain. 
There must have been in this vision of life something profoundly 
meaningful to the starved spirit of the young l~arian. As Dinah Horris 
says of the sensi ti vi ty of the poor to God ' s vlOro.: 'He are jus t the 
sort of people that want to hear good news. ,17 Unfulfilled , and 
unlikely ever to become fulfilled , as a 'Vloman or as an intellectual -
above all , conscious of her helplessness when she was gripped by the 
physical and emotional torpor that subdued her f or weeks on end , and 
that made the slightest action a heroic effort of will - she found a 
faith in ~rms of which she could, to some ext ent , justify her existence. 
Her introverted, passive nature , her lack of physical beauty , the daily 
frustration of housekeeping for her father - all these could be seen , 
no longer as crippling bonds to- 8, personality that demanded a fuller , 
wider life ,~ but as a deliberate providence , an aid to deeper spiritual 
introspection. 
1'7 Adam :Bede , ch. 2 . 
In this sense , Harian' s Evangelicalism accorded vii th one need 
of her temperament. The essential passivity of the Christian ideal, 
inward-turned, concerned only with the individual soul, denying the 
ultimate reality of the temporal -.;-mrld of the senses - this did satisfy 
something in her nature. Even the fanaticism of which the Hansons accuse 
~vangelicalism had a certain attraction for her: of ten, in the early 
letters, we find the note of longing for the absolute , the desire for 
simplicity, for freedom from small concerns, from the complex, many-
sided considerations that demand the 'tolerance ' for which she is famous . 
She scourges herself continually for her ovm complexity of character, 
for her ' vlant of deep feeling in spiritual things . ,18 11 1 earnestly 
desire a spirit of child-like humility . ,19 
The inner harmony and homogeneity that she craves is constantly 
threatened by one or another irl1portunate demand of her rebellious nature. 
3he longs for the peace of passivity, in "Thich the soul is utterly rapt 
in its God, and the spurious activity ru~_ hectic variety of the external 
world fades alvay into fantasy. ' Blessed state!' she apostrophises, 
'0 that I could attain it - and Hhy not? ' The question is not merely 
a rhetorical one: the answer comes "l-Tith the crushing effec"tjbf t ruth : 
' Because I am s traitened not in Christ but in my mm b01>rels . , 20 
This realisation haunts her : the possibility that she is merely 
dignifyine a personal vreakness with an aura of pious purpose. In this 
self-indictment , she realises that to be concentrated in utter passivity 
18 GE Letters ,;;~ 6 February 1839 (I , 14). 
19 
20 
11 
11 
5 December 1840 (I , 73). 
20 July , 18L~0 (I , 59) . 
in the name of a spiritual ideal demands an intense activity , an 
energy and creative force certainly no less than that exacted by 
life in the external v.rorld . The crippling inertia to VThich she is 
subject spreads its tentacles through all aspects of her experience, 
even to the region of her faith. She is conscious of he r religious 
lethargy , of her inability to rouse herself to full realisation of the 
truths that should galvanise her t o a vivid inner life. Her ' pallid 
mind ' and ' rickety body and chameleon-like spirits , 2l deny her fulfilment 
even in this sphere. 
Si gnificantly , however , follOiving on t hese Haves of crippling 
lethagy there would come moods of violent joy and exhilaration , painful 
in their consciousness of the shad01f from vrhich they had emerged. There 
is often evidence of a great sensual a~fareness , aLmost voracious at times , 
that impinges on her more keenly than the spiritual values to whi ch she 
tries to subjugate it. 
Striking , for example , is the frequent , almost obsessive use of food -
imagery, \oJhich cannot be dismissed as a merely formal analogy. 22 
aJ. GE Letters , 21 December 1840 (I , 76) . 
22 She compares herself to a ' little child , 1>rith my pudding •.• 
dispatchj,ng the part for ~vhich I had the least relish first .' 
(9 Sept . '1838 ). She is ' generall y in the same pre~lcament 
w'i th books as a glutton Hi th his feast , hurrying through one 
course that I may be in time for the next ' - characteristically 
adding , as if to forestall criticism - ' not a very elegant 
illustration.' (6-8 November 1838) . And she refers to people 
f or w"!lOm 'nothing less than omnivorous reading •.• can satisfy 
their intellectual ma"r .' (16 harch 1839). Perhaps the fullest 
sensuousness of her imagination appears in her juxtaposition of 
v:arldly arl6. spiritual delights : ' ioTe inflate ourselves with vfind 
and refuse the feas t of fat things full of marrOVT , of wine on the 
lees 1-1ell refined. ' (13 j''larch 1840) . 
Her vivid consciousness of the delights of the palate some-
times has an almost Dickensian flavour , as , for instance , in the 
passages in Adam Bede , describing the Harvest ::5upper and the sheer 
physical pleasure , immediate and vicarious, that it inspires: 
, that table with Eartin Poyse r ' s round , good - hu.rnoured 
face and large person at the head of it, helping his 
servants to the fragrant roast beef , and pleased vJhen 
the empty plates came again .•• ' 
'rhis sensuousness emerges quite clearly too from the loving descriptions 
of comfortable interiors, of speckless .cleanliness and buxom , house-proud 
VTomen, the very salt of the earth. I t is obvious that the human , 
sensual element in Harian Evans was always s trong : t he sheer delight 
in life for its mm sake , quite apart from value, or higher significances . 
The external v.rorld did exercise a gr~at fascination over her - one that 
in her youtr~ul piety she branded as sinful , a distraction TIrom the 
ruthlessly homogeneous viOrld-vision that she sought to. impose on the 
variety of experience. 
It was not surprising that eventually after many years of tension 
between the constitutional lethar~J that deadened her religious responses , 
and the intervening flashes of vivid desires and longings for the forbidden 
pleasures of the outer "Torld , the brealdng-point should be reached. 
Gradually , inevitably , the tension grows: in 1840 , there are references 
to some infatuation that threatened the spiritual scheme of her life . 
She berates that ' traitor within , the love of human praise ' ;23 she tries 
to vlhip her 'rocky heart , I to rid herself of the disturbing image of the 
beloved , that disrupts her inner peace j but she admits the sight of him 
24 
'would prob~ly upset all ' her resolution. ' Cupid listens to no 
23 GE Letters , 26 February 1840 (I , 40). 
24 11 30 Harch 1840 (I, 46 ). 
entreaties ••• we must deal with him as an enemy , , 2.5 she writes a fevT 
days later: this encroachment of the alien , outer world must be 
repelled at all costs: the love of t he creature would threaten the 
absolute adoration of the Creator - ' possessing the fervent love of 
any human being would soon become your heaven , therefore it vlOuld be 
your curse,' she writes of herself to Hartha Jackson - even friendship 
is a rival to the exclusive l ove of God . 
The conflict grow's especially fierce , naturally , when the 
rejected delights are especially dear to her. There is , f or instance , 
the notorious passage in which she discusses marriage: 
'when I hear of the marrying and giving in marriage 
that is constantly being transacted. I can only sigh 
for those who are multiplying earthly ties vThich 
though pm'lerful enough to detach t heir heart and 
thoughts from heaven , are so britt le as ~o be liable 
to be snapped asunder at every breeze. , 2 (my italics) 
and the passage in which she ponders th~rmissibility of reading 
fiction . The arts have al1;vays posed problems for the Puritan: 
they remain tainted by the pagan culture that gave them birth, and , 
if not actually harmful to his spiritual welfare, 8.re , at best , of 
negligible moral value - and therefore , in the uncompromising Furitan 
vieH, unjustifiable . Earian Evans, like many other Puritans , is 
struggling vJith an unmanageable susceptibility to the forbidden ; 
)i:-' 
and the severity of the prohibition is naturally in proportion t o 
the susceptibility. She proscribes fiction for herself - not because 
she does not enjoy it but, on the contrary , because it has too potent 
2.5 GE Le tte'i--s, 61 April18lj.O (1 , 48-9). 
26 fI 18 August 18)8 (I, 6). 
an effect on her. vhth typical honesty of reservation and qualification , 
she adds: 
' I am I confess not 8.n impartial member of a jury in 
this case for I m"e the culpri ts a grudge f or injuries 
inflicted on myself. I shall carry to my gra.ve the 
mental diseases with which they have contaminated me. I 
(The fact that t his sentence was omitted by Cross 
charges it with even greater significance.) ' I/ihen I 
,.jas quite a little child I could not be satisfied "v-ith 
the things around me ; I l-vas constantl;)r living in a 'world 
of my creation, and was quite contented to have no 
companions t hat I might be left to my ovm mus~~gs and. 
imagine scenes in ""hich I was chief actress. I 
'1'he t wo v1Orlds , of reality and of fantasy , are at 1-Tar : wish-
fulfilment , or ' compensation, I as she was later to brand it , is 
pernicious , morally and spiritually - it is , in uncompromising Puritan 
terms , falsehood. There is to be no peaceful co-existence between the 
tv10 viorlds , no creative interaction; it is either/or - I ~':hen a person 
has exhausted the vlOnders of truth , there is no other resort than fiction. I 
This recognition of her peculiar susceptibility to just those 
feelings and terrJ encies that she decries is paralleled at several 
points - but never more clearly than in the question of personal .' 
attachment to other huraan beings. Love of the finite creature could 
never , for her , fit into its lavTful niche in the pattern of all-embracing 
love of God . The "rorld of creatures , of human relationship vli thin the 
bounds of time and space , ,'TaS an i mplicit threat to the ilmer, 
Jr.' 
' . 
spiri tualised vTOrld of her faith. Stringent measures 1.jere called for: 
perhaps others could afford to fraternise l,'rith the ,,,orld of the senses: 
her defences, she felt , ,('Tere too l-leak : 
r,~ 
27 GE Letters , 16 Harch 1839 (I , 22) . 
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' 1 do not deny t hat there may be many who can partake 
,vi t h a high degree of zest of all the lavTful enjoyments 
t he vTOrld can offer and. ye t live i n near communion wit h 
t heir God ; 'who can 1oJ'armly love the creature , and ye t be 
careful t hat the Creator maint ains His supremity in their 
hearts; but I confess that in my short experience and 
narrow sphere of action I have never been able to attain 
this; I f ind , as Dr . J ohnson sai d respecting his vTine , 
total abstinence much easier than moderation. 128 
Human affection ,29 alien ideas~30 t he influence of physical 
envi r onment and circumst ances31 - these are all irreconcilable with her 
des i red I conscious union I 32 ,vi th God . This extreme idealism 'vas bound 
to grovi more rigi d , in reaction to increasing pressure from outside : 
and , eventually , t o crack . In this critical process of ' conversion 
(or perversion ) ' as Basil '\ illey describes it , her reading Has clearly 
highly i nfluential. ( ' A single vlord is sometimes enough to give an 
entirely ne1tl mould to our thoughts . ' 33 ) Taylor ' s Ancient Chr isiiani ty 
and the Doctri nes of the Oxford Trac t s (1841) , .Bulwer's Devereux ,34 
Scott ' s novels, Hennell ' s Inquiry concerning the Origi ns of Christianit y , 
Bray ' s Philos ophy of rJecessity - these very different works all urged 
her to a position of almos t pant heistic acceptance of and delight in 
the materi al worl d f or its own sake . 
·'ven before the meeting "ri t h the Brays , there are signs of a 
change of attitude from her previous uncompr omi sing idealism. I n a 
letter to 11artha Jackson , vrri t ten in ~'iarch , 1841, t here is a neloi note 
28 Gl:!; Letters , 18 August 1838 ( I , 6) . 
29 11 30 h.arch , 1840 (I, 46) . 
30 11 ~'s 4 September 1839 (T 30). , - , 
31 11 
, 4 Sept emt..er 1838 ( I , 9 ). 
32 27 October 1840 ( I , 71) . 11 30 Harch 1840 (1 , 46) . 
33 11 4 September 1839 (I , 30) 
34 See 11 , 30 lIarch 1840 ( I , 45 ). 
, 
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of un-apologetic delight in her imaginings of the countryside -
, Tot-TZer ' s nose pushes itself agains t my fingers , and then my fingers 
wander about his rough coat as I Hri te . ' She then adds , 1-:ri th her 
typical self-conscious)lumour , but 1vith a rather lighter touch than 
formerly : 
' Yob. vrill aJInost accuse me of valuing you as I do 
some painters ' figures - f or the sake of the 
landscape in T;Ihich you are placed. ./ell! I 
suppose l"e are all loved (or despised) a little 
for the sake of our circumstances as .. lell as for 
our qualities ... Nho Hill pretend that a 'V7Oman who 
is reached through Cl. spacious entrance hall Hith 
Indian matting can appear as utterly commonplace 
as Eiss Jackson seen through the open parlour-door 
as you enter the passage? ' (I , 85-6) 
This letter might be seen as a tentative indication of her 
own future theory of fiction. what makes it specially interesting 
is the frank ackno'Vrledgment of t he influence of external factors , not 
merely as a framework for the i ndependent reality of the human-being , 
but as one of its conditioning factors. The demarcation-line between 
the inner being and. the outer .. 7Orld of all the petty circumstances 
that make up physical and s ocial conditions - this division is in the 
process of disappearing . And this passage foreshadows her later 
depiction of the fearful determining pbv;rer that the Heb of circumstances 
holds over t pe inner life and decisions of men . 
Even before trul meeting the Brays , then , the revolution in her 
severely i dealistic philosophy had begun: she had begun to come to 
terms 1"ith that dichotomy of the ideal and the actual , the infinite 
and the limi ~d t that 1-7aS never to cease to occupy her. 
Her first reaction to the intoxication of contact Hith the 
Brays Has , as she later ruefully admitted , ' a crude state of free-thinking . ' 
, 
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Suddenly set free from t he tyranny of dogma , she glories in the 
sheer sensuous de l ight of the actual , untrrumneled world . After 
droppi ng the bombshell of her change of religious belief , and after 
t he acquiescience i n church-going Hith her father , f or t he sake of 
family peace , she is sub jected t o t he attempts of her religious friends 
to br ing her back from her spiritual aberrations . These force her 
to f ormulate her nev·) position vlith a clarity that at first is 
exaggerated , in its rejection of the past and justification of her 
present moral position . She is still too vulnerable to accept ffi1y 
compromise ; even Bray ' s observation t hat Evangelica.l reli gion may 
have a desirable moral effect must be rebutted as a t hreat to t he 
neH faith : 
' I am i nfluenced in my OvTn conduct at the pr esent 
time by far higher considerations , and by a 
nobler idea of duty , t han I ever was 'l'Thile I held 
the evangelical beli efs .' 
She protests too much: faced 1'Tith t he kindly assaults of the ears ' s , 
the ~' ibrees , and the learned clergyman t hey de l egate to convince her 
of her errors, she declares , ' Calvinism is Christianity ••. a religion 
based on pure selfishness . ,35 He r present motives f or moral virtue , 
she claims , are much higher t han the religious imperative ' to save 
one ' s sout by making up coarse f l rume I f or the poor.' 36 
At the same time , t he .. lOrld beyond herself has a neH and vi tal 
impor t ance : ' Hou go you for society , f or communion of spi rit , the 
35 Hansons ,"-'Il p • 62 . 
36 There are no half-measures in her conversion : her advocacy of f iction, 
f or example is as absolute as her prohibition had f ormerly been -
' tfi·ey (novels) perform an office f or the mind which nothing else can '; 
and as f or Shakespear e , ' i n educating a child , this would be the first 
book she Houl d place in its hands ,' reports l1ary Sibree. (Hansons , p . 62 ). 
, 
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36a drop of nectar in the cup of mortals1 1 And in her mood of almost 
delirious joy in the delights of the actual physical vlOrld , she vrrites 
to Rev . \1atts , the clergyman who vTas trying to re-convert her to 
orthodoxy : -
11 confess to you t hat I feel it an inexpressible 
relief to be freed from the apprehension of vrhat 
Finney Hell describes , that at each moment I tread 
on chords t hat viill vibrate f or Heal or woe to all 
eterni t y . I could shed tears of joy to believe that 
in this lovely Horld I may lie on the grass and 
ruminate on possi bili tie s wi thou t dreading le s t my 
conclusions. ~ should be everlastingly fatal., 3? 
'l'his is a classic description of t he i ntoxication of freedom , of the 
liberation from the ' consciousness of Christian centuries . I The Puritan 
ethic of suppression and sublimation suddenly seems tyrannical and 
des tructive : vlhat she has gained in rejecting them is , to use her mm 
"lOrd. , I spontanei t y . I And , indeed , t here is a surge of optimism in her 
letters at this point , a ringing assertion of the ' bliss and beaut;y- ' 
of life : 
I I think t here can be feN' ,-rho more truly feel than 
I that this is a I-Jorld of bliss and beauty , that is , 
that bliss and beauty are the end , the tendency of 
creation , t hat evil is the foil to the jewel . . . , 38 
But suddenly , less than t HO months after 'VTriting this ecstatic 
letter , she~is plunged again in the fogs of melancholia : 
' 1. . . have t hought my s oul only fit for Limbo to 
keep company l:rith other abortions , and my life 
the shallovlest , muddiest , most unblessing stream. , 39 
And she is once again hyper-sensitive to the affection of her friends , 
36a GE Letters , 18 February 1842 (I , 127) . 
37 
38 
39 
11 
11 
11 
3 Augus t 1842 (1 , 14)-4) . 
161 September 1842 (r , 146) . 
3 Novembe r 1842 (r , 150) . 
~ .......... ----------------------
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. touchingly grateful for any expression of friendship to lone v1ho 
must Honder by v/hat strange halluCination fellol'1 beings are attracted 
tOHards her . I 
The change in harian 1s beliefs and attitudes can be seen quite 
clearly , if we compare t he letter she wrote to Sara Hennell on 15th 
Harch , 1843 , to comfort her in Hary Hennell ' s fatal illness , with the 
similar letter of condolence that she had ,-lTi tten three years earlier 
to Edith Kittermaster . Then , she had. Hritten a long and pious description 
of the spiritual value of bereavement , "Thich teaches us t o ' cease from 
man ' and tJurn exclusively to God , as the only true source of comfort 
and joy: 
' There is a degree of satisfaction even amidst this 
grief and anxiety , to ·which thoughtless freedom 
from pain can be nothing equal ; it is the satisfaction 
of having pa4~ially set our feet on the firm foundation 
of truth .. . ' 
The value of bereavement , t hen , Has that it turned man from the 
false outer vrorld of human loves and ties , to t he true inner one , i\rhere 
God reigns alone . Novr , three years later , she 1vri tes to Sara Hennell: 
" vhen th~ topmost boughs are lopped , a thousand shoots 
spring from beloH vli th all the energy of new life . I 
Now , the consolati on is , on the contrary , a reneVled appreciation of 
f ' 
all the small delights of life : the vision of man is forced d O\'Tmrards , 
by the loss of the beloved - dmm to all the unnoticed joys ",hich are 
to be nourished into new blossom ; and not upr..vards to some lofty i deal , 
that transcends the temporal conditions of life. HOH all comfort , 8~1 
40 GB Letters , 10 April 1840 (I , 49) . 
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reassurance is to be found in the actual 1ororld of human relation-
ships and natural phenomena ; not in a hypothetical state postulated 
from within man ' s mind . 
After her first reaction , hOi~ever , she tries to cme to terms , 
if not with her re jected faith , then at least v1i th those 1fho still 
hold it. And there is an almost vlistful note a.bout her assertion 
that one should be in harmony with those '"rho are oft~n richer in the 
fruits of faith though not in reasons , tha.n ourselves . ,41 It is men 
of fai th who , in a sense , create the world , Hho have the power of 
imposing their inner vision on the intractable material of reality . 
And it is this ' tTIlth of feeling ' that , for harian , is the ' only 
universal bond of 'O.nion ': this is the real stuff of humanity , only 
' melted into another mould ' in her case , than the conventional , and 
mythical , Christiar/dogmatism . Even that ' ''lretched giant ' s bed of 
dogmas ,' from which she is so thankful to be liberated , however , nOVJ 
seems to her less easily discarded than in her excessive enthusiasm 
she had at first thought : ' the intellectual errors .Thich He once 
fancied ,,18re a mere incrustation have grovm into the living body and ... 
vIe cannot in the majority of cases , wrench. them alilay vvithout destroyi ng 
vitality .' Dogmas , even false ones , may be the authentic expression 
of profourft moral insights , for a particular generation , and should 
not be carelessly uprooted . She even uses the image from the Nevl 
Testament of the vrheat and the tares , to illustrate her point . So her 
missionaY"J zeal for the spread of truth of opinion is tempered by her 
----- "'is 
41 Gl;!; Letters , 9 October , 1943 (I , 162). (Continued on page 25 . .. ) 
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recognition of the total human frame\vork , in vThich truth expresses 
itself; and, particularly , by her consciousness of the common basis , 
the ultimate reality of the ' truth of f~ing ,' that is greater than 
speculation and opinion. 
This attempt to come to terms 'with adherents to all forms of 
belief is typical in its synthesising approach. But during the next 
fe1.o.f years , the fine strength and flexibility of t hese sentiments Here to 
be severely tested . At this time , she was working on t he translation 
of Strauss ' s Leben Jesu , "Thich largely constituted for Narian an 
amplification of Hennell ' s Inquiry , and therefore brought her no novelty 
in the translation. In t his undertaking , Earian again d isplayed the 
contradictory tendencies of her nature. On the one hand. , she shm-red 
great zeal in the vTork - even learned HebreH to aid her - and continued 
all her manifold social cOlTuni tments , visiting t he poor , teaching in 
Caroline dray ' s infant s chool , lookine after her father, besides 
attending lectures herself and giving German lessons to Hary Sibree. 
But on the other hand, she was increasingl y visited by the spectre of 
melancholy and inertia. The \vork on Strauss >>Tas long , heavy, solitary 
Continuation of Note 41: 
Even in her earlier convert ' s enthusiasm , she had "Tritten: 
"I can rejoice in all the joys of humanity; in all t hat serves to elevate 
and purify feelings and. action; nor 1ITill I quarrel v, i th the million ;1ho , 
I am persuaded , are vTith me in intention though our dialect d iffer. Of 
course I must desire the ultli,late d ownfall of error: for no error is 
innocuous , but this assuredly will occur without my prosel y ting aid . . . ' 
(28 January 1842). There is a tone of humane acceptance of the variety 
and primary reality of the human material , through which truth will 
manifest i ·~elf . 
She can even accept her mm egoism , nO\l, - the subject of so much anxiety 
and self-conscious apology in her earlier letters: ' .l5eautiful e gO-ism! 
to quote one ' s ovm. ' And proceed to jus tify it: ' i.1u t lihe re is not this 
same ego? .. ' (18 February 18L~2) She also refers humorously to her ' I-ety ' -
' An unfortunate lady Hrote a note , one page of "Thich contained thirty I ' s. 
I dare not count mine lest they should equal hers in number. ' (16 Oe ptember 1842). 
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and desuructive . Strauss ' s Hi ghe r Critical approach destroyed the 
historical basis of the Gospels , and vJi th Teutonic thoroughness 
dernonstrated their mythical nature . Christ still remained an object 
of veneration , but it vIas rather an intellectual form of admiration: 
for Strauss , Christ embodied the profoundest teaching of the Hegelian 
phil osophy , in that he symbolised the ultimate union of matter and 
spirit , phenomenal and no'(l1enal , man and God . But Strauss ' s approach 
"as too cold and analytical for Varian ' s emotional nature: the implicatiol1ls 
of his work were devastatingly negative . Her habitual lethargy crippled 
her continually , a psychological escape-mechanism from the onerousness 
of t he work . IH01-l I nauseate pen , ink , and paper , I she cries j and , 1-lith 
a grimacing kind of sense of humour , sees this cloud of perpe tual 
depression as divine retribution for her apostasy: ' Eeaven has sent 
"leanness into my soul" for reviling ' the Christian saints. 43 The 
emptiness of a world disenchanted of faith fills her ivith gloom - ' Do you 
not feel ,' she asks pathetically of Sara Hennell , ' hmv hard. it is not ( to 
44-gi ve full fai th to every symbol? I This is the need for COInrlli tment , 
for absolute engagement , rearing its head again. Tolerance , rational 
qualification , critical analysis and recognition hf the trivialities of 
life - these have lost the glO1v of novelty ; and a yearning possesses her 
for the spiritual passion of faith that transforms all objects . 
~. 
, 
She is ' trauss-sick l - in 'despair that life vlOuld ever be made 
precious to me by the consciousness that I lived to sone good purpose .' 
Actual life , in all its pettiness , continually disappoints her ; s trauss , 
43 G~ Let~~s , 31 October 1844 (I , 182-3) . 
44 I1 September 1844 (I , 181) . 
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as she herself points out , is only a symptom of her general malaise _ 
she is not really disgusted 1>li th Strauss: ' I only fancy so some-
times , as I do with all earthly things . ,45 It is a 1r;reariness of the 
flesh that oppresses her ; the finite >vorld , in l<Thich she is confined , 
is a 1Vas te land , a mockery of her inner longings. ' The difficulties 
that attend a really grand undertaking are to be borne ,46 _ but less 
important things should go smoothly . ' I t seems as if my affections 
1'Te re quietly sinking down to temperate and I every day seem more and 
more to value thought rather than feeling ,' she l'lrites to Sara Hennell , 
and adds , significantly , ' I do not think this is man ' s best estate ... ,47 
I t is certainly not her best state , this ' sinking down to temperate ,' 
this subsidence into passivity and lassitude , in which thought has 
lost the emotion that is its life-blood. Iv~arian !];vans is n01-1 once 
more imprisoned vI i t hin he rself , passive , capable only of suffering , 
not of acting . 
Very revealing is her approving quotation of a passage from 
Harriet Nartineau ' s The Crofton Boys - some lines ' that would feed 
one ' s soul for a month. ,48 'I'he passage speaks of ' a new and delicious 
pleasure which none but the bitterly d isappointed can feel _ the 
pleasure of rousing their souls to bear pain , and of agreeing with 
God silentJpr , when nobody knows ,vhat is in their hearts. ' 
This elicious pleasure ' is , in fact , a return to the ~uritan 
ideal of pass ive acceptance of the sorro,vS of the external w-orld : 
45 GE letters , 29 April 1845 ( I , 190) . 
46 ""~ 11 hay 1845 ( I , 191) . 
47 11 13 June 1845 (I , 195) . 
48 
" 2.5 Hay 1845 ( I , 192). 
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of retreat into the spirit , of inner acquiescence and peace , in 
the will of God.. Again and again , this polari ty i<7ill recur in 
l'.arian Evans ' s thought , this continual oscillation between the two 
vlOrlds : ' notre vraie destin6e se compose de r~signation et d ' acti vi t~. ' 
Indeed , the outward slving is not long in coming . Already in 
August , 184.5 , the prospect of finishing the Strauss translation rouses 
her to lyricism: ' leathery brain must work at leathery Strauss for a 
short time before my butterfly days come . 0 how I shall spread my 
vnngs and caress you with my antennae. ' These lines have a poignancy 
in their ivhimsical self-deprecation . The tHO sides of her nature are 
so clearly expressed: the ' leathery brain ' and the butterfly; the 
ponderous intellectualism and the feeling for impalpable beauty . 
And Vlhen she does finally finish the translation , she gro1-Ts light-
hearted , casts off , if only temporarily , the heavy Puritan earnestness 
and quest for value , and bid.s the Brays come to her , ' in a very 
mischievous, unconscientious , theatre-loving humour. ,LJ9 And again, 
vd th the 'whimsical note of realistic self-knowled.ge , she vTri tes from 
Clapton, >vhere she is visiting Sara , that ' everybody I see i s very 
kind to me and therefore I think them all very charming , and having 
everything I vJant , I feel very humble and self-denying.' One feels 
that she "'is once a.gain in tune Hi th the world : the equilibrium has 
been restored , for the time being at least. 
The Strauss translation "TaS , in fact , her first major literary 
undertaking , in a career that was to move from translations to 
critical ~ssays, and finally to her fictional w·orks. ~ach of t hese 
types of work represents a stage in her evolution towards creativity . 
l.j~ GE letters , 1 June 1846 (I , 219) . 
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In her translations of Strauss and Feuerbach (and , later , of Jpinoza) , 
she displayed her capacity for submission ; her passive , sympathetic , 
mimetic habits of mind and feeling .. ;ere dra1VTI upon , in a surrender 
of her own personality to another ' s thought and sensibility.50 
In her second ' phase ,' as editress and contributor for the vlestminster , 
the detached , active , critical , and o f ten scathing aspect of her 
nature came to the forE<. It was of this aspect that James was thinking , 
.. Then he called her ' the victim of a first-class education . , 51 But it 
was in the fusion of these contradictory impulses , of sympathy and 
detachment , submission and self-assertion , that her own characteristic 
tone vTas concei vecl.. Both translations and revieivs made these years , 
from 18LI-5 to 1857 a valuable ges tation period for her creative maturity. 
"lJith the Strauss translation completed , I"iarian was engaged in 
constant care for her sick father. At every spare moment , she used to 
read to him , especially from his favourite Scott . Chapmru1 was in 
process of publishing her translation ; and Charles Bray bought the 
Coventry IIerald and persuaded J' arian to contribute some revievls and 
articles to it . The ' Poetry and Prose from the Notebook of an ccentric ' 
was her first published work - essays that appeared in the Herald from 
December , 1846 to February , 184'7 . 
50 cf . Henry J'ames , 'Daniel Deronda: A Conversation ,' reprinted in 
F .R. Leavis , The Great Tradition (1948 ) 260 : 
' She does not stirike me as naturally a critic , less still as 
naturally a skeptic ; her spontaneous part is to observe life and to 
feel it , to feel it with admirable depth . Contemplation , sympathy , and 
faith - ~omething like that , I should say , would have been her natural 
scale. ' 
51 ibid . 
Their interest lies, not merely in their foreshadowing of 
future achievements , but in the intrinsic value of many of their 
insights. The Introductory essay purports to be vJri t ten at the grave-
side of the author ' s friend , Hacarthy - and is , in effect , a character-
sketch of this imaginary friend. Laboured and self-conscious as the 
style of the essay is, the description of !-1acarthy ' s sensitivity of 
temperament is done 1iith a perception and a vivid sympathy that 
seems to denote ~ome degree of self-portraiture. It is a description 
of the eternal incongruity of the ideal and the ac tual , laha t is and 
vThat should be , that , as we have seen , is a leit-motif in l1arian 
l£vans ' s thought . She d"lells on the ' morbid sensitiveness ' of the 
dead man. For him , the facts of human degradation are ' positively 
painful elements in his experience, sharp iron entering into his soul. , 52 
The phrase is intensely felt: .tviarian herself was enga ged in just this 
struggle to come to terms vrith the ' knots and blemishes ' of actual 
daily exis tence. She too suffered from the over-heightened sensibility 
that was constantly aware of the frustrations , the sheer pettiness , 
that ti aS much of life ' s response to her ideal demands . 
The way in vThich Jvlacarthy comes to terms vTi th the disappointments 
of reality is by becoming a ' humourist - one vIho sported with all the 
,,' 
forms of human life, as if they >'Tere so many Hay-day mummings , uncouth , 
monstrou.s disguises of poor human nature , "Thich has not d iscovered its 
d i gnity. lfuile he laughed at the follies of men , he wept over t heir 
52 ' ssavs ~of George .81iot , ed . Thomas Bi nney (1963) , 15 - hereafter 
referred to as Pinney. 
sorrows ... I .As a description of her mm attitude in her novels , 
towards the commonplace I poor human nature , I this could hardly be 
be ttered - t he rueful , realistic , but loving tone is the same as that 
,"hich speaks of Amos Barton - that ' superlatively middling ' clergyman , 
and of the ordinary , mediocre uru1eroic ' eighty out of a hundred ' human 
beings l'1ho appear again and again in her hovels. Jut it is not just 
this earl y statement of a life-long theme that is interesting, but 
rather the light i t sheds on t he complexit y of reaction , out of which 
the later missionary simplicity evolved . 
[ "hen considering George Eliot ' s ad vocaay of ' sympat hy ' and love 
to the least splendid or ex traordinary of her fellovl-morals , cri tics 
have tended to describe this as a kind of exaltation of the commonplace , 
a spontaneous h;Y111n of praise to the rock-bottom level of common humanity . 
It is f or t his t hat she is celebrated by :rreaders of social i 'st views : 
f or the jovial pictures of bucolic country life , for t he humane portrayal 
of the sorrows and. struggles of undistinguished men and 'Homen , in the 
commonest walks of life. But the achievement is sometimes not seen 
\>Ti thin the fra'lle.vork of an intellect naturally aspiring to t he he roic , 
to the extraordina~J.~ It i s a f orced submission to reality that is 
part of the drama of Ivlarian Evans ' s development - a constant tension , 
an oscillation bet1-18en a longing f or the i deal and a clear , remorseless 
" 
insight into the actual mediocrity of t hings , be t "men the inner vision 
of man ' s essential grandeur and its external travesty in pettiness and 
frus tration. ,from this tension , George Eliot Vias e ventually to Hork 
out s ome .kind of synthesis , a lbeit , at times , rather a precarious one. ""~ 
But it Ifould be an impoverishment of our unders tanding of her t hought-
processes , i f He pounced too quickly on the synthesis , ,'Ti thout dHelling 
[ 
sufficiently on the polar elements that it eventually drevl together. 
The theme is continued. in the piece on ' 'l'he ~'Tisdom of the Child. I 
She declares here that true 'visdom consists in a return to that purity 
and. simplicity which characterise early youth. ' The sage and the child 
are at one , regarding the outer 1tTorld with all the lvonder and. 
receptivity of a full inner life. 
' It is , indeed , a similarity Hith a difference , for 
the ,vonder of a child is the effect of novelty , its 
simplici ty and purity of i gnorance; while the lfonder 
of the wise man is the result of knowledge disclosing 
mystery , the simplicity and purity of his moral 
principles , the re suI t of 'vide experience and hardly-
attained self-conflict .' 
The pattern here is clear: innocence leading to experience , 
culminating in a return to innocence in its enriched form . Or , in 
other ,vords , a pilgrimage from the passi vi ty of the inner ivorld , to 
immersion in the activity of the external world , and ultimately to 
the crrn~ing peace of inner fulfilment . Those whose progress is some-
hOH interrupted at the intermediate stage , who find themselves in a 
cul-de-sac of reason-i.,ithout-faith , fact-without-vision , Hho do not 
fol101., the clue to its destination , are described as ' philosophers ... 
who have reached the stage of enlightenment in v/hich virtue is 
ru10ther name f or prudence , who give their sanctions to a system of 
f-' 
morals , as they do to a system of Police ... who 'would change their 
morals l"rith their clima'!re . .. ' and these I philosophers ' are deemed 
inferior to the child who devoutly ' exercises faith and obedience 
to lavl. ,53 
?,~ 
-----
53 ibid ., p . 20 . 
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Thus , the non-rational and reverent faculties are exalted at 
the expense of the over-Heening rationalism of the philosophers. It 
is linpossible , of course , to remain a child , with a child ' s implicit 
faith , his projection of himself , his ovm fantasies and desires , on 
the 1iorld of fact. Han must progress ouhvards , must engage vlith the 
life outside him; but this , in turn , should only serve to enrich and 
~ 
confirm the purity of vision vli th which the child begins. 
The dangers of too great a concern vlith the self are expressed 
in ' A little fable ldth a great moral ,' the next of the pieces in the 
' IJotebook of an .r!Iccentric. ' The tale of the Hamadryads is told gently 
and Hhimsically; but both nymphs are clearly proje ctions of contrary 
aspects of her mm personality : on the one hand , the narcissistic, self-
obsessed tendency , the self-distate , self-pity , and emotional hunger 
that tormented her; and on the other , t he recognition that the only 
escape from this obsessive concern with self is concentration on others , 
on the ''1Orld beyond the self. Also indicated here , is her later 
' positivist ' concern Hith the amelioration of the conditions of life , 
the growth of practical scientific knoVTledge: ' some of the thick 
f ores ts had. been cleared a ... ray from the earth , and men had begun to 
build and to plough • • • ' 54 ] 
Ii'" 
' From the Hotebook of an Sccentric ,' t:A8r8fof'o represents a 
f irst statement of important themes , arising from her personal emotional 
experience and the evolution of her philosophical views . The increasing 
54 ° b O ' 1:. 22 l la. , p. . 
\ 
insistence on ob ,jecti vi ty extends even to her own self-regard: her 
letters indicate the grovlth of an almost clinical detachment in her 
view of herself : she posi ti vely enjoys being ' removed to a d istance 
from myself , v1hen I am away from the petty circumstances that make up 
my ordinary environment . I can ta~e myself up by the ears and inspect 
myself like any other queer monster on a small s cale. I The need for 
freedom and clarity from the stultifying conditions of daily life emerges 
vividly' from these sentences : she must sometimes be alone Hi th herself , 
not in order to sink vlithin herself , but , on the contrary , to attain a 
measure of detachment , to become both subject an(l object , scientist and 
specimen . 1'he ' petty circumstances ' of her life irk her almost unooarably 
at times : she has to escape to achieve that mixture of e goism and 
de tachment , which characterises her a t her best . 
In 1848 , she "rrites some extremely interesting letters to her 
friend , John Sibree , 1-'1hose offer of marriage she had. declined ; she 
d iscusses , in more intellectual vein than 'vi th her female friends , 
(even Sara Hennell) her central preoccupations, vli th the ideal and 
the actual , the possibilities for heroic action in a petty and 
increasingly circumscribed lwrld. Especially interesting is her 
generalisation that the VIorld has exhausted its heroic possibilities 
in li terattre: 
' Great subjects are used up , and civilisation 
tends evermore to repress individual predominance , 
highl;)r-wrought agony or ecstatic joy . But all the 
gentler emotions will 00 ever nevr - ever Hrought 
up into more and more lovely combinations, and genius 
will probably take their direction. ' 55 
55 GO;> Letters , 11 February 18LJ-B (I , 247-8 ). 
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Hhen vTe speak of George Eliot ' s preoccupation Hi th these ' gentler 
emotions ,' her exaltation of the small beauties of the corMnonplace, 
we should not be too has t y to add that she scorned the grand, the 
heroic: it is quite obvious that, like her mm Nacarthy on the 
contrary , she had a keen feeling for the monmuental and the extraordinary , 
and that it is precisely this feeling that lent pat hos and humour to 
her depiction of mediocrity. 
Cl In similar vein , she ~.,rites of her joy in the _ rench P..e volution. 
She commends John Sibree (together -w ith earlyle) f or being able to 
' glory in Hhat is actually great and beautiful Hithout putting forth 
any cold reservations and incredulities to save their credit for them •.• 
You a.re just as rash and sahsculottish as I would have you. ' The 
letter glows Ivi th enthusiasm: the urge for commitment to actual human, 
social achievement impatiently shrugs off the pedantic de tachment of 
the philosophers . She quotes ·'t . Simon ' s theory of the alternating 
pe riods of history - the critical epoch followed by the organic - and 
re joices that she lives in an. ' organic I age. The impulse to see the 
best expectations of her inner ideals embodied in reality is irrepressible: 
but realism forces her to look around her , and admit that 
' r should have no hope of good from any imittive 
movement at home. Our \-Torking classes are eminently' 
",. inferior to the mass of the French people . In France, 
the mind of t he people is highly electrified - they 
are full of i deas on s ocial subjects - they really 
desire social reform - not merel y an acting out of 
:3ancho Panza ' s favourite proverb , "Yesterday for you , 
to-d.ay for me" . . • I ' Here there is so much larger a 
proportion of selfish radicalism and unsatisfied brute 
sensuality . . . than of perception or desire of justice, 
that a. revolutionary movement would be simply destructive • . • ,56 
"-is 
56 G:c.: letters , 8 Harch 1848 (I , 254). 
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Here , simultaneously , \fe find the revolutionary fervour , the ardent 
i deali sm , and its corollary when faced by sordid reality - the re-
actionary apprehension and caution that she i s later to el aborate 
in Felix Holt ' s anti-radical speeches. 
During t he las t months of her father ' s life , the strain on 
Marian vJaS overl-Thelming . Constantly at hi s bedside . subject t o the 
unremitting yoke of pett y housekeeping tasks , she yet cherished these 
occupations as her remaining opportunity of service to t he one person 
in the v;rorl d v7ho really needed her . ' I am suffering perhaps as 
acutely as ever I did in my life ,' she vTrites . ' Hy life is a perpetual 
night mare . ,5'1 'TI1e night mare feeling emerges very clearly from a 
passage in a letter to Sara Hennell , Nith its acute sense of alienation , 
astonishingly close in detail to t hat described de cades later by t he 
Existentialists : 
' Alas f or the fat e of poor mortal s Hhich condemns 
them to wake up some fine morning and find all the 
poetry in ltlhich their "rorld \-JaS bat hed only t he 
evening before utterly gone - the hard angular vTOrld 
of chairs and t abl es and looking- glasses staring a t 
t hem in all its naked prose . It is so in al l the 
s tages of life - the poetry of girlhood goes - t he 
poetry of love and marriage - the poetry of materni t y -
and at last the very poetry of dut y f orsakes us f or a 
season , and vTe see ourselves and all about us not hing 
more t han miserable agglomerations of atoms - poor 
t entative effor,ts of the j~atur Princip t o mould a 
pC: personality . ' se 
The world divested of ' poetry ' is suddenly seen as naked , hard , 
unfeeling . Lost in a harsh Hoi~ld of things , t he soul bruises itself 
impotently : it is inert , inca}!lable of t hat power of transformation , 
57 Gi~ Le tters , January 1849 (I , 274· ) . 
9 Februa~J 1849 ( I , 276 ) 
58 It Lt June Itl48 ( I , 264) . 
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that floH of idealism that transforms all ob jects to its "!>Till. I t 
is the fee line of ' The w'orld is too much 'vi th us ... ,' of ' The things 
\I'/hich I have seen I now can see no more. ' I t is a mood that George 
j~liot often recaptures i~er novels : at the climaxes of tragedy, 
vi"hen her heroines - Hetty , or G-'vrendolen - are suddenly divested of 
all their hopes and desires - it is the cold, i mmovable vlOrld of 
objects t hat reflects their grief - a looking- glass , a heap of jeTJTels . 
b it even this state I'larian Evans tries to generalise, to foree into a 
mere link in the chain , a necessary stage in the eternal oscillations 
of fate: 
' This is the state of prostration - the self-abnegation 
through Hhich the soul must go , and to v hich it must 
again and again return , that its poetry or religion, 
Hhich is the same thing , may be a real ever-flowing 
river fresh from the windows of heaven and the fountains 
of the great deep - not an artificial basin v,Tith grotto 
vlOrk and gold fish. ' 
'l4Jhat , in effect , she is saying is that these :periods of barrenness , 
of ' self-abnegation ,' are not only inevitable , but , in a sense , 
desirable. The flaH of creative vision , from the innermost self , mus t 
be ever-fresh , must al'-vays retain the energy of pure need: it must 
flow tmmrds a parched land. .u.;very nOH and then , therefore , Hhat 
Leavis calls the ' pressure of personal need ' has to be experienced anew. 
('h~, idea is an arresting one: but it has , in a sense , the 
originality of despair. Narian ' s description of her state has all the 
horror of a nightmare: it reads like an entry in a modern psychiatric 
case-book : 
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' I feel a sort of madness growing upon me - just the 
opposite of the delirium which makes people fancy 
that their bodies are filling the room . It seems 
t o me as if I were shrinking into that mathematical 
abstraction , a point - so entirely am I destitute 
of contact that I am unconscious of length or breadth , 
and by the time you see me again , I shall have lost 
all possibility of giving you any demonstration of a 
spiritual existence - like a poor sprite metamorphosed 
into a pomegranate seed or some such thing. ' 
The puckish , vJhimsical , fantastic note of that last image -
' a poor sprite metamorphosed .•. I is expanded a fevr months later to 
fill an entire letter , in 1"hich she humorously imagines the process 
of her creation. 59 This very pathetic little fable , with its note of 
rueful tenderness , expresses all harian ' s sense of disharmony - both 
'vTith herself and in relation to the \~a:rld . She can only account for 
herself as some kind of f reak of nature: but the very real pain of 
feeling unequipped , physically and mentally , for the struggle of 
existence - this she manages to sublimate in the fantasy and grotesque 
humour of the story . Believing as she did that ' everyting necessarily 
acts in accordance vJi th its mm nature ,' there seemed no vTay out for her t 
from the fate of her ill-matched characteristics , her gangling form , 
her uWflieldy intellect , and her possessive emotions . And now , the 
lethargy that had again overtaken her left her bereft of any pOl-ier of 
frui tful contact 1"ith the w'orld beyond herself. "rhe enthusiasm 
without ~1ich one cannot even pour out break£ast well (at least I c~nnot) 
has forsaken me. ,60 
The battle between idealism and realism takes an unexpected turn 
59 GE letters , 23 November 1848- (I , 272-3). 
60 11 5 June 1848 (I , 265) (continued on page 39 • .. ) 
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• 
in Earian ' s t houghts , in Bay , 1849 - shortly before her father ' s 
death. Thinking of F . H. NevTman - ' our bl essed Saint Francis ,' she 
w-rites: 
' There i s a sort of bl asphemy in t hat proverbial 
phrase "too go(xl to be true. 11 The highest 
i nspiration of t he purest , noblest hwnan soul is 
the nearest expression of the truth ... Shall He poor 
earthHorms have subli meI' thoughts them t he universe 
of 'which ,-re are poor chi ps - mere effluvia of mind -
shall be have sublimeI' thought g than t hat universe 
can furnish ou t into reality? ' 1 
it i t h a t;ypical par adox ical f lick , :She has inverted the usual 
ideal/ real relationship. The conventional argument of t he Ii.ealist 
school is t hat any hi ghly virtuous character \V0uld be untrue to life , 
a figment of t he i dealist ' s imagina tion. ' by juggling vlith her terms , 
Harian asserts the pmver of -the ' universe ' to provide realities exceeding 
man ' s greate s t visions - a belief that should lead to a saner and calmer 
acceptance of the possibility of great virtue . Realism should not be 
a reducti ve view' of possibilities but , on the contrary , should t h I' 0 10-1 
even t he highest human i deal s into proper p9rspective . 
This piece of reaoning , rather mudcUing though it seems , has a 
significant effect on George Eliot' s attitudes tOHards many of the 
characters i n her novels. Far from swooning \vi t h admiration before her 
Continuatio~f Hote 60: 
id 
Only books still seem to have t he povJer to rouse he r to enthusiasm . 
Rousseau sends ' an e lectric thrill ' through her ; and as f or George 3ano , 
although ' I should neve r dream of going to her Vlritings as a moral code 
or t ext-book ' and ' I d on ' t care wl ether I agree vli t h he r about marriage 
or not ' ... ' I cannot read six pages of hers 1o-1ithout feeling t hat it is given 
to her 'delineate human passion and its results ... s ome of t he moral i ns tincts 
and their tendencies - vIi t h such truthfulness , s uch nicety of discrimination , 
such tragic powe r and withal such loving , gentle humour , t hat one might live 
a century ~i th nothing but one ' s own dull faculties and not kn01'1 s o much as 
those six pages will s uggest. ' (9 .l" ebruary 1849) . 
61 
GE Letters , l.~ay 1849 (I , 282 ). 
virtuous heroes and heroines , as so many Victorian novelists do , 
George J;;liot remains relativelY unimpressed and collected : she 
probes , analyses , approves , but ultimately regards the exceptional 
moral qualities she i s depicting as , in one sense , a. matter of course. 
This balanced vievJ is partly due to the deterministic light in 
."hich she sees her characters: t o some extent , because of their inherent 
temperament and social situation , they- can scarcely side-step their mm 
virtuous inclinations. But equally powerful as an influence on this 
attitude is her experience of the demanding Evangelical perspective 
on life. For the Puritan , moral s tanda.rds are absolute: and measured 
against t hem , even the most impeccable of human-beings is a sinner: 
accustomed to intense introspection , George Eliot knevl that from the 
exacting view-point of their mm ultimate ideals , they are found 
Nanting . Thus , she can accept , quite calmly and honestly , the goodness 
of her good characters , she can depict courage , self-abnegation , near-
saintliness , with neither a reductive scepticism, nor a sanctimonious 
mITe . '_hey are great souls , she acknmvledges : but not ' too good to 
be true .' 
The death of Marian ' s father marked a turning- point in her life . 
Strangely , the last days at his bedside brought her great emotional 
satisfaction . She is touchingly grateful for his ' thousand little 
pr oofs thti:. he understands my affection and responds to it . ,62 
' These are very precious moments to me; my chair by father ' s bed-side 
is a very blessed seat to me. ' And again , she ·writes to Charles Bray : 
' Strange to say, I feel that these Hill ever be the happiest days of my 
----- ~ 
62 GE letters , 10 1 ay 1849 (I , 283). 
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life to me. The one deep strong love I have ever knmm has nOli1 its 
highest exercise and fullest re1'lard - the Horship of sorrOVl is the 
,vorship f or mortals. ' This almost mystical sentence is counter-
balanced by the deep fear and sense of loss , amounting to panic , that 
is reflected in the letter written to the Bra3Ts on the night of her 
father ' s death : 
q:'hat shall I be vlithout my Father? It ,v'ill seem 
as if a part of my moral nature were gone. I had 
a horrid vision of myself last night becoming 
earthly sensual and devilish for want of t hat 
puri fying restraining influence . ,63 
It is as though her father had acted 8.S a kind of emotional safety-
valve forfuer , granting her some outlet for her affections , f or her need. 
I 
of love and dependence - a lawful and ' purifying ' outlet. "Ifithout this, 
she shudcered to think vJhat she Ivould do with all the passion of her 
nature. 
Hm-rever , tlhe void left by her father ' s death 1'7as to some extent 
filled by her close friends , the Brays , Sara Hennell , and the D' Alberts , 
l.Jhom she came to regard as parent substit utes (even calling h rs. D' Albert 
' maman . ' ) Her depression stayed Hith her , h Ov18ver , and Charles Hennell 
apparently spoke to Sara critically about 1'1arian ' s melancholia: ' there 
is much that is morbid in y our character ... with a dwelling on yourself 
and a 10v:hng to think yourself unhappy . ,64. Marian humbl y admits the 
truth of the charge , and promises to keep her depressions out of her 
63 GB Letters . 30 flay 1849 (1 . 284). 
64 20 ;)epteHlber 1849 (I . 307) . Harian is quoting from 
;" ara £ennell ' s letter to her. 
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letters . Again , rather movingly but , one feels , quite truly , she 
claims: ' I .. rant encouraging rather than warning and checking . I 
believe I am so constituted that I shall never be cured of any faults 
except by God ' s discipline - if human-beings vrould but believe it , 
they do most good by saying to me the kindest things truth will 
permit .... ' This basic need of her nature for encouragement and 
support Has fortunately to be realised by L-En,res , Hho supplied much 
of t he need himself , and .. larned her publisher , Blacbwod , like~'rise , 
never to criticise her Hork , unless it 'N'ere absolutely essential. 
Varian t s apparently restrained , phleblluatic nature included , as 
lie have seen , a fundamental admiration and enthusiasm f or Harm and 
ardent feelings , overf lmring into action. She has all the 1-Tistful 
reverence of the introvert for the fine careless raptures of those Hho 
are f ully adjusted to the Horld of action: 
' I am beginnine; t o lose respect f or the petty acumen 
that sees difficulties . I love the souls that rush 
along to their goal vrith a full stream of sentiment , 
that have too much of the positive to be harrassed 
by theberpetual negatives 1-Thich are after all but the 
disease of the soul , t06be expelled. by fortifying the princi pIe of vi tali t y .' 5 
:Lt is this quality of vitality that she lacks : but she is acutely 
m'Tare of the lack , and cherishes what amounts to a veneration for those 
Hho are eriP.m-red ·Hi th this magic quality. Again and a gain , the vivid 
activity , the physical strength and beauty , the positive , uninte l lectual 
force of the characters in her novels are to be emphasised , "lrJith a kind 
of fas cinated delight . 
65 GE Letters , 24 October 1849 (I , 318 ). 
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Connected uith t his admiration f or the active and t he actual , 
in their best f orms , is her declaration that ' the only ardent hope I 
have f or my future life is to have given to me s ome Homan ' s duty , some 
possi bilit;y of devoting myself Hhere I may see a daily result of pure 
caJJu bl e ssedne ss in the life of another .' 66 This i s not only a longing 
f or an absolute emotional a tta chment to another human-being , but it i s , 
in a sense , the desire to lose oneself in activi t y , to realise all the 
potential of the inner life i n the limited and controllable minutiae of 
a practica l 'woman ' s duty .' I t is a desire f or the ' simple life ,' 
shar~~ned by t he pressures of a compl ex 1~rsonality . 67 . 
T'Ile grmfing and painful auareness of t he cOlllplexi ties of her 
needs as a "lOman and as an intellectual being was intensified at this 
periocl by her infatuation f or Chapman j and experience clearly underlies 
he r later portrayal , in The ""iill on t he Floss, of l~raggie ' s passion f or 
~3 tephen . 
tSO G ~ Letters , 4 De cenibe r 1949 ( I , 322) . 
67 cf. ' r,To vlonder the sick-room and the lazaretto have s o often been 
a refuge from the tossings of intellectual doubt - a place of 
repose f or the worn and .. rounded spirit . Here is a dut y about which 
all creeds and all philos ophies are at one: here , at least , the 
conscience Hill not be dogged by doubt , t he beni gn i mpulse Hill not 
be che cked by adve r se t heory : here you ma;)' begin t o act without 
se ttling one preli minary question ... '1'his blessi ng of serene freedom 
from the importw1i ties of opinion lies in all simple direct acts of 
mercy , and is one source of that SHeet calm "11hich is often felt by 
the watcher in t he s ick-room, even ",hen the duties tJ.1:i.e are of a 
hard and t errible kind . ' ( Jane V s Repentance , ch . 24 , pp . 270-271). 
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The physical fascination 1o1ith a man morally and intellectually 
her inferior is depicted there with such complete realism , .'ri th such 
an absence of critical comment , that many readers have been repelled 
by this section of the book . At least , insists Dr . Le avis , George 
Eliot ought to have implied her ovm disapproval of haggie ' s infatuation. 68 
ilovrhere does she clearly seem to realise just H'hat a nonentity Stephen 
is , "1ha t a tragedy it would have been for Naggie to be married to him , 
quite apart from t he obvious moral issue . But the objection is made by 
a man . Probably any 11f0Dlan could understand and accept this kind of 
fascination . There is no need to emphasise the unvTorthiness of the 
object : that s_lould be plain from the f acts of Stephen ' s HOrdS and 
atti tudes . vlhat needs understanding is the irrational blinding pOVier 
that such an attraction can have , perhaps primarily , over the morally 
and emotionally fastidious 'lrTOman . 
lilarian ' s infatuation , acted out against a background of sordid 
squabbles and jealousies , exhausted her , and , eventually , exhausted 
itself . Her friendship vii th Spencer may have acted as a kind of antidote -
this rather severe , refined , and hypochondriacal thinker , vlho appreciated 
her masculine mind 
, 
and feminine gentleness , and. supplemented t hem .vi th 
his mm intellectual energy and confidence . She also me t Levles during 
this periw:(1851) , but , significantly , was repelled by his ugliness 
( ' a sort of miniature h irabeau , , 69 she calls him). 
68 F . R. Leavis , The Great Tradition (19LJ-8 ) , pp . L~O-4 . 
69 Gc Letter¥ , 8 October 1851 (r , 36'7). 
Physical beauty affected her greatly , perhaps just because of 
her mm lack of it. .even the tI'i,redish authoress , Frederika Bremer , 
f or I-Thom she later came to feel a sincere admiration , at first 
repiled her by her ueliness. 
The friendship vii th Spencer took a decidedl y platonic turn : 
and rljarian was painfully aware that it was her mm lack of beauty 
that had. once again f oiled her longings for full appreciation and 
love. This vTas an emotionally exhausting time for her , and it is 
no Honder that she refused to Hrite for Chapman on t he ' Bmotions ' -
' for it is the grand wish and object of my life to get rid of them as 
far as possible , seeing they have already had more than their share 
of my' nervous energy.70 
As abJays at such periods of her life , lfarian swings back to a 
sense of the meaninglessness of existence . No"" however , it takes a 
different forl1lulation : in "Hriting to Cha.prnan she articulates her ne1/1 
philosophy : she rejects the belief in 
• 
' Free lill , in the The ism that looks on manhood 
as a type of the godhead , and on Jesus as the 
Ideal Han ' 
- in fac t , all t he most cherished convictions of her transition from 
Christianity ; the pantheism and rational synthesis of Hennell and 
Strauss . Nmv , she proclaims her belief in 
~' 
' necessity , that a nobler presentation of hmnanity 
has Jet to be given in resignation to individual 
nothingness , than could ever be sho>m of a being 
1-rho l.1elieves in the phantasmagoria of hope unsustained 
by reason. ,71 . 
She is thro-c-m back once more on passivity , on resignation and hope-
lessness. Nothing creative can be done vJith the vTOrld : the 
individual is a mere plaything of the ruthless forces of necessity. 
The only wisdom is to sn bmi t ; the onlJ, strength to re cognise one ' s 
impotence . ~~ In her novels , Ceorge Eliot often "Tas to illustrate this 
inner fortitude of passivity , of resignation , the Christian virtue of 
70 Gt; 
71 
letters , 21 July 1852 (11 , 46). 
11 24-5 July 1852 (11, 49). 
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self -repression , and to cele bra te i t '~7i th a s;yrapathy born of experience. 
5eth Bede , to mention one example , reacts to Dinah ' s refusal of his 
I 
offer of marriage in this V.fay : 
Living 
only in 
to act . 
submit 
self. 
, . . !instead of bursting out into 1'lild apostrophes to 
God and destiny , he is resolving , as he now walks 
hom81lTard under the solemn starlight , to repress his 
sadness, to be less'bent on having his own 'will, and 
to live more for others , as DinaJ1 does . ' 72 
for others is the one permissible outlet for man ' s energies : 
this 'lay , can he seek some satisfaction of his 1'Till to achieve , 
Like the Hamadryad in her IJote book of an Eccentric , he must 
to his ovm decay , and focus his concern on the .vcrld beyond the 
The emotional d.ryness and isolation of Earian ' s state increasingly 
depressed her. The ' common yearning of vTOmanhood ' greH in her , as its 
fulfilment became less and less likely. Then , one evening , Lewes , till 
then a casual friend , or rather Spencer ' s friend , turned to her for 
sympathy in his loneliness , and all at once t he ' viOman ' s duty ,' for 
vJhich she had loneed , was placed before her. 18\<[es, with his rather 
scandalous reputation , his monkey-like appearance , and his ' Frenchified ' 
air , had not a'~ first made a very favourable impress ion on Harian . 
But the l'lre ck of his marriage , his own need for love , and the fact that 
f -' 
he was on' the verge of nervous and physical breakdown , appealed nml to 
her , in a >vay that all his brilliance and wit had not been able to do . 
As literary and drmnatic critic , he had an excellent reputation: 
and his weekly book-revieH in t he Leader ".faS one of the talking-points 
72 Admn Bede , ch. 3. 
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in London intellectual circles . But he also masqueraded as IVivian l -
the urbane gossip-columnist ; and had the doubtful honour of being the 
author of bro rather delicate novels , Hhich shocked even so imperturbable 
a reader as Jane ,je lsh Carlyle . 73 This vulgar side of his nature , hovrever , 
does not seem to have repelled Larian , as much as , at first , his 
physical ugliness had done . llis respect for the depth of her intellect , 
his emotional need of her sympathy , provided her with Hhat seemed noV' 
the only valid purpose in li vin.g - dedication to another , jus tifica tion 
by Horks . To be found lovable by another human-being seemed to 
authenticate her own existence : and in his eyes , I to lmoH her \'laS to 
74 love her . I I And he , in turn , h~i a stimulating effect on her : 
he embodied that vitality that she regard.ed i,vith such -wistful admiration -
' an air~r loose-tongued merry- hearted beinc; , Hi th more sail than ballast , ,75 
Jane Nelsh Carlyle called him ; and since , in many ways , she had. ballast 
enough for tvlO , his dynamism and volatility seemed a sheer blessing 
to her . 
The effect of this relationship on l-iarian 1'laS overwhelming . The 
tone of he r letters changes instantly : even before the decision to 
live toge the r publicly , she has shouldered much of his \,rork , tOMpare 
his ill-health ; physicB.lly , she is over-strained , labouring f or two . 
Dut the cO,l;ltentment that being needed has brought her is im..mediately 
reflected in her attitudes : e ven Eessie P8.rkes notices the new softness 
in he l' : she 1-vri te s to he r friend , 3ar bara ,-'mi th : 
73 See "Iansons , 
~~ 
p. 153· 
7L~ G.I£L Journal 28 January 1859 ; quoted in Hansons , p . 158. 
75 TIal1S0ns , p . 155 · 
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' Larianli:vans has ... finally made up her mind to 
love me . .. r he odd mixture of truth and f ondness 
in j'~arian is s o great ... she seems ,gle to see 
faul ts Hithout losing tenderness. ' 
This perceptive comment indicates the harmony that l{arian had now 
established betHeen some of the paradoxical aspects of her nature : 
truth and fondness ; objective realism and the opontane ous outfloH of 
love . And shortly after her thirty -fourth birthday , she epitomises 
this harmony in the quotation from Comte (a \·rri ter Hho had interested 
her earlier , but I-Thom she had laid aside - significantly - because of 
Spencer ' s unfavourable opinion) , l-Thich "re cited earlier : 
' I be gin this year more happily than I have done most 
years of my life . "Notre vraie destin6e , If says Comte I 
"se compose de r~signation et d ' activi~1I - and I seem 
more disposed to both than I ha.ve e ver been before .' 77 
' h ore disposed to both ' indica.tes the ne.vly discovered sense of 
reconcilement and peace : somehow the conflict has ceased anc1 co-
existence seems possible at last . 
BtJ this time , her success as cri tic and edi tress of the ':lestm~ter 
had reached gratifying proportions . The reputation of the rericxJ.ical 
had s oared and her articles had been acclaimed by the leading .t!;nglish 
thinkers of the day , "yho accep ted her as their equal. From childhood , 
she had been particularly suscepti bl e to applause , 78 a \veakness that she 
fl{.:.t 
could nOlI recognise quite equably in her own nature . 
76 G"'i' Letters , 12 February 185.3 (11 , 87) . 
11 
, 25 =·;ovember 185.3 (n , 127 ). 
78 'iJhen fou:v years old , ' in order t o impress the servant vlith a proper 
notion of her aO,:;[uirements and generally distin!?,uished pos ition , I 
she had given a piano-recital \,rithout being able to play a note! 
(Gordon S . TIaight , George Eliot ; a biography , p .5 ; quoting 
J. \,1. Cross , ed . Ge orge Eliot' s Life (1885 ), I , 14 . ) 
The pleasure of fame and intellectual respect T.-Tas , in fact , 
one of the mai n considerations that spoke against her projected 
' elopement ' w'ith LevTes . In openly living in adultery Hith him , she 
lwul d be placing herself beyond the pale in respectable s ociety ; 
and , perhaps most importantly , she '\<Tould frustrate her hopes of 
becoming a pOvler for the good in the Ni der Horld . Thus , both egoistic 
and altruistic considerations ,,,ere opposed to this union : in its favour , 
there i'ms simply the ' pressure of personal need ' of both herself and 
1e1\Tes - a need that VIas provident ially justified in the intel1e'ctua1 
area in vrhich she was at t his time vTOrking . 
This Has her translation of' 1l'euerbach ' s Essence of Christianity , 
commissioned by Chapman . Loth Comte and Feuerbach viere to have a pr of ound 
influence on her . According to Comte , ' Love is naturally the one 
universal principle. ' In his Phi10sophie Positive , the blueprint of' 
h i s social sys tern , he places vTOman in the central position: the 
Posi ti vist marriage is divine , and women are objects of '\·TOrship . 
Narriage is , ho",ever , unbreakable - and even marri age 1;'Ti t h an ' unbeliever ' 
is seldom allovTecJ. to be dissolved . 
Feuerbach , on the other hand , had a much more practical and 
human attitude . Re agrees that marriage is divine : but his emphases 
a.re all on,.:.,the human nature of that divinity. The divi ne is a character-
istic of humanity : the true marriage Hill express t his essential 
quality . But if the marriage is no longer the incarnation of the 
ideals it is meant to express - then its 'raison d ' etre ' has vanished , 
and the marriage is at an end . The implication f or Larian ' s own 
~ 
si tuation is clear . In July , 1854 , the Feu srbach translation 'i'Tas 
published , and f'larian left id th LeHes f or AntHer p . 
Feuerbach ' s philosophy , hmJever , had effects on Harian in a 
much HideI' sphere . His rejection of t he Hegelian idealistic 
philosophy , and his concentration on the world of actual fact , of 
matter and sense-data , made its impact on the delicate balance that 
Harian han ahmys been trying to achieve betvleen the claims of the 
idea l and the real. In his Preface , F'euerbach declares his manifesto: 
'I unconditionally repud iate absolute , immaterial , self-
sufficing speculation , - that speculation 1'7hich dravlS 
its material from 1·7ithin ... for !!lY. thought , I r equire 
t he senses ... I d o not generate the ob ject from the 
thought , but the thought from the ob ject ; and I hold 
that alone to be an object which has an existence 
beyond one I s own brain. I Hi s Idealism is ' only faith 
in the his torical future , i n the t r i umph of truth and 
virtue ; it has for me only a political and moral 
significance; fo r in the sphere of s trictly theoretical 
philosophy , I attach myself , in direct opposition to 
the Iiegelian philos ophy , only to r ealism, to materialism 
in t he sense above ifl..ciicated .' 
He i s ' nothing but a natural philosopher i n t he d omai n 
of the mi n..ci '; and his philosophy lies , paradoxically 
eno·ugh , ' i n the negation of philosophy , i. e . , it 
declares that alone to be the true philosophy Hhich i s 
converted in succum et sanguinern , uhich is incarnate in 
~~an .' This is , in fact , the crux of the matter : 
his principle is ' no abstract , merely conceptional 
being , but a real being , t he true Ens realissirnurn - man . ,79 
The attempt to establish philosophy on purely s cientific grounds , 
to de fine all t hings in and by the ir effects on man , i n historical and 
not i n speculative terms , is elaborated throughout this analys i s of 
Christianitl ' its terminology , its dogmas and its rituals. This , to 
.l.'euerbach , is the essence of Christianity : the vlOrship of man , of 
humanity , i n its purest and loftiest character. As he himse l f admits , 
much of his 1'lOrlc is destructive - but onl y 0 f t he ' 1:ill-human ' element s 
of t heology . 
79 Ludvii g l<'euer bach , '1'he Essence of Christi anity , trans. George Eliot , 
introi . Karl Barth (Hel-T York , 1957) , xxxiii-xxxv. 
In dealing Hith the Incarnation , f or example , his method is 
clearly demonstrated . ' Love determinec' God to the renunciation 
of his divirrl,.ty ' - a love of precisely t he kind t hat human-beings 
experience tm"Jards each othe r. Therefore , ' as God has renounced 
himself out of love , s o He , out of love , should renounce God ; f or if 
VIe d o not sacrifice God to love , He sacrifice love to God , and, in 
spit.e of t he predicate of love , "re have the Goel - the evil beine; - of 
1 " " n '"" ,80 re 19lOUS Iana~lClsm . Th1).s , starting from vThat is most characteristically 
Christian , the concept of the Incarnation , l<'euerbach , T/Jith his own 
paradoxical logic , proceed s to cut a1.:ray t he very roots of Chris tianity . 
The highest values man can know are , then , purely human ones. 
' God is love ' means nothing more than ' love is divine , is sublime .' 
God is merely an objectification of the highest needs of humanity. 
Therefore , to sacrifice those needs to the concept of God , is seen as 
a perverse and barbaric proceeding . Feuerbach deals at length with the 
Christian attitude to marriage , to t he satisfaction of human needs on 
the physical and emotional planes. Ruthlessly , he la;ys bare the 
essential ' monachism ' of Christianity - its preoccupation "ri th God , 
with spirituality : t he human-being vis-~-vis himse l f , cut off from 
fruitful contact 10Tith the ,vorld , with his f ellovT- men . The i deal of 
t his religion is devotion to Gext - ' But God i s absolute subjectivity -
}i-:' 
subjectivi t y separated from the \oTorld ... ,81 I t involves intense 
introspection : even the social duties of bene volence that t,he 
Chri stian does fulfil are ' essentially onl-;lian acti vi ty f or Cod . ' 
80 ~ ibid . , p . 53· 
81 
i bi d . , 16l. p . 
The absolute exclusiveness of the Christian ideal is remorselessly 
driven home , and supported by many learned quotations from the New 
Tes tament andl the Church Fathers . 'l11e conclusion is uncompromising: 
' dhere the heavenly life is a truth , the earthly life is a lie ; vlhere 
imagina tion is all , reality is nothing. ' 
Marriage and other earthly satisfactions are , in t he Christian 
scheme , concessions at best . To Feuerbach , it is quite clear that the 
only true Chris tians , ''1ho f ollow the implications of their belief to 
their logical conclusion , are the ascetics : ' if d.eath is the condition 
of blessedness and moral perfection , then necessarily mortification is 
the one law of morality. ,82 The modern worldly form of Christianity , 
vii th its policy of ' to have as though 'He had not ,' with regard to the 
pleasures of the world , is hJrpocrisy - polygarny , as It'euerbach , \'li th 
his habitual shock-tactics , puts it . 
In his clalla , then , to distil the pure ' essence ' of Christianity , 
Feuerbach has , in fact , shmm that in its ve:r.J elements , it is hostile 
to the forces of life. Christianity as such , however , Harian had long 
discarded : even the belief in God , by nmf , did not require much 
battering . W1ere f·'euerbach affected her most crucially "'as in this 
unremitting emphasis on reality , on the supreme criterion of objective 
~' 
facts , as experienced by the senses - on the ultimate importance of 
humani ty , in its full meaning. 1"an needs man : the formula is 
reduced to this simplicity. The Christian , the introvert , ' in his 
excessive , transcendental subjectivity , conceives t hat he is , by himself , 
82 ibid. ,p162 . 
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a perfect being . 183 But the individual alone is not perfect : man 
needs w·oman , and human-beings need each other. There must be a 
constant interaction between the individ.ual and the society around 
him : idealistic philosophers , by artifically exalting man-alone , 
act against the nature of things . '.he results of sub jectivity in the 
actual world are vicious and unnatural: fe uerbach quotes l\ontesquieu -
' La dtvotion trouve , pour faire de mauvaises actions , des raisons , 
qu ' un simple horm~te homme ne saurait trouver. ,84 
1\ 
' Un simple honnete homme ' becomes the new standard of reality. 
The influence on the George "liot of the I Scl{enes of Clerical Life , 
ancJ Ac1am l3ede is obvious: t he emphasis that she is constantly to 
place on the objective reality of her human-be ings , is an essential 
feature of her theory of fi ction. Illiat is , and not what ought to be -
this is the oriterion of her writing , expressed in theoFY , as well as 
in practice. ( ' I become . . . less daring to adopt any formula Hhich 
does not get itself clothed f or me in some human figure and individual 
experience. ' ) 
'£<'euerbach ' s re jection of Io_ealism , his deification of htunan 
nature and needs, vias perhaps the strongest influence/)5 on her , 
intellectually and emotionally , at this period . At this crisis of her 
pe rsonal l'~fe , she became aware , to an unprecedented extent , of the 
difficulties of her own experience as a vwman and as a creative vlriter , 
seen in a larger context of the experience of women-writers in general. 
83 ibid. , p~ 167 . 
,~ 
8'..)- ibid. , p . 315 . 
85 ' :1ith the ideas of 'euerbach I everywhere agree. ' ( G~ Letters , 
29 April 1854 (11 , 153). 
Her own particular organisation served her as a basis f or 
generalisation about the special problems of feminine creativity. 
From \,Jeimar , she 1-'irote t he article on "tioman in France : l\Jadame de 
Sabl' ,' in "Thich she emphasises the primary importance of a ~'Toman 
writer ' s being feminine in her approach t o literature - not mera y 
striving to emulate masculine achievement. The i mportance of sexual 
differences in temperament and approach is stressed: and this difference 
literature , t he ' action of the entire being ,' should express . 
Then , rather audaciously , though lTi th her usual prefatory re-
assurances of orthodox morality , she claims that t he prevalence of 
adulterous liaisons among the French can actually have a beneficial 
effect on t heir ,·yomen. '1'he intrigue , the passion t hat goes into t hese 
affairs , can ' convert indolence into activity , indifference into ardent 
partisanship , dulness i nto perspicuity ': it can ' arouse the dormant 
facul tie s of 1tlOma.n . ' She is of course referring , quite specifically , 
to t he highest society of the seventeenth century , and to the 
scintillating vlOmen-intell ectuals , mistresses of ' salons ' and ,'JTi ters 
of exquisite letters , of th~beriod. Obviously , neither ' gallant ry and 
intrigue ' nor ' embroidery and domestic drudgery ,86 apply , in the first 
place , to any more i~mediate case . But , in t his description of t he 
effects of ~ mature union " .wi t h its pOl.rer to ' convert i ndolence into 
acti vi t y ,' 'l-re are surely justified in discerning a reflection of her 
own state during t hese months . 
T'Ile companionship and devotion of L8\'les stimulated her , as she 
had never be~p stimulat ed before. She has all the gratitude of an 
86 p ' 56 ~nney , p. . 
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apparently phlegmatic nature , nOH sparkling l.·ri th discovered life . 87 
And at this point , it seems , the problems of creative vTriting , as 
opposed to merely critical or translating work , begin to concern her. 
In her discussion of the physiological differences between the French 
and the Teutonic types , her mm difficulties in terns of creative 
energy are clearly at the basis of the more generalised argument . 
She ·writes : 
' •.• the larger brain and slower temperament of 
the English and Germa..rlS are , in the womanly 
organisation , generally dreamy and passive . 
The type of humanity in the latter may be grander 
but it requires a larger sum of condition s to 
produce a perfect sl~cimen . .. The woman of large 
capacity can seldom rise beyond the absorption of 
ideas ; her physical conditions refuse to support 
the energy required for spont~neous activity ; the 
the voltaic pile is not strong enought to produce 
crysta11isations ; phantasms of great ideas float 
through her mind , but she has not the spell vlhich 
will arrest them , and give them fixity •.. ,88 
The attempt to categorise feminine literary ability in this Hay , 
to place it on a firm basis of physiological fact , and to generalise 
from there , is characteristic of George Eliot . It is an attempt to 
make psychology scientifically respectable : the images and analogies 
87 She seems t o have been granted a nel1 lease of energy : ~'Thi1e Levles 
wrote his book on Goethe , she industriously translated Spinoza ' s 
iE thics - ' 1 think it is impossible for two human-beings to be more 
happy inf.~ach other ,' she wrote . (12 ~lovember 185L~) . And later , in 
1857 , she ~frote explicitly : ' 1 am very happy - happy in the hi ghest 
blessing life can give us , the perfect love and sympathy of a 
88 
nature that stimulates my ov-m to healthfu1 activity . ' (6 June 1857) 
(my italics). 
Pinney , pp . 55-6 . 
- -
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that she uses - biological and geological - are significant. nd 
t he tendency is obviously connected vlith the intense interest in 
phrenology , that ~vas felt by many thinking people of the time -
Bray and" of course , George Combe. 89 \1hat is specially interesting 
in this passage , however , is the extent to which I'Jarian Evans is 
characterising her mm temperament. The description of the difficulties 
that the Teutonic temperament finds , before it can bring itself to 
the act of creation , is not a merely abstract notion . 'rhe lack of 
energy and vi tali ty , the immense mass of material to be infused 
wi th life , the physiological lethargy that she has ahJays suffered -
these might , indeed , have frustrated her d.esire to ' rise beyond the 
absorption of ideas. ' 'J.'he I spell ' that she needed was provicied by 
the love and energy of Le'\>Jes: it is scarcely possible to exae;gerate 
his importance to her as a creative .vriter , as 'Hell as in her private 
life. 
Le1ves indeed ha.cl, apparently always had a particular sympathy 
f or the problems of 'Homen-wri ters. In his article , ' The Lady Novelists , ' 
in 1852 ,90 he haJ..1. dealt 1'lith women ' s specific contributions t o literature. 
His arewment , based on t he d ogma of realism ( ' only that literature is 
effecti ve ... 'lVhich has reality for its basis ... and effecti ve in 
proDortio~ to the depth and breadth of that basis. ' ) , insisted. on 
89 Ge or ge "liot herself mocked at a too credulous faith in the relation-
ship of ' eyela.shes and 1'1Orals ' (TEvery man under such circumstances is 
conscious of being a great physiognomist . Nature, he knovJS , has a 
language of her mm , v,hich she uses 'toli t h strict verad:ty , and he 
considef:;s himself an ru:lept in the languaO'e. ' ) (Aclarn Ged.e , ch. f..V) . 
90 Hestminster , LVIII ( July 1852) , 129-41. 
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the ' peculiarly emotional ' experience of "romen as their authentic 
source for artis tic expression . ~~oreover , by using the striking 
analogy of an oyster-pearl, he described the act of creativity as 
a form of compensation for personal suffering: women being subject 
to special and frequent misfortunes feel an acute pressure in their 
personal lives that often drives them to the relief of artistic 
expression. And the pearl that L thus produced owes its existence 
to t he suffering that brought it into being . All literature is an 
I unconscious , unavmV'ed I transference of emotion , a sublimation of 
frustrated needs: Homen ' s literature has an explosive intensity 
usually unparalle~ed by that of men. 
This generalisation fits £·iarian ' s case perfectly , as she herself 
often admits. She is continually longing for some kind of ' justification 
by 'Horks ' - to be involved in some grand achievement that shall make her 
life "lOrthHhile . This need of her nature was not to be completely 
fulfilled by the "women ' s duty ,' for which she had pleaded . Her 
enthusiasm on re-reading Hennell ' s Inquiry , for example , expresses 
her longings~ 
... ' if 1 had 1~Ti tten such a book , I should be invulnerable 
to all the arroW's of all the spiteful gods and goddesses . 
I should say , "None of these things move me , neither 
count I my life dear unto myself , \I seeing that I have 
~elivered such a message of God to men .' /1 
And the sense of destiny , of the pearl that justifies all the oyster ' s 
torment , is again reflected in her letter of 6 th June , 1857 , ViTitten 
vlhile she was l-lorking on the Scenes of Clerical Life : 
91 (:.rE Letters , 16 :Jeptember 1847 (I , 237). 
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' I feel tee that all the terrible pain I have gene 
threuO'h in past years , partly frem the defects ef 
my mm nature , partly frem eutvmrd things , has 
prebably been a preparatien fer seme special lyork 
that I may de befere I die. ' 
Vlbat ameunts almest to' a faith that the accumulated ere ef 
painful experience Hill be mined and justified by ' seme special \wrk ' 
is reflected net enly in her letters but~~Hicreasing clarity and 
cenvictien , in her fermal acceunts ef the functien ef literature , in 
her essays and revievJS ef the period. . Frem her mm clese knewledge 
of a difficult and inharmonious sensibility , she came to' re gard the 
extension of syn pathy as the moral function of art . .dence , naturally, 
the crucial impertance of realism : of an unsentimental portrayal of 
the ugly , the mediocre , the actual , as the most fitting object of 
sympathy. Thus there runs threugh many of the revievrs ef this eriod 
(1853-58) an insistence on a realism that ue may divide into three 
categeries ! artistic , secial , and moral. 
Her artistic credO' is feund at its clearest in the following 
\'Te ll-known passage from her essay on Riehl : 
"£he greatest benefit we owe t o the artist , \'l"hether 
painter , peet , er novelist , is the extensien of 
eur sympathi es . Appeals f ounded on generalisations 
and statistics require a sympathy ready-made , a meral 
sentiment already in activity ; but a picture ef human 
life such as a great artist can give , surprises even 
the trivial and the selfish intO' that attention to 
what is apart frem themselves , which may be called the 
raw material of meral sentiment .•• Art is the nearest 
thing to' life ; it is a mode of amplifying experience 
and exteruling eur centact Hi th our fellelv-men beyend 
the beunds ef eur pe rsenal lot-. All the mere sacred 
is the task of the artis t vThen he undertakes to paint 
th~ life of the People . Falsificatien here is far 
mere pernicieus than in the mere artificial aspects 
of life .•. it is serious that our sympathy 1,'l"i th the 
perennial jeys and struggles , t he toil , the tragedy , and 
the h,umeur in the life ef eur mere heavily-laden fellow-
men , sheuld be :rervertedz and turned to' a false ebject 
instead of the true ene. 9 
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~ere , the three categories converge : art , in its proper 
function , banishes moral insularity , leads men to see each other 
more clearly and yet to understand and sympathise more vividly -
~'lhich in turn has social repercussions in the practical sphere . 
'l'o begin "\-ri th t he last point : social amelioration is possible only 
on a basis of accurate and unsentimental appraisal of the existing 
condi tion of victimised classes . She therefore cornmends Dickens 
for his realistic portrayal of the external traits of town-people : 
psychologically , however , she finds him miserably me lodramatic and 
unrealistic , and what is more , moralu destructive ; 
' his preternaturally virtuous poor children and 
artisans , his melodramatic boatmen and courtezans , 
'would be as noxious as ~ugene Sue ' s idealized 
proleta.ires in encouraging the miserable fallacy 
that high morality and refined sentiment can grovl 
out of harsh social relations , ignorance , and .-rant; 
or that t he vTOrking-classes are in a condition to 
enter at once into a millennial state of altruism , 
i-rherein eveYlJone is caring for everyone else , a.nd 
no one for himself. ' 93 
1'he relationvrith .F'elix Bolt ' s political sentiments is obvious : 
the insistence on a sloVT , organic development and improvement of 
physical conditions , before the proletariate can realise its full 
potential . She does not l"ant the peasantFj" idealised : on the 
contraYlJ , that 'would be t o spoil their case . She "mnts the misery 
of the ill'; moral condition clearl y recognised as the result of their 
physical oppression : only then v.Till these conditions be ameliorated , 
and ' equality ,' the i deal of the demagogues , come Hi thin reach . It 
is truth and clear-sightedness that are needed in fiction , as in 
93 ibid ., pp . 271-2 . 
,-
scientific observation94 : ' the natural history of our social 
classes ' - v/hat I're nO"l call sociol ogy - is the subject that needs 
development and clarification. 
The argument is similar to the one she uses in her article on 
the feminis ts , ' Hargaret Fuller and Nary 'Jollstonecraft .' bhe 
quotes ui th approval Hargaret .fuller ' s vie"ls on t he ' f olly of absolute 
defini tions of Ttwman ' s nature and absolu te demarcations of 1<roman ' s 
miss ion , 95 : and she comments on the fact t hat in the books under 
revie ... r , 
' there is no exaggeration of ,"roman ' s moral excellence 
or intellectual capabilities ; no i njudicious 
i nsistance on her fitness f or this or t hat function , 
hitherto engrossed by men ; but a calm plea f or the 
removal of unjust la1-1s and artificial restrictions , 
s o that the pos sibiliti es of her nature may have room 
f or full development ... , 96 
~he sees ' idealism ' of all kinds as destructive : t he imposition of 
self- generated vieHs and images on the free and various f orms of reality . 
94· ' The Natural HistoY'J of German Life ' vJaS 'I"H'i tten in the summer of 
1856 , a.fi'.t.er her holiday with Lewes in I lfracombe , where he had. 
worked on his I Sea- Side Stud i es I (1858 ); she had thus been intimately 
involved i n s cientific research , and , inevitably , been affected by 
the i nt egrity and objectivity of scientific observation , Her journal , 
t he ' Hecolle ctions of Ilfracombe , I hTas carefully compiled in this 
spirit - ' to escape from all va&~eness and inaccuracy into the day-
light of d istinct , vivid i deas ,' Arrl t hey are , i n fac t , largely 
modiled on t he approach of Ruskin , vThose I doctrine that all truth 
and beauty are to be attained by a hu.mble and faithful study of 
nature ,' she had praised in her r evievT of l10clern Painters 111 
(v-iestminster , LXV , April 1856 ). 
95 cf. Di nah Norris ' s serene justif ication of a ... roman ' s right even to be 
a preacher , Hhen t he spirit moves her: 
96 
' li l t isn ' t f or men t o make channels for Goo!s Spirit, a s 
they make channels f or the i.rater-courses , and say , 
' ~ lov~ here , but flm .. not there . I 11 ' (Adalll Bede , ch . 8 ) . 
,~ 
l-inney , p . 200 . 
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duch a realistic appraisal is the basis f or any constructive 
plan to ameliorate Homan ' s s ocial conditions : she in~ists that , 
in their present condition , ivomen are often ltJeak , stupid , and 
fri volous .9'7 She re jects the viet·J of 
' many over-zealous champions of ~-Tomen " who ' assert 
their actual equality "Hith men - nay , even their 
moral superiority to men - as a ground f or their 
release from oppressive 1avJB and restrictions. 
They lose strength immensely by this fal se position. 
If it 'Here true , then there Nould "be a case in '-Thich 
slavery and ignorance nourished virtue , and so far 
,ve should have an arg;ument for the continuance of 
bondage . •. ' 
To idealise ',JOman , in her present state , t hen , is to play into t he 
hands of the enemy - those men vlho saJT of 1-1Omen : 
' let them be idols , useless absor"bents of precious 
things , provided v,e are not obliged to admit them 
to "be strictly felloH-"be ings , t o "be treat,ed , one and 
all , Tili th justice and so"ber reverence. ' 9C5 
The pre-requisite f or all social and moral improvement , is an 
unflinching honesty and realism : t o recognise both the inevitable 
pOVJer of women over their menfol k , and the equally inevitable misuse 
of that pmrer in the hands of 1-lamen lTho are under-developed human-beinp's . 
Similarly , the degrading effect of physical and social conditions on 
t he poor mus t not "be minimised - the dependence of moral qualities on 
exte r nal factors. OtheTITise , one falls into the ' miserable fallacy 
Ji:" 
97 
98 
' Take a "iwman ' s head , s t uff it l,ri th a smattering of philosophy 
and literature chopped small , and i'ri th false notions of socie t JT 
bal{ed hard , let it hang over a desk a fe,'r hours every day , and 
serve up hot in feeble English , Vlhen not required.' ( ' Silly 
Novels by Lady Hove1ists ,' in Pinney' , p . 310.). 
Firmey , p ~~ 20.5 . 
,-
, -----
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that high morality , and refined sentiment can grow out of harsh 
social relations , ignorance , and want ... ' - the fallacy that she 
so deplores in Dickens . 
A rigorous realism is her criterion for judging both systems of 
morali ty and i'lOrks of art. The moral ac t , she insis ts , is autonomous , 
justified by its o~m i mmediate impulse: religious palliatives , the 
promise of immortality , of re"t'1ard or punishment , any ' sublimation ' of 
human feelings or compensation for luman evil - all these are anathema 
to .her . One of the principal charges she levels against the 
}l~vangelical preacher , Or . Cumming , is that he is unscrupulous and 
dishonest in his arguments:as he must be , l"larian ruthlessly alleges , 
because of that 
t intellectual and moral distortio· of viei.,r , Hhich 
is inevitably produced by assigning to do~nas , 
based on a very complex structure of evidence , the 
place and authority of first truths .' . . • ' in pro-
portion as religious sects •.• belie ve themselves to 
be guided by direct inspiration , rather than by a 
spontaneous exertion of their faculties . .. t heir 
sense of truthfulness is mist;y and confused .' 
Intellectually , then , no statement of a person pos sessed of a religious 
bias , can be accepted at face-value . Adducing the credulity of Lethodists 
to t he most incredible rniracle-stories , she declares that the religious 
, reP"uire no other passport to a statement than that 
it accords with their 1-1ishes and their general 
conceptionof God t S dealings. t 99 
The intellect , .'ith them , becomes ' t he mere servant-of-all-vlOrk to a 
foregone conclusion . t 
99 Pinney , p . }66. 
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Religious d ogma is here made responsible for the empirical 
dishonesty she condemns . 100 Generalisations , abstractions divert 
man from the natural , individual hUlnan feeline;s for his fellm·r-man 
that must remain the basis of truth . 'euerbach is omnipresent in 
these revim'is : she indicts those who 1 sacrifice love to God , 1 l-1ho 
regard 1 salvation as a scheme rather than an experience. 1 Religious 
motives replacing instinctive hwnan emotions she sees as a struggle 
bebreen the forces of life and the artificial tyranny of inanimate 
matter : 
lall these natural muscles and fibres ' (of affe ction 
and moral sentiment) 1 are to be t orn al-lay and 
replaced by a patent steel-spring - an,'{iety for the 
I'glory of God. . " .. !J.'he idea of God is really moral in 
its influence - it really cherishes all that is 
best and loveliest in man - only when God. is 
contemplated as sympathising l-lith the pure elements 
of human feeling , as possessing infinitely all those 101 
attributes .'lhich l-le recognise to be moral in humanity . 1 
This conclusion is pure F'euerbach ; as is much of her attack 
on Young , the poet of her ' youthful predil e ctions and. enthusiasm . 1 
100 
101 
IVirtue or religion as it really exists ' i s to be 
f ound 'in the emotions of a man dressed in an 
ordinary coat , and seated by his fire-side of an 
evening , vIi th his hand resting on the head of his 
litt le daughter . . . 1102 
There ~ a note of resentment , almost of violence , in this arti cle 
that does not accord v1e11 'wi th the tolerance for 'Which she is so 
often praised . There is still a poison of reaction in her system , 
t hat requires Horking out : in t he article on Dr. Gumming , and in 
the essay , two years l a ter , on t he poet Young - ' \'Torldliness and 
Other-'i-:orldliness I - she purges herself of some of this venom - "li th 
the result that in 1859 , she is able to '\'1ri te to Honsieur 1) 1 Albert-.Llurade : 
trv~ben 1: 1-JaS at C-eneva , I had not yet lost the attitude of 
antagonism Hhich belongs to the renunciation of any belief ... 
I ha'lf!:l no longer any antagonism tOHards any faith in Vlhich 
human sorrON and human longing for purity have expressed 
themselves . . . 1 ( GlE Letters , 6 De cember 1859 (IIl , 230 ·~1» . 
Pinney , p . 187 . 
102 Pinney , p . 371. 
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Virtue if it exists at all , exists in the actual relations 
of man and man . And she asserts that it does exist , even independently 
of a belief in immortality (or even because of a disbelief in 
immortali ty ) : 
' The fact is , I do not love myself alone ... i t is 
a pang to me to livi tness the suffering of a fello",-
being , and I fffi his sufferin~ the more acutely 
"because he is mortal - because his life is so short , 
and I would have it , if possible , filled ,frith happiness 
and not misery. ,103 
'fhis insistence of the supreme value of the actual , the physical 
limited life of man , as opposed to an idealistic general theory , imposed 
from above (or from within) , is an obvious reaction to the dogmatic 
103 Pinney , pp . 373-4. This is a rebuttal of Young ' s position: 
, I f " it 't-Tere not for the prospect of immortality , 
he considers , it 't-muld be wise or agreeable to 
be indecent, or to murder one ' s father ; and , 
heaven apart , it ~vould be extremely irrationa l 
ire any man not to be a knave. ' 
cf. Lyers ' s description of his 1Valk vri th George l!.liot in Trinity 
Fellows ' Garden . Of the t hree concepts , God , unmortality , and 
IJuty , she ' pronounced 1'j'i th terrible earnestness , hm'T inconceivable 
i.t Has t~le first , h01'1 unbelievable the second , and yet hOH 
peremptoYlJ and absolute the third. ' The independence of the 
moral life fronl all ' sugar-plum ' pallia ti ves is a formidably 
ascetic "belief , and yet - as lwers goes on to stress - it 
carries for Ueorge .!Eliot great implications of gentleness and 
sympathy : he quotes a letter of condolence that she vIrote i n 
1875 - ' to know what the last parting is seems needful to give 
the ut1ll9st sanctity of tenderness to our relations with each other . I 
(Gordon S . Haight , George Eliot: a biography (Oxford , 1968) , 464-65 . 
Q;uot,ed from Century 11agazine , 23 (Hovember 1883) , 62-3 .) 
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period of her youth : -Co the intense introspection and self-
discipline that had cut her off , in some essential way , from the 
reali ties of the 1vorld beyond herself. NOiv , the highest aclievernent 
is 
' that genuine love , Hhich cherishes things in 
proportion to their nearness , and feels its 
reverence grow in proportion to the intimacy of 
its knOl-lledge . 1104 
The trivialities and pettiness of life are no longer to be scorned; 
no longer to be regarded as travesties of the ideal inner life . 
Now , the love and reverence for the ideal , all the contemplative 
forces of her nature , are to be focus sed on these external realities , 
are to discover Hi thin t heir rnediocri ty a germ of the ideal . 
For this , self-suppression in a different sense is necessary . 
The didactic , formal impulse must be stifled , in order that t he full 
floH of response to reality may be al101iled an outlet. 
1 Love does not say , II I ought to love 11 - it loves. 
Pi ty does not say , 11 it is right to be pitiful" _ 
it pi tie s ... 1Ve think experience , both in literature 
and life , has shown that the minds which are pre-
dominantl1 didactic .. . are deficient in sympathetic emotion . 1 05 
1'hat haria..l1 had herself a tendency to didacticism is undeniable ; 
perhaps for that very reason , she nOv1 , in her reaction from subjectivity , 
regards didacticism as the unforgivable sin . 
f" 
The re'verence for the commonplace , for reality even in its 
least venerable forms , appears again and again in the articles and 
104 Finney , p . 385. 
105 Pinney , p~ 379 . 
r 
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letters of the period. ' I T/Tish less of our piety I'iere spent on 
irllaginar'1J perfect goodness , and more given to real imPerfect 
goodness ,' she 1r1ri tes of Farriet '!artineau , at the beginning of 
18.56. 106 v'Jri tine; to Sara , she sympathises wit h the latter ' s aches 
and pains. Ill-health , she knows from experience , can have a ruinous 
effect on t emperament and disposition , even the r,linor annoyances that 
attract no sympathy : ' Those are just the troubles that people pass 
by so carelessl y - l'she is not very lIJell ll , fln ot s trong , I1 which generally 
means that life is very hard 1wrk . ' This ready sympathy for the small , 
undramatic evils that beset t he human organism , is the fruit of bitter 
experience . Life had been such mrd work for he r , as a result of them , 
that she could not dismiss them as petty , as merely physical discomforts . 
Her mm nagging ill-health ma;y thus have indirectly had a deep effect 
on her more far-reachine sympathy I,vi th the unheroic travails of 
humani ty . ' For a long 1,\!'hile to come , I she vrri tes , I I suppose human 
energy Hill be creatly taken up 1vi th resigna tion rather t han action . ' 107 
And in 1865 , she vrri tes to 2essie Parkes : ' The calm acceptance of a 
lot and faithful devotedness to Hhatever may come , seems t o me quite 
as noble as the energetic creatin~ of a 10t ., 107a 
It i s the half-shades , the mezzo-tint s , of life that become 
charged vTi tt\': the burden of full significance and truth . And it is 
because of her innate t endency to tre d ogmatic , the neatly-ordered, 
imposition of mind over matter , of inner vision over rebellious 
reality that, in her conversion to the materialism of l'euerbach , she 
106 
107 
107a 
Gi': Letters , 25 February , 1856 ( 11 , 230) . 
fI 
11 
23 .':ovember 1863 ( I V, 115). 
22 June 186.5 (1 1/ , 196 ). 
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insists on the essent ially a-moral nature of life. Jhe rejects the 
' sugar-plum ' morality of primitive religions : she refuses to recogni se 
the ' compensation ' theory of more s ophisticated mora.lists . The moral 
life is recalcitrant and , to the human intellect , largelJr anarchic : 
re~vard d oes not follOTlJ virtue ,vi th the unfailing regularity of tract-ist 
poe tic justice. '1'he external , physical I,Yorld refuses to mould itself 
t o t he mora l scheme of life engendered in the brains of silly lady 
novelists . I t has its mm , often savage , lo..:,ic: morality must proceed 
on independent premises , it mus t be satisfied loJ"ith rewards of a purel y 
spiritual nature: 
' The notion that duty looks stern but all the 
,oJ"hile has he r hand full of sugar-plums , wi t h 
w'hich she v.Till rew-ard us Q,r-and-by , is t he 
favouri te cant of optimists , viho try to make 
out that this tangled wilderness of life has 
a pl a..l1 as easy to trace as that of a Dutch 
carden . r 
'1'he moral principle she i s here attacking is exemplified in 
Geraldine Je1;oJ"sbuFJ ' S novel , Constance IIerbert : t hat obedience t o dut y , 
hovJever harsh , I'Til1 alvlays bring its m·m reHal'd , on the sarae plane as 
the sacrificed desire - ' lwthing t hey renounce for the sake of a 
hi~her principl e , will prove to have been North the keepinr; . ' This , 
to Larian I.':vans , is not r moral heroism , r but simply r a calculation of 
prudence. ' True moral he roism lies in a full and cam.i d. recognition 
p,' 
, 
of t he value of the sacrifice , of the continuing pai n of los s ; and in 
a submission of that value to t he hi gher motive that rules out its 
attainment . I t is the ' i mmediate i mpulse of love or justice , which 
alone makes an action truly moral ' ; that ' keen sympathy Hit h human 
~'i 
misery , I f or ' example , tl at malces one Hilling to sacrifice one ' s ONn 
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joy for the good of another . Ho external revrard , on the material 
plane , no neat logical t·wist of poetic justice is needed : the 
' immediate impulse ' bears its own pONeI' , is its mm justification . lOB 
'lhus morality itself is seen as a form of natural , spontaneous life , 
as its highest form. 'fIle impulses of justice or love delnand 
satisfaction , in the same v-Jay as an appetite does . 'l'hey are part of 
the factual reality of life: and therefore require no extrinsic 
justification or rm'lard . ( ' Love d oes not say , "1 ought to love 11 -
it loves .' ) 
il;eat copy-book morality , t hen , ~,arian Evans rejects : dogmatism 
and didacticism fade into irrelevance in the daylight of the multitudinous 
fon-as and varieties of life. Basy distinctions and formalisations are 
w·orse than irrelevant: they are morally destructive . In this vein , 
she approves of Goethe ' s I, ilheJJn i,l eister , as a realistic presentation 
of life : on \,i orcisvlorth I s principle , quoted by Lewes in his Life of 
Goethe , that (opeaking of ' Tarn 0 ' Sllanter ') I though there 1-TaS no moral 
purpose , t here i s a moral effec t . ' 'l'rue morality is demonstrated by 
those feV[ pe ople who 
i are taught by their own falls and their awn 
struggles , by their experience of sympat hy , and 
help and goodness in the Il publicans and sinners 11 
of t hese modern days , t hat t he line be t ween the 
virtuous and vicious , so far from being a necessary 
p'; safeguard to morali ty , is itself an immoral fiction . ,109 
108 Pinney , pp . 134-5. 
109 Pinney , p . 147. Here , the antipathy to dogma has itself be come a 
dog!na : like Feuerbach ' s , her thought ' places philosophy in the 
negation of nhilosophy , i.e . it declares that alone to be t he true 
philosophy Hhich is converted in sue cum et sanguinern , ,vhich is 
incarnate in Fan . ' (Preface , Essence of Christianity.) 
--
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'The extremES of bl ack and lfhi te , so beloved t o moralists , are so 
rare as to be treacherous standards for humanity . It is the ' ray 
of sunlight falling on the dreariest sandbank ,' t hat often makes the 
best picture : the beauty is all the more striking for t he ugliness 
of t he background. '1'he ability to accept tha t ugliness , toge ther 1'iith 
the beauty that grace s it , is Goethe ' s greatness - his ' lare;e tolerance. ' 
.out the history of ' falls and struggles , I of experience of sympat hy , is 
qui te obviously her O1>m history , a development from the tensions of 
s truggle to a certain equilibrium of acceptance. 
This acceptance of life , in all its harshne ss and , on the moral 
plane , chaotic m,eaninglessness " is asserted repeatedly in the novels . 
No palliative is desired or permitted : consequences follm-l actions 
Hith the rigid remorselessness of .a reality entirely divorced from 
human Hishes and desires . Adam Pede repudiates Bm'tle Masse;y t s 
consolation t hat I1 1 there may come good out of t hi s that ,'re don ' t see .' 11 
(ch. J+6) Evil is remorseless in its train of consequences : 
Arthur I S dmmfa11 is caused by his umJil1ingness to recognise this 
(ch . 12) , and even after Ie tty ls tragedy , M.rull perceives in Arthur ' s 
gestures 01' penitence that ' notion of com:r,;ensation . . . vlhich mos t of 
all roused his i ndi gnation . I " PYhere t s a sort 0 ' damage , s ir , t hat 
can I t 1::0 made up for . " ' (ch . 4B) I n 1356 , Ueorge Bliot 'hrote to 
Chapman : 
"1 have lon~ i'mnt ed to fire away at the doctrine 
of ComJ..>ensation , ,,,hich 1 detest , considered as 
a theor;y of life .' 110 
110 GE Le tter;~, 5 July 1856 (11 , 250) . 
lmd t hat the ' compensation ' to Nhich she refers is not a mere 
superficial and materialistic ' su.:;ar-pll11n ' theory , is indicated 
in a passage in Theophras tus Such: 
' Lt. one time , I d1Jelt much on the idea of 
compensation ; trying to believe that I Has all 
the 1-ri ser f or my brui sed vanity , that I had the 
hi gher place in the true spiritual scale... ,,-,'ut 
I presently perceived that this ~fas a very od.ious 
sort of self -cajolery· . ,111 
Even on t he moral plane , then , the attempt to vrring out a drop 
of spiritual comfort f rom unhappiness or frus tration is condelimed as 
' self-cajolery , I as an evasion of the s tern facts . In effect , she 
never carried t his philosophy to its logical conclusion , or she Hould 
have incur red the opposite charge of nihilism . The characters in her 
novels do groW' .vi se r and deepe r t hrough suffering : there i s an aspect 
f rom which t he destruction of t he seed leads to t he grovrth of a ne,v 
harves t . 
And even in her own life , aD 1'1e have seen , she re e;arded her art 
as some kind of I compensation ' - a ,justification by "rorks _ for the 
personal sui'ferine; t hat fed it : as a kind of good. beine born of e"vil ; 
the pearl proo.uced from the oyster ' s torment . This belief is , hm.rever , 
far i'ro1>1 a facile compensation-the oT"'J : it hinges on the depth and 
sinceri ty of t he pers onB.l experience , t he " unsentimentalised knoHledge 
Hhich alone can l)roduce true art. Idealist , I escapi s t ' fiction is p,.' -
, 
vigorously castigated by both Levres and George Eliot herself . Lewes , 
in his article of 1858 , ' Realism i n Art ,' begins by scathingl y 
declaring t hat the i dealis tic notion of t he fut:.ction of Art is t he 
III ' Lk" r Y';>:< rd ' rrh ht ' 1 I 11 00 lng nwa , _ eop ras us uc 1..1.. ' • 
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' natural refuge of incompetence to uhich men fly , impelled by the 
secret sense of their inability to portray reality so as to make 
it interestine. ' JTe concludes trenchantly: ' Realism is thus the 
basis of a ll Art , and its antithesis is not Idealism , but l~alsism . , 112 
But lest realism should de generate into a mere photographic 
mimicry of reality , the intense sympathy of the artist must transform 
his material. It is this sympath;y that saves realism from sordidness 
and despair : as in the example l.evres gives of the JeHs ' quarter in 
Prague , lofhere the ugliness and poverty roused in him only a 's:!ualid 
curiosi ty ,' 'Vihich 'VlaS suddenly transformed by the sight of a f loHer in 
a Hindm·r , of a JG1f fondling a baby : these constituted ' the secret 
of human life there .' It is this secret that the artist must at all 
costs communicate . 
harian ' s sensitivity to just this transforming power of the 
' secret of human life ,' is apparent in all her novels: in her Journal 
of 81.',ay - 26 June ,1856 , her ' H.ecollections of Ilfracombe ,' she describes 
the ugliness of the place , and adds: 
' but what is it that light cannot transfigure into 
beauty? One evening , after a shmier , as the sun 
vIaS setting over the sea behind us , s ome peculiar 
arrangement of clouds threlV a delicious evening 
light on the irregular cluster of houses and merged 
the ugliness of their fonns in an exquisite flood 
of colour - as. a stupid person is made glorious by 
a/Aoble deed .' 113 
The analogy , the affection and clarity combined in her approach , makes 
this little incident an epitome of much that she is aiming to do in 
her novels . 
112 ' Realism in Art , ' '.vestminster LXX (October l n 58 ) , 493. 
113 G ' Letters 
_________ , 11 , 241 . 
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A commonpl ace scene , suffused by a ray of sunli ght _ this could 
be an emblem for George Eliot ' s realism in her mm fiction _ and in 
her demands on other Hri ters. ~~oral and social issues of the greatest 
significance are involved in this criterion , as we have seen . As in 
the case of Cwnming and Young , it is ' untruthfulness ,' or , in Le'l'7es ' s 
terms , ' falsism , ' that she attacks . ~he criticises Charles Kingsley , 
in her revievr of liesu'lard Ho! in 1855 , for his inability to limit 
hLrasel f to a realistic range of character-depiction : 
' iv r . hingsley ' s necessity for strong loves and. strong 
hatreds , and his determination to hold up certain 
persons as models , is an obstacle t o his successful 
delineation of character , in vrhich he might other<'lise 
excel . As i t is , He can no more believe in and l ove 
D1S men and women than vee could believe in and love 
the pattern-boy at school . .. ,114 
And in her devastating article , ' Silly Novels by Lady Novelists , , 
she lashes out at the various species of ' feminine fatuity ' displayed 
by irresponsible women-Hriters : 
114 
l-inney , pp . 123-9 . Yet in 1848 , she had declared of ' ;:;,ir Charles 
Grandison ' - ' '1'he morality is p3 rfect . ' And ,sir Charles , lv-hatever 
saving vices may be darkly hinted at , in his hard-conquered 
' passions ' and his youthful predilection f or duelline; , Tdas clearly 
intended preCisely as a ' pattern- boy ,' as a livi ng demonstration of 
the pmver and attractiveness of virtue . There is a curious dichotom~r 
here , between a native longing to believe the best of humanity 
( ' There is a sort of blasphemy in that proverbial phrase IItoo good 
to be tr~(j! 11I (I'Jay , 1849 ) and a consciousness that ' perfect goodness ' 
can only be ima,,zinary , that the function of the artist is to depict 
' real imperfect goodness . ' And it is just in the tension beti'leen 
her idealism and her realism , in the pitiful inadequacy of hWllan-
beines to realise the potential greatness of humanity that the 
peculiar quality of he r Nri ting lies . 
, .. . as a General rule , the ability of a lady 
noveli,~t to describe actual life and. her fellOl\l"- ' 
men , j.s an inverse proportion to her confident 
eloquence about God and the other Horld , and t he 
means by "Thich she usually chooses to conduct you 
to true ideas of the invisible is a totally false 
picture of the visible. ,115 
I t is t he falseness of these sentimentali sed , idealised pictures that 
irritates her . And she vents her 'wrath particularly on the ,r,Jhite 
Heck-cloth ;) chool ,' liThere the social snobbery a...l1d unrealism of the 
'wri ters appears at its 1.;orst . 
Thi s literature is airaed a t an <'vangelical audience , at t he 
mi dd,le classes - ' a medicinal Siveetmeat f or LOvJ Church y oung l adi es .' 
But its vTorld i s not that of the middl e classes ; it panders t o their 
snobbi sh interest in ' Society ,' and thus vitiates any hope it mieht 
have of achieving the status of real literature . :<:van~:elicalism , says 
llarian ]~vans , ' has abundance of fine drama f or anyone 1-1ho has genius 
enough to discern and reproduce it ,' but the drama lies among the 
middle and Imver classes. Religious life in ~ngland she finds to be 
poorly served. by its fictional presentation (though in one respect , 
she find s the 'Hhi te neck-cloth school ' l~ri ters ' meritoriously 
realistic their favourite he ro , the ~vangelical young curate , is 
alvrays rather an insipi d personage . ' ) . And she pleads , holO Heeks 
before hers€lf begi nning on ' Amos Barton , , 
" ~ lliy can vIe not have pictures of' religi:ms life amonG 
the industrial classes in ';ngland , as interesting 
as Lrs . ;:l tovle ' s pictures of reli~ious life among the 
ne gr oe s? 1116 
115 Pinney , ;~. 311. 
116 Pinne;y; , p . 319. 
I 
\ 
I 
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On the vere;e of :1er career as a creative Hriter , therefore , 
she 1'TaS clearly much exercised by the moral , social and aesthetic 
imperatives of realism . .3he had a v-Jell-defined aesthetic position , 
a perception of \1ha t Has needed , in terms of uncompromising moral 
vision , empirical clarity of description , and irradiatine; influence 
of sympathy . 'l'he article on ' :Jilly :"Tovels by' Lady ~'lovelists ' can 
be seen as a Preface to Scenes from Cl erical Life , ,-Thich 1..eHes 
described to :81acl-mood. as unlike anything a ttempted in 8nglish 
lieterature since The Vicar of Halcefield and Jane Austen - they 
represented ' the clergy like any other class 1'Ti th the humours , SOrrOTtlS , 
and troubles of other men . ,117 And r· arian herself had 1'lritten , in 
"ordSlvorthian mode : 
' hy artistic bent is dire c ted not at all to the 
presentation of eminently irreproachable 
charC):cters , but to the presentation of mixed human 
beings , in such a way as to call f orth t ole rant 
judgment , pity , and sympathy . . . r cannot stir a step 
from what I feel t o be true in character . . . alas ! 
inconsist e ncies and weaknesses are not untrue . IllS 
This defence of her artistic conscience Has in reply to a letter of 
BlackvTood I S suggesting that she make Caterina a little less openl y 
devoted to \{ybrovT , and give a little more dignity to her character. 
The defence of inconsi stency as a realistic hwnan trait is an article 
of her artistic credo; ' mixed human beings ' are to be the mat erial 
" 
of her n ork . 
To anothe r criticism of Blaclmoocl l s - concerning t he .Bishop , 
\'1ho is satirised in I Janet ' s Hepentance ' - she replies : 
~:; 
117 G.c..; Letters , 6 november 1056 (lI , 269 ). 
118 11 18 February 18 57 (11 , 299) . 
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' Art must be either real and concrete , or ideal 
and. eclectic ... I undertake to exhibit nothing 
as it should ba; I only try to exhibit s ome 
things as they have been or are. ,119 
1'he choice of the ' real and concrete' function of art is reflected 
everYVThere in her novels . The analysis of f Jr. Tryan , for excunple , 
merges into a more general discussion of the ' real heroes' of the world : 
' The blessed l,;Tork of helping the world forward , 
happily does not vlait to be done by perfect men; ... 
'I'he real heroes , of }od ' s makine; , are quite 
different : they have their natural heritage of 
love and conscience \"hich they dreH in vli th their 
mother ' s milk.; .. but t he rest is dry barren t heoI"J , 
blank pre jud ice , vague hearsay ... ,120 
The insistence on realism is c:gain formulated in Chapter XVII of 
Adam Pede - 'I n Hhich the StoJ:'"'J pauses a little .' The sense of mission , 
of obligation to tell the tTIlth , is appar ent throughout the letters 
and novels : 
, Jri ting is part of my re ligion , a.nd I c~n \vri te no 
vlOrd t hat is not prompted from 1:ri t hin. ' 21 
Jhe expresses her belief in t he importance of perfectionism in small , 
everyday matters : 
' ''Conscience goe;:; to the hammerinc; in of nails ll is my J ospel , 122 
- a direct preface to Mam Bede ' s declaration : 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
, "the re ' s the sperri to ' Gcx:l. in all things and all 
tirnes - l.[eekday as vrell as Junday - and i ' the 
gpea t T-1orks and inventions , and i' the fi guring 
a.rid t he me chanics . 11 ' 123 
G:C Le tters , 12 July H357 (Ir, 362 ) . 
J anet ' s Re:gentance , ch . 10 , pp . 164-5 . 
G~ Letter§\ 19 August 1857 (rr , 3'?7) . 
IJ 30 October 18 57 ( 11 , 396 ) . , 
Adam Hede , ch . 1, p . la . 
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And in a particularly revealing passage , she i'!ri tes : 
1 The part of the . picurean gods is ahlays an easy 
one ; but because I prefer it so strongly myself , 
I the r'lore highly venerate those 1-1ho are struggling 
in the thick of the contest. r124 (my italics) 
It is because she feels in herself the tendency to the grandiose and 
the pontifical , that she lays so much st'ress on the value of small 
jobs 1'rell done , of housevlifely tasles , d one Hith dignity and 
conscientiousness - Dinah r s dus ting and STtmeping and porridge - making , 
l lrs. Foyser I s house-pride , 1'illy 3arton I s handiness '~·ith a needle and 
thread . These are not to be despised : but Larian ' vans is conscious 
of a tension of impatience iri th the pettiness of such tasks , that 
leads her to cele bra te them all the more . 
Often , a falseness of tone results. I t is not that harian 
Evans is really in he r element in the iwrl _ of darnine: socks , and 
children ' s prattle . ;;;he must cons tantly see it against a larger 
background , and her efforts to glorify it s ometimes bear the signs 
of strain . £.1rs . darton ' s early-morning sock-darning , for example , 
is introduced on a rather insistently sanctlllonious note : 
1 ) t about half - pas t five 6
' 
clock in the morning , 
if there Here an;y- angels i',atching round her bed _ 
and angels might be glacl. of such an office - tl1ey 
sa1'l Hrs . 3arton rise up quie tly ... 1125 
There is a D~ckensian tone , a kind of obstinate sentimentality about 
this , that betrays a basic unease. Similarly , her humour is at times 
rather ponde rous and self-conscious : a heaviness a gain deriving from 
12)+ G.:!: Letters , 30 October 185'7 CII , 396). 
125 
Allios Barton , ch. 2 , p . 30 . 
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the strain of a double vision - in this case , the child ' s view of 
life seen ~'li thin a pedantic and incongruous framework : 
' Every morning , he CJickey) was allovTed .•• to run 
loose .•• and to put difficult questions to the 
groom as to the reasons why horses hgd f our legs , 
and other transcendental matters . 112 
Very often , hOHever , both the hwnour and the pathos do succeed -
even the ponderousness adding to the ironic effect . £'1l~ . Barton ' s 
syntax , his sennon to t he inmates of the vTork-!house ( ' Lr . J:larton this 
nl0rning succeeded in carrying the pauper inlagination to t he dough-tub , 
but unfortunately 'Has not able to carry it up1-lards frora that .. rell-knmVD 
object to the unknovffi truths , Hhich it 1 .. as intended to shadmf f orth . 1 ) , 127 
the description of the paupe rs - hrs . Brick and her snuff , l'iiss Fodge 
' ~-rho , in spite of nature ' s safeguards against that 
contingency , had contributed to the perpetuation of 
the F'odp;e characteristics in the person of a small 
boy ... ,128 
- these are signs of acuteness and mastery . 
'fhis picture of the vmrk-house inmates is almost unique in 
(jeorge Eliot 1 s novels, for sheer unsympathetic realism . The sharp 
character-sketches , unsoftened by any kind of human dignity , are the 
products of a refusal on the author 1 s part to identify herself lA"i th 
them , in any sense at all. She sees them as objects, as Dickensian 
f.! 
, 
126 kaos 3arton , ch. 9 , p . 117 . 
127 ibid ., ch . 2 , p . 39 . 
:128 ibid. , ch . 2 , p . 36. This rather cruelly recalls Jane I els11 
Carlyle ' s ironic q:,mments on Georl!,e Bliot : 
' A m:¥.fvellous teacher of morals , surely , and still more 
marvellous in the other character , for '\»'hich nature had 
not provided her with the outfit supposed to be essential. ' 
(Hansons , D . 234) . 
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r;rotesques . 
And , in general , in this first of the Scenes , Ueorge cliot 
holc's grimlJr to her de termination to depict none but ' mixed 
h be , , L . , f ' h ' l ' 1 ,129. 11 nk uman lnes , \,0 oml"(' none o. "(, e mora plrl1p es ln a ra s 
of society . .8ven hilly is credited vTith a \-reakness : and here again , 
Ge orge Eliot ' s desire both to limit her colour-range to t he nondescript , 
to the mezzo-tints of the narrative palette , and then , anxiously , to 
justify Hhatever faults she has forced herself to attribute , leads 
her to a certain falseness of tone : 
fi For Hilly had one weakness - don ' t love her any the 
less for it , it was a pretty "roman ' s weakness - she 
"Has fond of dress ... You and I , too , reader , have our 
v7eakness , have He not? 1rrhich makes us think foolish 
thin~s nOH and then .. . ' 130 
Othenrise , t he characters are all seen 'with an ironic yet 
sympa the tic eye - 1 r . Brid.ma.in 1-1ho 
I studied conversation as an art . '1'0 ladies he f3poke 
of the Heather , and Has accustomed to consider it 
under three points of view ..• ' ; 131 
Nanny , chuckling ' over her outburst of 11 sauce 11 as t he best morning I S 
Vlork she had ever done . '; 11rs . l~acki t , Hi th her parsimoniousness , 
her sharp tongue , and hor ready kindness in time of trouble . In the 
rather pontifical statement of aims in Chapter V, George Eliot sets 
up her cho~en canons : 
11 ••• t hese commonplace people - Flany of them - bear a 
conscience , and have felt the sublime promptine; to 
do the painful right ; .. i'Jay , is there not a pathos in 
their very insir-nificance - in our comparison of their 
dim and narrou existence Hith the glorious possibilities 
of that human nature Hhich t hey share? 1132 
129 j'lnlOS ~ 1 :.:-u=,:::-.=::H.:::a~r~\,Oll • Cl. 5 . p . 63 · 
130 
131 
132 
ch. 3 , p . 1+8 . 
p . '+9-50 . 
6'7 . 
The pathos of the commonplace , then , lies not only in the 
sparks of beauty that it contains , but in its contrast T,vith the 
iaeal , the glorious , the rare achievements of humanity that she 
has voluntarily rejected as material for her art . It seems obvious 
that sho does not lack interest in heroism and idealism : that indeed , 
she is ailllli ttine the need for a frame~vork >,yi thin uhich t he poignancy 
of the commonplace vdll be most keenly felt . And , even i n this tale , 
the most ' insignificant ' perhaps of all her fictional attempts to 
embody her principles , l1ill;jT is , to all intents and purposes , the 
angel of inspiration , the finger pointing up'rlards , that Amos betrays 
through his lack of BJ-lareness and love ,133 
't.'he moral point of Amos Barton i s quite clear: the mediocrity 
that pervades hiJluan life , the inaclequacy of human beings to the tasks 
that are allotted to them, even to the small daily requirements of 
human relationships : 
133 
I f Hilly bears some resemblance to Agne s vfickfield , t hen one 
might extend the analogy and point out the Dickensian 
sentimentality of some of the child-descriptions, Dickey , for 
example , stroking hi s mother ' s s oft .vhi te hand (is this 
realism?) is a stock figure of child -pa thos . (ch , 5 , p . 70) 
Here , e ven the s tarchy comment of the author , and the 1vay in 
vrhich the scene is referred back to l(,rs . Hacki t ' s consciousness , 
d oes not save it from sentiment ality . Compare , hOvJ8ver , the function~lly effective portrait of little Totty (in Adam Becl.e) _ 
mirror-ilifa.ge of IIe tty ' s e 'oUsm , and foil to -)inah ' s se l fless 
spirituality - effortlessly ' placing ' them both . 
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' Oh the anguish of that thought that He can never 
atone to our dead for the stinted affection VTe 
gave them , for the light anS1V'ers we returned to 
their plaints or their pleadings , for the little 
reverence 1-re shovTed to that sacred · human soul that 
li ved so close to us , and 1I1aS the di vinest thing 
God had given us t o knOVl! ' 134-
This reverence f or the human- being , in all his finite -ness , 
is infinite in its demands : 
I • • • nOVT he re-lived all their life toge ther , wi t h 
that terrible keerlness of memory and imagination 
which bereavement gives , and he felt as if his very 
love needed a pardon for its poverty and selfishness . ' 
::Jut even this realisation , brought by death , of \'lhat true l ove should 
be , fades from Amos vli th time . :C;ven in grief , he cannot be heroic , he 
is bound by the limits of his very earthl y nature . Ee i s sad to part 
from I'ully ' s grave : 
' f or huos Ha.S one 1-7ho clw1g to all the material links 
betvTeen his mind and the past . His imagination ~'Tas 
not vivid , and required the stimulus of actual 
perception . ' 
Anc1. Hhen he visits the grave before leaving Shepperton , he has 
already lost the urgency of pain , t he immediate sense of reality : 
' r;e stood a fev;r minutes reading over and over again 
the "lOrds on the t ombstone , as if to assure himself 
that all the happy and unhappy past 1·ms a reality . 
For love is frightened at the intervals of insensibili t y 
and callousness that encroach by little and little 
on the dominion of grief , and it makes efforts to recall 
tl;le keenness of t he first anguish . ,135 
This insensibility that fleshes over the naked nerves of life is a 
recurrent theme in the novels .136 It is , of course , a saving mercy : 
134-
135 
136 
Amos BaTton , ch . 9 , p . 115 . 
;;~ 
ibid . , ch. 10 , p . 122. 
cf . I~e t ty ' s ' hard ,' , cold I heart Hhich Dinah prays to God to melt : 
" 'Hy heart vTent like a stone . II I (ch . '+5 , p . 252) . 
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but to the demands of a selfless and d.edicated love , it seems 
callous and fri .htening . 
The effect of time on the fineness and strength of hurlan 
nature is again a re curren t theme in I L l' . Uilfil ' s Love ;3 tory . ' 
'l'he juxtaposition of the old and the y oung I!.r . Uilfil becomes a 
paradigm for t he fate of all Ipoor mortal s ': and even in youth , even 
in his ovm love-story , }lr . Gilfil plays a very background role _ the 
fai thful , steadfast lover , i gnored and slighted by Ca terina. , in her 
passion for L~Tbrovf . ~) o that , in one sense , even the title of the s tory 
has an ironic under-tone , and ye t in a dee ';er sense, t here i s no ironjT 
at all , but an innncnse tenderness and sadness for all the fra.ilty and 
aspiration of hmnani t y . 1'he young h r . Gilfil , at tracti ve , strong and 
ele voted , and 'be old hr . Uilfil , eccentric ano. unimpressive , are shmm 
as one : on the final paGe , t hey are draHn toge ther , and the effects 
of t~ne and experience put into loving perspective : 
I the 1.1'. Gilfil of those late Shepperton days had 
more of the knots and rtlg[:edness of poor human 
nature than there lay any clear hint of in the 
open-eyed loving Naynard . .cut it is with men as 
uith trees : if you lop off their finest branches , 
into i-Thich they Here pouring their y oung life-juice , 
the wound.s vJill be healed over ,·d th s ome roueh boss, 
s ome aid excrescence; and 'what might have been a ·frand. 
tree expanding into liberal shade , is but a 'ilhimsical 
misshapen trunk ... 113'1 
Henr y James considered I L l' . Gilfil l a failure - a break >'lith 
pO 
" 
the portra;yal of mi dd.l e - and 101<ler- class life , to l1hich she had 
devoted herself . 138 I t is true tht t here is much dead Hood in t he 
13'1 :6pilogue , p . 3'7. 
l38 ""~ ., 
A C~ntury of Geol"ge ~liot Criticism, eo. . . xord on '-, . £lai rht (1965 ) , p . 45. 
,-
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tale : the long descriptions of Cheverel l,ano1' are tedious , the 
portrai ts of Sir Chris t opher an::l Lady Cheverel , of Captain ',Jybrmr , 
lack the vividness and three-dimensional reality of he r best 
characters . But even here , there is a spark of Ge or ge l£liot ' s 
specific vis ion. Sir Christopher is shovm as bearing Nithin hi m 
the seeds of his mm dmmfall: he is benevolent , good - natured , but 
his fatal fla1"1 is a sel f -willed obstinacy - an obstinacy , that , 
combi ned vrith ' s ome t hing of the fe rvour of genius , 1 results in the 
magnificent architectural a chievement of Cheverel i'lanor; but t hat 
proves also to be his Achilles ' hee l. I nflexibili t y of Hill is a 
tragic trait , f or C'teorge 'liot; t he self-irlilled ,-rho Hill not bend , 
1'lill be broken on t he inexorable whee l of divine l al;'T. Thi s d omi natine; , 
active type of personality must l earn submission : ' notre vraic destin~ 
se compose de r~signation et d ' activit~ ' : the secret of life is to 
f ind the correct bal a nce . and in each of the novels , there are 
characters 1'Jho i-,ill not temper t heir excess in one direction or the 
other , and vTho must be d i scipli ned by life .139 
Janet ' s Repentance i s , in length and in content , the mos t 
considerable of the ~cenes . The depiction of ~' I ilby life i s at its 
fullest and mos t realistic : the effect of ~vangelicalism on t he small 
139 :2 :3ir Christopher can be seen as an early ske tch of IIarol d 
Transome : he is of t he same ,domi neering , good - natured , and 
mora.lly uneducated English t3rpe . If they represent the 
' active ' t ype a t its most presumptuous , t hen }ir . Brooke in 
rliddlemarch stands a t the oppos ite pole : i'Then he is faced 
Hith the p r ospect of cutting off the entail on his pr operty , 
after Dorothea ' s se c onc1 marriage , he pr ocrastinates until 
Sir James r e lents . (Final e , J..,.62) . 
;;~ 
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tOv-Tn is shown Hi th a satirical but tolerant pen . The struggle 
bet"l'leen Ann'licans and 3van~:elicals is referred to by George 
.2:1iot in a le tter to BlltOOd : 
' The collision in the drama is not at all bebveen 
IIbigotted churchmanship ll and evangelicalism , but 
behreen J-rreli :::;ion and religion ... Everything is 
softened from the fact , GO far as art is permitted. 
to soften and ye t to remain essentially true . 'Yhe 
real tm-m vIaS more vicious than my l'i ilby ; the real 
Dempste r v;ras far more disgusting than mine ; the real 
Jane t alas! had a far sadder end than mine , 'Hho 'Hill 
melt aitTay from the reader ' 5 sight in purity , 
happiness and beauty . , li.:-O 
This latter part itJas \vri tten in reply to BlaclDfood ' s doubts about 
the ' harsher I hackerayan view of human nature ' contained in the first 
chapter . The scene in the ' Red Lion , t with h r . . Dempster holding 
forth on Evangelicalism , does indeed have a harshness and satirical 
scorn , almost unredeemed , that is reminiscent of t he "lork-house 
description in Amos Barton , in its tone . ...'he provincialisl , the 
religious and moral slup;gi slmess of the place , the petty jealousies 
and rivalries occupy the fore ground 01' the scene : there is a 
characteristic paragr3.ph of palliation , but it comes almost as an 
afterthought : 
' Assuredly Eilby had that salt of goodness 'fhi ch 
lceeps t he Horld together , in greater abundance t han 
Has visible on the surface ... 'ro a superficial glance , 
Lilby was nothing but dreary prose : ... But the SHee t 
ij,prine; came to Iv ' lby nobli thstanding : the elm-tops 
Here red Hi:th buds ; the churchyard Has starred vJith 
daisies ... , 141 
Into this scene of religious apathy , J£vaneelicalism irrupts -
' a murrain or blight all the more terr.ible , because its nature itlaS 
>?is 
140 GB letters , 11 June 1857 (I1 , 34'7). 
14·1 Jane t 1s Repentance , ch. 2 , pp . 64-5. 
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but dimly conjectured .' 'he fears of the population as the 
' disease I spreads are presented Hith a shrewd penetration. it is a 
distrust of moral tyranny that grips the people: of a cree - that 
demands of its arl.herents some sacrifice of their pleasures , some 
extension of their moral natures . 
11f 'I'hat l s not the Horst , 11 said i·lr . Dempster ; "he 
preaches against good. lvorks ; ... You sec it in 
all t hese canting innovators : .Jepend upon it , 
\ihenever you see a man pretending to be better 
than his neighbours , that man has either some 
cunning end to serve , or his heart is rotten 
with spiritual pride . 11 1142 
r ere , it is quite obvious that the struggle is,~Taged behveen 
irreligion and religion : not merely beh18en two versions of one faith . 
Jut it is interestinc: to note that Geor.~e .~liot puts into Dempster I S 
mout 1 some of the argmllents of her mm reaction against t!;vangelicalism : 
Dempster I S 800ech could be a vulgarised version of some parts of her 
mm article on I Dr . CUJolYllinf> I :rypocrisy , .sanctirnoniousness , ambition 
and e,;oism paradin.; as piety , exclusiveness - these are charges that 
she herslf had brought against religion . ~Iere , she has set herself 
to examine the other side of the coin : in Janet l s R.epentance , a hearin.::; 
is once again given to the claims of the inner voice ; the IJ8rSonal 
vision , de tertflining reality , is once more shOtm to have pO'\'Ter . 
\·:e miZht summarise the struggle , as 1'-..1" . Derp,pster does , as that 
behreen fai th and good. Horks : in the ,; vangelical belief , good "Jodcs 
alone are insufficient , the external physical 1wrl d and all its 
activities are unredeemed , if they are not illwnined by the spark of 
142 ibid ., ch . 1 , pp . 47-3. 
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fai th . J:! an , in his unredeemed nature , is corrupt and damned : 
only by the gift of grace can he be saved . This is the doctrine 
that i'larian 8vans attacked so vigorously in the article on 
' Dr . Cumming ' : assertinG categorically her belief in the 'disinterested 
elements of human feeling ' ; that pity and love and justic e are essential 
characteristics of man ' s nature . Han can be saved by Horks alone ; he 
is a moral being \'lho is fully equi pped to work out his mm redemption 
on an ethical , practical plane . This optimism , however , is no longer 
so clear in Janet ' s depentance. Janet , despite all her natural goodness , 
is lost before l!r . 'j'ryan and his 'vangelical belief comes to her aid . 
l-'ersonal effort , a c t of 'ltJill , even a clear perception of her m-m 
degradation - none of these can save her . It needs an external force 
to redeem her from d isaster: a gift of grace , a faith-insured vision 
that Fill transform the facts of ner life . 
The conversation among the Evan~e1ical ladies in Chapter 111 , 
thoush satirical in presentation , makes the point quite clearly . 
They are discussing Janet , and lv, rs . Iettifer is standing up for her : 
143 
' "l-'ride or no pri de , 11 said Irs . fettifer , II I shall 
always stand up for Janet Dertlpster ... there ' s great 
excuses for her ... you and rue might do the same , if 
we were in her place. tl 
"Clpeak for yourself , Lrs . Pettifer , 11 said }jiss I ratt. 
"Under no circumstances can I imagine myself 
resorting to a practice s o degrad.ing . A "woman should 
find support in her mm strength of mind . It 
"1 thiqk , 11 said H.ebecca , .. rho considered l'Liss I ratt 
still very blind in spiritual things , notvlithstanding 
her assumption of enlightenment , ' she Hill find poor 
support if she trusts only to her own strength. Che 
must seek aia else'ltlhere than in herself . If ' 14.3 
i bid . , ch . .3 , p . I Ba . 
;;-~ 
.- In spite of the ironical aside on Rebecca ' s spiritual perspicaci t;y , 
one feels that there is much truth in what she says . .Joth she and 
J: 'iiss Pratt are caricatures , of course , of the strong-minded spinster , 
and the pietistic one. But the disagreement bet<;18en them is basic : 
between salvation by works alone and the need for some irradiating 
faith to inspire the "!;Till. And as events ShOi'i , it is the latter 
vieT,v that is vinetica ted. : ' She must seek aid elsewhere than in herself . ' 
'1'he moral perspec tive of the novel is characteristically 
stringent and uncompromising . G.eorge E10t does not take the viev'l 
that might seem only human , that Janet is justified. in the little 
relief she can obtain from the pressure of her unhappiness . Courageous 
an' sunny- natured as she often is , her moments of bitterness and 
rlespair are Sh0107n as symptoms of moral. deficiency ; there is a back-
bone of judgment in all the pity vlith !.-Thi ch the author treats her 
heroine : 
":3ut there vTaS one person vlho heard all the plaints 
and all the outbursts of bitterness and despair 
ifhich ~rane t '\'Jas never tempted to pour into any other 
ea,r ; and alas! in her vrorst moments , <Janet Hould 
throH out v,ild reproaches agains t that patient 
lis 'enel' ... , 1LJ-4 
from a purely human point of vievi , Janet may seem entitled to some 
outlet for her d.espair : but there is something of the ideal , 
demanding perfectionism of the Evangelical about t}eorge .Gliot he re , 
:i:' 
and in all her novels . She is not satisfied with a compromise in 
moral attitudes . Janet , even "t-Tith the greatest of excuses and 
justifications , is lacking in her reaction to life : her confrontation 
lL,.lj. 'b' 1 1 le. , cl:f~ :3 , p . 188 . 
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1'li th :Hr . Tryan is a r repentance r: she has some thing , beyond the 
superficial sin of her persecution of the .t:;vangelicals , of I'Thich 
to repent . 
This kind of exacting sin-cons ciousness never leaves Lleorge 
.81iot , even when it is translated into secular terms . In Jane t , 
the sin is a rebelliousness of nature - a self-will that does not 
!mOVT h01»" to submit to life , that has not learnt to accept chastisement 
ifith the inner fortitude , the resignation , that is the bitterest 
lesson for an active nature. She has all the passion , the vividness 
and energy of the pagan i deal : i-That she lacks is the Christian virtue 
of submission , the essential passivity that bonds before the storm , 
and survives the storm. 
This passivity is the fruit of suffering . It is this that she 
recognises in hr. Tryan: a sadness and pain that does not surge over 
into passionate declamations , but remains deep Hithin , grooving 
channels of s;ympathYi'lith the sufferine s of all men. He is , to her , 
the Christ-figure , suffering in his own body , so that others may be 
saved . This gift of creative passivity is what she ivants to learn : 
a Hay of absorbing the shocks of life , if she cannot avoid them. 
,,' ithout him , without such a gift of grace , she feels , with all her 
pagan strength and beauty , utterly helpless : 
lLI,5 
r lit: feel sure that demon Hill be always urging 
me to satisfy the craving that comes upon me , 
and the days i-rill go on as they have done through 
all those miserable years . I shall ahvays be 
doing wrong , and hating myself after - sinking 
Im\fer arld 10VIer and lm01'ling that I am sinking . Oh , 
can you tell me any 't\fay of ge tting strength ... 11 r 1l.j,5 
ibid ., ch. 18 , p . 224,. 
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llr . Tryan ' s anSHer is the answer of faith . By her own inner 
strengt h alone , she can achi e ve nothing . It is , on the contrary , 
by an admission of Healmess , that she can summon God to her aid _ 
the external f orce that 11ill save her : 
' ''I.;hen once we feel our helplessness in that v/ay , 
and go to the J aviour , desiring to be freed from 
the power as well as t he puni s hment of sin , we 
are no longer left to our Olm strene;th ... '" 146 
This is the classic antinomian prescription for salvation : 
a turning al-Tay from the 1'1Orld , from the cycles of 'esire and fulfilment , 
ambition and development , that make the life of the Horld : movement , 
acti vi ty , progress . It is a concentrat ion on t he life "\'1i thin , on a 
kind of sedulous inner vacancy that is the ' perfect peace ' f or l'Thich 
Janet longs : 
' "That is I'That I want , fI said Janet j "I have left 
off minding about pl easure . I think I could be 
contented in the midst of hardship , if I felt 
that God. cared f or me , and lilOUld give me strent;th 
to lead a pure life ... '" 
'i'he ideal here is purity , peace , a deat h before death . 147 'l'his is 
Vlhat Janet has to learn , this annihilation of the self . He r real sin 
'Has the blasphemy of thou~ht , that ' '' God 1-ras cruel to send me trials 
and temptations Horse than others have . " ' This ' spiri t of rebellion ' 
is to be quenched j this reaching outvrards for the things of the 1;Torld : 
' The re is nothing that becomes us but entire submission , perfect 
)1,' 
resignation .' 
Resi gnation and activity , the balance beb.:reen them is precarious : 
it :i.s continually being upset , and re-sour:;ht , in one after the other of 
146 ,>;'~ 
ibid . , ch . 18 , p . 231 . 
147 
blessedness and moral 
one law of morality . ' 
of 
the 
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l~orge Eliot ' s novels . The point of equilibrium varies : there is 
no d ogrnatic anS-vTe r to the problem. In Janet ' s Repentance , the 
solution offered is an a l most absolute resignation . The progress 
t()(vards I perfect peace ' is a process of inner extinction : t he 
quenching of all hopes and desires in t he "rorld ; again and again , 
the flames of life leap up in he r , and are f orcibl y extinguisheo i l48 
till , after I'IT . l'ryan ' s death , her mm proces s of mortification is 
complete : 
' Jane t felt a deep stillness Hithin. She thirsted 
f or no pleasure ; she craved no worldly good . ;:;he 
Sa1'1 t he years to come stretch before her like an 
autumn afternoon f illed ~-Tt th resigned memory . 
Life to her could never more have any eage rness ; 
it was a s olemn service of gratitude and pati ent 
effort ... ' lLl-9 
In a far more significant sense than the merely social or 
political one , Evangelicalism is re-examined and vindi cated in this 
story. It is not just that lIilby is ,"70n over to a recognition of 
h r . Tryan ' s goodness ; not just that he , as a loving , s;ympathe tic 
hU1nan- being , saves her from disaster ; not even that the moral effects 
of the religion are shown , despi te all dogmatic irrelevancies , to be 
-beneficial: 
1i 1-8e . g . 
14-9 
150 
' No man can begin to mould h i mself on a faith 
or an idea Ttfithout rising to a hie;he r orrler of 
e*rience : et principle of subordination , of 
self-mastery , has been i ntroduced into his nature ; 
he is no longer a mere b~dle of i mpressions , 
desires , and imlul ses .,150 
ch . 21 , p . 248 . 
ch . ~ , p . 316 . 
ch. 10 , p . 163 . 
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Even this moral effect is not the f'ull extent. of George l:!:liot. ' s 
tribute to Evangelicalism . In Janet ' s '1.epentance , she returns , 
at. least by a suspension of' d isbelief' , to her youthful perspective 
on life: to the supremac;y- of t he inner vision , a rigorous denial 
of life , in the vigour and variety of its forms. Redemption here 
is shmm to be gained by negation of desire , by resignation , the 
quenching of t he natural forces in the perfect peace of submission . 
So far , the story is a sincere tribute to the spiritual effect of 
r'vangelicalism on a human soul. (leoree Eliot does not attempt to 
legislate for all mankind , as a tract-Hriter might have done . Janet ' s 
mother is happy and satisfied in a less extreme form of religion: 8. 
religion of works , of active extroverted faith - ' she had no 1Vell-
defined vieHs on justification.' She is a naturally , and simply , 
religious soul , tending to the extremes of neither excessive passion 
nor excessive mortifi cation . She aa.mits , houever , f1 lyour y.lants are 
d i fferent , my dear , and we are not all led by the same road. 11,151 
This admission signifies a certain movement of reconciliation 
on Larian lt'vans I S part tOHards the faith of her youth . he is willing 
to concede that some souls vlill not be satisfied by anything less than 
a complete ' spiri tualisation ' of life. .I\...71d , in this story at leasi1 
she allO'N"s her heroine to subside into this perfect peace of nullity , 
JP 
, 
to resign from the struggle of life - to ' melt aHay from the reade r ' s 
152 
sight in purity , happiness and beauty . ' 
151 
ch. 20 , p . 240. 
~ 
152 GE Letters , 11 June 1 5'7 (II , 347). 
Tha t this is not a final solution , hmvever , is clear from 
Narian ' s letter to Blac kvJO od , quoted above . The real Janet , sb,e 
~vrote , ' alas! had a far sadder end than mine ... ' In real life , 
far more complex issues have to be faced: escape into passivity 
is rarely possible . And harian [i;vans , of all people , could not allov1 
the balance to remain vleighted so heavily on the side of resignation . 
'rhis period of her life Has , in a sense , her real youth - a time of 
growth and energy , of , at least , a partial liberation from the lethargy 
and despair of her early years - ' the long years in "'lhich I have been 
inert and s uffering . , 153 ~o far from dying unto life , she 11as just 
bee;im1ing to feel tbe full joy of living : 
' People talk of the feelings dying out as one be ts 
olde r - but at present my experience is just the 
contrary ... I find the least bit of real human life 
touch me in a "l-Ta;)r it never did Hben I Has youno'er . , 154 
In her midr:Ue age , she suddenly seems to herself as if re vi ved from a 
lone; death : in 1852 , w'hile sE 1 in its sha.dotv , she hacJ, written : 
' It is a help to read such a life as l'lar[;aret Fuller ' s. 
I-~Ol'T inexpressibly touching that passage from her 
journal - 111 shall always reign through the intellect , 
but the life! the life! 0 my (iod! shall that never be 
SVTee t '( fI 1 am thankful , as if for nlyself , that it Has 
s1,met at last. ' 155 (m;)T i ta.lics) 
This poignant and generous self-identification Hith another 
woman Has rif.ilised , in fact , in the eventua.L ffi,reeteni ng of her own life. 
153 G.u: Letters , 2 J anuaI"J 1858 (rL 416) . 
15lj· ibid. , 14 j'une , 1853 (1I. 465) . 
155 ""~ ibid . , 27 l"arch , 1852 (rI , 15) . 
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In spite of all discomforts and embarrassments , in spite of 
the extreme fastidiousness of her nature , that shrank before the 
scandal of her union ,,!i th le-we s , there can be no doubt that the 
love and devotion of Lei>TeS vIaS to her an infusion of that ' life ' 
that she yearned for . And at such a time , happy in ' the perfect 
love and sympathy of a nature that stimulates nw own to healthful 
156 
acti vi ty , ' it was inevitable t hat she should t:r;{ , in her subsequent 
novels , to redress t he balance behoieen resignation and activity , to 
suggest a mOTe satisfying harmony of the how ex tremes . 
Ji,-' 
" 
156 Gt.: Letters , 6 June 1857 (rr , 3LI-) . 
,-
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CHAPTER '!WO 
ADAM BEnE AND THE MILL ON THE FLOSS: 
RESIGNATION AND ACTIVITY 
Following on this extended, though, of necessity, highly 
selective study of George Eliot's earlY pre-fictional career, personal 
and intellectual, and of the first-fruits of her characteristic 
creativity, the Scenes of Clerical Life, I shall in this chapter 
discuss some important themes already touched upon, as they appear in 
her first two full-length novels, !dam Bade and The Mill on the Floss. 
These novels I shall treat with a brevity bearing no relation, naturally, 
to their artistic importance: my interest will be simplY to indicate some 
of the modes in which George Eliot's intimate experience and conflicts 
inform her earlY fiction, the shifting balance in what I have seen as 
a basic polarity in her psychic life, between resignation and activity. 
Basic to her conception of her role as a novelist is a conscious 
awe that at some periods of her life, indeed, proved incapacitating. 
Her first full-length novel begins on this note of wonder at the magiQal 
power of art: 'With a single drop of ink for a mirror, the Egyptian 
sorcerer undertakes to reveal to any chance comer far-reaching visions 
of the past. This is what I undertake to do fo~ou, reader.,l The 
~ , 
quasi-religio~s sense of the '''sperri to' God .,,2 working through her 
casts a sacredness over her past emotional and i~tellectual experience, 
which is to nourish her art. As Adam again says, at the end of the novel: 
2 ibid., ch. 1, p. 10. 
,-
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'''The more knowledge a man has, the better he'll do's work; and 
feeling's a sort 0 r knowledge. 11 ,3 The' knowledge' of many kinds that 
Marian Evans had accumulated was to be channelled, now or later, into 
her worktf ' the 'transformation of pain into sympathy,4 was to be the 
goal of her moral and artistic life. And it was fro~his acute sense 
of the sacredness of her calling, that her characteristic .tone as 
narrator evolved, with its unique combination of sympathy and detachment: 
the fusion of the elements separately 'exercised' already in her writing 
life, in her translations and her critical reviews. 
This view of her art had not, as we have seen, been arrived at 
quite painlessly. In her early letters she had painfully tried: to mould 
the totality of her experience - sensuous, intellectual, social - within 
the matrix of an Evangelical world-view. On this basis of a profoundly 
spiritual attitude to all aspects of life - everything seen, as it were, 
in the magnifYing mirror of eternity - the arts in general .had fallen 
into a decidedly second-rate position - and if second-rate, , then, 
according to the uncompromising rigour of Evangelical logic, irrelevant 
and,possibly, to be suppressed. 
There are various references in the early letters to the 
conflict ,in her mind on this subject, to the attempt to define her own 
reaction, ~or instance, on listening to an oratorio: 
3 "b"d ~ l; ., 
4 
, 
' ••• would it be consistent with millenial h~liness 
fo~ human being to devote the time and energies 
that are barely sufficient for real exigencies on 
acquiring expertness in trills, cadences, etc.7,5 
ch fls 52, p • 336. 
ibid., ch. 50, p. 302. 
5 GE letter's, r Lil September 1838 (I, 9). 
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This expresses the problem in its barest form, as it appeared to the 
young Evangelical. 'Millenial holiness' and 'real exigencies' seem 
to confront the arts like a massive Goliath towering over a puny, and 
rather ludicrous David. This objection to the validity of aesthetic 
activity is quite beside the more common one - that art positively 
militates against morality, that it tends to cultivate the sensuous, 
insubovdina te energies, to glorif,y indulgence and licentiousness, 
in its expression of the unbridled passions of men. 
Shakespeare, for example, presents a real problem to the young 
Marian Evans. Granting his genius and the benefit to be gained from 
reading him, she is troubled by the difficulty of having 'to suck 
nothing but honey from his pages' - a difficulty raised by the presence 
of less wholesome savours in those same pages. 
Again, ~'nothing,' she writes, 'can justif,y the using of ••• 
Scripture as a rope dancer uses his rope ••• alone to elicit admiration ••• ' 
Here, it is the exhibitionism involved in any artistic enterprise that 
dismays her; the very act of artistic expression, of organising 
experience for display, she brands with the mark of showmanship. 
These are problems that sincerely trouble Marian Evans in her 
youth. And, in spi~ of her sloughing off, as it were, of the skin 
of Evangeli~~l dogma, these considerations remain an integral factor 
in her evolving attitudetowavds the arts, in general, and the novel-
genre in particular. The doubt as to the basic usefulness of the 
writer's function remains with her, through her most fervid assertions 
of the sacredness of her calling. Her assumption of the writer's role 
~:s 
involved much heart· searching and the vanquishing of many giants of doubt 
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and despair; and for that very reason, its value is enonnously 
enhanced; the struggle exposes the strengths and weaknesses of both 
sides as no facile compromise can do. 
The ascetic attitude towa~s worldly learning - and the ascetic 
justification for it - constitutes one of l1arian Evans's earliest 
attempts to deal with her problem. She mentions how deeply she is 
impressed by an English translation of Aim' -Martin's treatise, tu(ducation 
des m~res de famille' - 'Woman's Mission'; and she quotes with especial 
approval Aim~-Martin's ve~ict on the relation of the intellectual and 
the moral: 
I "Learning is only so far valuable as it serves to 
enlarge and enlighten the bounds of conscience. 11 ,6 
and she comments: 
'This I believe it eminently does when pursued humbly 
and piously and from a belief that it is a solemn 
duty to cultivate every faculty of our nature so far 
as p~imary obligations allow.' 
In this context, she also quotes St. Paul: ' ••• whatsoever things 
are honest ••• if there be anY virtue and if there be any praise think 
on these things~ •• ' The purpose and justification of all human 
endeavour, then, must be a spiritual one; both in inception and in 
aim, duty must clothe and san<?tify the secular nak~dness of human culture. 7 
G ta:hIally, however, B. more integrated approach emerges 
from the conflicts and tensions of Marian Evans I s mirrl. Somehow, a. 
6 GE Letter~, 3 r-0 September 1841 (I, 107 ) . 
7 Cf~ 
, 
. . ';; ~' - - . -
Jane Auslen's observation: 
'It was the misfortune of poetry to be seldom safely enjoyed 
by those who enjoyed it completely; and that the strong 
feelings which alone could estimate it truly were the very 
feelings which ought to taste it but sparingly.' (Persuasion, ch. 11) . 
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synthesis is achieved that subsumes the rival claims of the aesthetic 
and the moral, in a fused vision that, though impressive and original, 
rarely seems quite to lose the hectic tension of the elements that 
strainingly compose it. Her way of synthesising the aesthetic and 
the moral views of life is through a conception of the sensibility, 
as the centre of man's being. True artistic sensibility, she would 
argue, so far from militating againsttmoral values, in fact implies 
a kind of central fastidiousness of the nervous system, that radiates 
to all the nerve-ends of experience - sensuous, intellectual, and 
moral. 
Repeatedly, in her letters, her reviews, and her novels, we 
find. this insistence that man's sensibility is, or should be, a unity. 
The idea, for example, of senses 'preternaturally sharpened' - with 
results in spheres other than the sensual - recurs several times. 
The earlest example, perhaps (if we except the numerous references 
in her early letters to the correspondence .between her physical and 
nervous states, and her moral equilibrium) , is the sketch, in 'From 
the Notebook of an Eccentric, I of Imy . f:tieIXi Macarthy, I with his 
'preternaturally sharpened vision, which saw knots 
and Hemishes, where all was smoothness ;to other~. 
The unsightly condition of the masses - their 
dreary ignorance ••• the absence of artistic harmony 
and beauty in the details of outward existence ~ were 
wj,. th him not merely themes for cold philosop~, 
iIXiignant philippics, or pointed satire; but 
positively painful elements ig his experience, sharp 
iron entering into his soul.' 
e Pinney, p. 15. 
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This sensitivity appears here as a doubtful blessing, it 
is true. But what concerns us now is the fact that it is not a 
merely localised sensibility that Macarthy displays: that his 
Ifeeling of the beautiful' irradiates all the relations and contacts 
of his life, a,llowing no artificial gaps between the areas that men 
usually think of as conveniently islanded apart. The senses of 
vision, of touch, with their atterrlant pains and violations, have 
a not merely metaphorical extension into the realms of intellectual 
and moral awareness. 
To be stripped of some of the normal protective skins that 
shield humanity from too immediate a consciousness of realities of 
all kirrls - this is a fate that obviously fascinates George Eliot: 
to hazard a guess at painful personal experience of her own would not, 
one feels, be _ too presumptuous. There is, particularly, the case of 
that jeu de m'lancolie, which William Blackwood found it so 'strange 
that George Eliot should have written. ,9 
In this story, The Liften Veil, written in 18.59, after the 
tremendous success of Adam Bede, Latimer, the hero, is afflicted with 
a similar, 'preternaturally sharpened vision' to that of Macarthy, 
only in a still more heightened form. It is a 'superadded consciousness,1 
from which ,~e suffers, so that he is excruciatingly aware of all the 
evil to which other men are happily blirrl and deaf. This awareness, on 
the moral level, is explicitly compared to an over-acuteness of the 
senses: a lmicroscopic vision,lO that thrusts asunder the specious 
"'~ 
9 William Blaclmood to John Blackwood, 16 June 18.59; quoted in Gordon S. 
Haight, George Eliot; A Biograpny, p. 297. 
10 The Lifted Veil, ch. 1, p. 29.5. 
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civilities of social life to expose chaos and rottenness. 
This curse of hyper-refined sensibility lifts all veils , from 
the ugliness of men's inner selves. For Latimer, it is a continual 
torment to be thus exposed to the 'naked skinless complication' of 
human evil. His marriage to the serpentine Bertha, is also determined 
by this faculty - or rather, by its breakdown in her case: 
'It was like a preternaturally heightened sense of 
hearing, making audible to one a roar of sound 
where others find perfect stillness. '11 
Insensibi1i ty, unawareness - in this bizarre story, these becODle 
conditions for human happiness: Latimer's tragedy is complete, when 
the veil protecting Bertha is also finally lifted - 'no matter how 
empty the adytum, so that the veil be thick! enough.' And, again, the 
sense of coerced awareness is conveyed, with all the immediacy, the 
involuntariness of acute physioal vision: 
'The terrible moment of complete illumination had 
come to me, and I saw that the darkness had hidden 
no landscape from me, but only a blank prosaic wall~ 
from that evening forth, through the sickening year~ 
which followed, I saw all round the narrow room of 
this woman's soul ••• ' 12 
Latimer is, obviously, a pathological study, but the abnormality 
he represents is, in George Eliot's presentation, abnormal only in its 
intensity. The essential connectedness of Latimer's awareness on the 
r.' physical, moral and emotional levels is something that runs through the 
very tiexture of George Eliot's psychological theory. There is no 
Dlcongruity for her in comparing moral callousness, for instance, to 
stupidity, as the tarol m~ be used of a defective intellect, or to 
sensuous bluntness: 
11 ibid., ch. 1, p. 301. 
12 ' b ' d h 1 323 1 1 ., c. , p . . 
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'That element of tragedy which lies in the very fact 
of frequency, has not yet wrought itself into the 
coarse emotion of mankind j and perhaps our frames 
could hardly bear much of it. If we had a keen 
vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it 
would be like hearing the grass gron and the squirrel's 
heart beat, and we should die of that roar which lies 
on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest 
of us walk about well wadded with stupidity. '1) 
The explicit analogy of physical and moral sensitivity is, as 
we have said, echoed throughout George Eliot's work. One more example 
will pick up the tactile reference of the last quotation: Bulstrode's 
gradual deadening to all possibility of moral reproach is conveyed in 
zn image that clearly implies that the 'sensibility' mentioned is fully 
analogous to the free pl~ of the senses: 
'Mentally surrounded with that past again, Bulstrode 
had the same pleas - indeed, the years had been 
perpetually spinning them into intricate thickness, 
like masses of s~ider-web, padding the moral 
sensibility ••• ,l~ 
wpat emerges from even a cursory glance at George Eliot's idea of 
the central sensibility is an effortless hallowing of sensuous perception -
that is, not the painfully parsonical attempt to baptise the pagan, but a 
natural organic respect for the refinement of the senses, as an essential 
symptom of a total refinement of response. 
Ruskin, whom she in general greatly admired,l.5 expresses in 
f ' 
Modern Painters', in somewhat more abstract style, this concept of the 
ideal equivalence of the aesthetic and the moral sensibilities. Speaking 
~Of Truth' in painting, he combats the 
I) Middlemarch, ~h. 20, pp. 297-8. 
14 ibid., ch. 61, p. 129. 
1.5 "l think he is the finest writer living." (GE Letters, 11, 2.5.5). 
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'nearly universal error of belief among the thoughtless 
and unreflecting, that they know either what nature is, 
or what is like her; that they can discover truth by 
instinct ••• the truth of nature is a part of the truth 
of God; to him who does not search :;,t out, darkness, as 
it is to him who does, infinity. ,16 
True vision, for Ruskin, is not a merely physical faculty.l? 
There are different degrees of acuteness in seeing what is before one's 
eyes, and one's vision can be improved, like any physical skill, by 
cuI ti va tion. All the same, 
'With this kind of bodily sensibility to colour and 
form is intimately connected that higher sensibility 
which we revere as one of the chief attributes of all 
noble minds ••• acuteness of bodily sense ••• associated 
with love ••• as it embraces divine and human and brutal 
intelligences, and hallows the physical perception of 
external objects qy association, gratitude, Isneration, 
and other pure faiings of our moral nature.' 
Having established the organio oonnection between physical and 
moral sensibility, Ruskin declares that while the discover.y of trut~ 
is a purely intellectual activity, yet perception and judgment 
'are so sharpened and brightened, and so far more 
swiftly and ef;fectively used, when they have the 
energy and passion of our moral nature to bring 
them into action ••• that, practically, a man of 
deadened moral sensation is always dull in his 
perc~ption of truth.· 19 
Here, in Ruskin's language, then, we have an idea identical 
with the one . that George Eliot develops through her set of 'experiments 
Ji: 
in life.' Moral sensitivity is necessary for even an intellectually 
just assessment of truth. And, as corollary, this correct use of the 
16 Modern Painters, Compete Edition (Kent, 1888), Vol. 1, pp. 49-50. 
(Part 11, ~ection 1, ch. 11). 
1? cf. Piero's gift of vision (Romo1a, ch. 4, p. 63); briskly, professionally, 
he sees Tito through and through at first meeting. 
18 Modern Painters, op. cit., p. 51. 
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intellect and of the senses, is a powerful stimulus to the moral 
virtues. All these aspects that George Eliot subsumes under the 
heading of 'sensibility,' are organically linked. And a failure in 
one aspect cannot be blocked off, as with a tournique t, '\oJi thou t 
interfering with the precious blood-flow to a~he others. 
The case of Lydgate in Middlemarch illustrates this doctrine. 
His 'spots of commonness' represent such a 'blocking-off'in an other-
wise refined sensibility. In the practical and emotional areas of 
his life, he is .. on a level with the 'coursing cele bri ty " Mr. Chichely -
in their shared preference for a Rosamond over a Dorothea, for example. 20 
His error is fatal: a case of that 'stupidity' that for George Eliot 
constitutes vice: that obtuseness, that gradual obfuscation of aware-
ness and sympathy. that pads the moral sensibility.21 The poison of 
vulgari ty in Lydgate does not remain local: his tragedy is an exempllllll 
of the organic unity of the human sensibility: one' spot' can gangrene 
the whole organism. 
By the time that George Eliot embarked on her fictional career, 
therefore, she was already armed with a strong and hard-won sense of 
her art as the expression of all aspects of her experience: emotional 
and intellectual, moral and aesthetic. Her concept of/a unified 
i2 
, 
20 Middlemarch, ch. 10. 
21 Lydgate himself recognises stupidity as the characteristic of the 
morally degenerate: after Laure l s placid confession of her murder, he 
sees her 'amid the throng of stupid criminals.' «(jny italics). She is 
no diabotical Lucrezia: she killed her husband but of boredom: she is 
simply 'cow-like,' deadened to normal human response. 
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sensibility extracted the Puritan guilt from her artistic endeavour: 
it justified her and released her from a basic dilemma. 
The persona that emerges does not bear her own face: it is 
a complex and. public construct. The voice is intimate yet impersonal: 
in her translations, she had submitted her own personality to that of 
others; in her journalism. she had been the anonymous, trenchant ard 
knowledgeable reviewer of the works of others; and in her first novels, 
she wrote under a nom de plume, which deepened yet further the gulf 
between assumed persona and what might have approximate~her natural 
voice. For of course it is a male persona that she assumes and quite 
seriously wants to maintain at this stage. This fact conditions the 
tone of the George Eliot voice in the early novels, an effect that 
is carried over into the later novels, when the practical necessity 
for a disguised voice had disappeared: she quite deliberately adopts 
the voice of~ male narrator - and so successfully as to deceive most 
of her readers ( though - interestingly - not Dickens, who wrote to the 
au tJlor of Scenes of Clerical Life, t If they originated with no noman, 
I believe that no man ever before had the art of making himself, 
mentally, so like a woman, since the world began. ,22 ) 
In Adam Bede, the maleness of the narrative voice is emphasised 
at several points. George Eliot is at pains to indicate the masculine 
experience of her central consciousness: and this emerges particuarly 
in her treatment of love. Repeatedly, she assumes the masculine 
sensibili ty: 'We are apt to be kinder to the brutes that love us than 
,.,.~ 
22 GE Letters, 11, 42304. 
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to the women that love us. Is it because the brutes are dumb?,23 -
a remarkable transformation of view-point from that expressed in 
Janet's Repentance: 'an unloving, tyrannous, brutalIlRl1i .needs no 
motive to prompt his cruelty: he needs only the perpetual presence 
of a woman he can call his own.,24 The description of Ret~y's sensuous 
appeal, though she claims that it is 'made to turn the heads not only 
of men, but of all intelligent mammals, even of women,' yet has some-
thing of the aggressive baffled note of male admiration <'a beauty ••• 
that you feel ready to crush for inability to comprehend the state of 
mind into which it throws you.' )25 
Again, and more explicitly, love is described from the male point 
of view in the portrayal of Adam's growing passion: 'Love is such a 
simple thing when we have only one-and-twenty summers and a sweet girl 
of seventeen trembles under our glance, as if she were a bud first 
opening her heart v1ith \'1ondering rapture to the morning. ,26 Similarly, 
the account of Adam's love for Retty is a specifically masculine 
experience: 'It was to Adam the time that a man can least forge~ in 
after-life, - the time when he believes that the first ,,10man he has 
ever loved betrays by a slight something - a word, a tone, a glance, 
the quivering of an eye or an eyelid - that she is at least beginning 
to love him ~ return. ,27 - as is the generalisation, 'a man never lies 
with more delicious languor under the influence of a passion, than 
23 ch. 4, p. 59. 
24 ch. 13, p. 187. 
~~ 
25 ch. 7, p. 12l. 
26 
ch. 12, 196. p. 
27 ch. 20, p. 331. 
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when he has persuaded himself that he shall subdue it to-morrow. ,28 -
where 'man' refers not simply to the whole human race, but to a 
specifically male awareness. Most blatant of all these misleading 
references, however, is of course the moralistic - and retrospectively 
comic - expostulation at the end. of the fonnidably realistic account of 
Retty's tragedy: 'God preserve you and me from being the beginners of 
such misery! ,29 
This male aspect of George Eliot's narrative persona is of course 
not all-pervasive, although sheAuite deliberately cultivated it while 
her nom de plume remained unassailed. There is sufficient evidence for 
an acute and instinctive reader (such as Dickens) to fasten upon, of a 
woman's specific experience: passages such as that describing Retty's 
awakening: 'the anxieties and fears of a first passion, with which she 
was trembling, had become stronger than vanity, had given her for the 
first time that sense of helpless dependence on another's feeling which 
awakens the clinging deprecating womanhood even in the shallowest girl 
that can ever experience it, and. creates in her a sensibility to kindness 
which found her quite hard before. ,30 This 'sensibility to kindness' is 
a direct expression of Marian Evans' s; ;personal ... and characteristically 
feminine - emotional hunger, which emerges in her novels in the essential 
Ji,' 
vulnerability even of apparently proud and self-assured characters, such 
as Janet, Maggie, and. Esther. 
Nevertheless, the male timbre in the narrative voice affects 
28 ch. 26, p. 436~ 
29 ch. 37, p. 153· 
30 
ch. 20, p. 332. 
,-
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George Eliot's relationship to her readers. From the beginning of 
her career, it establishes her as the universal, sexless, or rather 
androgynous31 sage, possessed of a range of experience, actual and 
imagined, far beyond that of the ordinary woman-writer, and of a 
sympathetic wisdom that knows no barriers of sex. 
Indeed, it seems that this male element in her narrative persona 
is not merely a result of her practical need for anonymity, but is an 
essential aspect of her own sensibility. Here, we are on rather 
perilously conjectural ground; but it is possible to, see George Eliot's 
empathy with the male experience of love and of feminine beauty as a 
result of her own lack of self-confidence as a woman, especially in her 
youth: this basic anxiety led her to a slightly obsessive preoccupation 
wi th physical beauty, its power to win love, the reactions of men to 
women more attractive to herself, and the male attitude to l ove in 
general. As we have noticed, her first reactions to Lewes, and to the 
Swedish novelist, Frederika Bremer,32 were unfavourable, because of 
their physical ugliness; and her friendship with SpeMoer was prevented 
from developing by her own lack of beauty which became a subject of 
masochistic self-reviling at that period.33 In her novels, she is not, 
as some critics have suggested, antagonistic to beauty in women, but, 
on the contrarY, rather excessively fascinated by it. There is a 
dazzled awe in her descriptions of Hetty, of Tessa, of Rosamond, and 
of Gwendolen, of th~eroines whose beauty is facile, sensuous, and 
unconnected with spirituality. 
"'l< 
31 cf. Virginia Woolf's discussions in A Room of One's Own and Orlando, 
32 
of the ideal androgynous nature of the writer - and of the experiencing 
human being in general. 
GE Letters, I, 366-7. 
33 Gordon S. Haight, George Eliot; a biography, p. 115. 
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George Eliot's male persona extends, of course, over a much 
wider field than the subjects of love ani beauty. Her nom de plume 
and, in a large measure, her own natural bent led her to adopt a general 
tone as of a man speaking to men, drawing upon a range of experience 
not available to the genus of women-writers. 
In Adam Bede, she deals once more with her central theme of 
activity a.rrl passivity: · in the person of Adam, she explores once more 
the possibilities and limitations of the active will. With his solid, 
prosaic, vigorous nature, uncrippled by fanaticism or idealism, his 
doctrine of work, which 'gives you a grip hold 0' things outside your 
own lot, ,34 his 'habitual impatience of mere passivity,' his carpentering, 
which seems to symbolise his conscientious but rather wooden type of 
creativity, and his study of mathematics - Adam is the archetype of 
the active man in the world. He represents the practical vlill, 
extroverted, un~cquainted with weakness, in himself and. others. 35 
He and Dinah at first stand at opposite poles in this basic question 
of temperament and philosophy; and the novel is largely a study of 
their individual development through suffering and sympathy to a 
point where fusion of the opposing principles they represent becomes 
possible. 
34 < Adam Bede, ch.ll, p. 171. 
35 cf. Henry James's criticism of Adam: 
'My chief complaint with Adam Bede himself is that he is 
too good. He is meant, I conceive, to be every inch a 
man; but, to my mini, there are several inches wanting. 
He lacks spontaneity and sensibility, he is too stiff-
backed ~ He lacks that supreme quality without which a 
man cart never be interesting to men, - the capacity to 
be tempted ••• ' (~uoted in A Century of George Eliot Criticism, 
ed. Gordon S. Haight, p. 149). 
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Mam IS furxiamental spiritual problem is indicated at the 
very beginning of the novel, in the scene in the workshop. Seth 
puts it indulgently: I "You know AdaIn will have his way. You mayls 
well try to turn a waggon in narrow lane. 11136 Like Sir Christopher 
in 'Mr. Gilfil's Love Story,' he has to be educated to modify his 
overweening will. Without such an education, the egoistic will can 
grow into the grotesque proportion~f Mr. Featherstonels death-bed 
obsessive querulousness: 1111 shall do as I like. 11137 
Henry James objects that he is perfectly righteous from the 
beginning of the story, and that therefore he is a static figure. 
But it is just his righteousness that is to suffer alteration; his 
progress is toward~ new sympathy and understanding for weakness. 
At first, he is blind in his strength: there is a hardness in his 
replies to Arthur's questions about his firmness of will. His 
attitude is mathematical in its rigidity: 
'"I've seen pretty clear, ever since I could. cast 
up a sum, as youcan ne ve r do iiha t 's wrong wi thou t 
breeding sin and trouble more than you can ever see. 11138 
His moral view of life, of the inexorable laws of nature, is 
to be seen as correct and in accord with the 'nature of things.' 
But there is a lack of flexibility, of sympathy for human weakness 
in Adam's rep-).y, that does not at all help Arthur. 
36 ch. 1, p. 7. 
37 Middlemarcli, ch. 33, p. 69. 
cf. Adams own recognition of his problem: ch. 18, p. 303; 
~ ch. 19, p. 316. 
38 Mam Bede, ch. 16, p. 250. 
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Besides this pragmatic realism, however, Mam has in his 
nature another strain: he is not only an artisan but also a peasant. 
When he hears the willow-wand tapping at the house-door, he shudders 
at the superstitious omen. In all his rationalism and good sense, 
'he had that mental combination which is at once 
humble in the region of mystery, and keen in the 
region of knowledge: it was the depth of his 
reverence quite as much as his hard cornmon~sense, 
which gave him his disinclination to doctrinal 
~igion, and he often checked Sethls argumentative 
spiritualism by saying, "Eh, it's a big mystery; 
thee know'st but little about it. '1I 39 
It is this mystical strain in Mam, this humility that is developed 
in the course of the story.40 He comes finally to a certain measure 
of agreement with the Methodist approach, the spiritualised, inward-
looking humility of faith. He looks back on his argumentative, logical 
youth, and recognises its llinitations; remembering the Wesleyan leader 
who replied to all his intellectual quibbles: 
'''Young man, it's the devil making use 0' your pride 
and conceit as a weapon to war against the simplicity 
0' the truth. III 
It is to simplicity, reverence, sympathy that he is increasingly drawn: 
his hard, active nature, his anger, pride, and desire for revenge - all 
are tempered by the softer, passive virtues that DinaP represents. 
The shock that is given to his vThole system of values is similar 
Ji,' 
" 
to tha t suffered by Sir Christopher. A rigid schematic approach to 
life is discomfited: all Mam I s dreams and illusions about the 
'fittingness' of things are disrupted, all his pre-conceptions 
exploded. The relation bemeen 'eyelashes ani morals, I between 
39 i~id., ch. 4, p. 70. 
40 
See ch. 17, p. 274. 
,-
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Arthur's position and his moral charact er - suddenly melts before his 
eyes. As in Janets Repentance, the suffering involved in such a dis-
ruption of familiar patterns of thought is described in Christian terms: 
it is 'a baptism, a regenerati0n, the initiation into a new state.' 
And, in the end, the reconafuliation with Arthur is a victory over him-
self: a victory in the Christian, introspective tradition: 
' ••• he rose from his seat and turned towards Arthur. 
Arthur heard the movement, and, turning round, met the 
sad but softened look with which Adam said - "It's true 
what you say, sir: If 111 hard - it's in my nature. 1've 
known what it is in my life to repent and feel it's too 
late: 1've no righ~ to be hard towards them as have done 
wrong and repent. I! ,,,+,1 
Adam's spiritual odyssey, therefore, is a movement towards humility, 
the recognition of hunlan limitation, a subduing of the aggressive will. 
Dinah, on the other hand, stands at the opposite pole in the resignation-
activity antithesis. Lisbeth defines a real similarity between 8eth and 
Dinah: they have 'the same look,42 - the kind of inner peace that demands 
nothing for the self from the physical world. Lisbeth tracesfuis 'look' 
to the fact of their both being Methodists: a false conclusion, as 
Henry James very perceptively points out: 
'There is in Dinah Morris too close an agreement 
between her distinguished natural disposition and 
the action of her religious faith. If b,y nature 
she ~ad been passionate, rebellious, selfish, I could 
better understand her actual self-abnegation. I would 
look upon it as the logical fruit of a profound religious 
experience. ~t as she stands, heart and soul go easily 
hand in hand.' :3 
41 ch. 48, 273-4,,~ 
42 ch. 10, p. 164. 
43 'The Novels of George Eliot,' (1866 ) ; reprinted in A Century of 
George Eliot Criticism, p. 49. 
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This is the crux of the matter: Dinah and 8eth have no 
struggle with their natures: their temperaments are docile, obedient, 
selfless. Dinahts insistence on returning to the harshness oL.Btoniton, 
her clearsighted compassion for Retty - these are expressions of a 
nature free of egotism, unstrainingly embodying the Christian ideal of 
Agape. Her religion is a kind of paraphrase of her natural instincts _ 
'divine guidance' only leads her where her own heart would have her go. 
This psychological perception, often exploited by George Eliot to 
negative ends - inthe portrayal of Mr. Bulstrode, for example·, or in 
the articles on Dr. Cumming and the peet Young - or even in Mrs. Poyserts 
words ( 'When there's a bigger maggot than usual in your head you call it 
"direction. ll ) - is sometimes shown as a positive expression of human 
goodness: 
IIYes," said Dinah, careful not to oppose any feeling 
of Lisbeth's, for her reliance, in her smallest words 
and deeds, on a divine guidance, always issued in that 
finest womanls tact which proceeds from acute and reapy 
sympa thy. ~ 44 
George Eliot contrives very subtly to present an authentic 
picture of the inner religious life, without in anyway upsetting her 
own Feuerbach-ian views. Dinah I s religion is simply the expression 
of the best of her nature: not a moral pressure exerted on her by an 
external authorJty. Jamesls criticism thus makes an acute psychological 
point - one that would not apply, for instance, to Janetls Repentance. 
In the earlier story, as we notice, it is the troubled, inharmonious 
spirits - Janet and Mr. Tryan - who find in an ascetic form of religion, 
44 ch. 10, p. 165. 
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laying all its stress on the action of grace, the power of faith, 
and conquest of human desire, a release from the complexities of the 
importunate self. The emotional climate of Janet's Repentance is 
altogether darker and shot through wi th more violent implications 
of human hunger and despair than is Adam Bede: and in the world of 
Milb,y, Evangelicalism is a dynamic force acting on intransigent 
passions and needs. 
The mortification that emerges as an ultimate in the earlier 
novel is qualified considerably in Adam Bede. In her first full-
length novel, George Eliot develops some of the themes stated or 
suggested in Scenes of Clerical Life, and - equally significantly -
leaves to lie fallow for many years other themes, returning to them 
with artistic intent, only later in her career. In the first category, 
is the unsentimental social realism in dealing with the mediocrity, 
physical, emotional, and moral, of her characters. The tragicomedy 
of ordinary life, with its over-riding imperative of sympathy; moves 
from Amos Barton, the workhouse inmates, the old Mr. Gilfil, the ugly 
town of Milb,y, and the sordidness of domestic warfare and alcoholism 
to the less repulsively tranche de vie realism of the placid pastoral 
of Hayslope, where the beauty of the 'Dutch interiors' is not obscured 
by their pr~aic homeliness. 
The positive values of the novel are largely Feuerbach's 
values: particular, limited, prosaic ru1d ungeneralised. Mrs. Poyser 
embodies these values: she is a kind of middle-aged Ceres; all her 
thoughts and ·. images are in terms of natural, wholesome, organic growth. 
~:s 
She heartily approves of Mr. Irwine: he is 'like a full cropd wheat, 
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or a pasture with a fine dairy 0' cows irfit.'tI - or 'like a good 
meal 0' victual.' 1145 
Repeatedly, George Eliot advocates a natural extrovert approach 
to 1ife,against idealism and over-spiritualism. In the chapter 'In 
which the Story pauses a little,' she satirises just that type of 
sensibility that cannot find satisfaction in the trivialities of actual 
existence. This moral fastidiousness that she mocks so acidly is a 
part of her own experience: and. she laughs its pretensions ruthlessly 
out of court, by epitomising it in the figure of Mr. Gedge, the 1and.10rd 
of the Royal Oak, who finds all human-beings, 'a poor lot, sir, big and 
1itt1e.,46 It takes a certain greatness and experience for the idealist 
to come to terms with the actualities of life, to come to recognise 
'that human nature is lovable.' 
The attainment of such a love is valuable, indeed, precisely 
because of its difficulty. For although the prosaic, limited characters 
of the novel, such as Mr. Irwine and Mrs. Poyser, are much more 
sympathetic than !mos Barton orthe self-righteous Milby spinsters, they 
are nevertheless placed under limiting judgments. In this, Dinah acts 
as catalyst: through their judgments of her, they are themselves defined. 
45 ' ch. 8, p. 13~; ch. 17, p. 275. 
Irwine joins Arthur in his dislike of '-isms' (ch. 5, p. 94) -
cf. Feuerbach who claims that his phi1osophy lies in the 
negation of philosophy (Preface ). The'existence of insignificant 
people' is shown to have 'very important consequences' on the 
life of the epicurean, theologically lax clergyman, who makes such 
a different impression when he is known personally, from his image 
'as an embodied system or opinion.' 
46 ;;~ 
ch. 17, p. 278. 
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It is symptomatic of Mr. Irwine that he resorts to the conventional 
male rationalisation for Dinah' s spiri tua1i ty : ' 11 ••• you mustn't--
find. fault with her for that, Mrs. Poyser; you forget, she's got no 
husband to preach to. 11 ,47 His urbane sagacity is not the final worn 
on this subject: his perception is, after all, limited, and he does 
fail Arthur at the crucial moment, through his very tolerance and 
indulgence. 
Mrs. Poyser has all the irritable briskness of!a, Mrs. Cadwal1ader, 
who reacts to Dorothea's quixotic idealism with the aphorism: 'a girl 
who would have been requiring you to see the stars by daylight.' 
' ••• 'But as for Dinah, poor child, she's never likely 
to be buxom as long as she'll make her dinner 0' cake 
and water, for the sake 0' giving to ~em as want. She 
provoked me past bearing sometimes;"1 
But neither Mrs. Poyser nor Mr. Irwine has the definitive word 
in this implicit conflict. Strong as is the case for the active, natural 
virtues, there remains something that Dinah has to offer, that lies beyond 
the grasp of the mere natural man. Mrs. Poyser herself recognises this: 
puzzled as~he is by Dinah's recalcitrance, she ultimately cannot resist 
a feeling of awe in the face of her niece's steadfastness. It is almost 
a superstitious feeling that comes over her: 
'Ill begun to be frightened to think 0' the set-
d~ns I'd given her; for it comes over you some-
times as if she'd a way 0' knowing the rights 0' 
things more nor other folks have. II ' 
And in the end, Mrs. Poyser comes to a kind of submission to 
that unearthly quality in Dinah: 
47 4 ch. 9, p. 292. 
48 
ch. 18, p. 286-7. 
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'''An' she makes one feel safer when she's ' in the 
house: for she's like the driven snow: anybod~ 
might sin for two as had her at their elbow.'" 9 
~rs. Poyser acknowledges Dinah as a kind of feminine Christ-figure, 
exculpating, exonerating, by her very existence. 
The sense that human nature is limited, therefore, underlies, 
and even nourishes the sense that it is lovable. George Eliot's 
personal struggles with the prosaic and the ideal are expressed here 
at a point of equilibrium: the actual is 'placed' and accepted. 
The sharpness of extremes is planed down in this novel. The religious 
apathy of Milby becomes the good-humoured pagan indifference of H~slope. 
The petty circumstances that determine Janet's decision to marry Dempster 
become much less significant in the sto,ry of Arthur's downfall than 
the weakness in his own moral fibre: it is not possible to claim 
that his tragedy is caused by a broken arm and a lamed horse; even 
though 'Ships ,certainly, are liable to casualties, which sometimes make 
terribly evident some flaw in their construction, that would never have 
been discoverable in smooth water. ,50 And the mediocrity of feeling 
that is mercilessly exposed in AIDos Barton, even in the very midst of 
the clergyman's grief for his dead wife, becomes in Adam Bede the herdS 
mingled passion for Hetty and for 'calculations as to the cheapening 
of bricks ~ thousand by water-carriage. ,51 
In Adam Bede, George Eliot aims for the first time at a 
harmonious work of art, a synthesis of opposing concepts and values. 
49 ch. 52, p. 339. 
50 ch. 12, p. 186. 
~~ 
51 
ch. 33, p. 100. 
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The theme of the posible torment within a marriage, which seems to 
have had a peculiar mythic fascination for her, is absent from 
MaID Bede. It is taken up again la1ier, in The Lifted Veil, in Romola, 
Felix Holt, Middlemarch, and Daniel Deronda; but for her first full-
length novel, she focusses on her central preoccupation, the two modes 
of existence, activity and passivity, the passionate will and the ethic 
of renunciation. 
In Scenes of Clerical Life, George Eliot had already indicated 
her theme: in Mr. Oilfil's Love Story. Sir Christopher's inflexible 
and presumptuous will is thwarted, and hepomes finally to recognise 
realities outside his own desires; and in Janet's Repentance, both 
Janet and Mr. Tr,yan reach finally an inner death-in-life, a ruthless 
extinction of all personal desire. There, as we have seen, the Christian, 
anj specifically the Evangelical ethic is vindicated: Feuerbach and a 
humanistic morality are bypassed. In MaID Bede, the ethic of mortification 
is modified considerably, although, since Mrs. Poyser and Mr. Irwine 
are not, as we have seen, central in their judgments, it is not 
rejected entirely. In a sense, as I have suggested, the novel can be 
seen as a study in the two modes of life represented by Mam and Qy 
Dinah, and ultimately fused in their marriage. 
!hi 
It is ' clear that the terms in which I am considering the 
characterisation of Adam Bede b,ypass rather than counter the obvious 
critical objections to the portrayal of Dinah, in particular. It is 
a paradox (but a familiar one in George Eliot's case) that on the score 
of realism D:t'hah should be so evidently deficient: George Eliot's 
native and irrepressible idealism surges forth in her saint-like 
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characters, male and female, from Milly Barton to Daniel Derorrla. 
It is, however, Dinah's function as an allegorical figure that I am 
here considering. What, in realistic terms, was a weakness, becomes 
in terms of an allegorical pastoral a postive strength: the slinple, 
massive lines with which the figure is carved, the way in which she 
and Adam move towa~s one another through the course of the novel, the 
thematic necessity of their union at its end. Seen in these terms, 
Dinah is far from static: she, like Adam, is chastened and matured 
by experience - but the significance of this movement lies not in its 
psychological realism, but rather in its alegorical reconciliation of 
polarities in George Eliot's vision. 
Mrs. Poyser compares Dinah to 'the driven snow'; and purity, 
a kind of nullity is what she stands for throughout most of the novel. 
Even in appearance, she has this nun-like quality: unselfconscious, 
simple, direct, sexless, in her blind and universal love. Constantly, 
it is this neat, controlled perfection that is stressed: her 'small 
oval face, of/a uniform transparent whiteness, with an egg-like line of 
cheek and chin ••• nothing was left blurred or unfinished. ,52 Her typical 
expression is 'of unconscious placid gravity - of absorption in thoughts 
that had no connection with the present moment, or with her own 
personality: p;, an expression that is most of all discouraging to a lover. 
Her very walk was discouraging: it had that quiet elasticity that asks 
for no support. ,53 
She seems to be the incarnation of the Christian ideal that 
"'~ 
52 ch. 2, p. 30. 
53 ch. 3, p. 45· 
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Feuerbach so deplored: 'In his excessive, transcendental subjectivity 
the Christian conceives that he is, by himself, a perfect being. ,54 
This is how she appears, and yet, from the beginning, there are hints 
of a dormant human passion that, as yet, does not even require restraint. 
It is she, for instance,who realises that, though she and Seth have 
'the same look,' indeed, just because they do, they cannot marry 
( , "our marriage is not God's wilL u, ) And when she first meets Mam, 
the immaculate shell of her completeness is pierced: 'Dinah, for the 
first time in her life, felt a painful self-consciousness ••• A faint 
blush came, which deepened as she wondered at it. ,55 She recovers 
herself quickly, but with a conscious effort of control. 
In the course of the novel, however, Dinah changes and grows. 
By the very fact of her juxtaposition with the prosaic working-day 
attitudes of Mrs. Poyser, the genial easy-going rationalism of 
Mr. Irwine, the sheer animal suffering of Hetty, and the very human 
weakness of Arthur, her purity and selflessness is made to seem, to 
some extent, a spiritual luxury. In spite of her pity and distress 
for Hetty, even she somehow fails her. In the scene in the bed-chamber, 
the contrast between the two girls is so extreme that any real relation 
between them becomes impossible. In their adjoining bed-chambers, in 
fact, they a~ clearly spiritual descendants of Marian Evans's two 
Hamadryads in her Notebook of an Eccentric u56 : one gazing narcissistically 
at her own reflection, and the other at her window, 't>Tith its 'w'ide view 
54 The Essence~of Christianit~, p. 167. 
55 ch. 11, p. 173. 
56 See Pinney, pp. 21-2. 
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over the fields. 157 By force of her spiritual love, Dinah does try 
to achieve this communication. She mis-judges Hetty's reaction, which 
is just a childish fear and timidity: 
lIt is our habit;:. to say that while the lower nature 
can never understand the higher, the higher nature 
commands a complete view of the lower. But I think 
the higher nature has to learn this comprehension, 
as we learn the8art of vision, by a good deal of hard experience ••• ,.5 
This judgment on Dinah is crucial: her innocence and purity 
are found inadequate for the real tests of life. Through lack of 
worldliness, of shrewdness, through too great a concentration on her 
own spiritual vision, she cannot throw a rope to the drowning girl. 
They have no common language: it is this language of the world that 
Dinah has to learn. 
Her form of suffering, the breach of her self-sufficiency, is her 
love for Adam. In the chapter at the end of the book, after Retty has 
been deported, this breach, this revelation of her own human need, 
widens and deepens: both Seth and Lisbeth notice the change in her: 
the 'current of emotion' tha t has shaken her. And when she talks 'toTi th 
Mam about Arthur, the generosity of her nature is infused with a nel<f 
heart-felt sympathy, a quality more personal and involved than the 
generalised Agape of the old days: 
57 ch. 15, 
58 
ch. 15, 
59 ch. 50, 
'MRe's of a rash, wann-hearted nature, like Esau, for 
whom I have always felt great pity, 1I said Dinah. 
"That meeting between the brothers, .where Esau is so 
loving and generous, and Jacob so timid and distrustful, 
notwithstanding his sense of the Divine favour, has 
always touched me greatly. Truly, I have been tem~ted 
sometimes to say that Jacob was ofja mean spirit. III ..I9 
p~~ 234. 
p. 240. 
pp. 297-8 . 
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This dichotomy between Jacob and Esau is personally meaningful 
to Dinah: it symbolises her own increasing 'humanisation,' her new 
sense of qualities that she lacks. Esau, "7ith his vivid, passionate 
nature, has for her a power that, in her passive virtue, she lacks. 
It is Mam who represents this power to her: his strength and vi tali ty, 
his sheer lovable humanity. Am this human love seems to be a threat 
to the all-consuming spiritual love at previous years. It disturbs 
her, where she was peaceful: it scatters her energies and will, it 
violates her equanimity • At the very soum of his voice, unexpectedly, 
.her reaction is instantaneous: 
'It was as if Dinah had put her hands unawares on 
a vibrating chord; she was shaken with an integse 
thrill and for the instant felt nothing else.' 0 
Old Lisbeth, querulously affectionate, regrets that she 
'couldna ha' one d the lads.'; but she comes close to the truth when 
she realises that, like as Dinah and Seth are, marriage between them 
would not do: 
'''But happen, thee'dst like a husband better as isna 
just the cut 0' thysen: the runnin' brook isna 
athirst for th' rain.'" 
The natural wisdom of the old woman just describes Dinah's case. 
She needs something different: but to her, as to Mr. Tryan, the two 
j.! 
loves, the hmnan and the divine, seem incompatible. Her love for 
Mam would be bound to obsess her, to the extent of diminishing her 
wholeness with God. The natural man, in Christian belief, is the enemy 
of the spiritual man: a 1JIUl cannot have two masters. This is the 
Christian attitude that Feuerbach analyses and conderru1s. There is, 
60 8 ch. 30, p. 30 . 
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however, some emotional truth in the feeling that Dinah expresses: 
' '' I fear I shall forget to rejoioe and weep 
with others; nay, I fear I shoUtl forget the 
Divine presence, a.nd seek no love but yours. 11161 
With the Christian consciousness of centuries, Dinah feels 
that passion is the arch-enemy of God: the anti-Christ in hwnan life. 
For Adam, there are no problems. With his moralistic, practical 
approach to life, he finds it clear that what fulfils human hature must 
be what God wants. His feeling for Dinah has always been fundamentally 
religious: to see her when he was thiruting of Hetty was ' like dreaming 
of the sunshine, and awaking in the moonlight. ,62 His need for her is 
partly a need for spiritual liberation, with its roots deep in his past 
suffering: there is a devoutness and a single-mindedness about it that 
is absent from Dinah's feeling for him: 'lilt's like as if it was a 
new strength to me, " he said to himself, "to love her, and know as 
she loves me ••• it ' s a feeling as gives you a sort 0' liberty , as if 
you could walk more fearless, when you've more trust in another than 
y'have in yourself. 11 ,63 And his plea to Dinah is basically religious: 
'"how can there be anything contrary to what's right in our belonging 
to one another, and spending our lives together? Who put this great 
love into our hearts? Can anything be holier than that1 11164 
Typically, Adam argues from the human to the divine: God must 
P,-' 
be in accord ~ith the highest of human desires; holiness must be just 
this experience of great love. This is George Eliot's creed, expressed 
61 ch. 52, p. 333· 
62 
ch. 11, 1:1'72. p. 
63 ch. 54, pp. 365-6. 
64 ch. 52, p. 333. 
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in her letters and articles: it is the only kind of religion she 
will admit: a religion that only obiectifies what already exists 
in human terms. But Dinah's contrary feeling is given a sympathetic 
hearing. The possibility of a real conflict bebieen spiritual and 
human fulfilment is acknowledged. For a life so completely dedicated to 
one end, the service of God, earthly happiness may be illegitimate: 
'11 ••• 1 felt before that my heart was too strongly 
drawn towards you, and that your heart was not as 
mim ; and the thought of you had taken hold of me, 
so that my soul had lost its freedom, and was 
becoming enslaved to an earthly affection, which made 
me anxious and careful about what should befall myself. 
For in all other affection I had been content with any 
small return, or with none; but my heart was beginning 
to hunger after an equal love from you. And. I had no 
doubt that I must wrestle against that as a great 
temptation ; and the command was clear that I must go 
away. I! ,65 
This is, in a sense, a more dignified and appealing account of the 
conflict that obsessed the Evangelical Marian Evans - the sense of 
incompatibility of human and divine love. The voice has here a greater 
grace and even conviction than are to be found in those ponderous early 
letters: but its resonances echo back over the years between her lived 
girlhood experience and the created world of her art. The sense of 
conflict in Dinah is real, and not merely sanctimonious: her vision of 
a world where sacrifice of the lower to the higher is called for carries 
P," 
conviction. 
Nevertheless, this either-or attitude is finally rejected. In 
the final synt hesis, Dinah's vision is repudiated: her love for Adam 
is not to be 'an idol in the temple,' but a part of the Divine scheme of 
65 ch. 52, pp. 334-5. 
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things. When she finally agrees to marry him, and they meet on the 
hill, he calls her name, and before she realises it is he, she accepts 
the voice as a spiritual one. When she realises who has called, she 
remains calm am serene: as though the two voices really are one now 
. d th t d· h . d· t . 66 in her m~, e wo eS1res armon1se 1n 0 un1son. 
The synthesis that is reached in this conclusion is epitomised 
in the Epilogue. After eight ~ars of marriage, Dinab has changed 
little - she is 'only a little fuller'; she has two children, and she 
has given up preaching, though 'she's not held from other sorts 0' 
teaching.' She has become more of this earth; her spiritual influence 
is concentrated now in private talking to people in their homes. Her 
spiri tuali ty and asceticism is tempered and humanised i while .Adam's 
harshness and obstinacy is softened. The chapter is tuned in a minor 
66 The parallel with . Jan Eyre is striking: in both cases the 
heroine fears that the experience of passion will make her 
forget God, and she gives up her chance of happiness with the 
man she loves, because of some higher motive; in both cases, 
she refuses the offer of marriage of a spiritual, lofty-minded 
man; and in both cases she is called back to her lover by a 
spiritual voice uttering her name, authorising, in a sense, 
their union. Of Jane Eyre, Marian Evans had written: 
'All self -sacrifice is good, but one would. like 
it to be in a somewhat nobler cause than that 
of a diabolical law which chains a man soul .and 
body to ~ putrefying carcase. t (GE Letters, 11 June 1848) 
One might conclude from this that George Eliot considered Dinah's 
in·oonded sacrifice of her love to the love of God, as 'a somewhat 
nobler cause' - that she gave full weight to Dinah's argument, 
and that .Adam's ultimate victory, in the narfle of humanity and 
fulfilment, ... ras not the only possible d~nouement. 
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key, it is true: as in the romantic climax of the novel, joy is 
veined through with the experience of pain and death: 'What greater 
thing is there for two human souls, than to feel that they are joined 
for life - to strengthen each other in all labour, to rest on each 
Giher in all sorrow, to minister to each other in all pain, to be one 
wi th each other in silent unspeakable memories a.t the moment of the 
last parting? ,67 Nevertheless , resignation and activity have met in 
a point of equilibrium; there is promise and vitality in the children 
of this marriage. 
This point of equipoise, however, was followed in C~orge Eliot's 
personal emotional life by a period of melancholy and apprehension almost 
parallel to the grinding depression of her Evangelical years. A heavy 
consciousness of her responsibility as a writer was only aggravated by 
the extravagant acclaim that greeted Adam Bede. Disbelief in herself 
is a constant theme in her letters - shading off into the mood of emotional 
inertia, ~ a tortured and conscious spiritual flaccidity that we have 
noted as a hall-mark of her sensibility.68 The Liggins affair was a 
67 ch. 54, p. 369. 
68 See GE Letters, 24 February 1859 (Ill, 22-3) 
11 17 March 1859 (Ill, 34) 
11 5 May 1859 (Ill, 64) 
11 f' 6 }iiay 1859 (Ill, 66) 
11 , 8 June 1859 (Ill, 79) 
11 5 July 1859 (Ill , Ill) 
11 37 October71859 (Ill, 1701 
11 3 April 1859 (Ill, 285) 
11 2 November 1859 (Ill, 357) 
11 13 November 1859 (Ill, 358-9) 
11 28 November 1859 (Ill, 360) 
11 26 December 1859 (Ill , 366) 
"'~ 
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catalyst for a revulsion of distate for mankind, paralysing her 
creativity.69 Lewes, understanding her peculiar vulnerability to 
adverse opinion, her need for constant encouragement, instituted 
his lifelong policy of household censorship of letters and review's of 
her nove1s. 70 But her depressions continued, with their usual concomitant 
of physical malaise. Her crippling self-consciousness was at its worst: 
her letters are rarely free of the strain of maintaining her 'se1f-
created Self.' And that 'jeu de m61anco1ie~ The Lifted Veil, is a 
natural fruit of this period: the macabre and tormented consciousness 
of the hero is an extended development of a theme of her own emotional 
life. 
The Mill on the Floss, too, was born out of this prolonged 
period of despair and disenchantment. In this, the most autobiographical 
of her novels, she for the first time confronts the religious problems 
of her youth: the problems attendant upon an 'ecstatic' religious 
fai th, with its roots deep in an in tense emotional need. ( I "We are 
just the sort of people that want to hear good news. II I ) In Maggie, 
George Eliot depicted the conflicting impulses that had led her in a 
single early letter to exult over both the power and passion of George 
Sand and the 'cool air as of c10isters l of Thomas ~ Kempis. 71 
pe' 
, 
69 0bod 1 1 ., 10 April, 1859 (Ill, 44). 
19 September 1859 (Ill, 155-7). 
70 ibid., 8 March 1859 (Ill, 31) 
71 
30 June 1859 (Ill, 106 ) 
cf. Joseph Ja~bs in his Introduction to Essays and Reviews from the 
"Atheneum" (1891) , xv. 
GE Letters, 9 February 1849 (I, 278). 
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ser.ious 
'My books are deeply/things to me, and come out of all the 
painful discipline, all the most hardly-learnt lessons of my past 
life.~2 The essential, almost haggard seriousness with which she 
approaches her creative task is emphasised repeatedly. Indeed, 
contemporary attitudes to tihe novel-form in general did threaten her 
envisaged role: she later found it necessary, for example, to instruct 
D'Albert-Durade, on the title of the French edition of The Mill on the Floss: 
'Only-- resist to the death anything of the same (genre as) IIAmour et 
Devoir. 11' And in fact her right to treat fiction in this unprecedently 
solemn manner was challenged - by the critic in the Saturday Review, 
for example. He deplored the 'light, trifling, and inadequate 
discussion of great subjects' which he judged inevitable, given the 
form and scope of a novel. 
'The conduct of the story,' he wrote, 'always affords an 
opening to escape from the responsibility of definite thought'; the 
interest in the externals of plot and physical detail distracts from 
the central unresolved problem. And he doubted, in principle,whether 
'spiritual doubts and conflicts are a proper subject for a novelist.' 
Added tmthis general point is his regret that a 'novelist powerful 
enough to become the example and excuse of lesser writers exhibits 
ascetic religion.' as a temporary phase in a young woman's career ••• ' 73 
72 ibid., 18 October 1859 (Ill, 187). 
73 Satuxtiay Review (14 April 1860); reprinted in Garge Eliot and her 
readers, ed. John Holmsrom and Laurence Lerner (1966), 28-9. 
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This criticism is evidently quite radical in its nature: it 
allows to George Eliot all the purely novelistic talents: but i~ets 
limitations on the legitimate scope of those talents: by the very 
nature of her art, she is banned from the highest reaches of human 
thought. The ultimate issues are beyond the sphere of fictional 
treatment: this is the view that George Eliot found it necessary 
to combat, in explicit statement and in the very tone and range of 
her novels. 
The religious aspect of The Mill on the Floss, to which the 
reviewer objects, is, in fact, no mere 'temporary phase' in Maggie's 
career, The problems and paradoxes posed by 'ascetic religion' 
epitomise that conflict bev~een the inner life of unity, order and 
hero~ simplicity, and theputer realities, chaotic, inchoate, prosaic, 
complex that constitutes the central concern of George Eliot's work. 
To Sara Hennellshe writes, trying to reconstruct memories of her , girl-
hood: 'I was then strongly under the influence of Evangelical belief, 
and earnestly endeavouring to shape this anomalous English-Christian 
life of ours into some consistenc~with the spirit and simple verbal 
tenor of the New Testament. ,74 
This search for form and significance is also Maggie's search 
in The Mill on the Floss. Like her creator, she is born slightly 
* 
'different' from her surrounding society: there is something of the 
change ling about her, that is apparent all through her gawky childhood: 
her talents, and her passions, set her apart, and in her isolation 
her quest for an inner meaning and unity to life is intensified. 
74 GE Letters, 7 October 1859 (Ill, 174). 
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Marian Evans as a self-conscious girl spun the rueful myth of her 
creation by an amateur sprite, experienced only in making toads, 
lemurs and marmosets. 75 Similarly, in describing little Haggie, 
she uses quaint natural imagery: 
, flit's no mischief much while she's a litle un, 
but an over-cute wqman's no better nor a long-
tailed sheep ••• 11 ,76 
'Maggie (-this small mistake of nature-) was incess-
antly tossing her head to keep the dark, heavy locks 
out of her gleaming black eyes - an action which77 gave her much the air of a small Shetland pony.' 
, ••• on the watch, with gleaming ~~s, like a Skye 
terrier suspecting mischief ••• ,r 
, ••• vlhirling round like a Pythoness ••• ,79 
With all her intensity of. passion and self-will, Maggie, like 
Marian Evans, is temperamentally 'not fitted to stand alone.' Her need 
of affection makes her dependent in the extreme, can reduce her to 
submission with unexpected ease: in comparing the physiognomies of 
Tom and Maggie, George Eliot takes pleasure once more in showing that 
' Nature has the deep cunning which hides itself under the appearance 
of openness ••• Under these average boyish physiognomies that she seems 
to turn off by the gross, she conceals some of her most rigid, 
inflexible purposes, some of her most unmodifiable characters; and 
the dark-eyed, demonstrative, rebellious girl may after all turn 
out to be a pas~ive being compared with this pink-and-white bit of 
masculinity with the indeterminate features. 180 
75 76 ibid., 23 November 1848 (I , 273)· 
Bk. 1, ch. 2, p. 12. 
77 Bk. 1, ch. 2,~. 14. 
78 Bk. 1, ch. 3, p. 18. 
79 Bk. 1, ch. 4, p. 38. 
80 Bk. 1, ch. 5, p. 45. 
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Set apart, then, both in her passions and in her need for 
affection, Maggie is forced by the suffering of her life to seek 
some ultimate solution to her many problems. 'Every affection, every 
delight the poor child had had, was like an aching nerve to her.' 
Husic, poetry, romance - even these, passionately loved as they are, 
are found wanting: 
' Sometimes Maggie thought she could have been 
contented vTi th absorbing fancies; if she could 
have had all Scott's novels and all B,yron's poems:-
then, perhaps , she might have found happiness enough 
to dull her sensibility to her actual daily life. 
And yet ••• they were hardly what she wanted. She 
could make dream-worlds of her awn - but no dream-
world would satisfy her now. She wanted some explana-
tion of this hard, real life ••• she wanted some key 
that would enable her to understand, and,in under-
standing, endure the heavy \.veight that had fallen on 
her young heart. ,81 
This passage is reminiscent of George Eliot's own youthful 
struggles to find ' some key that would enable her to understand,' and 
of her own rejection of 'dream-worlds,' as escape-rou~es from pain. 
Maggie ' s search for a ' key' leads her to dream of fleeing from home to 
' some great man - 1r.Jalter Scott perhaps' who lvould help her in her quest.82 
'What distracts her from her frustrated broodings is merely the voice of 
her father asking for his slippers: 
' The voice pierced through I'1aggie like a sword: 
ther~, vTaS another sadness besides her own, and 
she had been thinking of turning her back on it 
and forsaking it.,83 
81 Bk. 4, ch. 3, p. 28. 
82 
cf. Romola's decision: 'to go to the most learned woman in the world, 
83 
Cassandra Fedele, at Venice, and ask her h01-1 an instructed woman could 
support herself in a lonely life there.' (Romola, ch. 36). 
Bk. 4, ch. 3, p. 31. 
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The living voice of another's need temporarily breaks her 
fantasy, but at the time, it does not present itself as a solution 
to Naggie' s problem. After her religious 'phase,' and when she is 
broken by her love-affair with Stephen, she returns to this one 
insight, a.s the only one her life has offered her: at the moment 
before the waters lap her knees, she has reached her apotheosis of 
resignation and dedication: 
'0 God, if my life is to be long, let me live 
to bless and comfort •.• ,84 
To bless and comfort others in their suffering, to bring the fruits 
of one's own pain to a comprehending sympathy vii th the pain of others -
this is the utmost guidance that the novel has to offer: not exactly 
the glorious 'key' for 'ihich Naggie ''las seeking; rather an admission 
that life is irredeemably sad, and that the only wisdom is submission, 
the only positive value companionship in suffering. 
The little book of Thomas & Kempis that offers her her first 
revelation, a transforming, unifying vision of life, initially 
promises her a kind of joy: but the narrator discounts this hope as 
the illusion of an immature child: 
' She had not perceived - how could she until she 
had lived longer? - the inmost truth of the old 
monk's outpourings, that renunciation remains 
sorrow, though a sorrow borne willingly. Maggie 
was still panting for happiness, and was in 
ecstasy because she had found the key to it. ,85 
This, I suggest, is the central theme of the book - the true 
nature of renunciation. It can be seen as a development of Janet 
Dempster's solu~ion to the problem of suffering: her renunciation, 
,~ 
84 Bk. 7, ch. 5, p. 391. 
85 Bk. L h ':I ':15 ~, c • ...J I p • ...J • 
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..r~ 
84 Bk. 7, ch. 5, p. 391. 
85 Bk. L~, ch. 3, p. 35. 
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her resignation from a personal part in life's drama, is the note 
on which Janet's Repentance ends. There, a trance-like tone expresses 
Janet's abdication from life and the frettings of desire. A kind. of 
inner death possesses her: 
'Janet felt a deep stillness within. She thinted 
for no pleasure; she craved no worldly good. She 
savT the years to come stretch before her like an 
autumn afternoon, filled w'i th resigned memory. 
Life to her could never more have any eagerness; 
it was a so~emn service of gratitude and patient 
effort ••• ,8 
In The Mill on the Floss, Maggie provides a kind of detail 
to this theme of renunciation, demonstrating in the passion and sorrow 
of her life exactly what is involved in the death-of-the-self to which 
Janet is so simply guided by the love of Mr. Tryan. The full austerity 
of this solution is cloaked in Janet,s case by that supremely elevating 
agency, in George Eliot's canon, the influence of a superior and loving 
human being. In Maggie' s case, there is no such human mentor to guide 
her steps, to act as exemplar and ideal, as father-figure or potential 
lover. Philip, gentle and sympathetic as he is, does not fill this 
role for her: he rejects at root the attempt she is making to crush 
her own impulses, to kill egoism and desire. He diagnoses }~ggie !.s 
early sketches at resignation, as mere stupefaction. 
So far, there is justice in Philip's diagnosis, as Maggie 
realises. All~he same, the 'double impulse' in Philip lrouses in 
her the 'deeper consciousness that, for any immediate application it 
had to her conduct, it was no better than falsity.' Philip cannot 
really help her in her struggle, because his philosophy is one of 
86 Ch. 11, p. 316. 
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'rational satisfaction' of the emotional, sensuous, aesthetic needs 
of her nature. There is some further need in her that he does not 
understand: at any rate, he, like her, is still torn by desires and 
runbitions, has not acquired the stability, the impersonal sympathy 
that denotes self-knowledge. 
Dr. Kenn perhaps comes nearest to providing the guidance, the 
deep,constructive understanding which Maggie needs, and without which 
she is almost bound to fail. 87 In the scene at the bazaar, when 
Dr. Kenn speaks to her for the first time, this craving of hers is 
generalised into one of George Eliot's most moving ~ressions of 
the need of human beings for one another, and particularly of the need 
of the passionate and the immature for those who have attained some kind 
f 'd ' 1'£ 88 o w~s om ~n ~.e. 
And when Haggie returns in disgrace after being ' Borne along 
by the Tide,' it is Dr. Kenn who alone understands 'the great problem 
of the shifting relation between passion and duty.' He alone 
'entered with all the comprehension of a man who 
had known spiritual conflict, and lived through 
years of devoted service to his fellow-men, into 
that state of Maggie's heart and conscience which 
made the cgnsent to the marriage a desecration 
tu her ••• ' 9 
But even Dr. Kenn can only provide Haggie vlith some confirmation 
in the choice of. her conscience: he cannot be the guide and inspiration 
<, 
that when she is in her trouble she desperately needs. What wisdom and 
insight she has gained into the true nature of renunciation has been 
87 Maggie, in her desperate unaided scrabbling for moral redemption, is 
George Eliot'~ most bleakly sclitary advent urer: her l ater her oines, 
Romola, Esther, Dorothea, Gwendolen, are granted the ai~ of a 'priest' 
figure, who mitigates the har shness of their quest. 
88 6 Bk. 6, ch. 9, up. 2 3-5. 89 ~ 
Bk. 7, ch. 2, p~. 361-2. 
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hardly earned, at the expense of much pain and error, and rigorously 
acquired self-knowledge. She has had to live through the fulfilment 
of Philipls prophecy: 
, 'You: will be thrown into the world some day, and 
then every rational satisfaction of your nature 
that you deny now, Nill assault you like a 
savage appetite. 11 '90 
The violence of her needs does indeed startle her: her 
renunciation, shining-eyed as it '!vas, Ivas facile and not born of know-
ledge. She has renounced life and. its pleasures, before she knew what 
she was giving up: conscious only of the turbulent strength of the 
desires within her, and of the impossiblity of pruning them to 
moderation. Philip said to her, in their debate on this subject: 
Her reply: 
I •• ~Iwhy should you starve your mind in tht way? I t 
is narrow asceticism - I don't like to see you 
persisting in it, Haggie. Poetry and art and know-
ledge are sacred and pure. 11,91 
'"But not for me - not for me ••• Because I should want 
too much ••• "1 
is reminiscent of Marianls own early letter in which she defends the 
ascetic path she has chosen to tread: 
I I do not deny that there may be many who can partake 
with a high degree of zest of all the lawful enjoyments 
the world can offer and yet live in near communioqWith 
their Gpd; who can warmly love the creature, and yet 
be careful tat the Creator maintains His supremity in 
their hearts; but I confess that in my short experience 
and narrO'tv sphere of action I have never been able to 
attain this; I find, as Dr. Johnson said respecting 
his wine,total abstinence much easier than moderation. ,92 
90 Bk. 5, ch. 3, p. 97. 
91 Bk. 5, ch.l, p. 60. 
92 GE Letters, 9 September;L838 (I, 6). 
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Maggie's egoistic longings for beauty and love and pleasure, 
for satisfaction for her heart and her senses - these have not been 
quenched nor sublimated by the habits of selflessness and resignation. 
While shoVTing, however, that ultimately an extreme asceticism may be no 
shield against passion, George Eliot paints l~ggie with an additional 
dignity, in the phase of her intense religious life. tVhen one~xamines 
the passages of conflict between Philip and Maggie on the opposing 
virtues of self-expression, the restless search for self-fulfilment, 
and of self-conquest, self-repression - it is not altogether clear 
that Philip is expressing the author ' s view. He would have Haggie as 
'"a brilliant woman - all wit and bright imagination. 
And it flashes out in your face still until you draw 
that veil of dull quiescence over it.",93 
But the narrowness of an intense religious life becomes ~aggie; 
it gives her a beauty of inner richness that George Eliot is at pains 
to point out. Maggie's regime of self-conquest includes the filling 
of her mind with hymns and sacred texts - the way of the Evangelical -
indeed, of all adherents to a formalised faith. Armed with these 
weapons, she defends herself, at least to some extent, against her 
desires and vanities: 
' She wondered if he (Philip ) remembered how he used 
to like her eyes; with that thought Haggie glanced 
tow~tds the square looking- glass which was condemned 
to hang wi tIt . its face towards the wall, and she half-
started from her seat to reach it down; but she 
checked herself and snatched up her work trying to 
repress the rising wishes by ~~rcing her memory to 
recall snatches of hymns, ••• ' 
93 ~ Bk. 5, ch. 3, p. 96. 
94 Bk. 5, ch. 1, p. 46. 
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'She read so eagerly and contanbly in her three 
books, the Bible, Thomas-~-Kempis, and the 
"Christian Year" (no longer rejected as a 
"hymn-book"), that they filled her mind with a 
continual stream of rhythmic memories; and she was 
too ardently learning to see all nature and life in 
the light of her new faith, to need any other 
material for her mind to work on ••• ' 
, ••• Maggie was a sight anyone might have been 
pleased to look at. Tnt new inward life of hers, 
notwithstanding some volcanic upheavings of 
imprisoned passions, yet shone out in her face 
with a tender soft light that mingled itself as 
added loveliness with the gradually enriched colour 
and outline of her blossoming youth. ,95 
The 'slm-i resigned sadness of the glance from which all search 
and unrest seem to have departed ••• ' gives her a certain matur ity: the 
narrator admits only to a 'sense of uneasiness in looking at her - a 
sense of opposing elements, of which a fierce collision is imminent ••• ,96 
I n Maggie, the opposing values of passion and resignation, 
activity and passivity meet in deadlock. The balance between the two 
is always precarious: she feels t he claims of both 1-iays of life keenly, 
so that the struggle is never merely a formal one, but a real oscillation 
betvleen the opposing demands of her na ture. For Maggie , the 'simple rule 
of renunciation' as a guide-line to the nOblt ife she desires is as 
compelling and torment-filled as the image of the Crucified 'vas for 
her creator: 
95 
96 
'she had thought it was quiet ecstasy; she saw it 
face to face now - that sad patient loving strength 
which holds the clue of life - and saw that the 
thorns were forever pressing on its brow.' 
Bk. 4, ch. 3, pp.~39-40. 
Bk. 5, ch. I, pp. ~8-9. 
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This final image is, after ,all, the central one in George 
Eliot ' s 'religion' - the climactic Christian image: the image of the 
statue that Marian Evans kept over her desk, even as she laboured over 
the translation of Strauss;97 the image that llto tries to 'bury ••• in 
a tomb of joy, m·my from Romola' s eyes p 8 It is an epitome of strength 
in passivity - the Christian ideal of acceptance, resignation to the 
will of God. 
She insists, however, on the purely human nature of this image: 
the love radiated by the tormented Christ is for his fellow-men, not 
for a transcendent God. And the pain of his thorns is physically felt 
on his brow, a persistently experienced fact - no ' quiet ecstasy' of 
sublimation. This distinction excludes George Eliot, according to 
ltTilliam James ' s definition ,99 from the ranks of religious writers: 
97 Thonmldsen ' s Risen Christ; see Gordon S. Haight, George Eliot i 
a biography, p. 58. 
98 Romola, ch. 20, p. 304. 
99 Varieties of Religious Experience (1902), p. 51: 
' ... in those states of mind which fall short of religion, the 
surrender to the laws of the universe is submitted to as an 
imposition of necessity , and the sacrifice is undergone at the 
very best without complaint. In the religious life , on the 
contrary, surren.der and self-sacrifice are positively espoused: 
even unnecessarY- givings-up are added in order that the happiness 
may increase. Religion thus makes easy and felicitous , what in 
any case is necessary ••• ' 
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this element of enthusiasm, of joyous acceptance, is, to him, an 
essential element of the religious experience. This kind of 
spiritual l lan is conscientiously censored from George Eliot's 
prescription: an open-eyed, sober submission is the attitude towards 
which Maggie progresses under the guidance of what R.H. Hutton 
critically described as 'the weariness of a great speculative intellect 
which can find no true spring of elasticity and life. ,100 
The 'grea.t temptation' of Maggie' s flight with Stephen is also 
a study in passivity: in a dream-like acquiescence, 'borne along by 
the tide,' she drifts away from family-ties, ani loyal ties, and 
memories, from all the framework of her past- 'without any act of her 
own will.' But this passivitity is not one of strength, of comprehension -
it is a fantasy, the self-surrend.er of wea.kness and need. Above all, 
it is not real: it is a kind of witchcraft, with constant images of 
a 'strong , mysterious charm,' of 'fatal intoxication,' 'the partial 
sleep of thought.' 'All yielding,'comments the author, 'is attended 
wi th a less vivid consciousness, than resistance.' This is the crux: 
Maggie is lessened, deadened in these hours of surrender. The 
description of a state of moral and physical enervation is extra-
ordinary: all }'iarian Evans' s experience of accidie, of spiritual 
paralysis, lies behind these pages, one feels. The tranced state of 
)I~I 
the lovers is described with an acuteness and subtlety that misses 
none of the shades of a consciousness momentarily petrified: 
'Behind all the delicious visions of these last 
hours, which had flowed over her like a soft 
stream, and made her entirely passive, there 
was the dim .conS}iousness that the condition was 
a transient one, and that the morrow must bring 
back the old life of struggle - th~t there were 
thoughts which would presently aven~ge themselves 
for this oblivion ••• ,101 
lOP, ~ Guides of En l' h Th ht· M tt 
101 Bk~ pp (1887) • 
,-
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This passivity of unreality, of dream, then, is pernicious. 
Stephen, the following day, 'became more and more uneasy as the day 
advanced, under the sense that Maggie had entirely lost her passiveness. ,102 
The success of his plan depends on Maggie's remaining in her hypnotic 
state: he dreads to 'waken' her, to rouse the fire of moral activity 
within her. The images betra.y the author's stand-point: Maggie, in 
submitting to Stephen, has forsaken her tru~elf - she is, morally, 
asleep. And her renunciation of Stephen, negative as it is, is morally 
an active exertion of her whole nature: a strength in sacrifice. 
This pattern of temptation and renunciation is repeated with 
a difference at the end of the novel. Here, renunciation is seen at 
its nadir of actual dreariness ru1d misery: there is no possibility 
even for a gesture, for personal assertion, through action. She must 
simply submit - qubmit to the pain of her own longing, and also to the 
calumny and mockery of the townspeople. Languor overcomes her: she 
shrinks from the life-prospect before her. (Again, the description 
of torpor that tallies so well with the many passages in Marian Evans's 
own letters.) And this time, the great temptation is to break out of 
this paralysis: the action of writing to Stephen, '''Come! "' is an 
escape from a passivity that may be torment but that signifies the 
submission that' lliaggie has to achieve. This time her victory is a 
retraction from activity: 
102 
' But close upon that decisive act, her mind 
recoiled, and the sense of contradiction v-ri th 
her past self in her moments of strength and 
clearness came upon her like a pang of conscious 
Bk. 6, ch. 14, p. 325. 
,-
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degradation. No - she must wait; she must pray; 
she should feel again w'hat she had felt, when she 
had fled away, under an inspiration strong enough 
to conquer agony - to conquer love: ••• She sat quite 
still far on into the night: with no impulse to 
change her attitude, without active force enough 
even for the mental act of prayer - only waitin5 for the light that would surely come again ••• ,l 3 
This is the climax of her spiritual life: unlike Dorothea 's 
analogous 'Dark Night of the Soul ,' it culminates in a mood of perfect 
passivity, of deliberate evacuation of~l thoughts and desires, of 
all exertion of the personality. This is the nullity that in Christian 
mysticism leads to God. In Maggie's case, it leads only to a conscious 
acceptance of suffering, an assent to endurance. Maggie's death-in~ 
life is not so serene as Janet Demptster' s. The remote, gentle quality 
of Janet 's 'repentance' is not paralleled in Maggie's agonised struggle 
towards acquiescence. She faces the prospect of long years of self-
repression, of greyness and endurance, with a resolution that doe~uail. 
Her last thought before the 'Coda
' 
of the flood, and the deaths 
of Tom and herself, is phrased in the form of a question: the truth 
that the author has to convey is presented tlhrough the suffering and 
never facile conviction of a soul in anguish: 
' ••• Surely there was something being taught her 
by this experience of great need; and she must 
be learning a secret of human tenderness and 
long-suffering, that the less erring could 
haffl.ly know?' 
The entire last section of ' The Final Rescue ' can be seen as a 
final reconciliation, not only between Tom and Maggie, but between the 
forces of activity and passivity. Maggie, 'weary, beaten,' sits in the 
103 Bk. 7, ch. 5, p. 390. 
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boat, looking 'with eyes of intense life' at Tom, who, for once, 
is 'pale with a certain awe and humiliation.' This is a reversal 
of their usual relation, which has normally found Maggie submitting, 
because of her sensitivity and her need for love, to the confident 
activity of her brother. Now, however, in this climactic scene, 
Maggie acts with an energy and fearlessness that impresses on Tom 
at last the true temper of his sister: 
' Ivlore 
come 
were 
this 
and more strongly the energies seemed to 
and put themselves forth, as if her life 
a stored-up force that was beinI spent in hour, unneeded for any future.' 04 
Tom is overcome by a revelation that transcends his normal 
values of convention and superficial jud~nent: 
' ••• the full meaning of what had happened rushed 
upon his mind. It came with so overpowering a 
force - it was such a new revelation to his spirit, 
of the depths in life, that had lain beyond his 
vision which he had fancied so keen and clear -
that he was unable to ask a quef8~on . They sat 
mutely gazing at each other .•• ' 
His normal mode of rationality, of simple belief in cause and effect, 
question and answer, the scientific version of truth - gives place to 
the instinctive, intuitive mode, of unvoiced, unarticulated human 
comprehension and love. This moment of mute vision, with just the 
single dumb cry ;;' 'the old child.ish - "Magsie!"', is the moment of 
fusion, when the basic discord of the novel is resolved. 
There is a mythical simplicity in this resolution - its 
speechless naivetl, its instinctive return to the childish state of 
unity and love. But this reconciliation, powerful and moving as it 
,.,.~ 
104 396. Bk . 7, ch. 5 , p. 
105 Bk. 7, ch. 5, p . 399· 
is , 
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on its mm level, is not allowed to bring the novel to a conclusion 
of transcendent fulfilment. Unlike the muted rich tones on vThich 
Adam Bede ends, the closing paragraphs of The Mill on the Floss set 
the reconciliation of brother and sister, and the indestructible 
bounty of Nature, in a framework of unwavering realism and sadness. 
' Nature repairs her ravages' - concedes the sad authorial 
voice - 'but not all ••• To the eyes that have dwelt on the past, there 
is no thorough repair.' ' .•• every man and woman mentioned in this 
106 history was still living ~ except those whose end we know.' 
The irrevocable fact of death is a kind of deep ground-bass 
to all the richness and resource of Nature bountiful. This is never 
fully pallia~ed, not by the restoration of the land and the trees 
and the population in general. 'l'he irrliiTidual grief remains, as a 
fact that defies oblivion. And even the Biblical quotation on which 
the novel ends does not much relieve the impression of melancholy, 
the profound consciousness of pain. 'In their death they were not 
divided,' in the context of the novel, of all that has gone before, 
must be read with a stern emphasis on the vlOrd 'death.' 
In their lives, Maggie and Tom ~ divided, divided in the 
tragic sense that the closest of human-beings suffer division. This 
sense is not to pe palliated by any/facile compensation: and the final 
words, borrowed from the Lament for the deaths ' of Saul and Jonathon, 
have an echo of profound, subtle irony - a reflection of the destiny 
that grants unity only in death. 
~ 
106 Conclusion, p. 401. 
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The melancholy, and consciousness of human imperfection 
that underlies the whole novel is, then, not mitigated in its 
conclusion. The sense of life's essential sadness never leaves 
George Eliot: we remember the many references in her letters to 
the tears she shed over ~1aggie and Tom's fate. 107 And the declaration: 
' My books are deeply serious things to me, and come 
out of all the painful discipline, a.ll the most 
hardly learnt lessons of my past life. 'lOB 
The basic melancholy of the novel, with its pre-occupation 
with the need and nature of renunciation in a baffling world - this 
is a reflection of Marian Evans ' s life-experience, in the years 
IB59-60. Never was she further from the kind o~apture, that Maggie 
learns to deny herself, and that Marian Evans had, at least apparently, 
outgrown since the time, in her thirtieth year, when she had written: 
'I love the souls that rush along to their goal 
with a full stream of sentiment, that have too 
much of the positive to be harrassed by the 
perpetual negatives, which after all are but the 
disease of the soul, to be expelled by fortifying 
the principle of vitality. ,109 
The 'principle of vitality' was at its feeblest at this time and the 
'disease of the soul,' with which she was congenitally afflicted, 
easily overcame all resistance at this moment of her creative life. 
f.! 
The early novels that we have discussed up to this point are 
clearly rooted in the local emotional and intellectual conditions ] 
of Narian Evans's world. We have attempted to show the contrapuntal 
107 e.g. GE letters, 6 Narch I B60 (Ill , 271) 
3 April IB60 (Ill, 2B5) 
and lewes's letters: .5 Harch IB60 (Ill, 269) 
6 March 1B60 (ibid.) 
lOB ibid., IB October IB59 (Ill, IB7). 
109 ) ibid., 24 October IB49 (I, 31B • 
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POINT) we J/A"C 1I1'f£l1f.,..cA 10 IAltt.lckl"£ ..,-Ui. 
twin theme s of passi vi ty and acti vi ty IArW \he weavings of thew 
early thought of George Eliot. Tracing them back to their origins 
in the nature of the woman, we have seen some of the shifting emphases 
which they underwent in th~ork of the writer - the journalist and 
the novelist. The transformation of the earnest, introspective, 
idealistic Marian into the fearless, insistently objective humani st 
of the Westminster is not as absolute or inexplicable as it may seem. 
Marian Evans bore wthin her from the beginning the seeds of many 
paradoxes - '1tV"i thout contraries, there) is no progression I - and if 
the mature development of her thought was towards empiricism and 
Imaterialism,1 as the demand of a thoroughly logical and honest intellect, 
her early yearning for an idealistic transforming vision, through which 
life becomes what one would have it - this never entirely faded. It 
persists at least as a kind of dim halo to the limitations and narrow-
ness of the actual life that she has set herself to depict. 
This innate appreciation for ideal gratness lends pathos to her 
portrayals of the less-than-great, and even, strangely enough, a kind 
of dignity to man, in his blind, groping aspirations. For her, man ls 
actual mediocrity is always shadowed by the vision of his potential 
achievement; and it is from the tension of these two elements, the 
actual and ideal, th~t the pathos, the all-pervading sympathy is 
generated. This is a continuous dialectic, in which both voices are 
sustained; and not the form of realism that quite frankly wallows in 
the less glorious aspects of life. 
The external world, in its physical, limited manifestations, 
;;~ 
must be accepted: man must break through the cocoon of a passive, 
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self-bred idealism. But, on the other hand, the Marian Evans who 
had written: 'There is a sort of blasphemy in that proverbial 
phrase "too good to be true If , continued to insist that the 
possibilities of reality itself are endless; that, in fact,even the 
ideal imagination is only a shadow of what truth Q1ill furnish forth. 
Realism, then, need not mean a degradation of values and expectations: 
for Marian Evans, it becomes a continuous interaction of the private 
vision and the objective fact, a ceaseless searching for equilibirum. 
The polar elements must somehow be interfused; this is what, on one 
8et)£. nOM. s level, the marriage of Ad~and DinahAis to achieve: the union of 
the active, pragmatic pole with the introspective, passive one; the 
pagan with the Christian; the moral l.J'ith the spiritual. But the 
union is an uneasy one; and in t.he following novels, nevl balances, 
new relations of resignation and activity, new emphases are offered, 
in the shifting light of George Eliot's own development. 
In the novels of 1857-60 , the fundamental t.hemes that pre-
occupied her throughout her tormented youth converge creatively; this 
period culminates in her most clearly autobiographical novel; and 
the very fact that she felt herself equipped to venture on such a 
delicate task as fictional autobiography, toget.her with the generally 
impressive control pf her material that she displays there, indicates 
that she had reached, in spite of intense depression, amounting almost 
to enervation, a certain maturity of poised vision. From this point 
on, she begins to leave her local, limuediate experience and move outwards, 
reflecting to an increasing extent the life of her intellectual milieu, 
~, 
as it catches up certain of her own basic intellectual and moral 
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preoccupations. Her work becomes more consciously of its time, 
taking serious account of contemporar.y concerns, though always 
it is irradiated by her specific sensibility, nourished from deep 
in the subsoil of her characteristic patterns of thought and 
feeling. 
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TWO 
CHAPTER IfI~ 
ROMOLA: 'OF THE HISTORIC ll1AGINATION' 
In this and the following chapters, I shall be approaching 
George Eliot's later novels in their historical and cultural setting, 
and taking more account than previously of contemporary reactions to 
her work, and of the climate of opinion and feeling in which they 
were conceived. This will naturally involve a broadening of my terms 
of reference - a broadening demanded in fact by the parallel movement 
in George Eliot 's own creative activity. The three novels I shall be 
discussing represent a growing expansiveness in her concerns, till in 
Daniel Deronda she takes the largest historical processes as her canvas, 
as more than simply background for the focus sed lives of her dramatis 
personae. All three novels were much criticised by her contemporaries, 
, 
precisely because of their deviation from the localand personal concerns 
of the early novels. I hope to show, however, the vIays in vThich the 
resources of her early personal experience, at all levels, informs 
these 'difficult ' novels; the ways in which both intellectual ideas 
and emotional pressures take on increasingly supple artistic forms. 
From the time of the serial publication of Romola in the Cornhill 
. 1 Magaz~ne, both the general reading public and literary critics and 
f! 
reviewers have found George Eliot 's Florentine romance the least easily 
digestible o~er novels. Recurrent throughout the accounts of the 
novel is the tone of regret and bewilderment at the plethora of 
historical props with which the stage is cluttered, at the detailed 
1 Cornhill, July 1862 - August 1863. 
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painstaking scholarship that George Eliot displa;ys on every page. 
On reading Romola, critics have found this factor of its historical 
setting - and its treatment - exhausting and distracting : the attempt 
to re-create a past world, in all its strange richness of detail often 
finds both author and reader panting with the effort of breathing life 
into dry bones. 
The cri tic in the Sa turclay Revie1" , for example, Ylhile granting 
the 'salient curiosities' of Florentine life, which 'catch and delight 
a studious English eye,' yet regrets that the 'authoress of Adam Bede' 
should occupy herself with these trifles: lA lesser hand might have 
been employed to collect the se simple treasures. Hm'fever ins tructi ve 
it may be, it is not without a tax on our patience that we read long 
accounts of Florentine antiquities, and translations of sermons by 
Savonarola, and extracts from chronicles of processions. Sometimes 
the antiquarian quite drowns the novelist. f2 The reviewer proposes 
a diagnosis of George Eliot's case: ' The authoress of Romola has 
already published four tales of English life, and four tales of 
English life are quite enough to use up the experience and exhaust 
the reflections even of a mind so acute, so observant, and so meditative. 
She has only to look at her contemporaries and notice with disma;y the 
effects of continuing to write after the well of thought has run dry, .. ' 
She belongs to that 'order -of minds, which is really creative and 
original, but which is always driven into the same groove ••• Stripped 
of their Florentine covering, and divested of those touches of variety 
which the genius of the writer imparts to them, several of the characters 
~ 
of Romola, and some of the chief events, are old ••• they involve the 
same moral problems, and_ cause or encounter the S~le difficulties in 
2 Saturday Re~w, 16 (25 July 1863), 124-125. (Quoted in A Century of George 
Ell0t crltlclsm, ed. Gordon S. Halght _(London, 1966), 21). 
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life.' The main theme that emerges from Romola concerns 'the conse-
quences that flow from the weakness of men' - and this, as the reviewer 
points out , is a perennial theme, by which 'the authoress seems to be 
haunted. ' 
The Westminster Review, on the other hand, hotly contests the 
Saturday Reviewer ' s implication that George Eliot ' s creativity had ebbed: 
'we have seen it insinuated that the circle of the author's powers had 
been already filled, and that the recourse to a foreign background for 
her fable was a sign of weakness and exhaustion. This is an inexcusable 
criticism ••• ' - the absence in the novel of the usual 'homely entourage ' 
is merely a demand for ' habits of reflection but little cultivated by 
most novel-readers.' Even in his defence of George Eliot's choice of 
background, however, this reviewer has to admit his doubt of 'whether 
the selection of a foreign and historical background for her fable was 
judicious ••• TIhe strong hold which George Eliot lays on the intellectual 
and ethical side of all that comes before her mind, and the predominant 
critical tendency of her mode of thought, make it more necessary with 
her than with other authors that she should have the direct support 
of personal experience for the external circumstances in which she 
places her characters.' ' B,y departing so far from the life around her 
she enters into i8. more full command of her "Thole material , which forces 
her to rely upon her imagination for those parts of her fable which the 
character of her mind strongly leads her to neglect.' 
Therefore, this reviewer, too, comes to the conclusion that 
'it is to be regretted that Romola is an Italian story, and a story of 
":< 
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the fifteenth century ••• No care and labour have been spared to 
give an objective character to the portraiture of ancient Florence, 
but this care has resulted only in an accumulation of details.' Passion 
and villainy are 'sicklied over l~th the pale cast of thought,' and 'in 
all that concerns the surroundings of her characters there is an evident 
sign of labour.' In all , the historical background 'affects us like a 
medieval painted window, in which the action has to be disentangled 
from the blaze of colour and overwhelming accessories. ,3 
These aesthetic disadvantages resulting from the historical setting 
are augmented, according to this reviewer, by considerations of sheer 
historical accuracy. The characters are modern characters, lifted bodily 
and set do~m in a picturesque setting. He finds himself Iwishing that 
Romola had been a modern Englishwoman, she having so much more the 
character of one than that of an I talian lady of four centuries since. ,4 
Tito, also, seems 'to smack more of the intellectual strength and moral 
weakness of the nineteenth century than of the strong faith and equally 
strong passions of the age of Caesar Borgia and Machiavelli. I In 'I'i tols 
position, the reviewer implies, a thwarted husband of the fifteenth 
century would have found the quiet assassination of a recalcitrant 
wife the simplest solution. 
If we tur,g next to R.H. Button's appreciative and perceptive 
review in The Spectator ,5 we find the same impatience and regret at 
:J y,festminster , 80 (October 1863). 344-47. 
4 ibid., p. 348. 
~ 
5 R. H. Hutton in Spectator (18 July 1863), 2265-67. 
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George Eliot ' s historical and foreign setting. Although Romola seems 
to Hutton ' probably the author ' s greatest "1Ork, ' yet he does not 
'care about the light Florentine buzz with which so great a part of 
the first volwne is filled ••• She has Sir WaIter Scott's art for 
revivifying the past - but not Scott's dynamical force in making you 
plunge into it with as headlong an interest as into the present.' 
And he finds it 'marvellous that, in spite of these disadvantages, 
the wide and walm imaginative power of the writer should have produced 
a work which is likely to be permanently identified with English 
li terature. ' 
Edith Simcox finds it a defect that 'the realism, the positive 
background of fact ••• has necessarily some of the character of an 
hypothesis.,6 Henry James, comparing Romola to The Spanish Gyp~ , 
declares the creative vision to be obscured by pedantry: 'we see the 
landscape, the people, the manners of Spain as through a glass smoked 
by the flame of meditative vigils, just as we saw the outward aspect 
of Florence in ItR.omolCl.~ ••• they gleam in an artifical light.' 7 An::l later, 
writing of Middlemarch, he regrets the disappearance of simplicity from 
her novels: but then she '~ost hers some time since; it lies buried 
(in a splendid mausoleum ) in Romola.,8 And Leslie Stephen perhaps 
crystallises the general dissatisfaction in his diagnosis: ' The masses 
6 Edith Simcox, Middlemarch, Academy, 4 (1 January 1873), p. 1-
7 Henry James, Sp'anish Gypsy, North American Revie'tv, 107 (October 1868 ) p.634. 
8 Henry James, ~orge Eliot ' s Middlemarch, ' in the Galaxy, 15 (March 1873), 
424-428 . Quoted ~n A CenturY of George Eliot Criticism, p. 86. 
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of information have not been fused by a glowing imagination. The 
fuel has put out the fire.,9 
'The fuel has put out the fire': the tendency among critics 
over the decades has been simply to ignore this 'fuel' aspect of the 
novel. Barbara Hardy finds that ~omola is undoubtedly a book which 
it is more interesting to analyse than simply to read, ,10 and she 
proceeds to analyse it on the same moral and theoretic grounds as 
those on which she treats the other novels. The F10rentine setting 
is merely a back-drap, in such a critical treatment. And this approach 
can be seen at its clearest, perhaps, in one of the~arly reviews , a 
French article on ' Une Histoire F10rentine de George Eliot, ' by 
Emi1e D. Forgues, in the Revue des Deux Mondes.11 This eminent admirer 
of George Eliot's character-portrayal treats the novel a~nost solely 
on thiG basis: as a study of character and temperament, the 'd~ve1oppement 
hostile de ces deux natures profond6ment antipathiques' - Tito and 
Romo1a. He thinks it more charitable simply to i gnore the 'recherche 
excessive' that George Eliot has devoted to her romance; this 
painstaking pedantry is a mistake, a clumsiness; what really matters 
is her thorough success in depicting 'ces traits de nature qui 
appartiennent ~ tous 1es temps et ~ tous les pays.' 
This approach remains very much the staple one in dealing with 
Romo1a. 1be study of humanity, in its unchanging essence, in its 
9 Le slie Stephen, in the Cornhi11, 43 (February 1881), p. 164. 
10 Barbara Hardy, The Novels of George Eliot (1959) , p . 175. 
;;~ 
11 Re vue des Deux Mondes, Second period XLVIII (15 December 1863) , rP · 939-67. 
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basic forms, is to all the accidents of place and time, as the living 
body is to the costumes that drape it - ''li thou t any organic, necessary 
relation. And yet - even after we have been presented with the very 
formidable case for the prosecution, represented by the cri tics vie have 
cited, even when it seems proven beyond all reasonable doubt that 
George Eliot has erred in seeking out exotic settings and remote egochs 
for her realistic fables - even yet, the complacent resource of simply 
ignoring the historical and f oreign elements of the novel seems highly 
inadequate. I t does less than justice to the immense and deliberate 
labour that George Eliot dedicated to her ' Histoire Florentine,' to 
the long anxiety and torment that it caused her in its conception and 
birth , to the many explicit references in her correspondence - references 
that shadow f orth an acutely conscious vision of the brain-child she 
was to bring forth. 
The early references to the projected novel occur during her 
first visit to Florence in Hay, 1860. Originally , the idea seems to 
have come from levies: the entry i$is Journal for 21-22 May runs: 
' This morning while rea~ding about Savonarola it occurred to me that 
his life and times afforcJ. fine material for an historical romance. 
Polly at once caught at the idea vTi th enthusiasm. I t is a subject 
which will fall in with much of her studies and sympathies; and it 
'loTill give fresh interest to our stay in Florence.' 
The rest of that visit and the whole of their next one (in Hay, 
1861 ) were spent in research and assiduous note-taking by both Narian 
and Lewes: she~~vorking in the Magglibechian Library, reading Savonarola's 
biography, his poems, a.nd contemporary records: Le1fes visiting the inner 
sanctum of the San Narco monastery which Has inaccessible to women -
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including Savonarola's cellj and. both of them going to see the 
Baptistry and the early Tuscan paintings in the Accademia della 
Bella Arte - chiefly to study the portrait by Fra Bartolommeo of 
Savonarola. 
On 28 August, 1860, after her first visit to Florence, she 
announced her plan to Blackwood in characteristically apprehensive 
style: 'When we were in Florence I was rather fired with the idea of 
writing a historical romance - scene, Florence- period, the close of 
the fifteenth century, which was marked by Savonaro1a's career and 
martyrdom.' She had. been encouraged by Lewes to 'do something in 
historical romance rather d.ifferent in character from what has been 
done before.' She planned first to write an ' English story' (Silas 
Marner), and then to publish Romola in Blackwood'sj but not under her 
own name, since 'you know well enough the received phrases with which 
a writer is greeted when he does something else than what was expected 
of him.' 
Blac kwo od , knowing his author very well by now, of course replied 
in enthusiastic vein: ' Savonarola and his times is a/splendid subject 
for you, and you have such a power of imparting reality to everything 
you write that your Romance will not read like Fiction ••• ,12 
But the point that strikes one here is the full consciousness that 
George Eliot had, even at this early stage of her gargantuan task,of 
the dubious reception that would be accorded to her new novel, in its 
12 GE Letters, 31 ~gust 1860 (111 , 340). 
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strange Florentine setting . If, indeed, as critics with complacent 
charity have implied, the setting in place and time is an unfortunate 
irrelevancy, then George Eliot, at the very beginning of a period of 
labour and frustration of which she later wrote that 'I began it a 
young woman, - I finished it an old woman,13 a~l that it h&l been 
'written with my best blood, ,14 at the very outset of her long struggle 
with her native diffidence and pessimism , she realised that, as far as 
the majority of her readers were concerned, all this scholarly effort 
vTas in vain. ~fuat would be appreciated, if anything at all, would be 
the human insights, the subtle character-portrayals, that she might, 
at infinitely less cost to her own health and well-being, have set in 
the rural or provincial England that earlier novels had so successfully 
and painlessly represented. 
It was Itiy, and the Italy of Savonarola's time that, in her 
own understated terms, 'rather fired ' her. It was specifically 
historical romance that she aimed to write - an innovation in historical 
romance. We knovl that Scott had always been one of her favourite 
authors, from the days when his novels had provided most of the reading 
material with which she amused her dying father in his last months. 
The vein of romance, of rapture in the heroic, the sublime, the gla~our 
of past ages, n$ver quite ran dry in her: nevertheless, this was not 
her vocation in the world, as she had very articulately defined it. 
The tenets of realism ruled her literary life - almost militantly, at 
the beginning . Her ultimateailn in writing was to affect the daily lives 
l~ George Eliot's Life, ed. ~~ . Cross (New Edition) n.d. p. 361. 
14 GE Letters, 30 Januarjr 1877 (VI, 335-6). 
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of her readers , to enlarge their sympathies, to refine their sensibilities 
to human and ehtical problems that confronted them all. This being 
so, what was it, one might well ask,that she found so attractive in 
Renaissance Italy, that it induced her to undergo the physical and 
mental exhaustion of two years' thankless research into an age long 
past, and lacking apparent relevance to contemporary problems? 
As we have noticed, the kindest of her reviewers simply toss 
aside the props and costumes and seize hold of what is eternal, 
basically human in the novel. Emile D. Forgues declares the characters 
more modern than medieval, in any case. 15 And Carole Robinson, in her 
more recent 'Romola: A Reading of the Novel, ,16 treats it as an ' essay 
in uncertainties.' ' Philosophic uncertainty is the key-note of the 
novel' - and the problems are those of the Victorian intellectual, not 
those of f ifteenth century Florence: in Carole Robinson's analysis, 
the novel deals with contemporary Victorian anxieties, the fear of 
social upheaval, the political apprehensions and tensions bebTeen 
classes, the nervous attitude towards the Church as a 'social bulwark, 
in an unstable era. Obviously, many such parallels ~ be traced 
between George Eliot's account of fifteenth century Florence and the 
England of her Qwn day. But all this does not explain vThy she had to 
spend so long ' bufied in old quartos and vellum bound literature,' 
which even the assiduous Lewes 'would rather not read. ,17 
15 tUne Histoire Florentine de George Eliot' in the Re vue des Deux Mondes 
(15 December 1863) , PP. 943-67. 
16 ~ Victorian Studies, 6 (1962-1963) ,pp. 29-42. 
17 From Lewes to Blackwood, GE Letters, 28 June 1861 (Ill , 430). 
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Is the whole historical basis, the Italian setting, indeed 
merely a lavish touching-in of local colour behind the essential 
timeless figures of George Eliot I s l-1Orld 1 And even if, as vTe would 
argue, the Italy of the fifteenth century represented for her far 
more than this, what exactly was this powerful attraction that induced 
her to undertake the gigantic labour of breathing life into scenes 
and events that she had never known? IAny real observation of life 
and character must be limited, I she had "lritten to Blackwood, land the 
imagination must fill in and give life to the picture. 118 Surely she 
was increasing the difficulty of the imaginative task a hundred-fold, 
when her real observation of life and character must in this case be 
neglig;iJ.ble 7 
The original germ of the novel came, as "Te have noticed, from 
Le.ves. His influence was always po.·;erful with Marian; his intellectual 
interests usually became hers, by adoption, even where they had not 
already long numbered among her own passions. Italian had been one 
of the many languages to which, as the self-taught girl-prodigy of 
Nuneaton, she had devoted herself. But Lewesls knowledge of, and 
interest in Italian literature can be gauged by an article by him 
that appeared in Fraserls Magazine, as far back as 1848.19 His subject 
then had been Leopardi, the melancholy Italian poet, whose yearnings 
r.' 
for national unity and freedom expressed the nostalgia of an Italian 
people divided and suppressed. As early as 1848 , then, Lewesls 
knowledge of the Risorgimento movement had been beyond the ordinary. 
18 ibid., 15 June 1861 (Ill , 427). 
19 Fraserls, 38 (December 1848), 659-69. 
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And it is this aspect of I taly, as the centre of political idealism 
in Europe, as the just cause for which humanitarians and the cultural 
~lite could struggle - combined with the status of Italy as the cradle 
of European civilisation, the tragic ruin of past glory - that can 
give us some clue to the fascination that it exerted over Victorian 
intellectuals of the 1850's and early 1860's. 
The first fact to be noticed is the effect of the Risorgimento, 
an internal, political movement, on poetry and general cultural 
attitudes in England . A cursory glance , for example, to take our 
inquiry at its most superficial level, at the Westminster Review for 
1861 (the period of the writing of Romola) will take in a series of 
articles on the ' Italian question' in its political aspects, and one on 
the Count de Cavour. In the Cornhill M~gazine , 20 there is a revie,.-r of 
a personal account by Count Arrivabene , the correspondent of the Daily News, 
of Italy under Victor Emmanuel - covering the events of 1859-61 , and 
reporting on the great figures of the Italian movement. 
I taly, as G.H. 'l'revelyan points out in t1.fO articles (his 
Introduction to English Songs of Italian Freedom21 and ' Englishman and 
Italians , 22) , increasingly represented to the ~nglish an image of heroic 
idealism: the revolt of an oppressed nation with a his~Dry of cultural 
achievement , of ~isdom and beauty, to which Europe owed much of its 
civilisation. The poem called The Prisoner of Snezzia , which appeared 
in the Cornhill in 1862 ,23 is clearly representative of the prevailing 
20 Vol. VI (July ~ December 1862), p. 275. 
21 G.M. Trevelyan , English Songs of Italian Freedom (1911). 
22 In Proceedings of the British Academy, IX (1919 -1920). 
23 Vol. VI (July - December 1862), p. 812. 
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climate of sympathy and idealisation of' the Italian cause . The poet 
celebrates the political prisoner languishing in his dungeon as a 
hero and martyr, as a beacon, a 'calm, strong light' bringing romance 
and asserting truth to a prosaic world: 
Thank God for I pezzia's prison gloom! 
This dim world, as it onwards rolls, 
Needeth the light of martyr-souls, 
Clear-shining in their hour of doom. 
During the period following the failure of the Risorgimento in 
1848 , and the restoration of the ancien r~gime, Italian desperation 
under the heavy boot of the Austrian had increasingly affected the mood 
of English intellectuals, so that, as we can see from the poem just 
quoted , there is no longer any ambiguity in the popular mind as to 
the rights and w-rongs of the case. In the next volume of the Cornhill,24 
the grim, suicidal conspiracies of this period are portrayed in a short 
story, The Dark Church in Vienna - in which an Italian secret society 
sees its members killed one by one, treachery is avenged by the hand 
of Heaven, and the sense of implacable purpose, of absolute self-
immolation before the ideal of Italian liberty is evoked through an 
atmosphere of despair and doom. 
The dream of restoring Italy to her greatness had been expressed 
by Mazzini in h~s Hanifesto of Young Italy in 1831. "'rhe Mazzinian cult,' 
writes Professo; Trevelyan ,25 'was less a political progrMIDle than a 
religious andfothical movement, compelling men to a new life of self-
24Vol . VII (Jan.~June , 1863), p. 326. (It is, incidentally, illuminating to 
read Romola in its original serialised form, in the context of contemporary 
concerns, in the Cornhill.) 
25I ntroduction to English Songs of Italian Freedom (1911). 
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sacrifice. ' Young men everywhere offered themselves for the cause: 
it was a ' process nothing short of conversion, for it was moral 
even more than intellectual. ' Nany English poets paid their tribute 
to Italian idealism - Shelley, Byron, Swinburne, Clough, Landor, and 
Elizabeth Browning. Meredith ' s novel, Vittoria, was focussed on this 
movement towards liberty, and was based on personal knowledge of both 
patriots and Austrian officers. English sympathy swelled to a 
uni versal chorus during the decade 1848-59 , and ... as a main cause of the 
fall of the Derby cabinet in 1859. The popularity of the Italian opera 
was its highest in England; Italian was learnt as second language in 
English schools; Englishmeqtravelled more and more in Italy, witnessing 
the tragedy and humiliations of the present superlinposed on the ruins 
of past glory. And the literature, modern and classical - Leopardi, 
Dante, and Vergil - of I taly, the immense cultural debt that England 
owed to both Renaissance Italy and Ancient Rome - all these factors 
created an attitude towards that martyred country of reverence, 
gratitude, and pity. And this, in turn , created a wide-sweeping 
vogue for everything Italian - novels, poetry, biographies, even the 
craze for English copies of Italian paintings that kept many artis t s 
in employment, especially in Rome. (An insight into this lucrative 
f ' 
trade is given us in 'l'.A. Trollope's novel , La Beata , which we shall 
glance at later. ) 
George Eliot ' s own attitude to this purely political aspect 
of the Italian movement seems, as so frequently with her political 
sympathies, rather ambiguous. She was friendly with Mrs. Peter Alfred 
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Taylor, a supporter of various radical causes - including feminism, 
and, especially, Italian nationalism. }~s. Taylor's husband was a 
friend of Mazzini, and chairman of the Society of the Friends of 
Italy, one meeting of which George Eliot had attended on 24 March, 
1852. l'1azzini had addressed the meeting, and F.W. Newman had 
presided at this conversazione, as George Eliot called itj26 but 
further than reporting her attendance, she does not comment on her 
impressions, or her thoughts on the subject. In April, 1852, an article 
by Mazzini, entitled 'Europe : I ts Condition and Prospects,' appeared in 
the Westminster Review27 - George Eliot being instrumental in commissioning 
the article ('We are trying Nazzini to write on Freedom v. Despotism. ,28 ), 
but again refraining from any nlore revealing comment on the article or 
the cause. 
I f we trace through the references to Mazzini in George Eliot's 
correspondence, we find the next one in 1865, when he lay under an 
uncancelled sentence of death and, on his election to the I talian 
parliament, refused to take the oath of allegiance to the King . In 
her letter to Mrs. Taylor,29 George Eliot regretfully refuses to 
contribute to a Mazzini Fund, although she would have liked to do so, 
had it been intended specifically for his personal use. The fear 
that it would be devoted to the 'promotion of conspiracy,' prevents 
her f rom contributing : conspiracy is sometimes sacred, but often 
hopeless, needless, and unjustifiable. Nevertheless, 'both Hr. Lewes 
and I have a real reverence f or Mazzini ••• ' 'This very mild tribute 
26GE Letters, 27 M~rch 1852 (II , 15). 
27 Westminster, 57 (April 1852), 442-467. 
28 GE Le tters, 21 January 1852 (11 , 5). 
29 11 1 August 1865 (IV , 199). 
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vIas sufficient apparently to bring down rebuke on her head from 
Lord Acton: her tolerance of Nazzini was a I grave delinquency ••• a 
crucial matter,' in h"is eyes)O But one can hardly help feeling that 
she had covered her tracks very securely, even in her 'reverence' for 
the man, through her disclaimer of support for the movement. And 
indeed, her final tribute to him is a miracle of vagueness, of unspecific 
admiration: on his death, she Hrote to Mrs. Taylor: ' Such a man leaves 
behind him a wider good than the loss of his personal presence can 
take away. 
The greates t gift the hero leaves his race, 
Is to have been a hero. 
I must be excused for quoting my own words, because they are my credo, 
I enter thoroughly into your sense of wealth in having known him. ,31 
The typically circmnlocutory, quasi-religious tone of this 
tribute is a symptom, one feels, of the unsatisfied piety that George 
Eliot, in Feuerbachian style, increasingly unloaded onto her human 
heroes, in default of a divine object of her adoration - though always 
with a sense of the inadequacy of the specific human 'cause' involved. 
Her admiration of Mazzini (and, presumably, of the 'process nothing 
short of conversion,' for which he stood) seems to have co-existed with 
a thorough detachment as to his political aims in themselves. Indeed, 
during her first P;~isi t to Italy in 1860, she is rather impatient and 
ironic at all the paraphernalia of nationalism and chauvinism that are 
continually flaunted before her disenchanted gaze. This is her account 
30 ibid., Note 7. ~~ Quoted from Letters of Lord Acton to Mary Gladstone. 
Ed. Herbert Paul (New York, 1904), p. 326. 
31 GE Lette~ , 17 March 1872 (V, 258). 
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of t he height of political triumph in Naples and Tus cany : ' This news 
[ Lewes ' S improved healt~ is naturally more important to us than the 
poli tics of Sicily , and so I am apt to lvri te of it to our friends, 
rather than of Garibaldi and Tuscan filibusters; but things really look 
so threatening in the Neapolitan kingdom that "re began to think ourselves 
fortunate in having got our visit done. Tuscany is in the highest 
political spirits for the moment, and of course Victor Emmanuel stares 
at us at every turn here, with the most loyal exaggeration of moustache 
and intelligent meaning. But we are selfishly careless about dynasties 
just now, caring more for the doings of Giotto and Brunelleschi , than 
for those of Count Cavour. ,32 
The tone is again typical: the irony directed not less at her-
self and her physical limitations on idealism, than at the idealism 
itself. It is an ambiguous , unresolved tone: poised uneasily between 
scepticism and wistful yearning for idealism - for the easy swift 
reaction of the revolutionary liberal, which the inescapable vulgarity 
of the ' loyal exaggeration of moustache ' cuts off from her. This 
saddened, ambivalent, and somehow defeated attitude with regard to 
political movements is just the reverse of the jubilant triumph expressed 
in that early letter to John Sibree ,33 when she rejoiced in the French 
Revolution of 1848 . ' You and Carlyle , ' she 'wrote them, ' ••. are 'the 
;.' 
, 
only two people who feel just as I would have them - who can glory 
in what is actually great and beautiful without putting forth any cold 
reservations and incredulities to save their credit for wisdom ••• 
32 ~ ibid ., 18 May 1860 (Ill , 294). 
33 ibid., 8 March 1848 (I, 252-3). 
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I feared that you lacked revolutionary ardour. But no - you are 
just as sahs-culottish and rash as I would have you ••• ' 
'Cold reservations and incredulities' do lie behind the 1860 
letter, one fears: and the ironic reference to the 'most loyal 
exaggeration of moustache ' is a far cry from the impulsive and girlish 
optimism of 'I hope that beautiful face given to him [ I.emartineJ in the 
pictoral newspaper is really him, it is worthy of an aureole, ' in the 
same early letter to John Sibree . There , too, she had referred to 
St. Simon's theory of alternating epochs in history - a critical, negative 
period and an organic , constructive one, 'controlled by a spirit of 
association and devotion. ,34 George Eliot's mental history is equally 
an uneasy oscillation between the two attitudes ; and 1860 finds her 
swinging rather decidedly in the critical, negative direction. 
In general , then, vTe can say that George Eliot 's attitude to 
the political situation in Italy was by no means fully committed, though 
she probably shared the general admiration f or the heroism and idealism 
of leaders like Hazzini. Something of the universal fever of sympathy 
for the Italian cause did affect her. But the direction that this 
interest took in her was very different from that of sheer political 
enthusiasm. Something of her attitude can be seen from the next ffew 
sentences of the 1860 letter, from which l-1e have already quoted: 
)i,' 
' On a first journey to the greatest centres of art, 
one must be excused for letting one's public spirit 
~ to sleep a little. As for me , I run thrown into 
a state of humi]ating passivity by the sight of the 
gii'eat things done in the far past - it seems as if 
life were not long enough to learn, and as if my ovm 
34 ibid., see Note 3. 
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activity were so completely dl-farfed by comparison 
that I should never have courage for more creation 
of my own . There is only one thing that has an 
opposite and stimulating effect: it is, the 
comparative rarity even here of great and truthful 
art , and the abundance of wretched imitation and 
falsity. Every head is wanted in the vlOrld that 
can do a little genuine, sincere work.'J4a 
Here in one paragraph are condensed the conflicting impressions 
that Florence made upon her on her first visit, and that she was to 
transmute to the pages of Romola. vVhat struck her in Florence vIas 
the co-existence of the b-fo \vorlds, of past and present. She felt 
acutBly the richness, the fertility and splendour of past achievements, 
of all the artistic treasures shored up in musel~S and galleries and 
public monuments; all the crushing weight of this fecund creativity 
threatened to stifle her, to reduce her to the 'hmailiating passivity' 
to which she was always prone, to the 'indolence and the despondency' 
of 1-Thich she accused herself, to the 'distressing diffidence' that 
' paralyses her, ' in Lewes ' s phrase)5 
Florence, in the political ferment of its contemporary state , 
had a certain fascination for her. But it was out of the challenge 
that it presented to her as an artist, the threat that it offered to 
her creativity, that Romola was born. Her sensibility was almost 
morbidly alive ~o the 'dwarfed ' sensation of standing in the clearing-
, 
house of Renaissance Europe. But, nevertheless, she was ' stimulated ' 
by the fact that even here, ' great and truthful art, ' ' genuine, sincere 
work, ' vIaS all too rare: that the kin:l of task that she felt herself 
' called ' to perform had not been completed; that she could acknowledge 
,.,.~ 
J4a 
ibid. , 18 May 1860 (Ill , 294). 
J5 ' b'd 1 1 ., 14 December 1861 (Ill, 474). 
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and assimilate all the multifarious achievements of the past, an~et 
subserve them to her mm unique vision. 
This was the gargantuan task that she set herself. And, as 
usual, in her characteristic and moralistic concerns, she did not under-
estimate the challenge that she was facing. The past had to be dealt 
with, surmounted: but first it must be justly known, acknowledged for 
all that it had bequeathed, artistically and intellectually to the 
present. It is this, perhaps , that she means by the rather cryptic 
reference in her Journal to Elizabeth Barrett Browning's poem on the 
events of 1848 in Florence: 11 have lately read again with great 
delight IvIrs. Browning ' s Cas a Gtiidi '~-rindows . It contains amongst other 
runnirable things a very noble expression of what I believe to be the 
true relation of the religious mind to the Past.,36 
Mrs. Browning 's poem deals, in its first part, l<Ti th the optimism 
of 1848, the liberalising events that led to the formation, with the 
Grand Duke's permission, of a civic guard, and procession, watched by 
Mrs . Browning (from the Cas a Guidi windows), to celebrate this 
democratic achievement. She wrote it in exultation at the granting 
of a constitution to Tuscany. But by the time she came to write Part TWo 
of the poem, the Grand Dw<e han fled before a mild revolution in 1849, 
had returned with an army of grim Austrian soldiers at his back, and 
;1:' 
even the revolutionaries had proved themselves spineless and anarchic, 
incapable of organising an ordered revolt: 
36 'b'd 11. , 17-19 :february 1862 (IV , 15). 
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We chalked the walls with bloody caveats 
Against all tyrants. If we did not fight 
Exactly, we fired muskets up the void, 
To show that victory was ours of right 
We proved that all the poor should be employed, 
And yt the rich not worked for anywise • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
We proved that Austria was dislodged, or would 
Or should be, and that Tuscany in arms, 
Should, would, dislodge her, in high hardihood! 
And yet , to leave our piazzas, shops, and fa~ls, 
For the bare sake of fighting , was not good.3? 
The tone is ironic and bitter: deeply disillusioned in her 
heroic dreams of three years before, Hrs. Browning castigates everyone 
concerned in this un-heroic tragedy : each actor in the drama is either 
a knave or a fool - even Mazzini himseM, for trusting too much in the 
Pope. And, in her introduction to the poem, she explains the reason 
for leaving Part One unaltered, in the light of later disenchantment: 
she 'takes shame upon herself that she believed, like a woman, some 
royal oaths, and lost sight of the probable consequencespf some 
obvious popular defeats. If the discrepancy should be painful to 
the reader, let him understand that to the writer it has been more so. 
But such discrepancy we are called upon to accept at every hour by 
the condition sof our nature ..• the discrepancy between aspiration and 
performance, between faith and dis-illusion, bebfeen hope and fact. ,38 
This con~rast, realistic and un tampered-wi th, between the t\'TO 
parts of the poem, is probably one of the 'rubnirable things' that 
George Eliot found in re-reading - since this theme of disillusion, 
3? Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Casa Guidi WindOl-lS (London, 1851), p. 95 1• 
""~ 38 ibid., ' Advertisement ,' p. vi. 
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disenchantment , the shattering of a dream-world, was so basic to 
her, as well. But it was another aspect of the poem that George 
Eliot singled out on this occasion - the ' true relation of the 
religious mind to the Past.' This observation remains rather 
enigmatic, even after examining the poem. But perhaps what George 
Eliot found significant is contained in lines like these: 
Void ••. are all images 
Men set between themselves and~ctual wrong 
To catch the weight of pity, meet the stress 
Of conscience, though 'tis easier to gaze long 
On personating masks, and effigies, 
Than to see live weak creatures crushed by strong)9 
It is the 'murmur for the future ' that rises above all the 
songs of the past - all the laments for Italy,' s fallen greatness, 
evoking melancholy and despair. Hrs. Browning rejects the obscuring 
sentiment of nostalgia - the songs, the image of Niobe, with 'woe 
wrapt in beauty from offending much. ' Pity, benevolent human emotion, 
is not to be dissipated by maudlin reverence before the past, before 
the formalisations of art - ' personations, masks , and effigies. ' 
For me who st~n Italy to-day, 
Where worthier poets stood and sang before , 0 
I kiss their fatsteps , yet their words gainsay.4 
The religious spirit, the impulse to justice, to human piety, 
must acknowledge the past , but , with all its force, assert the present-
' kiss their r?otsteps , yet their words gainsay. ' The past must not be 
all owed to smother the present, neither in art , nor in religion, nor 
in politics. The image of the singing ' hopeful child, with leaps to 
39 ibid., p.4,,~ 
L~O ibid. 
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catch his gr01>1th,' that begins and ends the poem, represents 'Posterity 
•.• smiling at our knees.' And the final note is one of modified hope 
for the future: 'This world has no perdition, if some loss' - this 
even after the disillusion of Part Two, the shattering of early optimism. 
One can well imagine what fired George Eliot's admiration in all 
this. The resolute realism, the stoical refusal to despair, above all, 
the refusal to be overawed by the pas t - all this harmonised with George 
Eliot's own attitude at the time of writing Romola. In her case, the 
challenge was artistic and intellectual, rather than political: 
Florence presented to her, in her role as artist, in her conscious 
zttempt to embrace and su1:xiue it, a series of paradoxes and conflicts, 
an incrustation of chaotic richness and colour that threatened to su1:xiue 
her. 
One of these paradoxes is reflected in the ver,y nature of the 
Renaissance , as it was seen by anxious Victorian eyes. The issue involved 
here was complex am. far-reaching: how was one to view the Renaissance 
contribution to learning, to architecture, and painting, to the general 
moral and spiritual tone of I taly (and, by extension and influence, of 
Europe)? During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the anSvTer 
was clear. The ver,y name accorded to the epoch signified congratulation 
and hope, a sensef,of revival after a long coma. 'I'he Dark Ages, with 
their crude architecture and irregular sculptures, based narr01<fly on 
the stories of the Bible (and , ver,y largely, on the Old Testament), 
their scholastic philosophy, basing itself on tradition and authority, 
their rigidly circumscribed world-view , whose teaching was monopolised 
by the Church, and upheld by divine sanction, in this world and the 
next - those centuries of obscurantism were swept away by the freedom 
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and light of the New Learning. In sculpture and mythology, the 
treasures of classical Greece and Rome replaced the gloomy. piety of 
biblical morality; inductive scientific method took over from the 
authoritarian and metaphysical mode of inquiry - man came into his 
own at last. 
This, of course, is a farcically over-simplified account of the 
effect of the Renaissance on Europe - even as vie1-Ted by its most 
unquestioning admirers. But as caricature, it can perhaps stand , to 
represent the attitude of what we may call the pre-Ruskinite era. In 
the sphere of architecture , for example, we can take · the outraged, 
heavily ironic tone of a review of The Stones of Venice , as symptomatic 
of a general reaction to that heretical work : ' If Mr. Ruskin be right, ' 
tirote the reviewer soon after the publication of this revolutionary 
mani fes to , in 1853, 'all the architects, and all the architectural 
teaching of the last three hundred years, must have been wrong . ,41 
Unabashed, Ruskin , in a reply in a later edition , refused to 
acknowledge this as hyperbole: ' This is indeed precisely the fact, 
and the very thing I meant to say, 1-lhich indeed I thought I had said 
over and over again. I believe the architects of the last three 
centuries to have been wrong; wrong without exception; wrong totally 
and from the fouAclation. This is exactly the point I have been endeavouring 
to prove, from the beginning of this Hork to the end of it.' No sinner 
could have been less repentant: and the emphasis that Ruskin lays on 
his defiance can be taken as a measure of the sHay that the belief in 
the Renaissance he"-iLd over popular and informed opinion. 
41 Quoted from the Introduction to The Stones of Venice, ed. J . G. Links (1960). 
,-
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Ruskin and the pre-Raphaelite painters introduced a new concept 
of judgment into t he minds of the Victorian public. For the first time, 
a seed of doubt was insinuated into their placid acceptance of 
l~naissance values and forms of beauty. Perhaps the effect of Greece 
and Rome upon European art and thought had not been as entirely 
salutary as ha~d for the past three centuries been believed? A new 
ambivalence wrought itself into the texture of general opinion. And 
George Eliot, in treating the Florence of the late fifteenth century, 
found herself confronted with this ambivalence at one· of its most 
crucial points. 
Ge orge Eliot was far from complete agreement vIi th Ruskin' s 
rejection of 'this pestilent art of the Renaissance': the sensuous, 
pagan beauty of Florentine sculpture of the period did not leave her 
cold. But Ruskin's detailed analyses in The Stones of Venice of 
' The Nature of the Goth~,' and of 'The Pride of the Renaissance ,' are 
bound to have radically affected her attitude - so that in Romola we 
find crystallised this historical moment of equipoise, between the two 
eras , this ambiguity of response that troubled George Eliot ' s contemporaries 
and that she saw bodied forth at the moment and spot in history, in which 
she chose to situate her romance. 
Although there seems to be no direct reference in George Eliot's 
pe' 
journals and correspondence to The Stones of Venice,41a something of 
Ruskin,s architectural values (so closelJ, allied, f or him, with moral 
41a Her intelligent appreciation of Ruskin's ideas on art is indicated 
in her review of Modern Painters, 11. however. (Hestminster, 65 
(April 1856), 6i~ ). 
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and spiritual standards) does infiltrate into Romola, in the form of 
a complexity of response to the learning and art, the world-viel'l, of 
fifteenth century l'J..orence. Renaissance architecture at its best, 
Ruskin damns with very faint praise: he acknowledges that 'there 
is no imperfection irythem ~arlY Renaissance palace~ and no dishonesty. ' 
But yet - 'That there is no imperfection is indeed, as we have seen above, 
a proof of their having been wanting in the highest qualties of archi-
tecture.,42 The quaDties of perfection , immaculacy, smoothness, symmetry, 
scientific precision, exquisite finish - these, for Ruskin, are symptoms 
of decadence - in art as in life. In these, nature is lost, the truth, 
variety, tenderness, inventiveness, ruggedness of Gothic architecture. 
Ruskin expounds at some length the abhorrence he feels for~his imposition 
of Greek and 'heartless ' forms over the hmaan, God-aspiring structures 
of the Gothic period - 'It is the moral nature of it which is corrupt. r 
Two basic sins he sees in the Renaissance mentality - ' Pride and 
Infidelity. ' Pride he treats under three sub-headings: Pride of Science, 
Pride of State, and Pride of System. And these characteristics, together 
with the fourth one - Infidelity - he sees as typical of the Renaissance 
iiorld. It is illuminating to examine, in the light of Ruskin 's analyses 
and strictures, the densely detailed l'lOrld presented to us in George 
Eliot's romance. 
To take first Ruskinls discussion of the Pride of Science: in 
this, the main characteristic is the search for accurate knowledge in 
every pursuit - a search that Ruskin condemns as not only irrelevant, 
42 Stones of Venice (1853), Vol. 111, p. 25. 
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but even inimical to art (the truths of art are to be ascertained 
'evidently and only by perception and feeling,43) , and that he ridicules 
as that ' unhappy and childish pride in knowledge ' which is the ' first 
constituent element of the Renaissance mind.' 
That phrase, the 'unhappy and childish pride in knowledge,' 
immediately evokes some of the impressions left by Romola. 'This 
Florentine world is shot through with the values of Greek learning, 
of a pedantic and exacting classical culture. Tito, a friendless Greek 
castaway, is able to climb to the highest circles of influence in 
Florentine society - by the lander of his scholarship , of his commercially 
valuable art-objects (one a lusus naturae), and of his personal beauty 
which is itself like that of an art object. Bardo, blind and poor , 
clings tenaciously to his belief in the lasting value of the hunlane 
learning stored in Thns mind: feels it no imposition on his daughter to 
use her constantly as amanuensis for his critical and. scholarly notes; 
only hazily does he conceive of her having other needs and desires. 
And , of course, the justification, the pride of his life, in which he 
has invested all his self-regard and his hope for posterity , w his 
library, the collection of precious manuscripts that, kept together 
w1der his nrune, is to be one of the largest in the world. 
Baldassare , too, in his bewildered senility, keeps a book by 
Ji,' 
him, which , in Tessa ' s naive words, he 'keeps looking at •.. ever so long, 
as if he were a Padre. But I think he is not saying prayers , for his 
lips never move . ,44 The irony of the comparison is subtle, but clear 
~~ 
43 ibid., p. 37. 
44 
ch. 34, p. 23. 
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in its implications: Baldassare ' s forgotten learning leaves a void 
at the very centre of his life - it represents to him a touchstone, 
a vademecum , invested with all the trembling hope and fear of a religious 
symbol. And the loss of this centre of self represents a tragic fading-
out of identity, of all claim to esteem, both in his o~m eyes and in 
the eyes of his world. This , to repeat , is the touchstone: at the 
dramatic moment when all the incoherent markings on his manuscript 
suddenly speak to him again, the historical narrative arouses ' innumerable 
vibrations of memory, ' and instantly he is restored once more to vigour, 
mental and phYSical. ' The glow of conscious power ' penetrates him, so 
that all his schemes and intentions , and especially his desire for 
revenge on Tito , are imbued with confidence and purpose. And, conversely, 
at t he supper in the Rucel1ai Gardens, when all Baldassare ' s claims and 
charges against Tito hang in the balance, the 'positive test' that is to 
justify or damn him in the eyes of civilised society is to trace a 
Homeric reference: his pathetic relapse into senility at this crisis 
represents his failure of identity, his decisive ostracism from Florentine 
society. And from this can be gauged something of the almost superstitious 
reverence in which classical scholarship was held in Renaissance Florence. 
Even a very cursory glance , then , at the attitudes towards learning 
portrayed in Romola reveals the unquestioning r espect that attached to 
the scholar; pagan culture was tireated with all the awe and almost 
obsessive pre-occupation of a life-pervading religion. Bard 0 , Baldassare , 
Tito - not to speru( of minor points like the farcical ' learned squabble ' 
between Bartolommeo Scala and Poli tian, with its fiddling pedantries and 
~ 
elaborately courteous insults - all these indicate the position that 
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classical scholarship held irvthis world of Renaissance Florence.45 
But it is George Eliot's own attitude to this world that is interesting 
and ambivalent, reflecting as it does the Victorian hesitation between 
the Ruskin-ite viewpoint and the more traditional admiration for the 
Renaissance temper. A certain admiration she does evince for ' that 
laborious erudition , at once minute and copious, which was the chief 
46 intellectual task of the age! : Bardo's long disquisitions are set 
down as, at least on one level, rather fascinating glimpses of this 
complete and satisfying world of erudition. But the admiration is by 
no means untinged by the scathing tone of Ruslcin ' s criticism of that 
'unhappy and childish pride in knowledge. ' 
We are allowed , f or example, to see Bard 0 , his values and 
aspiIl3tions , through the eyes of Dino, his ascetic run-away son. To the 
dying monk, Bardo and all that he stands for, the entire elaborate 
structure of Renaissance culture, is ' like one busy picking shining stones 
in a mine , while there was a world dying of plague above him. ,47 
And, less explicit, but never very far beneath the surface of Bardo's 
L~5 See Hutton ' s comment in his review in the Spectator (18 July 1863), 
2265-2267. ' Nothing is more striking and masterly in the story than 
the subtle skill ,vi th vlhich the dominant influence of this scholarship 
[ 'the mighty siroplicities of the age of Greece 'J over the imagination 
of the elder $eneration of that tliae ••• is delineated i~he pictures of 
Bardo and BalC1assare ' i and his perception that the younger generation -
Dino, Tito, Romola - find these values inadequate, attempting, in 
different ways, to replace, exploit, or supplement them. ( C~orge 
46 
Eliot incidentally agreed with Hutton ' s comments on Bardo and 
Baldassare - see Letters IV , p.97.) 
Romola, ch. 12,pp. 181-2. 
9-7 ibid., ch. 151 p. 236. 
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long expositions , there is a kind of murmur of ' Vanity of vanities ••• ' _ 
an implicit criticism of the tediousness and futility that is more than 
the individual characterisation of a boring old man. \~hat is impugned 
here is the entire value-system for which Bardo lives. In so far as 
it represents an ideal beyond himself, an ideal for i .. hich egotism is 
transcended, ani renunciations are made, it has, like all such ideals , 
George Eliot ' s reverence and approval; but, intrinsically, it is 
inadequate. This complicated pedantry , based on a pagan mythology, is 
without power radically to purify man ' s nature , to be of effect in a time 
of plague and disaster. It is very well in its , .. ay: its intlellectual 
mazings and the sheer aesthetic completeness of the literary ivorld 
it encompasses hold a certain fascination; but, ultimately , George Eliot's 
atti tude to Bardo ' s life-work , to Baldiassare ' s hectic intensity f ocussed 
on the pages of an ancienvhistory , to the supremacy of the Pride of Science 
in the value-systems of her Renaissance Florentines, is not far from 
Ruskin's description of this pride as ' unhappy and childish. ' 
If we pass on to Ruskin ' s analysis of the second characteristic 
of the Hi gh Renaissance Pride of State - as it is reflected in the 
architecture of the time , we find another forthright defiance of 
tlraditional opinion: ' in those meagre lines there is indeed an 
;/:-' 
expression of aris'tocracy in its worst characters ..• It is rigid , cold, 
inhuman; incapable of glowing , of stooping, of conceding for an ins tant. ' 
' The Gothic had fellowship with all hearts, and was universal, like 
nature: it could frame a temple for the prayer of nations, or shrink 
into the poor man ' ~ winding stair. But here v.fa.S an architecture that 
would not shrink , that had in it no submission , no mercy. ' (111, p . 59). 
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Pride of State in Romola is portrayed most obviously in the 
figure of Be rnardo - but almost entirely in its positive aspect. 
His conscious dignity is never shadowed , not even at the moment of 
his death , which he meets with the stoical firmness of an ancient 
Roman. '£he coldness and inhumanity of \'lhich Ruskin speaks are , 
however , among the acquired characteristics of the once-so-impressionable 
Tito. His original qualities of smoothness, ~naculate finish, harmony -
Ruskin ' s symptoms of a decadent art and a decadent morality - are 
gradually congealed , as it were , into a hardness, an icy impaaivity, 
against which all opposition is vain. His first experience of this neVI 
' shell ' around himself is with Romola,: his native fastidiousness and 
placidity make him recoil from actively trying to win her over t o 
selling her father ' s library ; here, they have the contrary effect of 
making him seek the shortest and least troublesome way t o his goal. 
He puts himself beyond all argument, beyond all possibility of concession, 
withdrawn from the disagreeable arena of conflict and activity into the 
impenetrability of the ' fait accompli ' : ' he must taken another course 
and show her that the time for resistance was past . That , at least , 
48 
would put an end to further struggle ••• ' Nothing can prevail against 
such impassivity : he is clothed in fear - '~his fear - this heavy 
49 f ' 
armour :" at which Romola has already shuddered : , 11 I could fancy ita 
story of enchantment - that some malignant fiend had changed your 
sensitive human skin into Cl. hard shell': I she had cried when he had first 
put on the chain armour to protect him against Baldassare. 
tr~ ibid. ch. 32, p. 437-. 
ibid. , ch. 27 , 383. 
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'rhis new impenetrable metallic surface, insensible and inhuman, 
is a kind of final varnish to the portrait of Ti to as epitome in the 
novel of the culture and ethos of the Renaissance. In him is 
crystallised all the decadence, the heartlessness, that Ruskin saw 
in the neo-classical movement - as well as the sheer physical perfection, 
the ease, the immaculate harmony that for Piero, the true artist, are a 
fitting cloru{ for treachery. In him is pictured that 'perfection,' of 
which, even at its most honest, Ruskin was suspicious. And on his 
arrival in Florence, he is greeted with a mixture of admiration and 
suspicion by the more rugged and heterogeneous Florentines, who still 
retain some of Ruskin 's ' Gothic ' qualities - Rudeness, Changefulness, 
Naturalism, Grotesqueness, Obstinacy, Generosity. Ge orge Eliot's 
attitude is not, of course, a black-and-white opposition: the Florentines 
themselves are a mixture of old and new; and, besides, George Eliot's 
ticketing of the two elements is not as clear and uncompromising as 
Ruskin's. But, to some extent, Tito can be seen as an incarnation of 
the new culture seen through at least mildly Ruskin-tinted glasses . 
It may even be possible to view Romola herself, ,'li thin the 
framework of reference provided by Ruskin. On the surface, her history 
seems to exemplify ''lhat Ruskin sets up against Pride of State - that 
Gothic charact~;ristic that ' had fellowship with all hearts, and Has 
universal, like nature,' and that could ' shricl{ into the poor man ' s 
winding stair. ' But in spite of the emphasis on Romola's activity as 
a Visible Madonna, bringing sustenance and healing to the least among 
humanity, in sp~te of all the exercise of her pity and self-sacrifice, 
both in Florence itself and in the plague-village to which she 'drifts 
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away,' we are left with 8. certain sense of something inflexible and 
unmoved in her character. R. H. Hutton, in the review from vlhich we 
have alread~ quoted,50 was quick to detect the 'soupcon of hardness' , 
in Romola: but George Eliot's own attitude to this quality is~lightly 
ambiguous. Mostly, she calls it dignity; but from the beginning, in 
her first portrait of Romola (for which Frederick Leighton's illustration 
in the Cornhil151 is specially interesting , since George Eliot considered 
Romola's attitude in it 'perfect,52 ) the ambiguity is present: full 
approval and admiration are withheld. Like her father, Romola carries 
pride and reserve to the very brink of coldness: 
'There vIas the same re f inement of brow and nostril 
in both, counter-balanced by a full though firm 
mouth and powerful chin, which gave an expression 
of proud tenacity and latent impetuousness ••. l t 
was a type of face of which one could not venture to 
say whether it would insp:i:re love or only that 
unwilling admiration \<Thich is mixed with dread ••• ' 
I n her love for Tito, the ambiguity is resolved: the warmth and 
affection of her nature appear qui te clearly. But always, she retains 
that essential nobility, that 'proud erectness' of stature, that . 
frightens Tito, and leaves him under no illusions as to her reaction, 
if she were to discover his treachery. 
This rectitude is, undoubtedly, a positive ~rtue in t}eorge 
Eliot's canon. ~But is there not, after all, something excessive in 
the absoluteness of Romolas dignity? Perhaps one would go too far in 
classing it as 'rigid, cold, inhuman; incapable of glowing , of stooping , 
50 Romola, in t~ Spectator (18 July 1863), 2265-67. 
51 Cornhill VI, facing p.l. 
52 GE Letters, 41 June 1862 (IV, 40). 
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of conceding for an instant. ' But vie are told that Romola 'loved 
homage'; there is an arrogance in her ihherited 'silent i gnoring of 
any claims the Church could have to regulate the belief and action of 
beings with a cultivated reason ' - in her attitude to 'that actual life 
of the mixed multitude. ,53 She stands as 'rigidly aloof ' from the 
indignity and irrationality of the mixed multitude, as from her brother ' s 
passionate asceticism. And even in her submission, to Savonarola, and 
to a life of human service , in some very menial forms , she never loses 
a certain austerity, a remoteness that sets her apart from common 
humani ty, as surely as though she vTere indeed a Visible Madonna. 
Especially in her attitude to Tito is this certain hardness in 
evidence. en Tito first fears that she has been told of his treachery 
by Dino, it is notable that there is no question in his mind of her 
reaction to such news: ' He had never for a moment relied on Romola's 
passion for him as likely to be too strong for the repulsion created 
by the discovery of his secret; he had not the presumptu.ous vanity 
which might have hindered him from feeling that her love had the same 
root \ .. ith her belief in him. But .•• he fell into wishing that she had 
been something lower, if it were only that she might let him clasp 
her and kiss her before they parted. ,54 
53 Romola, ch. 15, 234. 
54 ibid ., ch. 17, 268-9. 
cf. George Eliot's expressed personal attitude to a similar situation: 
she cannot approve of Trollope's Emily Hotspur, who remains in love 
with a man she knows to be immoral: ' I t is one thing to love because 
you falsely im£gine goodness - that belongs to the finest natures -
and another to go on loving when you have found out your mistake ••• ' 
(GE Letters, 2 January, 1871) (V, 132). 
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This integrity of Romola is idealised , set on a pedestal: 
t he obvious implicat i on is that the love tht has ' the same root .. ri th ••• 
belief ' is the highest and best. Love is strictly comensurate with 
approval: and when Tito , in t heir first - and decisive - quarrel , 
reveals his plan t o sell Bardo ' s library and leave Florence, 'she felt 
his caress no more than if he had kissed a mask. She was much too 
agitated by the sense of the distance between their minds to be conscious 
that his lips touched her. , 55 The image thatlli used of her response to 
this ' revelation ' of Tito' s real nature is both vivid and subtle: 
she ' sat "li th her hands clasped before her , cold and motionless as 
locked waters. ,56 I t is true that her ' energies of strong emotion ' 
are continually emphasised, and that part of the effect of the image 
is to imply that this very strength is a cause of the intense restraint 
and recoil. But in her uncompromising rectitude, the instant withdrawal 
of her l ove from an unworthy object , she shows herself something more 
than human; she is g~iltless of any~lightest conflict between her love 
and her highest aspirations - unlike l, .. eaker women, she cannot even 
conceive of a situation where her 'woman's passion and her reverence 
for rarest goodness ' would not rush ' together in an undivided current. ,56a 
And admirable though all this is , one can just sympathise with Tito ' s 
feeling ' horrib~y cowed ,57 - with his reaction: ' such power of dis-
like and resistance as there was within him was beginning to rise 
against a wife , .. hose voice seemed like th~erald of a retributive fate ' -
55 ibid. , ch. 3~" 4-33· 
56 ibid. , ch. 32 , 436. 
:56a Felix Holt, Ch. 46 , 313· 
57 
Romola, ch . 32 , 441. 
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even with his grovling preference f or the svTeet and unquestioning Tessa. 
Such a sympathy may,of course , be merely personal and perversej 
it may be simply one reader's recoil fro~he untouchable perfection 
of Romola's dignity . But the question here arises whether George 
Eliot herself did,hot feel a certain ambiguity tm·tards this idealised 
heroine of hers? Her attitude to this creatur e of her pen can best 
be seen from a comment in one of her letters to Sara Hennell: 
' You are right in saying that Romola is ideal -
I feel it acutely in the reproof my mID soul 
is constantly ge tting from the inlage it has made. 
Ny own books scourge me. ' 58 
There is an admiration amounting to mve/here j but equally clear is t he 
fact that Romola is distanced, as it 1..rere, from George Eliot's 'own 
soul. ' And 1<Then George Eliot .vrites of Romola ' s absolute impenetrability 
to the appeals of her former love f or Tito, of her entire freedom from 
any ~arning , any attempt (before Savonarola's intervention) to 
establish real contact wit h Tito , her heroine ' s spiritual pride and 
aristocratic dignity are not backed by the weight of the author ' s 
personal experience. 
Even when she submits to Savonarola ' s command , and returns 
to the ' bond of a higher love, ' it is Vii th no new overflow of 
undemanding Agape that she returns to Tiobo: she can only be 
Ji,' 
' submissive and geritle .•• repress any sign of repulsion. ' Her mode 
is always passive: her attitude to Tito a minimal obedience to 
58 
GE Letters , 23 August 1863 (IV, 103-4,). 
~ 
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Savonarola's command: ' Make your marriage-sorrows an offering too, 
my daughter: an offering to~he great work by which sin and sorrow 
are being made to cease. ,59 And her return is not so much to a 
relationship, as to 'her place' - to a concept of static dignity and 
order, the maintenance of 'bonds,' the payment of 'debts,' the fulfil-
ment of 'duties. ,60 ("'Come, my daughter, come back to your place! '" 
' Romola in her Place' - Chapter-heading to Chapter XLII). 
Under all this, there is much obvious authorial support and 
approval; but also, perhaps, a hint of alientation from an ideal so 
remote. In the Christian form of Sa vonarola I s own words, his ovrn experience, 
this ideal still generates a certain vTarmth - it has its own passionof 
vision and dedication. But as Romola lives out this ideal, the 
Christian fervour is lost: and what remains is something impassive -
just a tinge of what is implied in Ruskin ' s description of the Renaissance 
ideal: ' r i gid, cold, inhuman: incapable of glowing , of stooping , of 
conceding for an instant.' To some slight extent, George Eliot may 
have shared Ruskin ' s recoil from the noble classical ideal,even in the 
very midst of her awe be f ore her proud heroine. 
Besides Pride, Ruskin ' s other cardinal Renaissance sin is 
Infidelity - the 'double creed' that he finds in the art and architecture 
"". . 61 
of the time - 'Christianity confessed and PagaJ1lsm beloved .' He would 
prefer anoutright paganism to living 'through the whole of life nroning 
one God, imagining another, and dr eading none.' This is the ' fatal result 
59 Romola, ch. 40, ~O. 
60 ibid. 
61 Stones of Venice (1853), p . 107. 
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of an enthusiasm for classical li~erature ••• heightened by the mis-
direction of the power of art.' And he sees the degeneration of 
ItJestern Christianity as dating from this time: ' gradually the mind 
of Europe congealed into that state of utter apathy .•. whi:ch permits 
us to place the Mwdonna and the Aphrodite side by side in our galleries ••. 
the ruin which was begun by scholarship, was completed by sensuality. ' 
' The Hadonna and the Aphrodi te side by side ': the confusion 
and anarchy implicit in the phrase is spelled out at full length in 
Romola. The Florence that George Eliot paints is in the very grip 
of this experience of ' Christianity confessed and Paganism beloved. ' 
The superstition, the macabre processions , the depredations of t he 
Piagnone , the stark figure of Savonarola himself, are inextricably 
woven among clashing strands of blatant sensuality and coarseness. 
The conversation at .the barber 's shop , or in the market-square is a 
fantastic conglomeration of Christian and pagan references: to take 
one at random, it is \vith a fine sense of impartiality that Nello 
recommends alternative characters in vJhich Piero may paint Tito: 
" "Ask him ..• to turn his eyes upward, and thou may ' st make a Saint 
Sebastian of him that will dravl troops of devout women; or, if 
thou art in a classical vein, put myrtle about h:is curls and make him 
62 
a young Bacchus, "';or say rather a Phoe bus Apollo ... I1' 
George Eliot treats this kind of happy insouciance with , 
for the most part , tolerant amusement. She simply lets these minor 
characters talk, stupefy us with the inconsequence of their ideas 
and values. But ~e hollowness of the professed Christianity of 
these worldly Florentines is implicitly condemned: the unreasoning 
62 6 Romola, ch. 4, p. 3. 
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hatred with which the public turn against 0avonarola at the end leads 
to riot , to the final masque of all - the Hasque of the Furies. And 
the hrunour that pervades the description in the Proem of the Florentine 
0prit returned to his home city has a sharp cutting-edge . The Spriit 
has inherited the fifteenth century's ' strange web of belief and 
unbelief ': his culture predominantly pagan , his values those of the 
ancient world , of classical learning, patriotism, family pride , his 
interests focussed on politics, trade - ' he had learned to distrust 
men without bitterness; looking on life mainly as a game of skill •.... 
But he hacl not f or all that , neglected tqhang up a waxen image or 
double of himself under the protection of the Madonna Annunziata ..• 
For the Unseen Powers were mighty. Who knew - who ,-Tas sure •.• ? 
a liberal scholar must entertain all speculations. But the negatives 
might, after all, prove false.' As for the Frate Savonarola, his 
denunciations of the evils of the time were greeted by the Sprit 
'not without a mixture of satisfaction' - though ' the Frate carried 
his doctrine rather too far for elderly ears. ' 
The long internal monologue of the Spirit , a part of vrhich we 
have just sketched out, represents George Eliot's ironic perception 
that even in its more intellectual and Mubiticus forms, the ' human soul 
j.! 
opinions with much impartiality. ' The dizzying thought-swerves of her 
is hospitable , and will entertain conflicting sentiments and. contradictory 
Florentine Spiri t indicates the dilemma of a man caught between two 
worlds. 'rhe ambiguity, the reluctance to commit oneself, the uneasy , 
conscious scepticism - these George Eliot catches unerringly: they are 
a part of her own habf:>t of' mind, of her inner Hstory. 
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Similarly, when she deals, in the first chapter, with these 
ambivalences in the lower classes, the tone of the market-place is 
vividly reproduced. Florence emerges as a hotbed of controversy: 
the use of language here is of primary liaportance, the ar~f rhetoric, 
the pithy epigram, the outrageously shrevld proverb. Language and tone 
are colourful and worldly-wise: there is a supreme complacency about 
these Florentines, in all their discussions, about trade, politics, 
or religion - a conscious cosmopolitanism, crystallised in Brattils 
rhetorical understatement - lone may never lose sight of the Cupola and 
yet know the world I hope. I And. vIi th all this is mingled the uneasy 
attitude towards religion: a kind of anxious obsequiousness, for 
example, in the crowd's reception of the news, that Lorenzo did, after 
all, send for the Frate on his death-bed (1lINever took his eyes from the 
holy crucifix. ff I) - but an obsequiousness that is contantly modulated 
to a jeting semi-cynicism, personified particularly in 1ello, the 
barber. 
This ambivalence is seen as characteristic of fifteenth century 
Florence, with its position, which the novelist exploits, as both an 
arbitrarily chosen site, a 'certain historical spot,' on which, 'instead 
of following the dim daybreak, ou~magination pauses, ' and at the same 
time the very nub of civilisation, a kind of massive clearing-house 
Ji,' 
for the ideas and values of the Western world. Here, in Ruskin's phrase, 
'the Hadonna and the Aphrodite are side by side': and ultimately, 
for all her humorous tolerance, George Eliot is bound to convey her 
sense of unease at their incongruity. 
Ruskin'~nc~mpromising view of the Henaissance and its almost 
unmitigatedly evil influence is not, then, fully shared by Ge orge Eliot: 
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but certain of his insights find flesh-and-blood expression in 
Romola. In her attitudes to the highly complex world of culture 
that she has concentrated into her novel, the Pride and the I nfidelity 
of the Renaissance, and perhaps even the attributes of the Ifalse 
Grotesque, t as described by Ruskin , do find their place, and do 
contribute finally to the impression of a world - rich and complex -
yet somehow over-ripe , ready for decay. 
The lack of central seriousness through which Tito falls is 
seen in less concentrated form throughout Florentine society. The 
mental agility and shre1idness, the carnival humour, the monkeys and 
mock-marriages, can be seen as an example of Ruskin ' s ' false Grotesque': 
' The true grotesque being the expression of the repose or play of a 
serious mind, there is a false grotesque opposed to it, which is the 
result of the full exertion of a frivolous one.' At its core, the 
ethos of George Eliot's Florence is frivolous, even in its very 
richness of art and culture; and Tito's fall is a kind of symbolic 
acting-out of the tendencies to corruption implicit in that richness. 
The aesthetic and moral criteria preached in The Stones of Venice 
are echoed, then, in milder and more tolerantly accepting tones, in 
Romola. And in the light of this comparison, her reasons for 
choosing to treat,;:of Renaissance I taly become clearer. The dilemmas, 
the ambivalences of the Victorians could be objectified in this other 
age of crisis: objectified in much richer colours, all elements 
gaining much greater vividness than they seemed to have retained in 
nineteenth ce'ntury England. In I taly, and particularly the I t aly of 
~~ 
four centuries previously, both pagan and Christian values stood out 
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'1 I' f th t f hn 11 tl, th' ln c ear re le: ere was a grea er res ess , a nalve e ln elr 
very worldliness. In that setting , George Eliot ' s vision of the 
dilemma of her own generation could be embodied with fullness and 
clarity; and the pre-Raphaelites, with their desire to return to the 
' Gothic ' virtues, in art and in life , have a subtle but perceptible 
effect on her sensibility. 
There is one further point to be noted, however , in this question 
of George Eliot's attraction to Renaissance Italy . VJe mentioned the 
contemporary outpourings of novels ,biographies and paintings on 
Italian subjects. Just before Romola, for instance , Harriet Beecher 
Stowe's sentimental melodrama , also set in fifteenth century Florence , 
Agnes Sorrento, was being serialised in the Cornh~ll. But of closer 
relevance to George Eliot ' s novel was the appearance in May 1861 of 
T. A. Trollope ' s Florentine novel, La Bea ta.; and this provides much 
fruitful ground f orpomparison and contrast. 
Thomas Trollope , who knew Florence thoroughly , had been an 
invaluable guide to the Lewes ' s , on their two visits there ; he had sent 
Marian notes on some finer points of I talian linguistics ; and she was 
always to be a loyal friend and sympathiser in his not-very-successful 
literary career. Lewes wrote to the Trollopes, on 9 December ,1861: 
' I lend about La ·'"'Beata in all good quarters , and always hear II golden 
opinions from all sorts of people. 11' There are several references in 
George Eliot ' s correspondence to Trollope ' s first novel - warm I friendly , 
but somehow, on the strictly artistic score , non-committal: ' Have you 
read "Beata" yet- ~~the first novel w-ri tten by his ( AnthOny Trollope ' s] 
brother at Florence who is our especial favourite? Do read it iv-hen you 
can , i f the opportunity has not already come. ,63 
by---
To Sara Hennell. GE Letters, 14 January , 1862 ( I V, 9). 
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'I am gratified by your having fe 1 t IlBea ta 11 : it was originally a 
shorter story written for IIAll the :ear Round,1I and rejected (for 
reasons one can imagine under the necessities for circumspection in 
the editor of a IIfamilyll periodical ). The rejection was a very 
fortunate one, for it caused the writer to expand the story into a 
book, and the public has recognised its merit. ,64 
NO'VThere in her letters does she discuss analytically the novel's 
artistic merits - which, retrospectively, is a pity , since La Beata 
bears , in several respects, a close resemblance to George Eliot 's own 
Florentine novel. The most striking resemblance is that of plot: 
La Beata is the story of the beautiful and innocent Nina, who imagines 
herself indissolubly attached to her artist-lover, Pippo , and who 
finall;w dies of a broken heart, after Pippo has forsaken her to make an 
opportunist marriage to Beppina, the wax-chandler'Sdaughter. Thus , it 
is immediately obvious that the Pipp:HIJ ina-Beppina triangle is at least 
similar to the Tito-Tessa-Romola plot. There is no evidence that 
Trollope ' s story was the source of George Eliot's plot: but the fact 
that she read it, and rea~d it with the attention of a friend and sympathiser, 
during the time that her own novel was 'simmering, ' is bound to have 
affected her own view of this classic romantic triangle _ if only for 
contrast. And it is , essentially , the subtleties and shadings of her f ! 
ffivn version of the rather crude sentimental situation that emerges most 
revealingly from a comparison of the tvro versions. 
Tina (or Nina, or La illata, as she is variously called) is the 
archetypal ' innocent betrayed .' In her , absolute i gnorance is united 
64 To Sara Hennell, GE Letters , 27 March , 1862 (IV" 23). 
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with absolute virtue: she simply does not realise the illicit 
nature of her relations ,,,ith Pippo. Trollope here examines the 
invincible innocence of the young girl , to whom love is the sole 
ratification of union: 
lA loveless union, brought about by any kind 
of consideration or temptation whatever, would 
have seemed to her imaginatlion simply impossible, 
and altogether out of thequestionj while the 
absence of such union 1f.Then mutual affection 
existed lvould. have appeared equa~~y unintelligible. 
So sadly i gnorant Has La Eeata! I 
Trollope ' s discussion of Tina ' s ignorance displays an ambivalence 
of attitude. On the one hand, he cannot fully condone her unsanctified 
love, writing as he does for a Protestant and puritanical audiencej and 
he therefore lays the responsibility for her behaviour on the Catholic 
mentality, on the differences of moral attitude - in Tina ' s society , 
such unions are known as ' disgrazie ' and not ' disgraces. ' But on the 
other hand, 'I'ina ' s very sins are her virtues: her lack of prudence, 
of ivorldly calculation, her boundless and self-sacrificing love for 
Pippo, her incapacity for looking to her own interests - these are vrhat 
create and sustain her irregular situation , and what eventually bring 
about her disaster. And , naturally enough , Trollope cannot slate her 
for these failings : he placates his audience - his own moral qualms -
with a general criticism of the prevailing attitude in Catholic 
Ji,' 
countries , a.nd thenceforth can indulge in unrestrained admiration and 
pity for La Beata. 
65 La Beata (1862) , p. 22. 
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His analysis of her character and her reactions is partly , 
as we have indica;ed, conventional and classical. Her limitations 
of intellect and of ~vorldly knowledge are exalted into virtues: 
and her inarticulate qualities of heart and soul triumph over the 
selfish sophistication of Pippo. In this idealisation of simplicity 
and innocence, Trollope is in the good sentimental tradition of 
Dickens66 and of Patmore ' s The Angel in House. 67 Tina 's nefusal to 
understand Pippo 's full treachery, until it is absolutely forced home 
upon her , her uncomplaining acquiescence, her utter selflessness -
these are the classic traits of Virtue Betrayed , in English fiction. 
Interes ting , however, is the fact that Trollope feels the need to 
explain, to justify Tina 's heroic qualities of devotion, as quite 
compatible with such a lack of knowledge and a~'Tareness. The sentimental 
character-clic~ is now used self-consciously, the idealisation is 
deliberate and analytical, and, to some extent, imaginatively realised. 
La Bea ta is dowered vIi th a convincing inner life, with thoughts and 
reactions, and developments of attitude - though within the given 
66 Little Nell represents the tradition in its least alloyed 
f orm. The first description of her - 'alone in the midst 
of ••• lumber and decay and ugly age, the beautiful child in 
her gentle slmnber, smiling through her light and sunny 
dreams' remain9 emblematic throughout the novel. 
(The Old Curid8i ty Shop (London, 1861 ), p. 14.) 
67 
' ... all the wisdom that she has 
Is to love him for being wise.' 
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range prescribed by purity and simplicity. There is a certain dignity 
in her absolute surrender to Pippo till the very end, in her lack of 
resentment, in her physical weakness, and her temperamental meekness. 
And for all her limitations, she remains a fi gure of pathos and some 
power. 
A brief comparison with Tessa in Romola is illuminating . George 
Eliot's contadina is also simple, i gnorant, utterly trusting in her 
faithless lover. Thus far, the situation is exactly parallel. But the 
treatment of this simplicity is very different . George Eliot never 
idealises it, never exalts it into a virtue in its own right. Moreover, 
her virtues, such as they are - kindness, womanly love - are severely 
limited in their effectiveness, by this unquestioning simplicity. She 
is treated throughout as a child: she enters with the insouciance and 
ineffectiveness of a child into the lives of the main protagonists. 
She has no deep, intense inner life: she and her babies form a serene 
unit of natural life that keeps 'open the fountains of kindness' in Tito. 
But she suffers absolutely no development: she is not deemed worthy of 
finally knot-ling the truth of anything at all, even of her ovm marriage, 
of the real nature of her husband. Her pains and sorrows are those of 
a child , keen, ,but easily assuaged - based mainly on the need to be taken 
care of. The final scene of the novel finds her being protected and 
instructed by her ~own children, as she sits in her home like an over-
sized doll, fat and placid. 
In George Eliot's attitudes towards Tessa's i gnorance and 
unawareness, there is, so far from an.y idealisation, a real tinge of 
contempt. She allovTs her no measure of ra tionali ty, or of spiritual 
life. Partly this attitude can be seen as consistent vli th George Eliot's 
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explici tly stated theories about 'twmen and women's evolution and 
education. In her essays on 'The Natural History of German Life,68 
and on the early champions of Eemale emancipation, Margaret Fuller and 
Mary HOllstonecraft,69 she had made, with reference to the very different 
problems of the depiction of the lower classes in literature and the 
arguments for the education and cultivation of vlOmen, a point that 
lies at the very foundation of her moral and aesthetic realism. To 
claim sympathy for the peasant and working classes, to demand improved 
status and education for women, on the grounds of their actual nobil:iW 
and superiority of nature strikes her as illogical and self-defeating ; 
she condemns it as the 'miserable fallacy that high morality ani 
refined sentiment can grow out of harsh social relations, i gnorance, 
and want ... ' (' Natural History of German Life.') The only convincing 
argQment, on the contrary, rests upon the fact of the present degradation 
resulting from the victimised state; and any attempt to idealise that 
state automatically cuts the ground from under the reformer's feet. 
She sees clearly the undesirable qualities that "TOmen manifest, their 
'ignorance and childish vanity'; she describes, as acidly as any dis-
approving reactionary, the woman who is 'unacquainted with the importance 
of life and its purposes, trained to a selfish coquetry and love of 
petty power.' But this very baseness, this moral and intellectual 
,,' 
poverty, is the 'strongest argmnent, the clearest demonstration of the 
evils flowing. from the actual treatment of women. No richness can be 
born of such deprivation. 
6g9 Westminster, X (July 1856 ), 51-79. Leader VI(13 8ctober, 1855), 988-9. 
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Of all George Eliot ' s mentally undeveloped , morally unaware 
women - the cluster of I kittens , that includes Hetty , Lucy, Bsther, 
Rosamund, and G'wendolen - 'l'essa is the most extreme example of utter, 
scarcely hmnan i gnorance. Because she is not condemnable at all , on the 
moral level , her childish unevolved slinplicity, her unknowingness, are 
seen at their clearest : she is completely rejected from George Eliot's 
world of moral choice and personal dignity . No kind of ~iri tual 
substance is accorded to a creature so limited, intellectually. Tessa , 
with all her natural kindness, emerges as barely human - in George 
Eliot ' s canon, a realistic proa.uct of deprivation and i gnorance - even 
in their best case. 
The refusal to idealise innocence , then, is the first striking 
difference beh'leen George Eliot ' s novel and that of Trollope. l'1ost 
significant, however, is the treacherous TitojPippo character. The 
gradual and subtle deterioration that ,Tito undergoes is one of the most 
outstanding object-lessons in George Eliot ' s repertoire of the imperceptible 
glide into corruption that is her version of evil. She is at pains to 
emphasise the easy good-nature of the man at first: his shrinking from 
inflicting pain is one of his main motives f or sustaining Tessa in her 
illusion, for example. And in his courting of Romola , there is a genuine 
attraction to h~r goodness and her moral , as well as physical beauty. 
By contrast , Pippo is classically heartless and treacherous : purely 
egoistic in his relations to Tina, purely opportunistic in his pursuit 
of the little heriess Beppina. He is calculating , consistent, and 
remorseless. After forsaking Tina , he can still use her as a model 
;;-~ 
when he finds her necessary, for the painting of Saint Filomena that 
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is to make his fortune. Not for him the weakness , the s>vaying after 
pleasure, given and received, of a Ti to: "For Pippo prescribed to 
himself , and rutrairably observed, a line of conduct of the strictest 
consistency. To most men , even of those capable of making for them-
selves such a conjunction of circrunstances, it would have been linposs ible 
to avoid the touch of some small heart-probing memory , some suggestive 
association, impelling them to yield , at least momentarily , to the sway 
of former feelings . Not so Pippo. He was too completely self-sustained 
to be guilty of such vleakness • •. He saw clearly, as he fancied, what his 
interests and f ortunes required in the matter , and ruled his conduct 
acco~lingly with the undivided enthusiasm of a fanatic. ,70 
His ultimate fate is ironically pressaged in his last phrase : 
haunted by the sight of the dying Tina as a kind of implacable Fury, 
he is driven to a monastery , and to a life of the utmost ascetic rigour, 
in order to expiate - not his cruelty to Tina but the 'unpardonable 
enorraity of having abandoned his sacred calling in order to become an artist. 71 
70 La Beata , p. 174. 
71 ibid. , p . 233. This misdirected remorse incidentally provides 
1~0110pe with an~portunity to air his anti-Catholic views -
' Nothing 3D fatally dwarfs the intellect as systematized and continued 
misdirection of the moral sentiments ' - and his opposition to the 
monastic syste~ , even when it is regarded as a refuge f or life ' s 
castaways. He~ advocates a kind of moral laissez-faire: ' those social 
systems vlhich have ..• most courageously determined on allowing the 
Juggernauth car of moral law to pursue its course without interference, 
and which have advanced furthest towards seeing tilt in this department 
also 1IThatever is is right , have, in fact , nursed fevler weaklings to be 
crushed by tho-se Juggernauth wheels, and are themselves walking erect 
in the van of human advance and improvement. ' 
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Pippo, then, is a fanatic : cold and purposeful in his treachery , 
his self-seeking , and his self-abnegation. He is incapable of love -
either for Tina or for Beppina - or, for that matter , for God. Tito, 
by contrast, is a far more complex villain. He is only too prone to 
love : his feelings for both Tessa and Romola are all too spontaneous 
and genuine. Hhen he is drawn to Tessa , it is because he is ' a long 
way off the Via de ' Bardi, and very near to Tessa. ' At least at first , 
1lto , far from being callous , shows himself all too vulnerable to appeals 
to his gentleness , his protectiveness. He is almost unconscious of his 
duplici ty : \-There Pippo is coldly avmre of forsaking one woman for 
another , Tito barely seems t o realise that he has committed himself t o 
both . It is this extraordina ~J passiveness that is George Eliot's 
insight : Titols main fault is a weakness , rather than a positive 
treachery - even in his more conscious rejection of Baldassare , he is 
mentally almost inert , his sin is mainly one of omission , of a moral 
spinelessness. And it is this, and his fear , "Thich gradually form an 
armour around his moral sensibility - allmling him to become more 
positively , actively callous. 
Tito as villain , then , is less villainous than his cow1terpart 
in Trollope; as Tessa is less saint-like than hers. In thus modifying 
and humanising~~he archetypal fi gures of myth, C~orge Eliot is clearly 
putting into practice the theories of realism that she has expounded 
in articles and revie't\Ts ; she is shading down the satisfying extremes 
of fantasy, in order to represent the mediocrities, the subtle 
evolutions of e~;erience. V/hen we come to the third personage of our 
romantic triangle , hmlever , ive find no such scaling dmm - on the 
contrary , Trollope ' s prosaic , though sympathetic , plump little hEiress 
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becomes in George Bliot ' s hands , the learned, sensitive , queenly 
Romola . All the idealising f ocus of George Bliot ' s story is trained 
on Romola : so that , if only for reasons of emotional economy , Tessa 
has to be reduced to a cypher , and Tito to a moral weakling. 
In Trollope ' s handling , the interest is more evenly spread ; and , 
conventionally , Beppina , as the - though unconscious - usurping woman , 
with all the romantic disadvantages of worldly wealth and. status - cannot 
exert the fascination of an abandoned mistress , a faithless l over In 
Ttomola , the conventional focus is shifted : onto the un remarked tragedy 
of the legal respectable vlife , .. Those marital sufferings do not even fit 
into the well-"Torn convention of the seduction of her husband by 
Another w'oman . Her tragedy lies between her husband and herself; the 
disillusion , the shattering of her image of Tito - ' like the hideous 
nightmare in vThich the world had seemed to break away all r ound her , 
and leave her feet overhanging the d.arkness ., 72 And. this nightmare 
sensation of disintegration begim long before even any definite facts 
of treachery came to her notice. 
In Romola; the conventional triangle exists , as it does in 
La Beata : but it exists as though for the purpose of pointing up its 
irrevelance . The sensational elements of such a triangular romance 
are entirelY[ abs~nt : even the rea.der .. rho ' knows all ' can barely muster 
P,' 
up any real indignation at Titds treachery : there is no real sense 
that he is betraying Romola by being with Tessa , or Tessa by his 
marriage to Romola. It is vli thin his relationship Vii th each of these 
women that the seed of fal sehood lies. And part , at any r at e , of the 
concern of t he novel is to analyse , in all seriousness , and without 
72 
Romola , ch. 27 , 379 . 
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sensationalism , the subtle forces that break up Romola1s marriage; 
the nightmare reality of disintegration needs no novelettish devices, 
no co-respondent, no eternal triangle. Tessa merely reveals Tito to 
us more thoroughly; she has no real bearing on Romola1s marriage. 
La Eeata , then, similar to Romola in plot , acts almost as a 
counterpdnt to it in mood and intention. And even if George Eliot 
was not affected in the slightest degree by her reading of Trollopels 
novel , a comparison between the novels remains illuminating for the 
reader, if only in highlighting George Eliot1s specific and unique 
handling of a conventional theme. 
This insight is , indeed , what emerges 0n all planes from a study 
of contemporary cultural attitudes towards Italy , towards t he Renaissance, 
tm'lards traditional romantic t hemes . Ge orge Eliot I s interest in these 
things is f irmly rooted in the cultural soil of her time.. I n setting 
Romola in fifteenth century Florence, she "Tas , in a sense , lIlR'ely 
participating in a current vogue f or I taly and all things Italian; 
merely reflecting the moral and aesthetic dilemmas that filled the 
minds of her contemporaries; even her plot was not, in its essential 
structure , at all original , its classic interest being emphasised by 
the so-recent publication of La Beata. And yet, deeply rooted as George 
Eliot1s romance was in the cultural influences and interests of her age , 
her achievement· rises in all the more striking re]ef from a study of 
some of these influences. It is in her unique and characteristic 
treatment of common problems, of stereotyped plots, that her 
individuality is manifested most ClearlY,] 
;;~ 
The task she set herself in dealing with Renaissance Florence 
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bristled with difficulties; and of these, not the least was the sheer 
mastery of so much intractable material, the overweening chaos of the 
past , and the moral and a.esthetic paradoxes of her own age projected 
onto that past - the mastery and superlluposition upon it of her own 
complex vision of human affairs, of the inter-relations of men and 
ideas. Few readers have been fully satisfied with Romola: but, if her 
achievement is not commensurate with her aim , then her failure is due 
to the tremendous scope of that aim. I ntellectually and aesthetically, 
she 'vas a participant in the thinking and feeling of her time j and in 
her creative writing , it is - paradoxically - perhaps in Romola, 
distanced in tllle and space as it is, that this deep participation is 
most manifest. But, in spite of her integral connection with the 
common concerns, political , aesthetic, moral, of her contemporaries, 
it is ultimately her own individual concerns that emerge from this, as 
from all her novels - ' the broad. sameness of the human lot, which never 
alters in the main headings of its history.' 'This is her characteristic 
tone, her specif ic vision, ,'Ti th which she does, after all, largely 
succeed in imbuing the most divergent material. 
Jic' 
, 
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TH~e4. 
CHAPTER~ 
MIDDmlARCH: THE HORALITY OF THE \HLL 
The late ·vI. J. Harvey, in an essay on Middleraarch, dismissed 
as essentially irrelevant the conuroversy over the historical 
originals of George Eliot's characters. ' Sometimes ,' he conceded, 
'it may affect the way in which a character is drawn; for example, 
the slightly idealised portrait of Caleb Garth may be due to George 
Eliot's memories of her own father. But while it may be aca~demically 
amusing to debate whether Casaubon "laS based on Mark Pattison , 
Dr. Brabant, or some other actual person, it is much more important 
to recognise that the very name of Casaubon creates a calculated 
ironic discrepancy between the great P~naissance scholar and the 
fictional pedan~,l 
This somewhat curt clearing of the ground f or a study of 
Ge orge Eliot ' s ' success in creating a dense , coherent, and credible 
social world ,' raises f or us more questions than it resolves. Both the 
assertions contained in Hr. Harvey's key-sentence are open to objection: 
has the interest of critics and readers as to George Eliot ' s 'model' for 
Casaubon in fact been a mere academic amusement, a dilettante diversion 
irrelevant to th%,concerns of the serious critic? And is the use of the 
great Renaissance scholar's name in fact calculated merely to create an 
' ironic discrepancy ,' a mocking shadow-picture of Hr. Casaubon's pathetic 
erudition (rather like the diabolical effigy that derides Hr . Brooke 
in his most pompous hour)? Both these questions , I would suggest , 
~ 
1 George Eliot, Middlemarch (Penguin English Library), Introduction, p . 16. 
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deserve serious attention: further, I would like to sh01.o7 that the use 
of ' namesakes ,' of archetypes, throughout the novel , has a significance 
intimat ely related t o the kind of fascination that Casaubon has exerted 
over source-hunting readers from George Eliot ' s Ovffi time to the present 
day. 
The early reviewers of Yliddlemarch found much t o praise , and 
somewhat to blame in C-eorge Eliot ' s latest and eagerly-savmited production. 
Her realism , her knowledge of human nature are admired , but with a certain 
awed repulsion rather than with Harm enthusiasm. Edith Simcox declared 
that 'Middlemarch marks an epoch in the history of fiction in so far as 
its incidents are taken from the inner life ' ; at the same time , she points 
to the fact that ' a first perusal of the book seems t o have an almost 
oppressive effect on ordinary readers , somewhat as little children are 
frightened at a live automaton toy. , 2 It is somehow ' not natural ' for 
anyone to know so much of so many human beings , to enter so acutely 
into the complexities and intricacies of social relations. 
The image of the ' live automaton t oy ' is rather well-chosen to 
express the kind of impact Hiddlemarch made on many readers : it was 
superior , fascinating , frightening, and scientific. Henry JMlles found 
it ' t oo clever by half ' in some of its scientific sections: ' The author 
Ji,' . 
, 
wishes to say too many things , and to say them too well; to recommend 
herself to a scientific audience. t3 And Sidney Colvin , in his essay in 
the Fortnightly ,4 highlights the knovJledge of physiology displayed in t he 
2. Edith Simcox , ';1iddlemarch , ' Academy , 4 (1 Jan. 1873); reprinted in 
A Century of George I!;liot Criticism , ed. Gordon S. Haight (1965) , pp. 7Lj·-5. 
(hereafter referred to as Century of GE Criticism) . 
3 Henry James, ' George Eliot's Ni ddlemarch ,' Galaxy , 15 (11arch 1873) , reprinted 
in Century of GE Criticism, pp. 86-7. 
Fortnightly Review (19 January, 1873) ; r,eprinted 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ed. John Honnstrom and Laurence Lerner (1966), 
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deserve serious attention: further, I would like to sho\-j that the use 
of 'namesakes, ' of archetypes, throughout the novel, has a significance 
intimately related to the kind of fascination that Casaubon has exerted 
over source -hunting readers from George Eliot's ovm time to the present 
day. 
The early reviewers of Hiddlemarch found much to praise, and 
somewhat to blame in George Eliot ' s latest and eagerly-sawaited production. 
Her realism, her knowledge of human nature are admired , but with a certain 
awed repulsion rather than with ,farm enthusiasm. Edith Simcox declared 
that'l'1iddlemarch marks an epoch in the history of fiction in so far as 
its incidents are taken from the inner life ' ; at the same time , she points 
to the fact that ' a first perusal of the book seems to have an almost 
oppressive effect on ordinary readers , somewhat as little children are 
frightened at a live automaton toy. , 2 It is somehow ' not natural' for 
anyone to know so much of so many human beings , to enter so acutely 
into the complexities and intricacies of social relations. 
The image of the ' live automaton toy ' is rather well-chosen to 
express the kind of impact Hiddlemarch made on many readers: it was 
superior , fascinating , frightening, and scientific. Henry James found 
it 'too clever by half ' in some of its scientific sections: 'The author 
}i:! 
wishes to say too many thin~s, and to say them too well; to recorrunend 
herself to a scientific audience. ,3 And Sidney Colvin , in his essay in 
the Fortnightly,4 highlights the knowledge of physiology displayed in t he 
2 Edith Simcox , ' Hicfa.lemarch ,' Academy , 4 (1 Jan. 1873); reprinted in 
A Century of George 1!;liot Criticism , ed. Gordon 0 . Haight (1965) , pp. 74-5. 
(hereafter referred to as Century of GE Criticism). 
3 Henry James, 'George Eliot's Ni ddlemarch, ' Galaxy, 15 (l'1arch 1873), reprinted 
in Century" of GJ£ Criticism, pp. 86-7· 
4 
Fortnightly Review (19 January, 1873); rceprinted 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ed. John Holmstrom and Laurence 1erner (1966), 
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novel, t te way in which George iEliot used it as illustration for 
spiritual processes , and , more generally (and very perceptively) , 
the ' medical habit in the writer , of examining her mm creations for 
their symptoms. ' 
' B,y Jove ,' exclaims John Blacb~ood , in a letter to Lewes , in 
dazed wonder , ' she is equally at home here ' (in the Vincy breakfast-
room). 5 Her insight is almost uncanny; but her knovlledge , scientific 
or otherwise, is almost pedantic. In spite of the eagerness and 
appreciation 1~ith which Hiddlemarch was almost universally received , there 
was an equally general, and barely definable sense of disappointment. 
The Daily Telegraph reviewer makes this explicit , and traces it to the 
ultimately melancholy tone of the novel; 6 and this aspect of the novel 
is what concerns R.ll . Hutton , in his essay, ' The J:1ielancholy of Mi ddlemarch.': 
' -~v'e all say , he write s , , tha t t he action is slow , too t t here is too much 
parade of scientific and especially physiological knovTltidge in it , that 
there are turns of phrase which are even pedantic .•. ' And in spite of 
iiJs undoubted power as a novel, ' does it really add to the happiness of 
its readers or not '/ ' All idealism and faith in the novel is effectively 
quenched; frustration, parti al or total , is the l ot of all the noblest 
characters , and , ultimately , Ge orge Eliot ' s 'melancholy SCE: li.ccSl l ' is 
' too G.l') t to degenerate into scorn. ,7 
This baiic unease at the moral timbre of Niddlemarch , which vTas , 
incidentally , repudiated by George Eliot herself ( ' I need not tell you 
5 GE Le tters, ed. Gordon S. Haight (1954) (Vol. V, p . 199). 
6 Daily Telegraph , (18 June 1872); reprinted in GE and her Readers, op . cit., p .8) . 
7 R.H. Rutton, ' The r1elancholy of 1-1i ddlemarch' Spectator , 45 (1 June 1872) , 
685-7· 
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that my book will not present my own feeling about human life if it 
produces on readers , .. hose minds are really receptive the impression 
of blank melancholy and despair . ,8 ) , is balanced , however, by admiration 
for the ,details , for individual characters , and social milieux. George 
Eliot ' s insight is nowhere more praised than in her portrait of Casaubon. 
Here , the achievement seems to be valued in proportion to the unattractive-
ness of the subject. 
Henry James defines this achievement , vividly and precisely: 
' To depict hollow pretentiousness and mouldy egotism Hith so little of 
narrOVJ sarcasm and so much of philosophic sympathy , is to be a rare 
moralis t as well as a rare story-teller. ,9 Other reviel .. ers echo this 
10 arlmiration , the only reservation being , ironically enough , on the 
score of realism: is Casaubon's proposal-letter , for instance, wonders 
John BlaclG10od, perhaps a little too fanciful?ll Or , suggests Sidney 
Colvin, pe rhaps the ' formalism and dryness of Casaubon's nature [are] a 
li ttle overdone 7 ,12 In general , hOVlever , the sympathy and discernment 
with '''''hich George Eliot portrays the ' umrholesome , helplessly sinister ' 
scholar , as James describes him , is much admired ; and George Eliot herself, 
though she claimed that ' there has not , I believe, been one really able 
review of the book in our newspapers and periodicals , ,13 yet allo'Vled herself 
8 
9 
10 
11 
George Eliot Letters, ed. Gordon S. Haight, 29 Harch , 1872. (Vol. V , p . 261). 
Jrunes in Century of GE Criticism , p . 85. 
Ironically , since, according t o Sir Charles Dilke , it was this proposal 
that ,,,as copied , almost "ivord for word , from Pattison ' s proposal to Emilia 
Strong . (See Sir Charles Dilke , ' Memoir of E . F .S . Dilke ,' in her The Book 
of the Spirituar Life (1905 ), pp . 16-17. 
GE Letters , 9 October , 1871 (Vol. V, p . 199). 
12century of GE Criticism , op. ci t., p . 103 . 
13 GE letters , 11 February 1873 (V, 374). 
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a word of gratification on one point - Maga ' s 'sensibility to the 
pathos in Mr . Casaubon ' s character and position. ,14 
I n the novel itself , she had written, rFor my part I am very sorry 
for him. ,15 This rather inadequate and understated expression of pity16 
(reminiscent of Celia ' s question about Will: ''' Is he very fond. of you, 
Dodo? '1I and Dorothea ' s equally understated .response17 ) is filled out and. 
given colour ruKl concreteness by a suggestive sentence in a letter t hat 
she later "tvrote to Harriet Eeecher Stowe. She denies that Lewes was in 
any way a source for Casaubon , and. claims that, on the contrary, ' I fear 
that the Casaubon-tints are not quite foreign to my mm mental complexion. 
At any rate I am very sorry for him. ,18 
14 ibid., 1 Dec. 1872 (V, 334). 
James ' s carefully ·worded praise , ' philosophic sympathy ,' is interestingly 
echoed in a modern formulation by V. ,S. Pritchett : ' George Eliot's pity 
flows from her moral sense, from the very seat of Justice, and not from 
a sentimental heart. ' (The Living Novel (New York, 1947) ; reprinted in 
A Century of GE Criticism , p. 212). 
15 Midilemarch , Ch. 29 , p. 12. 
16 cf. ' I am worry to add that she was sobbing bitterly ... ' - of Dorothea ' s 
honeymoon. 
17 Ch. 84 , p. 4LJ,2. Derek Oldfield , in his essay on ' The Language of the 
Novel - The Character of Dorothea,' (in :r.hddlemarch - Critical 
Approaches to the Novel, ed. Barbara Rarely (1967 ), p. 80 - hereafter 
referred to as Critical Approaches) shmvs h01,. Dorothea' s acquiescence 
in this kind of co' conventional' language , is a symptom of change in her , 
since the days ~hen she ho tly re je c t ed '" such odious expre ssions • 11 , 
(Middlemarch , ch. 4 , p . 51). 
18 GE Letters , Oct. ? 1872 (V, 322). 
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Here, the conventional ' umbrella-phrase' can be read as a 
kind of hasty step bacbiards after a too-revealing declaration. - at 
she has revealed, in fact , is of the greatest significance: that she 
is not merely ' sorry ' for Casaubon, extending towards him that impersonal 
though real human sympathy that she extends, by creed and by inclination, 
to the least sympathetic of her characters ; that there if/a more personal 
empathy, rather than mere syrnpathy , expressed in this 'admirably sustained 
greyness. ,19 She has i mplied , in fact, what she later explicitly described 
to F.R. !'flYers , that there is an important difference between the portrayal 
of a Rosruaond and the portrayal of a Casaubon. 
Myers recounts George Eliot ' s response to a question about the 
original of Casaubon: ' 1tJi th a humorous solemnity , which was quite in 
earnest, nevertheless , she pointed to her own hea~ ' And she went on to 
explain that whereas Rosamdnd had been ' hard to sustain ; such complacency 
"-
of egoism being alien to her o~m habits of mind ,' on the other hand , ' she 
laid no claim to any such natural magnanimity as could avert Casaubon' s 
temptations of jealous vanity , of bitter resentment. , 20 
This anecdote , besides highlighting the kind of curiosit y that 
prevailed in George Eliot ' s O\,.n time about the original of Casaubon, 
is highly characteristic of George Eliot ' s kind of honesty - half 
humorous, totally serious , selfconsciously and ruefully portentous. 
i:' 
Most significant, however, is the self-revelation contained here : 
that , like Flaubert , George Eliot could have said of her dubiously 
19 James , op . cit. 
~ 
20 F . H. Myers, Hodern Jl: ssays (1883), p . 263. 
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heroic hero: ' Casaubon , c'est moi. , 21 And she could have said it , 
in the light of this incident , on a wi der score than that of her 
interest in scholarship , in mythology , and religion. 
Here, I feel , even those critics who notice the special 
sympathy of George Eliot vd th her pedantic creature fall short in their 
analysis of this sympathy. Leslie Step hen , for instance , neatly skirts 
the point: ' George Eliot declared that she had lived in much sympathy 
wi th Casaubon ' s life , and "laS especially gratified when some one sa"T 
the pathos of hi~career . No doubt there is a pathos in devotion to an 
entirely mistaken ideal. ' This pathos , however , arising from the mere 
irony of Casaubon' s not having read the r~rmans , does not fully account 
for the melancholy of the character: ' But suppose tha.t he had read 
the last authorities? \I}'ould that have really mended matters? ' '1'he true 
source of Casaubon ' s life-failure , as Stephen points out , is his lack 
of passion, of hunlan feeling , his jealousy , his sensitivity - faults of 
pe rsonali ty , and not of scholarship : ' No'!>T ~ve ca.n pity a man for making 
a blunder , and perhaps , in some sense , we ought to I1pity" him f or having 
neither heart nor passion . But that is a kind of pity which is not 
akin in love .' 
Dorothea ' s mistake therefore turns out t o be that she 'married 
a stick instead of a man. ' And the story thus becomes a 'satire against 
young ladies wh5 aim at lof,ty ideals. It implies a capacity f or being 
imposed upon by a mere outside shell of pre tenc:e. ,22 
21 W.J. Harvey makes this comparison in his essay , ' The Intellectual Background 
of the Novel - Casaubon and Lydgate ,' in Critical Approaches , op . cit . -
though he co~ines the C~orge Eliot/Casaubon analogy to the former ' s 
familiarity 1.vith the field .of Hi gher Bible Criticism. 
22 Leslie Stephen , George Eliot (1902) , pp .178-9. 
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Thus, in Leslie 3tephen ' s reading , r~orge Eliot ' s expressed 
sympathy and pity for Casaubon is little more than a formality - it 
is a ' kind of pity which is not akin to love ' - since he is truly 
pathetic , worthy of lov irc.g pU : , only in his 'devotion to an entirely 
mistaken i deal ,' and t his is by no means the most important aspect of 
his pe rsonality. His hollm.mess and malice disqualify him from that 
kind of loving pity. So that for Stephen , Ge orge Eliot ' s attitude is 
basically a deeply satirical one , and like all satire is concerned 
simply with the discrepancy between appearance and :reali ty , between the 
stick that Casaubon really is , and the man that t o Dor othea in her 
foolishness he appears to be . 
This reading of Casaubon seems to me weak on t~,;o scores: firstly , 
in its limited understanding of the object of George ~liot ' s loving pity , 
and secondly , in its begging of v,hat seems to be the central question 
attaching to Casaubon: what is appearance , and what reality? 1-1here 
does the ' mere outside shell ' of personality end and the intrinsic self 
begin? what is , after all , the difference between Dorothea ' s vision of 
a Nilton , a Locke , a Bossuet, or an Augustine, and the man 1>1ho is 
Casaubon? This second question I should like to take up at a later point ; 
at present , the first issue demands a closer analysis. 
The ' pity of it , ' as far as George Eliot ' s relations wi th Casaubon 
are concerned , §eems to me to be rooted much deeper in the subsoil of 
her own experience, of her consciousness of her own personality , its 
substance and texture, as it >'Tere , than Leslie Stephen al101·'s. Even 
F.R. Leavis , 1-,ho draws a clear analogy beti-Teen creator and creature , 
stops short, I f~el , just at the point 1;vhere the comparison becomes 
,-
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important: ' Only a novel:ift ~Tho had known from the inside the 
exhaustion and discouragements of long-range intellectual enterprises 
could have conveyed the pathos of Dr . Casaubon's predicament . ,23 
He then continues to discuss the real pathos of Casaubon ' s 
situation - the pathos ' below the level of tragedy ' lies not simply in 
his futile scholarship , but, as vlith Mrs. Transome, it ' involves the 
insulation of the egoism from all large and heroic ends ,' it is found 
mainly in Casaubon's desperate efforts to hide from the truth of his 
ineffectuality, his unlovableness. This latter , and true pathos , Leavis 
implies , is rather ambiguously presented by Ge orge Eliot: in fact, he 
finds that she shares, possibly , the amused contempt vli th Hhich Lydga te 
views the self-deluded pedant .24 
According to Leavis , then , George Eliot ' s empathy lvi th Casaubon 
extends only to his experience of the ' exhaustions and discouragements 
of long-range intellectual enterprises.' I f we look back, however , at 
the suggestive anecd ote from which this discussion sprang , and at C-B orge 
Eliot ' s letter about the Casaubon-tints in her own mental complexion, 
it emerges quite clearly that she is referring with her pointing finger 
to much more than her experience of intellectual enterprises. She talks 
specifically of ' jealous vanity , of bitter resentment ': the empathy, the 
sense of 'Casaubqr, c'est moi ,' is extended to the personality-failings , 
, 
the personality-consciousness of her unattractive creature. 
Myers, after relaying her reply , gallantly insists that he finds 
I 
no trace of ~asaubon ' s faults in her ; and then suggests , rather 
illmuinatingly, that possibly 'much of her moral \veight ' is due to the 
23 ' F.R. Leavis, ~he Great Tradition (1948 ), p . 61. 
24 
i bid ., p . 62 . 
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sense she conveys that she has begun with her full share of faults, 
that her strenuous virtue, her conscious self-transcendence , are a 
result of long labour on a pers onality originally very much ' strai tened 
in her own bowels. ,25 In this intimate knowledge of jealousy and 
resentment , Myers suggests , lies George Eliot ' s moral power: she is a 
living example of how the raw materials of personality may be worked upon. 
The ' moral weight ' aspect apart , however , it is George Eliot ' s 
conscious, if rueful self-identification 10li th Casaubon that is significant . 
I Source-hunting ' f or Casaubon ' s character may have been a favourite reader-
sport from the beginning - witness the questions and suggestions which 
gave rise to the letter and anecdote just quoted. But this fas cination 
attaching to Casaubon, rather than to any other of the Niddlemarch 
characters, has its roots , I believe, in something deeper than a mere 
academic amusement. George Eliot's readers have always felt the special 
and delicate intensity with which Ge orge Eliot analyses her anti-hero: 26 
how much kinder she is to him , for instance, than to her other matrimonial 
monster , the serpentine Rosamond. Surely , the feeling was , she must 
intimately have known such a man? 
There have been various suggestions for her source : Robert William 
Mackay , Nark Pattison, Dr . Brabant - even LeTlles himself , as ,.;e have seen. 
pe· 
25 cf. GE Letters , 20 July, 1840 ( I , 59). 
Sonya Rudikoff , in her review of the G Letters (in Hudson Review, VIII 
(1955), pp . 294-302 , emphasises this ' Strong vense of Self ,' that 
emerges from them. 
26 e. g . Barbara Hardy, in her essay , ' The Surface of the Novel - Chapter 30 ,' 
(in Critical A~proaches, p . 169 ) is especially acute in pointing to 
' Ge orge Eliot's beautiful movements of decorum , that she withholds the 
internal commentary of Casaubon, and makes his questions and frustrated 
cormnents represent feeling. ' 
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In recent years, there has been renewed speculation over ,the Pattison 
suggestion: she knew the Pattisons well, was the confidante of the 
Dorothea-like Emilia Pattison, and, according to the latter ' s second 
husband , Sir Charles Dilke , based Casaubon's proposal and Dorothea 's 
defence of the marriage on the actual vwrds of t he living couple. 27 
There vIaS a twenty-seven year gap in the ages of both couples, and the 
Pattison marriage, too, seems to have gone wrong fr.0m the start. The 
most crudely obvious signpost to a ,connection with the Pattisons , of 
course, was George Eliot's choice of a name for her pedantic hero: 
the great Renaissance scholar was the subject of Pattison's ' classic 
treatment of sixteenth-century humanism. ,28 Dilke also claims that the 
'religious side' of Dorothea was taken from Mrs. Pattison, who had 
Puseyite tendencies in her early devotional life: as penance for the 
smallest fault , she used to lie for hours on the bare stones, her arms 
in the attitude of a cross. 
Pattison himself had a reputation for sarcasm and cynicism , he 
devoted his entire life to scholarship, and he found difficulty in 
expressing enlotion and in establishing warm relationships with people . 29 
In spite of these apparent similarities with Casaubon, however, the analogy 
viaS vigorously denied by many l"ho knew hi.m: by Horley, who called it an 
'impertinent blunde;: ,.30 - Pattison \-'las the shrel"dest critic of the day , a 
, 
27 Dilke, op . cit., p . 17. 
28 
See Matthilde Parlett , ' George Eliot ru1d Humanism, ' Studies in Philology , 
27 (19.30), p . .38 . 
29 See John Sparrow , 41ark Pattison and the Idea of a University (Cambridge, 
1967), pp. 55-6 . 
.30 John Norley , ' On Pattison's Hemoirs, ' Critical Hiscellanies. \vorks (1921) VI , 
pp. 240-1. Quoted in Gordon S . Haight , Ge orge Eliot: A BiograPhY (Oxford, 1968 ), p . 449. 
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thorough scholar, and an unsurpassed teacher; by Sir Charles Dilke 
himself; by Mrs . Humphry v.Tard , who describes a visit macJe tc¥the 
Pattisons vii th George Eliot as fe llow-guest (' But I do not believe that 
she ever meant to describe the Re ctor in "FJr . Casaubon." She was far 
too good a scholar herself to have perpetrated a caricature so flagrantly 
untrue. She knew Mark Pattison's quality .,)31 Professor Haight , in his 
biography , George Eliot , also rejects the connection, f or lack of real 
evidence of any kind .32 
At the sanle time, some intriguing ideas persi st , connecting the 
Pattisons i'vi th Casaubon. l>Jatthilde Parlett, for instance, in an essay 
on ' C-eorge Eliot and Humanism ,' sugges t s t hat t he connection is vrith 
Pattison ' s book Isaac Casaubon, and not with Pattison himself. Ge orge 
Eliot visited t he Pat tisons in 1870 , while he was vTri ting Casaubon, and 
vThile she was involved in Niddlemarch , of which only the Lydgate / 
Rosamond t hread had ye t been spun . Soon after this visit, she dropped 
this t hread , and began Horking on } i ss Br ooke - the Dorothea/ Casaubon 
story . In t he f ollowing spring , she wove the two together. The 
conclusion to which Hme . Parlett comes is that George Eliot discussed 
Hith Pattison his f orthcoming book, and then created her own Casaubon 
as a repudiation, as anticipatory rebuttal , of Pattison's glorification 
of t he humanist ideals of culture and erudition. George Eliot' s pitiful 
f.' 
31 Hrs. Humph1'1J Hard , A I'Tri ter ' s Re collections (1918 ), p . 110 . 
Mrs. v.Tard also denies that Pattison served as mode l for her own 
Squire Wendover, in Robert Elsmere . The only likeness , she insists , 
is in ' outvlarcl aspect,' and. in ' a few personal traits and the two main 
facts of great learning and a gener al i mpatience of f ools .' (ibid ., Ill ) -
cf . Sparrow , pp . 19- 22 . 
",.~ 
32 See Gl!; Biography, pp . 411-8-9 ; 563- 5. 
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pedant is a coun.ter-strike against Pattison ' s dedicated scholar. For 
I'/Jme. Parlett , this forms one element in a general attack launched by 
George Eliot , in company wit~he Positivists , on contemporary' English 
humanism , on the futility of the Greek ethic in the universities and 
in the life of the nation. 33 
This suggest::'0n , .: "ITulating and plausible as it is, is rather 
blurred by a study of George Eliot ' s attitudes towards humanism , on the 
one hand , and by a glance at Pattison ' s book , on the other. Nme . Parlett 
quotes from the latter Pattison ' s belief that the ' result of this sustained 
mental effort [Of sCholarship") is not a book , but a man ,' and sees Ge orge 
Eliot's sC,holar as living evidence of the pathetic human waste that can 
result from a lifetime of scholarship. This, however , is not really a 
repudiation of any claim made by Pattison himself. This is how Casaubon ' s 
biographer made his point, in a fuller version : 
' The scholar is greater than his books. The result 
of his labours is not so many thousand pages in 
folio , but himself. .. Learning is a peculiar compound 
of memory , imagination , scientific habit , accurate 
observation , all concentrated, through a prolonged 
period , on the analysis of the remains 0 f literature. 
The result of t his sustained mental endeavour is not 
a book , but a man.. . Rare as genius is , it may be 
doubted if conswmaate learning be not rarer. , )4 
The greatness of the true scholar, P.attison himself declares , 
is rare - rarer even than genius. And he would have been the first to 
agree with C'J€orgl':Eliot on the pitfalls , emotional and intellectual, 
in the Hay of the aspring scholar. So that , on the whole , Mme. Parle tt ' s 
theory seems to be conjurin~ up a controversy where none exists . 
33 Parlett , op. cit. , pp. 25-46. 
34 Hark Pattison , Isaac Casaubon (1875 ), pp. 488-9. 
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I t is obvious that great care is needed in speaking of the 
historical ' orif,inal ' of a character in fiction: the process of 
artistic creation transfonns and re-fonns the historical 'model. ' It 
seems to me , therefore , after going through the mass of material 
establishing and denying connections between Casaubon and Pattison, 
t hat it is quite unnecessary to accept or reject the Rector of Lincoln 
en bloc , as it vlere, as model for Casaubon. George Eliot , at-Tare in 
herself of the ' Casaubon-tints, ' in ways which I should like tqkxplore, 
found several of these tints in certain of her friends and acquaintances, 
as vTell - and she found them because she had eyes trained upon her mm 
inner experience to see them. Pattison was one such friend : certain 
contours of his inner geography she seems to have discerned quite 
instinctively , through a very similar conformation of her mm. 
There is , for instance, Pattison ' s mm identification of his 
inner life ,,,ith that of Amiel, w·hose Journal Intime he read , and by whom 
he Has so moved that he wrote to the editor, Edmond Scherer , to express 
his gratitude: ' ••• 1 can vouch that there is in existence at least one 
other soul which has lived through the same struggles , mental and moral, 
as Amiel. In your pathetic description of the "volont~ qui voudrai t 
vouloir, mais impuissa..l1te ~ se fournir :i elle-m~me des motifs , 11 - of 
the repugnance for all action - the soul petrified by the sentiment of 
the infinite , in a11 this I recognise myself. ,35 The sense of powerless-
ness , of desperate passivity and i s olation are equally a part of George 
35 Quoted in Sparrow , p. 130. 
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' liot ' s experience and of that of her unloveable pedant . This inner 
pe-tJrifaction she may have sensed in Pattison , and transformed into 
the sterile labyrinths of Casaubon ' s consciousness. 
On the other hand , Pattison exemplifies the Hay in Hhich the 
creative scholar differs from the fruitless pedant. This is hmr he 
describes the mystical pursuit of kno"rledge - of the toturn scibile -
that obsessed him all his days : ' The finite understanding is crushed 
"Then it is brought into the presence of the infinite expanse of the 
knm-rable , and turns aside in despair .' But then, the scholar ' becomes 
conscious of a force withim himself '; a crisis takes place ; he is no 
longer passive , inert , ' a mere mirror. ' Ius intelligence ' becomes active 
and thrOtfs itself out upon phenomena Hith a native force , combining or 
analysing them - anyhow altering them , reducing them , subjecting them , 
imposing itself upon them .•. He begin to live with a life w-hich is above 
t ,36 na ure ••• 
This ecstatic description of the violation , as it T,fere , of knmfledge , 
is obviously poles apart from Casaubon' s essential passivity , his ' creeping 
paralysis I in the face of his volumes of notes, his state of per-petual 
arrest at the stap'e of despair. 
Pattison1s rhapsody , in fact , is valid as a description of Hhat 
George Eliot herself tried , and failed , to achieve in Romola. In the 
Ji,' 
, 
very marrmv of her nature , she kneH Casaunon . In a letter from vThich 
He have already quoted ,3? she expressed just Pattison's sense of the 
36 ibid. , pp. 128-9. 
3? G.r.; Letters , 18 M~Y 1 1860 (Ill , 29)+) ; cf. my chapter on Romola, pp.I ~3-4- -
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suffocating threat of the past , of the effort of the artist/ scholar 
to subjugate all that material to her own purposes: ' ••• 1 am thrown 
into a state of humiliating passivity by the sight of the great things 
done in the far past - it seems as if life were not long enough to learn, 
and as if my own activity were so completely dwarfed by comparison that 
I should never have courage for more creation of my own. ' 
Vle quoted also in this connection her approval of Hrs. Browning ' s 
poem, Casa Guidi 1:lindows , as expressing the ' true relation of the religious 
, 38 
mind to the Past. ' The masks and effigies of history, the 
accmaulation of knowledge and culture , must not be allowed to catch away 
the 'Height of pity from the present and the actual)9 Somehow, it must 
38 ibid. , 17-19 Feb. 1862 (IV , 15). 
The relevant lines of l·jrs . Browning ' s poem are these: 
' Void ..•..•..•• are all images 
Hen set be'btTeen themselves and actual wrong 
'l'o catch the we i ght of/pi ty , meet the stress 
Of conscience , t hough 'tis easier to gaze long 
On personating masks , and effigies , 
Than to see live weak creatures crushed by strong . ' 
(Casa Guidi Windows (London, 1851), p . 4) 
39 cf. Dorothea ' s stupefaction before the ' stupendous fragmentariness 
of Rome ,' the ' oppressive masquerade of ages, in which her own life 
too seemed to become a masque Hith enigmatical costumes. ' For her, 
Rome represents ' gi gantic broken revelations ' - brokenness , unconnected-
ness , confustion , de generacy: she is passive before it , her retina 
diseased - the images simply ' succeed each other like the magic-
lantern pictures of a doze.' ~~nat she lacks is the ' quickening 
power of a knowledge 1-Thich breathes a gro'l-Ting soul into all historic 
shapes, and traces out the suppressed transitions which unite all 
contrasts . ' (Hiddlemarch, ch . 20 , pp. 295-7). 
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all be absorbed , made one ' s own, made to serve one ' s vision and one ' s 
present action and f~ing . This is the task of true, liaaginative scholar-
ship , the task at which Casaubon fails ( ''' 1 live too much vvith t he dead. 
J.v'y mind is something like the ghost of an ancient , wandering about the 
world and trying mentally to construct it as it used to be, in spite of 
ruin and confusing changes. " ' (ch. 2 , p . 23)) - and at which George 
Eliot herself ch~ged like 8. cumbersome Don Quixote at the Nindmills. 
Ultimately , her failure in Romola 'Has a failure in the transforming , 
aggressive power of the imagination, a failure in energy. The images 
used by Henry James and Leslie Stephen in describing this failure are 
appropriate : according to the former , her simplicity "lies buried (in a 
splend.id mausoleum) in Romola '; and the latter claims, ' The masses of 
information have not been fused by a glowing liaagination . The fuel has 
put out the fire. ,40 
The enterprise of scholarship , Hith its pitfalls and tremendous 
demands on integrity and imaginative energy v/'ere well-known to Ge or ge 
Eliot. The effect of scholarship on the personality of the scholar was 
equally engraved in her mm experience: The tendency to escapism Ivhich 
she had always combatted , for example, to seek compensation in a~maeinary 
or long-vanished world f<;,r the inadequacies of the present and the actual. 
In Silas lvIarner , already , she had compared the ' solitary liaprisonment' of 
!i;' the money-obsessea weaver to that of the scholar : IHi s life had reduced 
itself to the functions of wearing and hoarding , i.vithout any contemplation 
of an end tOl·mrds v'Thich the functions tended . The same sort of process 
40 James , op. cit'i' p. 86 . 
Leslie Stephen , Cornhill , 43 (Feb. 1881) , p . 164. 
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has perhaps been undere;one by wiser men , l>1hen they have been cut of f 
from faith and love - only , instead_ of a loom and a heap of guineas, 
they have had some erudite research , some ingenious project, or some 
vTell-knit theory . ,41 
And in the portrait of Bard 0 , t he blind old s cholar in Romola, 
she explores , t hough with subtlety and discrimination , further implications 
of t his theme . The central critical question as regards Romola ' s fathe r 
is , in fact : how does one ' place ' him and his scholarly pre-occupations? 
I s Bardo to be admired f or his learning and dedication , and indignantly 
sympathised wi t h for the neglect of the ,olorld? Or is t here an element 
of Ruskin ' s definition of t he Renaissance sin - Pride of Science - the 
' unhappy and childish pri de in knowledge ' - to be discerned in his 
attitude? As I have suggested , there is an ambiguity in her treatment , 
an ambiguity arising f rom her own doubtful estimation of erudition as 
a value in itself .42 
In many Ivays, Bardo prefi gures Casaubon. He lives in a small-
windowed house , cut off from t he Norld, in t he ' prison of his blindness .' 
He lives with t he ' great dead ,' al>1ay f rom the ' pe tty scene ' of the 
present. (ch. 5, pp . 76-7) For him, as for Casaubon , the past has a 
reality which ro~s the present of all di gnity and interest. 43 Romola, too, 
;:" 
Lt,l Silas Narner, (ch. 2 , pp . 28-9). 
Lt-2 See my chapter on Romola , pp. 174-- t; 
43 
cf . 'Hr. Casaubon apparently did not care about building cottages , and 
diverted t he t alk to the extremely narrow accornmodation which was to be 
had in the dwellings of t he ancient Egyptians .•• ' (ch . 3, pp . 46-7 ). 
For Dorothea ' s 10"yer , at any rate, the past does presume to catch the 
vTeight of pity a1t;-~y from the present. 
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is brought up ' in learned seclusion from the interests of actual life , 
and had been accustomed to think of heroic deeds and great principles 
as s omething antithetic to the vulgar present '; (ch. 27 , p . 376) 
and she has to be educated to a strong sense of the ' needs of the 
nearest. ' 
Bardo is engaged on a great work that will never see the daJrlight : 
it is cut off by his blindness , both physically and mentall y , as he him-
self recognises : his blindness IlIacts like a dam , sending the s treams 
of thought bacbmrd along the already-travelled channels and hindering 
t he course onward . 111 (ch . 5 , p . 78 ) He is vulnerable to Tito l s guarded 
mockery and to Nello' s less guarded analogies: I 11 ••• one cf those scholars 
",rho lie overthroHn in t heir learning , like cavaliers in heavY armour, 
and then ge t angry because they are over-ridden ... " 1 (ch . 13 , p . 202) 
Bernardo , "'1hose judgment is central i n the novel , remembers Barclo 
"Then he 1fas young and had fire i n l:J.i'3 eyes , and cannot unde r stand 
I 11 tha t he , Irfi th his fiery spirit ... could hang over the books and live 
wi th shadm·TS all his life . l it ( ch. 31 , p . 427) The los s of the I fire I 
of life is equivalent t o Casaubon ls emotional sterility: like Casaubon , 
Bardo can be harshly unresponsive to t hose nearest him , at least until 
his attention i s dra~m to the hurt he has inflic ted - as ",hen he complains 
to Romola of t he !c;lIlvandering , vagrant propensity of the feminine mind . II I 
(ch . 5 , p . 78 ). 
And Dino, Bardol s son , indicts his father Hit h sheer criminal 
pe ttiness and neglect in his pursuit of classical knoHledge : his 
concerns are valueless, luxurious , and , in the actual setting of his 
"':; 
life , outrageously irrelevant : I 11 he has been like one busy picking 
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shining stones in a mine , while there was a world. dying of plague 
above him. 11 , (ch. 15 , p . 236) 
Nevertheless , Bardo does retain a certain power and dignity 
through all his misfortunes . And as for his shortcomings , Ge orge 
Eliot does make it clear that they are his O~fn personal failings , which 
would have manifested themselves , whatever higbccupation had been: 
' ..• the family passions lived on in him under altered conditions .•. ' 
(ch. 5, p. 70) If scholarship does not ennoble them, at least , in 
Bardo ' s case , it is not to blame for his defects . Noreover , by contrast 
with Casaubon , he is described as ' perpetually seeking the assurance 
that the outward fact continued to correspond vIi th the image which 
lived to the minutest detail in his mind. ' (ch . 5 , p . 75 ) Bardo needs 
this assurance trnt his inner memories and. mental constructs correspond 
to the objective facts : Casaubon , as we shall see later , does not 
depend on such: a correspondence. 
And f inally , Bardo , despi te his physical blindness , is clear-
sighted. enough about his claims upon posterity : he acknowledges, though 
with bitterness, what Casaubon cannot bring himself even topontemplate: 
that his work 1-fill not come to fruition , that , except f or his library , 
he Hill be forgotten. (ch. 5 , pp . 78-9). 
Bardo , then , in his dedication to learning , his isolation from 
life , his ult~tely futile enterprise , is a prototype of the scholar 
in George Eliot ' s canon. He r placing of him and his enterprise remains 
ambiguous: it is futile , impractical , diversive , isolating , but 
nevertheless , there is a di gnity and an energy in the scholar ' s 
persistence and d~dication. 
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Ul timately , George °t!;liot implies that the fundamental human 
passions and failings manifest themselves through and in spite of a 
man ' s occupation. A large part of Theophrastus Such , for example, is 
devoted to the foibles and intrigues of the scholarly ,-<0 rId , the petty 
jealousies , squabbles , and downright cruelty which marks the erudite, 
no less than the i gnorant . 1 HOvl \.-/e Encourage Research 1 illustrates 
the modern counterparts of the rack and the stake in the Horship of 
44 
'l'rllth through Torture . The victim of international jealousies 
and rivalries changes from a ' pl easant , flexible ' dilettante into a 
bitter bore : ' The gall of his adversaries ' ink had been sucked into 
his system and ran in his blood. ,45 And his rival , Grampus , quietly 
takes over }'~erman l s original idea , once the latter ' s reputation is 
ruined for ever . This scholarly moral fable does contain some gentle 
mockery at the misplaced grandiosity and self-estimation of minute 
learning . But essentially , t he irony is trained on human jealousies 
and cruelties - r ass o. r.s 1-fhich the possession of knowledge seems to serve , 
rather than counteract. 
Similarly , in ' A Han Surprised at his Originality ,' the ' gaseous , 
illimitabl y expansive conceit ' of ' Lentulus ' is satirised , and on grolmds 
that invite comparison with one of George Eliot ' s charges against Casaubon: 
' the total privacy in "lhich he enjoyed his consciousness of inspiration 
was the very condition of its undisturbed pl acid nouri shment and gi gantic 
44 I nterestingly , Herman , the pathetic hero of this little moral tale , is 
obsessed by ' the Jbossible connection of certain symbolic monuments common 
to widely scattered races .. . ' - a new Key to all Hythologies? 
45 Impressions of Ti;eovhrastus Such , Ill , p . 6i.J,. 
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gro,-,rth .. . the demand for definiteness is to all of us Cl. needful check 
on vague depreciation of what others do , and vague ecstatic trust in 
, b'l ' t 146 our ovm superlor all y. 
Casaubon ' s intellectual failure is laid down to a similar 
indefini teness : his theory I vTaS not likely to bruise itself unawares 
against discoveries : it floated among flexible conjectures ... : it 
1'Jas a method of interpretation 1rrhich Has not tested by the necessity of 
forming anything which had sharper collisions than an elaborate notion 
of Gog and hagog : it ,vas as free from interruption as a plan for threading 
the stars together . 1 (ch. 48 , pp. 312-3)47 
The importance of t he empirica.l £."?p'oach in research , as in life , 
of contact and , if necessary , of bruising collision with solid facts , 
is of course central to the novel. The root of Bulstrode 1 s self-deception 
lies in his evasion of such solid facts : and nemesis overtakes him in 
the form of a quite unmanageably solid Raffles : 
1 ••• sin seemed to be a question of doctrine and 
inward penitence , hQmiliation an exercise of the 
closet , the bearing of his deeds a matter of 
private vision acl justed solely by spiritual 
relations and conceptions of the divine purposes. 
And now , as if by some hideous magic , this loud 
red figure had risen before him in unmanageable 1 
solidity .•• 1 (ch. 53 , p . 382) 
Lydgate , on the other hand , at least in his scientific endeavours , 
has a sound perception of the way in ,vhich imagination , at its purest , 
4&> ibid ., IV , p . 77-8. 
47 
VI. J. Harvey , in his essay , 1 The Intellectual Background of the Novel ,' 
sketches the hi"story of mythography , the pseudo-science - involving 
pseudo-linguistics - in which Casaubon is engaged.. (Critical Approaches , 
pp. 31-5) 
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functions : that ' imagination which is not mere arbitrariness , but 
the exercise of disciplined power - combining and constructing with 
the clearest eye for probabilities and the fullest obedience to 
knowledge ; and then , in yet more energetic alliance with i mpartial 
Nature , standing aloof to invent tests by vThich to try its avm work . I 
(ch . 16 , p . 249) ' Many men , I continues the narrator , Ihave been praised 
as vividly imaginative on the strength of their profuseness in indifferent 
cl:ravling or cheap narration . .. ' Similarly , she castigates I false outward 
vision I in I False Testiminials I: I . .. powerful imagination is no c false 
outward vision , but intense imlard representation , and a creative energy 
constantly fed by susceptibility to the veriest mi nutiae of expe r ience , 
which it reproduces and constructs in fresh and fresh wholes .. . ,48 
48 Theophrastus Such , XIII , p. 197 . 
cf . ' Historic Imagination ,' in Leaves from a aote-book : ' By veracious 
imagination , I mean the vTOrking out in detail of the various steps by 
which a political or social change was reached , using all extant 
evidence and supplying deficiencies by careful analogical creation ... 
For want of such real , minute vision of hoVT changes come about in the 
past , we fall into ridiculously inconsistent estimates of actual move-
ments , condemning in the present what we belaud in the past , and pro-
nouncing impossible processes that have been repeated again and again 
in the historical preparation of the very system under vThich vIe live . 
A false kind of idealism dulls our perception of the meaning in words 
when they relate to past events which have had a glorious issue : for 
lack of comparison no warning image rises to check scorn of the very 
phrases which in other associations are consecrated. I (R..eprinted in 
Essays of Geprge Eliot , ed . Thomas Pinney (1963) , pp . 446-7) 
It is this 'concrete and d.etailed understanding of the past , vTith the 
possibili ty of I warning-image s ,I and its constant traffic >vi th the 
issues of the present and the future , that C~orge Eliot calls 
' veracious imagination . I Anything else is mere ' schemed picturesqueness I; 
or , as I.ewes would put it - I Falsism . I (cf . I Realism in Art ; Recent 
German Fiction,' Westminster , LXX (Oct. 18.58) , 493 ) 
~fuch earlier in her career , George Eliot had already insisted 
on the importance of this essential tr~thfulness of imagination -
vlhether in poet or preacher . In her article , IHorldliness and Other-
vlOrldliness : The Poet Young , I she had writ ten : 
IThe grandiloquent man is never bent on saying 
what he feels or what he sees , but on produci ng 
a certain effect on his audience ; hence he may 
float away into utter inanity without meeting 
any criterion to arrest him . Here lies the 
d.istinction be;tween grandiloquence and genuine 
fancy or bold imaginativeness . The fantastic or 
the boldly imaginative poet may be as sincere as 
the most realistic : he is true to his own 
sensibili ties or inward vision , and in his vlildest 
flights he never breaks loose from U~s criterion -
t he truth of his mm mental state . I 'j 
Young ,·Tas ind.icted on this basis of a I disruption of language 
from genuine thought and feeling , I a 'want of genuine emotion .' And 
when we are faced with phenomena like Casaubon ' s proposal letter , and 
the I frigid rhetoric , I 1i'lhich George Eliot compares t o the I caving 
of an amor ous rook , I (ch . 5, p. 72) we are perhaps in a better position 
than the i nexperiencedporothea f or noticing this disruption - as also 
of observing ho lm I Generali ties are the refuge at once of deficient 
intellec tual activity and deficient feeling . ,50 (- c ompare : I li The 
great charm of your sex is its capability of an ardent self-sacrificing 
affection , and herein ",re see its fitness to round and complete the 
existence of our pomm . II I (ch . 5 , p . 71)) 
, 
Ihe tendency t o generalise , then , t o float off into a limbo , 
49 Vlestmins t er Review , LXVII (Jan. 1857), I-L~2 ; reprinted in Pinney , p . 367 . 
50 ' b'd. 371 J. J. " p . . 
?,'~ 
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remote from truth of fact and feeling , "Tas an object of George 
"I1:liot's contempt from her Westminster days and earlier . Intellectually , 
this is Casaubon ' s fa tal fla'w : his attempt to ' climb to heaven by 
the rainbo"T bridge of "the high priori road'" - unlike the scholar , 
Gruppe , for example , whom she commended in an early article , for 
being ' content humbly to use his muscles in treading the uphill 
a posteriori path 1",hich will lead , not indeed to heaven , but to an 
eminence , whence we may see very bright and blessed things on earth . ,51 
Casaubon , on the other hand , takes the rainbow bridge, like the 
pries t ire A College Breakfast Party : 
' His thought takes rainbow-bridges , out of reach 
B,y solid obstacles , evaporates 
The coarse and common into subtilities 
........................ . and begs 
(Just in parenthesis ) you ' ll never mind 
h'hat stares you in the face and bruises you. ' 52 
Casaubon , too, avoids ' solid obstacles ' and bruising facts. 53 In 
51 ' The Future of German Philosophy ,' Leader , VI (28 July 1955), 723-4; 
reprinted in Pinney , p . 153. 
52 The analogy betvJeen the two appearances of the expression ' rainbow-bridge ' 
is suggested in an unpublished dissertation by l'J ichael Holff , Harian ~vans 
t o George Eliot : The I 'oral and Intellectual Foundations of her Career , 
(Princeton 1958), p . 165. (Hicrofilm-Xerox facsimile , Ann Arbor 1970) 
53 W.J. Harvey has emphasised the pseudo-scientific nature of the approach 
to myth that Capaubon typefies: the mythographic interpretation being 
based on the ' orthodox prepossessions of Hri ters such as .3ryant , "Tho 
sali in the Greek legends simply misrepresentations of the authentic 
history given in the book of Genesis I - as (';eorge Eliot herself put it , 
in her review of Hackay I S The Progress of the Intellect (\1estminster , LIV 
(Jan. 1851) , 353-68; reprinted in Pinney , p . 36) . Mythographars were 
ar;p3.r8Etly not above a certain plasticity in arrangine; chronologies to 
support their theses, a by-passing of the truth in a none-to~-rarified 
sense. (Critical Approaches , pp. 33-4) 
.".~ 
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Dorothea, he looks for a ' soft fence ' against the abrasive 101Orld 
1~thout and the 'muffled suggestions of consciousness ' within . 
Casaubon longs desperately for an insulated world : insulated from the 
sharpness and vitality of fact and feeling . 
It is this wi thdravlal from contact Hi th solid obstacles , whether 
intellectual or emotional , that Dorothea almost physically experiences 
as ' foggy .' (ch.29 , p. 14) He , like the other egoists in the novel , is 
cocooned by years of self-justification and rationalisation - that 
' intricate thickness , like mas'Ses of spider-Heb , padding the moral 
sensibility. ' (ch. 61 , p . 129) vJhere his padding is not complete , it 
lets in not light , but pain. And , finally , he dies , in a psycho-
physiological irony , of fatty degeneration of the heart. 
His insulation against life is the cause of his death : but , 
after all , in this , as George Eliot mas:es clear , he is typical rather 
than other1'Tise : for ' the quickest of us 1tJalk about well l<ladded with 
stupidity. ' (ch. 20 , p . 298 ) ' Stupidity ,' in her tenns , of course , 
refers precisely to that ' padding of the moral sensibility ,' from which 
lstrode suffers , from ,-Thich all the egoists in the novel suffer , not 
excluding Dorothea herse l f : 'He are all of us born in moral stupidity , 
taking the world as an udder to feed our supreme selves: Dorothea had 
early begun to e~erge from that stupidity , but yet it had been easier 
to her to imagine how she would devote herself to hr. Casaubon , and 
become wise and strong in his strength and l/isdom , than to conceive 
with that distinctness which is no longer reflection but feeling - an 
idea wrought back to the directness of sense , like the solidity of 
objects - that he had an equivalent centre of self ... ' (ch. 21 , p . 323) 
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Fhat Dorothea has to emerge from is just that padding , t hat 
vTadding , muffling the 'directness of sense ,' that isolates her un-
redeemed husband . The psychological and moral process is seen , 
characteristically , in physiological terms - as a kind of stripping 
to t he quick of the nerves and the senses. Fatty degeneration means 
death : and when Casaubon does finally encounter a moment of ' acute 
consciousness ,' of harsh , unmitieable reality , it is ,vhen ' for the 
first time [he fOlmd himself looking into the eyes of death . ' 
(ch . 42 , pp . 229-30) 
One of the ad jectives most often found in connection with 
Dorothea is ' ardent. ' In all she does , she needs fervour , enthusiasm -
like Ge orge Eliot herself , who ' cannot even pour out bre~(fast well ' 
vrithout it.54 This ardour of Dorothea ' s is so well-knmm that it is 
interesting to consider one of the letters that Ge orge Eliot wrote to 
Harriet Beecher Stowe , v1i th whom she maintained a sporadic , but 
sympathetic correspondence : 
' I remember that too you wrote .of your husband 
as one who ,vas richer in He brew and Greek than 
in pounds or shillings, and as the ardent 
Scholar has always been a character of peculiar 
interest to me I have rarely had your image in 
my mind without the accom2anying image . .• of such 
a scholar by your si~e. ' 5J 
' The ard~ht Scholar has always been a character of peculiar 
ini!-erest to me ': this interest , at the time of \vri ting , had already 
borne fruit , in the figure of Bardo ; and it vlaS destined to come to a 
second harvest in that of Mordecai . Ardour in scholarship , as in every 
other human actiV;l ty , appealed povlerfully to George Eliot ' s sympathies . 
And there is a peculiar fascination for her in an enthusiasm that by 
54GE Letters , 5 June , 18h8 (I , 265). 
55 ibid. , 8 r·1ay, 1869 (V , 30) . 
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nature of its object might seem to threaten the primacy of that 
simple human fellowship , that 'deep-seated habit of direct fello'-l-
feeling with individual fellow-men ,' (ch. $1 , p . 133) that she had 
set up as her ultimate criterion . 
This is a conflict that has its roots in Ge orge Eliot ' s 
earliest outpourings : it forms the painfully and ponderously 
conscientious undertone of t he adole scent letters , of her Evangelical 
phase : the sense of incompatible loyalties or passions. Humanlove, 
music , literature - ardour for these is felt as a direct threat to her 
dedica tion t o rel i gion,.56 The re is within her o.-m experience the 
Imovlledge of the difficulty of reconciling differ ent ardours: for t his 
reason , perhaps , Bardo ' s passion for learning , even though it leads 
him . al.-lay from the immediate ano the human , is seen .-ri th a sympa the tic 
eye . And in }\1ordecq,i , intellectual and human ardour be come one , each 
serving the other , in the prophetic vision tha.t dominates him. 
The ' ardent Scholar ,' then , vIaS a focus of special interest for 
r~ orge Eliot throughout her life : it is the non-ardent scholar who 
rouses feelings in her that are rather more complex. In her review 
of Hackay ' s Progress of the Intellect , she undertook a defence of the 
study of ' the retrospective ' : ' i t ·would be a very serious mistake ,' 
she wrote , ' to st;lit>pose that the study of the past and the labours of 
criticism have no important practical bearing on the present .' 
56 See Letters , 18 Aug . 1838 (I , 5) ; f4] Sept. 1838 (I, 8 ) ; 6- 8 
1838 (1 , 10); 16 March 1839 (I , 21)~ ; 26 Feb . 1840 (I , 39); 
23 March 18Lj·0 (I , Lj.2); 61 April 1840 (I , 47). 
~~ 
Her 
Nov. 
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defence is based. on two arguments : that a study of the past will 
quicken the Positivist process of expelling the errors of that past; 
and that the purely practical , Comtist thinker risks a kind of 
narrmmess in his t hought - he may lack the ' susceptibility to the 
pleasure of changing (hi~ point of vie"T , of mastering a remote form 
of thought , of perceiving identity of nature under variety of 
manifestation - a perception which resembles an expansion of one ' s own 
being , a pre-existence in the past . ,57 At the same time, she concedes 
some justice to the ' common sarcasms against men of erudition par 
excellence , that they have rarely been distinguished f or warmth of 
moral sympathy or for fertility and grandeur of conception. ' 
Scholars , she suggests, tend to lack warmth and creativity. 
She goes on to praise the ideal nature that combines the qualities of 
the schola.r and of the practical thinker : but what is interesting 
here is the clear admission of the occupational hazards , as it were , 
involved in the scholarly life. From he1vb'tm experience , she knew of 
these hazards : of the tendency for the minutiae to fill one's vision 
to the exclusion of all vivifying and creative emotion. Her early 
scholarly enterprises - the abortive Chart of Ecclesiastical History , 
and her translation of Strauss ' s lebEn Jesu - threatened. her vlith this 
blockaded sensatiop - the ~sense of moving heavily in a dim and 
clogging medium ' which is Casaubon ' s lifelong fate . (ch. 50 , p . 334) 
' How J nauseate pen , ink , and paper . ,58 
57 Op . cit., Pinney pp. 28-9. 
58 ~~ 
G' Letters , 31 October , 1844 (I , 183). 
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Caught in the toils of scholarship , she writes , poignantly 
and ponderously : ' leathery brain must work at leathery Strauss for 
a short time before my but~rfly days come. 0 hml I mall spread my 
Hings then and caress you vli th my antennae t ,59 The Casaubon-experience 
is expressed from Hi thin , in that phrase , ' leathery brain must lwrk at 
leathery Strauss. ' Here is no transforming ardour, such as Hould justify 
remoteness from human s;l,rmpathies: here is the mental sensation of 
heaviness and mechanical labour, unlightened by instinct. 
In her reaction from Evangelicalism , ~vi th its strenuous demands 
on consciousness , C~orge Eliot Hrote with the righteous i ndignation of 
the convert : 
' The action of faculty is imperious, and excludes 
the reflection vlhy it should act . In the same ... Tay, 
in proportion as morality is emotional , (i. e . has 
affini t y with Art , ) it vTill exhibit itself in direct 
sympathetic feeling and action , and not as the 
recognition of a rule. Love d oes not say , "l ought 
to love I1 - it loves. Pi ty d oes not say , lilt is riO'ht 
to be pitiful" - it pities. Justice doe s not say , 
"l am bound. to be just" - it feels justly. It is 
only where moral emotion is comparatively '"eak that 
the contemplation of a rule or theory habitually mingles 
"li th its action ... ,60 
This plea for spontaneity in the moral and the emotional life 
comes lifi th a certain pathos from the Harian Evans l.[ho had written to 
Baria LevTis of a forthcoming marriage: ' I trust that the expected 
i:' 
, 
union may ultimately issue in the spiritual benefit of both parties; 
for my part vlhen I hear of the marrying and giving in marriage that 
59 ibid. , Aug . ? 1845 (I , 197). 
60 ~ 
' I·Jorldliness and Other-vl orldliness ' op . cit., p . 379 . 
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is constantly being transacted I can only sigh for those vTho are 
multiplying earthly ties , '-Thich though powerful enough to detach 
their heart and thoughts from heaven , are so brittle as to be liable 
to be snapped asunder at every breeze . ,61 If spontaneity and passion 
are being deliberately stifled here , the tone is not remote from that 
of Casaubon ' s ill-famed letter of proposal to Dorothea : the same 
concern to justify , to dignify the emotional is f ound in Casaubon ' s 
' impression of your eminent and perhaps exclusive fitness to supply 
that need (connected , I may say , 'VJith such activity of the affections 
as even the preoccupations of a 1-Tork too special to be abdicated could 
not uninterruptedly dissimUlate) ;' (ch . 5 , pp:; . 60) - the same tension 
and portentous solelnnity . 
To revert to the article on Young , however , - in the hcaltLy 
I(loral organism , the ' action of faculty is imperious .' l~ary Garth , 
perhaps the healthiest of the characters in Middlemarch ( ' a vigorous 
young mind not overbalanced by passion ' (ch . JJ, p . 65)1 responds to 
her testing moment of crisis - hr. Featherstone ' s last demand for his 
vTill - quite instinctively and uncalculatingly: only afterwards she 
' began to be more agitated by the remembrance of Ivhat she had gone 
through , t han sh~. had been by the reality - questioning those acts 
of hers Ivhich had come imperatively and excluded all question in the 
critical moment .' (ch. JJ , p . 71) 
The crucial acts of life ' come imperatively ' : they reveal the 
true nature , the acctu'rlulated experience of the human being . At 
critical moments , Lydgate is borne away on a flood-tide of emotion -
61 GE Letters, 18 Aug . 18J8 (r , 6) . 
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~<1"i th Laure , v.ri th his casting-vote for ~[';Jke , and - most importantly -
with his commitment to Rosa1l10nd. To him, these acts ' come imperatively ' -
even vThile his other self sees beyond t he infatuation: ' He knew that 
this was like the sudden impulse of a madman - incongruous even with 
his habitual foibles . No matter! I (ch. 15 , p . 231) 
Lydgate ' s acts are ultimately regretted: but at least they are a 
result of spontaneous feeling : in Casaubon ' s case, the determining act 
of his life , the decision to marry Dorothea is undertaken without 
enthusiasm , in the same ' foggy ' climate in which he has pursued his 
intellectual endeavours. ' Love does not say , "I ought to love" - it 
loves.' But Hr. Casaubon does say , ' I ought to love ' - this i s virtually 
a paraphrase of George Eliot ' s highly ironic account of his feelings 
after his enga ement: 
' .•• it was now time for him to adorn his life with 
the graces of female companionship, to irradiate 
the gloom which fatigue was apt to hang over the 
intervals of studious labour 1oJ'i th the play of 
femal e fancy , and to secure in this , his culminating 
age , the solace of female tendance for his declining 
years . Hence he determined to abandon himself to 
the stremn of feeling , and perhaps was surprised to 
find what an exceedingl y 8hal101<1" rill it was . ' 
( ch • 7 , p . 91 ) 
His reactions to the glories of Rome are in a similarly passive 
and impersonal mood . ( ' "Should you like to go to the F'arnesina , 
Ji,' 
Dor~thea? , It contains celebrated frescoes designed or painted by 
Raphael , ·which most persons think it worth while to visit" .. . "They 
are , I believe , highly esteemed ..• He is the painter who has been held 
to combine the most complete grace of forn ,vi th sublimity of expression. 
"-"' ;::)uch at least I ' have gathered to be the opinion of conoscenti. "I 
(ch. 20 , pp . 301-2)) This conscientious but ' blank absence of interest 
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or sympathy ' affects Dorothea, in her ardency , ' vIi th a sort of mental 
shiver. ' (ch. 20 , p . 301) Even in his intellectual life , Casaubon 
is far from the ' ardent Scholar ' who had fascinated George ~liot all 
her life. Ardour implies purpose, or a longing for purpose: and 
' poor Hr . Casaubon .•• was lost among small closets and winding stairs, 
and .•. easily lost sight of any purpose "Thich had prompted him to these 
labours. ' (ch. 20 , pp . 302-3) 
Intellectually , as .,Tell as emotionally , he ' has got no good. red 
blood. in his body ' (ch. 8 , p . 104) - it is all semicolons and parentheses . 
In some essential way , his deficiencies as a scholar and as a man are 
seen as integrally connected. It is the same ' small hungry shivering 
self ' (ch.29 , p. 12) that blocks off r apture of any kind , self-transcendence 
of any kind - ' the vividness of a thought , the ardour , the energy of an 
action.' As Felix Hol t explained to Esther ; , 11 It comes to the same 
thing ; thoughts , opinions , kn01vledge, are only a sensibility to facts 
and ideas ..• 11 ,62 Ultimately , the ground of personality, of accumulated. 
experience , is one: Casaubon , in his negation, is the f ore-runner of 
hordecai in his affirmation. 
Ardour in one sphere of life may seem to endanger involvement in 
another: the ardent scholar may risk losing 'vrarmth of moral sympathy. 1 
But finally , George Eliot sees such a loss , such a remoteness from 
,c 
life, as a failure in the vitality of the scholar, as well a~he man . 
She herself had knovm this experience of ' anhedonia ,; 63 the draining of 
62 Felix Holt (ch. 10 , p. 182). 
63 ~ 
cL William James , Varieties of Re ligious Experience (1902) , pp. 145-7. 
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vitality from intellect and emotion alike. In depicting Casaubon ' s 
' swampy ' inner '"lOrld , she .vrote as one Hho had been througlythe Slough 
of De spond, and still had not shaken off its cloggi ng effects. 
Around the time of the writing of Viddlemarch , George Eliot ' s 
letters contain a sprinkling of the usual references to despondency 
and illness. Perhaps the most general and revealing reference occurs 
in the letter to Harriet Beecher StoreH , from which we have already 
quoted. She vTri tes that her American friend ' s letter ' made me almost 
wish that you could have a momentary vision of the discouragement , nay , 
paralyzing despondency in "Thich many days of my 1vri ting life have been 
past , in order that you might fully understand the good. I find in such 
sympathy as yours - in such an assurance as you give me that my "Jerk 
has been worth doing . But I vfill not dwell on any mental sickness of 
. ,64 
mlne .. 
The paralysis , the need for assurance and sympathy , the general 
hasty summing-up , 'mental sickness ' - these are veins that run through 
her pe rsonality , even before the beginning of ~er 'writing life .' 
Sub jectively , at least , t hey are exactly parallel to Casaubon ' s experience , 
his inner climate. 
Further references again remind us of Casaubon ' s laborious 
' creeping paralys~ .' - references to ' t hose often-recurring hours of 
despondency 1Nhich , after cramping my activity ever since I began to 
l'Trite , continue still to beset me with , I fear , a malign influence 
on my writing . ,65 A few months later , the tone of despair grows sharper : 
~ 
64 GE Letters , 8 Hay 1869 (V, 29) . 
65 ibid ., 28 December 1871 (V , 229) . 
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' ... my life for the last year having been a sort of nightmare in which 
I have been scrambling on the slippery bank of a pool, just keeping 
my head above water. ,66 And to ~manuel Deutsch , she had. written, as 
a fellow-worker , to urge him out of his depression: ' Hopelessness 
has been to me, all through my life , but especially in painful years 
of my youth , the chief source of wasted energy ~li th all the consequent 
bitterness of regret. ,67 
The ' svlampy feeling was , then , not unknown to her ; but 
especially in the ' painful years ' of her youth , as she looks back on 
t hem , she manifested vlhat "Te may read. as 8.lmost the full gamut of the 
' Casaubon-tints ' in her complexion. The heaviness , the scholarly 
pomposity , the clogging of emotion , He have noticed already. It i s 
vlhen vle come closest to the 'moral ' aspects of Casaubon ' s personality , 
to those aspects that Leslie Stephen found quite incompatible with 
the kind of pity "{.-Thich is akin to love - it is just in t hese aspects 
that we can see a reflection of George Eliot ' s Ovln - especially 
youthful" experience. 
To refer back once mor e to L' .H. l1yers ' s anecdote - it .vas 
Casaubon ' s ' temptations of jealous vanity , of bitter resentment ,' 
that George i'liot f ound Hi t hin her ovm life-experience. A glance at 
j:! 
some of the passages in which these aspects of Casaubon ' s character 
are analysed 'fill isolate the points for comparison . Ge orge Eliot 
writes of Casaubon ' s ' uneasy susceptibility ... a morbid consciousness 
that others did not give him the place vThich he had. not demonstrably 
69 ibid., 197 Aug . 1872 (V, 301). 
67 ibid . , 7 July 1871 (v,160 ). 
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merited - a perpetual suspicious conjecture that the vie\'V"s entertained 
of him Here not to his advantage .. . ' (ch . IQ , p . 219) His inner 
suspicion and discontent ' passed vapour-like through all ' the l oving 
assurances Dorothea could give him : he interprets every motion of 
hers as proof of his suspicions , and the ' tenacity Hith "'hich he 
strove to hide this imJard drama made it the more vivid f or him ; 
as Ne hear with the more keenness what we vlish others not to hear. ' 
(ch. 42 , p . 221) This ' mental sickness ' of his , which we might be 
tempted to label paranoia , is , after all , partially ,justified by the 
author: for , in fact , hi::: SUS) . . on that he is ' not any longer adored 
vlithout criticism,' is based on a ' strong reason ' - ' that he 1'ITaS not 
unmixedlyadorable .' 
The account of his tormented and jealous ' ~Teaving vrorl< ' is 
extraordinarly realistic. Suspicion , llnagintion , jealousy , self-doubt 
lead this man of learning into Featherstone ' s absurdity of imagining 
that he should have a~r enjoyrllent or frustration , after his death , in the 
lives of those vTho remained behind.68 - to a level of action that ' made him 
68 ' ... if one of those people &7ho would be the happier Nhen he vlas gone] 
should be ~'J ill LadislavJ , t' r. Casaubon objected s o strongly that it seemed 
as if the annoyance would make part of his disembodied existence. ' (ch. 42 , 
pp . 22J-4) This irrational imagination leads to the codicil in his vTill, 
and. to t he a.n~logy with Featherstone , pointed up by the Volume-title , 
' The Dead Hand ,' and by Featherstone ' s mischievous will , and ' programme 
f or his burial , : ' vJe are all of us imaginative in some form or other , 
for images are the brood of desire ; and poor old Featherstone, W"ho laughed 
much at the Hay in i'lhich others cajoled themselves , did not escape the 
fellOlvship of illusion. In Ivriting the programme f or his burial he 
certainly d id not make clear to himself that his pleasure in the little 
drama of vThich it formed a part was confined to anticipation . In chuckling 
over the vexations he could inflict by the rigid clutch of his dead hand , 
he inevitably mingled his consciousness 1ATith that livid stagnant presence , 
and so far as he 1'Tas preoccupied vTi th a future life , it 1vas with one of 
gratification inside his coffin. Thus old Feat herstone Has imaginative , 
after his fashion. ' (ch . Jh, p .??). 
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defeat his own pride by shocking men of ordinary honour .' (ch. 50 , p . 335) 
The tortured c onsciousness of self from 'which this complicated 
suffering arises is , it seems clear, not a construct of George"liot ' s 
imagination . Repeatedly , in her letters and in her published ;;'fri tings , 
she shov.red that she kne1'1 such a suffering all too intimately . The self-
doubt , the sense of physical ,gracelessness , of lack of charm, of not 
being ' unmixedly adorable ,' the pathetic attempts t o disguise this 
aching avTareness , in one form. or another , are there in many of t he early 
letters , in particular : 
' ''unstable as ~ater , thou shalt not excel l1 seems to be my 
character ... ' 9 
, ... there seems a probabilit y ... of my being severed 
from all the t ies that have hitherto given my 
existence the semblance of a usefulness beyond that 
of making up the requisite quantum of ani mal matter 
in t he universe ... do you not think I shall be a stunted 
shrub? .. And to tell you the truth , I begin to feel 
involuntarily isolated, and without being humble , to 
have such a consciousness that I am a negation of all 
that finds love and esteem as makes me anticipate for 
myself - no matter-vJhat ... , 70 
' li The bliss of reciprocated affection is not allotted 
to you under any f orm ... '" 71 
' ... mine is too often . . . a vlalled-illl'1orlcl. , 72 
, ll ' d ' d , 73 
... my pa 1 mln ... 
, 1. .. have t hought my soul only fit for Limbo to keep 
company with other abortions , and my life the shallOivest , 
muddiest , most unbless i ng stream . ' 74 
, I ... must wonder by I.That stran~e hal~~cina tion fellow 
beings are attracted tmvards lme ~ , 
~9 G~ Letters , 6 Feb . 1839 (I , lL,,) . 
~~ ibid. , ~lNay 1840 (I , 50-1) . 
ibid . , 2'0 Oct . &184,0 (I , 70). 
72 ibid. , 27 Oct . '\840 (1 ,71 ). 
73 i bid ., 21 De c. 1840 (I ; 76 ). 
74· ibi d . , 3 Nov. 1842 ( I , 150 ). 
75 ibid. , 4 Nov. 18L,,2 (I , 151). 
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' What should you say to my becoming a l.fife? Should 
you think it a duty to ... 1oJarn him from putting on 
such a matrimonial hair-shirt as he vlOuld have vTi th 
me? ' 76 
' I can take m;yself up by the ears and inspect myself , 
like any other queer monster on a small scale . ' 77 
, ... poor tentative efforts of the Ntur Princip to mould 
a personality ... It seems to me as if I were shrinking 
into that mathematical abstraction , a point ... like a 
poor sprite metamoryhosed into a pome granate seed or 
some such thing . 178 
In a sense , the full history of George J:',liot ' s ' Casaubon-
consciousness ,' if vTe may term it that , can be summed up in two of her 
mostJ Ifhimsical letters - two in vrhich she succeeds in ' mythologising ,' 
objectifying her pain , to the point where it can be smiled at , at the 
least. The first letter is an account of a mock-proposal from a musty 
German professor - author of ' at least twenty volumes , all unpublished , 
~ 
owing to the envious machinations of rival authors , none of them treating 
of anything more modern than Cheops , or the invention of the hieroglyphics. ' 
His requirement being ' a ''life and translator in one ' plus ' personal 
ugliness and a snug little capital ,' he ' finds his utmost 10Jishes 
realised ' in Hiss Evans , "1ho promptly accepts the proposal , ' thinking 
that it may be her last chance. ' 79 
Besides the figure of the learned Frofessor , 'who acts as an 
;... 
obvious caricature-prototype of Casaubon , the painful self-awareness , 
76 ibid. , 21 April 1845 ( I , 188 ). 
77 13 Oct . 1847 (I , 239-40) . ibid . , 
78 ibid. , 4 June ] 48 ( I , 264) . 
79 ibid. Editor ' s note 3 , to letter of 5 Nov. 184·6 (I , 226); quoted from 
llathilde Blind , George Eliot , (1883) , pp . 46-7 . 
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the whimsical self-mockery of the letter, clearly serves as therapy, 
a sublimation of self-pity , for Harian Evans. The self-image suggested, 
hOifever , is far from appealing or romantic. 
Similarly , in the second ot these outbursts of 1vhimsy , r·larian 
recounts a mock-legend of her creation by a very young and inexperienced 
spri te - ' a rough though unmistakeable sketch of a human baby .' Mother 
Nature, I being rather cross-grained in her cups, ' after rollicking all 
the autumn in the vintage, bad-temperedly vrants to smother this fiasco 
of a Homunculus; but eventually is prevailed upon by the pitying sprites 
to preserve it, on the grounds tha.t they will create many kind friends 
,11 f or it, and they shall love and cherish and guard its poor rickety 
soul " ... so that at last it grew to think and to love. 180 
This little myth is extraordinary in its real vitality of detail -
its sheer zest of humour and imagination. It marks, of course, an 
lll~ortant phase in Ge orge Eliot ' s own transcendence of self-torment 
and self-pity. The escape-route is , characteristically , through that 
human love whose function it is Ito mitigate the harshness of all 
fatalities. 181 And throughout her life, probably because of her own 
deep gratitude for and dependence on this kind of love, she was to feel 
a special tenderness for those vlho suffer - mentally or physically. 
It is simply the need for sympathy that summons it from her. ' I have 
Ji,' 
"' 
a trick, ' she .,Tas to write , 'of caring more for anyone 1-1ho has a trouble 
than f or those who seem quite scathless.,82 
80 ibid., 23 N.ov. 1848 (I , 273). ~~ i bid., 14 IVlay~~ 1867 (IV, 36L~). 
ibid., 25 June 1867 (IV, 369). 
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It is for this reason , of shared, a.nd not merely theoretically 
described experience, that the de scriptions of Casaubon are so powerful. 
The ' pathos of/a lot where everything is below' the level of tragedy 
except the passionate egoism of the sufferer, ' 'vas a pathos especi ally 
appealing to the woman who had been Ivlarian Evans - vJho had suffered 
the resentments and jealousies and self-distaste of her relations 
. 83 
wlth Dr. Brabant, and Spencer and Chapman. 
~~, Brabant has been suggested as a source for Casaubon. The similarities 
consisted of his, too , being engaged , for years, on a great scholarly 
,,,ork, which came to nothing , and of the possibility that Marian ' s early 
infatuation for him and his learning may have paralleled Dorothea's 
hopes from her marriage ~h Casaubon. (cf. Joan Bennett, George Eliot: 
Her Mind and her Art (Cambridge 1948), p . 119 - writes of Y~ggie's 
feeling for Philip in The Nill on the Floss: 1The combination of 
attractions by which she is bound to him resemble those that draw 
Dorothea to Casa,ubon in Middlemarch ; it is obvious in both novels 
that George Eliot has a complete understanding of this t ype of 
experience ••• ' She suggests that her relation with Dr. Brabant may 
have been the ' seed of George Eliot ' s understanding of what Dorothea 
felt for Casaubon. ' (p. 38 ) She also quotes Eliza Lynn Linton's 
rather spiteful account of Dr. Brabant: '" •• . a learned man who used 
up his literary energies in thought and desire to do rather than in 
actual doing , and whose fastidiousness ma~de his work something like 
Penelope ' s web ••• he never got further than the introductory chapter 
of a book which he intended to be epoch making , and the final 
destroyer of superstition and theological dogma,, ' (p.37) 
After her disillusionment with Dr. Brabant , Iv arian writes 
resentfully of his ' reputation ague ,' (Sept. 1844,(1 , 181)) 
and later still , in a tone of resentment and petulance that is 
rather Casaubon-like in itself. (5 Nov.1846 (I, 225); 28 Feb. 1847 
(I, 231-2) "Hm"ever , since Dr. Brabant really was a scholar, and 
knew the Gefman critics, the analogy is far from complete. Perhaps 
the most we can say is, as we have suggested in the case of Mark 
Pattison, that Marian Evans, like the magnet that draws iron shavings 
to itself, automatically selected those aspects of those of :J.er friends 
and acquaintances that corresponded to what she knew of the Casaubon-
consciousness withiqhersif. 
,-
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'I'his particular pathos of a self-rejected consciousness, 
of a personality aware that it is in some way crippled, disqualified 
for life, finds its most powerful expression, perhaps , in her I jeu de 
m'lancolie' - The Lifted Veil. This, for instance, is how Latimer , 
the hyper-sensitive hero, describes himself: II thoroughly disliked 
ray own physique and nothing but the belief that it was a condition of 
poetic genius would have reconciled me to it. That brief hope was quite 
fled , and I saw in my face now nothing but the stamp of a morbid 
organisation, framed for passive suffering - too feeble for the sublime 
resistance of poetic production. ,84 
TI1is 'morbidly sensitive nature perpetually craving sympathy and 
support,1 is in love with the heartless Be rtha, and completely at her 
mercy : 'no wonder, then, that an enthusiastic self-distrusting youth 
should watch and .vait before the closed secret of a sarcastic woman 's 
face, as if it were the shrine of the doubtfully benignant deity who 
ruled his destiny. ,85 Rejected by her, his l sel f-sconsciousness was 
heightened to that pitch of intensity in which our own emotions take the 
form of a drama which urges itself imperatively on our contemplation, 
and we begin to vleep, less under the sense of our suffering than at 
the thought of it. I felt a sort of pitying anguish over the pathos 
of my own lot: ~ the lot of a being finely organised for pain,but with 
hardly any fibres that responded to pleasure - to whom the idea of 
future evil robbed the present of its joy , and f or whom the idea of 
future good did not still the uneasiness of a present yearning or a 
86 present dread. 1 He is exquisi tely aware , through his gift of 
~ 
84 
The Lifted Veil (ch. 1 , p. 295). 
85 ibid. (ch. 1, pp . 297-8). 
86 ibid. (ch. 2, p. 311). 
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insight , of the contempt and ridicule with which others see him. 
Finally , his own prophetic vision of Prague is like Casaubon's 
attitude to present needs , petrified in the past : ' a city under the 
broad sunshine , that seemed to me as if it vlere the summer sunshine 
of a long-past century arrested in its course - unrefreshed f or ages 
by the dews of night , or the rushing rain-cloud; seorching the dusty, 
weary, time-eaten grandeur of a people doomed to live on in the stale 
repetition of memories ••• lt is such grim, stony beings as these , I 
thought, who are the fathers of ancient faded children ••• who worship 
wearily in the stifling air of the churches, urged by no fear or hope , 
but compelled by their doom to be ever old and undying, to live on in 
the rigidity of habit , as they live on in perpetual midday , without the 
repose of night or the new birth of morning. 187 
The passage is highly reminiscent of Mr. Casaubon carrying his taper 
among the tombs of the past. It becomes a symbol of Latimer ' s own fate, 
of a death-in-life ; only this is a ' perpetual midday ,' unlike Casaubon ' s 
perpetual darkness. 
At the other end of her writing career, George Eliot created 
another such morbidly uncomfortable character , reminiscent of Latimer in 
his self-consciousness, his mixture of ambition , shyness and self-ridicule. 
Theophrastus Sucht"': the anti-hero and cynical narrator of the foibles and 
f ollies of humanity , lays his ground by mocking himself, by pricking the 
bcill..oon of his own self-esteem, and thus establishing kinship vlith - and 
87 'b'd 1 1 " ~(ch. 1, p. 287). 
,~ 
,-
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the right to ridicule - the rest of humanity : 
'\fhen I was a lad I danced a hornpipe vIi th 
arduous scrupulosity , and while suffering 
pangs of pallid shyness was yet proud of 
my superiority as a dancing pupil , 
imagining for myself a high place in the 
estimation of beholders; but I can now picture 
the amusement they had in the incongruity of 
my solemn face and ridiculous legs. v~ha t 
sort of hornpipe am I dancing nmT7 ,88 
His mistrust of the figure he cuts, his haunting suspicion that 
at this very moment someone is sniggering at him, his sense of physical 
gawkiness , force him into a self-protective pose (as though he vIere an 
invulnerable combination of Sir Andrew Ague cheek and Sir Toby Belch). 
George Eliot presents her character through his own words , without 
comment or implied criticism; it is difficult to know how , or if , she 
is ' placing ' him at all. It seems very possible that , to a large extent, 
she is identifying herself wit~sher harp-tongued and melancholy narrator -
at least to the extent that she is to be identified vlith her narrative 
voice in any of her novels. 88a In that case , through the masks of the 
created character , with all its detailed documentation , can be discerned 
this basic trait of her own self-distaste , the suspicion of one's image 
on the retina of others - 'He sing ar,t'eocquisi te passage out of tune and 
innocently repeat it f or the greater pleasure of our hearers. ,89 
There is a kind of ,t1-eliberate masochism , a conscious arousal of 
embarrassment and pain here, that seems to rise from something less 
88 Theophrastus Such, I , 5. 
8ea ~ 
cf. Edward Dowden ' s account of t he author ' s ' second self ' (Contemporary 
RevieVl (Aug . 1872) ; reprinted in GE and Her Readers , p . 16L~ ). 
89 Theophastus Such , p . 4. 
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impersonal and detached than a merely pathological case-history. 
George Eliot here seems to be protesting rather too much. 
George Eliot, then , from the mysterious alchemy of personal 
experience and secondary experience, worked on by imagination , created 
Casaubon. There is much of her in the learned divine , perhaps as much 
of her as there is in Dorothea (~ 1ewes, ' 'I"ho 1-,rote to .I::llackwood , in 
his jubilation: "Surely Dorothea is the very cream of lovely womanhood? 
She is more like her creator than anyone else and more so than any 
other of her creat.ions. <Dhly those who know her (Dodo - or her creator) 
under. all aspects can have any idea of her. ,90 ) 
And here we come to what seems to me to be the crux of the matter: 
if George Eliot created Casaubon out of the very heart of her mm nature 
and experience, out of that same existential source from which Dorothea 
emerged , then it would seem that something very important is being said 
in Niddlemarch about pe rsonality , and the ways in which it is described 
and known. I t seems to me that some very awlcvTard questions are raised 
in the novel , and are not entirely resolved. As if of malice afore-
thought (and indeed, this particular malice is sure to have been afore-
thought), George Eliot confuses the genial easy categories conventionally 
resorted to , in novel reading and in life. 
The mosV";famous and obvious example of this deliberate arrest 
of the reader ' s expectations occurs at the beginning of Chapter 29: 
90 
GE Letters , 10 Sept. 1872 (V, 308 ). 
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' One morning , some weeks after her arrival at 
L01.rick , Dorothea - but why always Dorothea? 
1rJas her point of vievl the only possible one Hi th 
regard to this marriage? I protest against all 
our interest , all our effort at understanding 
being given to the young skins that look blooming 
in spite of trouble; f or these too Hill get faded , 
and 1<lill know the older and more eating griefs 
which we are helping to neglect. In spite of the 
blinking eyes and white moles objectionable to 
Celia , and the want of muscular curve \-Thich was 
morally painful to Sir James , Hr. Casaubon had an 
intense consciousness within him , and was 
spiritually a-hungered like the rest of us. ' 
(ch. 29, p. 9) 
What Ge~rge ~liot is attempting here is something , at least on 
the surface , quite irrational . She is, in a worO_, trying to blur our 
sense of the distinctions betvreen people , between personalities. The 
rational reader may be tempted to rise up against her imperious and 
rhetorical questions, and declare that the difference between Dorothea 
and Casaubon lies deeper than a blooming skin and Hhite moles - that t o 
reduce his sympathy for the heroine to ttiS level is not to do him justice. 
Nevertheless , the seemingly irrational attack on our assumptions 
floodlights our own irrationalities. In so far as we sympathise vii th 
Sir James , for instance , in his physical disgust for Mr. Casaubon -
and probably most readers do - we are open to the author ' s shrewd hit 
about ;' the l'1'ant of muscular curve which viaS morally painful to Sir James. ' 
f ' For what Ge orge'Eliot is implying is that our judgments, our estimation, 
our perception of each other is a tangled complex of the physical and the 
spiritual, the aesthetic and the moral. At root, she is asking: What is 
the personality , that we are so sure of the difference between a Casaubon 
and a Dorothea : ",.~ so sure of the better object for our sympathy? When 
) 
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the core of consciousness of the individual is approached , what happens 
to these differences? ' Hr . Casaubon had an intense consciousness 
within him, and was spiritually a-hungered like the rest of us.' 
If this hunger lies at the core of each of us, then do the differences 
amount to much more than the blooming skin and the vThi te moles , after all? 
I have, of course, overstated the question. George .!Eliot is not 
actually declaring that there is no basis for differentiating between 
one personality and another. It seems to me that she is simply, and 
v-Tith quiet persistence, asking the question, a.s a kind of ground-bas 
throughout the novel. 
There is a passage in Lewes ' s Study of Psvchology,91 which is 
directly relevant to this question. Discussing the freedom of the will , 
Lewes suggests that there is 'something more ' to men's obstinate belief 
that they are free than Spinoza ' s diagnosis that 'they are conscious 
of their actions but ignorant of the causes.' 'What is this something 
more? It is our conception of a Personality, which is not limited to 
the momentary feelings , and not exhausted in the individual act. The 
mere feeling does not suffice •.• ln a voluntary act , there is the inter-
vention of the we: that is to say , accompanying the feeling of the 
act itself there is a vague feeling of the act as one manifestation of 
a variously man~esting Self.' This feeling leads us to postUlate 
the existence of an abstract vhll , which dominates individual choices -
91 (1879), pp. 106-111. This was the first Problem of the Problems of 
Life and Mind, which George Eliot '-lorked so anxiously to prepare for 
separate publication, after Lewes ' s death. 
r,~ 
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, an idea that is ' not tenable when we reduce the abstraction to its 
concretes in subjective and objective terms , and view the Will as 
the generalised expression of all volitional liapulses. ' 
V,le do , h01<J'ever, says I.e"feS , have a power to arrest, and re-direct 
the action of our organs, or thoughts . The biologist recognises the 
' facts of self-formation' - that. with this control of the organs, 
'we can place ourselves under the tutelage of Experience I and even 
alter the immediate reflex of the mechanism. Therefore, since 
' the Hill is •. . the abstract expression of the product of Experience, 
it is educable, and becomes amenable to the Moral La.". ' The freedom 
of the will thus amounts to ' the sense that .. le have a range of motives 
surveyed by a Personality which is the incorporation of our past 
experience, and carries the prevision of alternative futures.' 
This , then , is I.ewes ' s reduction of the concept of personality 
' the incorporation of our past experiences. ' George .l:!;liot too sets up 
a series of ' experimenys in life ,' melting down the rigidity of this 
concept. '"Character is not cut in marble ••• It is something living and 
changing . fl ' (ch. 72, p . 310 )- what is implied is more than the redeem-
ability of the human being : character, the personality , becomes 
infinitely fluid , unseizable. If it is merely an accumuls"tion of past 
experiences , eve~ moment of active existence, of fresh experience , can 
alter its pattern. Definitions, descriptions become obsolete in the 
moment of utterance. 
There are several points at which this vision of personality 
comes to the surface in Middlemarch. The discussion from which we have 
"-il 
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just quoted is one such point: the disagreement between Dorothea 
and Farebrother about Lydgate 1s guilt . . Here , Dorothea, apparently 
soaring into mysticism , is in fact being more consequent and realistic 
than the more cynical Farebrother. If character is not something solid 
and unalterable , then one may go a step further thalli Farebrother ' s 
pessimism: ' fI Then it may be rescued and healed fI' - f or, as Lewes puts 
it , Personality 'carries the prevision of alternative futures. , 92 
Dorothea herself has experienced all too keenly this sense of 
fluidity in her impression of people. After Casaubon ' s death , he 
changes for her - posthumously, as it were: the uneasy , almost ghost-
like experience is described, through a physiological image : 
' She might have compared her experience at that, 
moment to the vague , alarmed consciousness that 
her life was taking on a new form , that she was 
undergoing a metamorphosis in which memory would 
not rojust itself to the stirring of new organs •.. 
Her world \vas in a state of convulsive change ; 
the only thing she could say distinctly to herself 
was , that she must wait and think anew . One change 
terrified her as if it had been a sin ; it was a 
violent shock of repulsion from her departed husband, 
who had had hidden thoughts , perhaps perverting 
everything she said and did. ' (ch. 50, pp . 330-1) 
Casaubon has become a figure of nightmare f or her : his form 
has become fluid and unknown. 'l'his violent experience of the shift in 
personality-structure of her husband is of course complica.ted by the 
f ' 
fact of n o rot he a ' s intervening - and distorting - consciousness. The 
pier-glass image at the begiru1ing of Chapter 27 is the central parable 
92 cf. Barbara Hardy ' s chapter on ' Possibilities ,' in George Eliot 
(1958), pp . 143-8. 
,>;~ 
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of the novel - relevant not only to cases of gross egotism , such 
as Rosamond ' s , but to the workings of consciousness in every human 
being. 93 The change in Casaubon , retrospectively , is therefore largely 
a change in Dorothea ' s consciousness of hinl : but even allowing for 
this inevitable factor of distortion , a question is raised in Dorothea ' s 
mind , and , I would suggest , in the reader ' s mind : 'VTho was Casaubon? ' 
This unnerving sense of sea-change is experienced again by 
Dorothea , in her perception of vHll , at the crisis of the novel 
(Chapter 80). He becomes for her , in her nightmare vision , ' two images -
two living forms tht tore her heart in two , as if it had been the heart 
of a mother Iv-ho seems to see her child divided by tm svwrd •.. ' There 
is the Will of the past, the redeeming bright ' spirit of morning, ' for 
whom she only now discovers her passion. And simultaneously , she sees 
the other Ifill , 'a changed belief exhausted of hope , a detected illusion •.• ' 
(ch. 80 , pp . 388-9) The personality of the young man whom she had 
seemed to knO\-T is fragmented and dissolved : incompatibles co-exist , 
both are ' persistently Hi th her , moving wherever she moved.' One is 
almost reminded of the two images that Hamle t shows his mother : her 
two husbands , poles apart from each other , yet both loved by her , both 
expTessing her ' personality. ,94 
93 cf. Hilda Hulme ' s interesting suggestion that the image might have owed 
something to l.ewes ' s discussion of vlhat he considered Spinoza ' s one 
fallacy : the absoluteness of human consciousness. lewes quotes from 
Bacon ' s Novum Organum in support of his contention: the human understand-
ing is an 'unequal ' mirror to the rays of things which , mixing its mm 
nature with the nature of t hings , d.istorts and perverts them. ' ( ' The 
94 Language of the Novel - hlagery ,' Critical A2proaches, p . 123) 
This cbvice, ot~presenting two possible images f or contemplati0!l and moral 
edification is traditional in literature gnd hOl:)liletics - cf. Donne ' s 
Sermon Preached at \fuite-hall , Feb . 29 , 1628 . ~in John Donne : ~elected 
Prose , chosen by Evelyn Simpson (Oxford, 1967) , p.331) 
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This sense of the fluidity of the persoll8.li ty is felt , 
moreover , by several characters of the novel , of themselves. \ fill 
feels that more is at stake in Dorothea ' s good opinion of him than 
the simple success of a passion. For him , the ' great dread ' is of 
' becoming dimmed and forever ray-shorn in her eyes. ' (ch. 37 , p . 144) 
It is something intrinsic in him that depends upon her vision , her 
consciousness of him. And it is this self-image that is endangered 
by Dorothea ' s misconception of the relations betvTeen him and Rosamond. 
After the compromising scene with Rwamond , ' it seemed to him as 
if he were beholding in a magic panorama a future where he himself vlaS 
sliding into that pleasureless yielding to the small solicitations of 
circumstance . .. We are on a perilous margin vJhen we begin to look passively 
at our future selves , and see ou~7¥igures led with dull consent into 
insipid misdoinE' .' .' (ch. 79 , pp . 383-4) '1'he relevant words here are 
' beholding ... magic panorama ... look passively ... future selves ... see 
our own fi gures. ' Integrity of self crwnbles: the consciousness of 
the 'we ' of which Lewes speaks. Through the passive vision, particularly , 
all is possible. 95 
95 Lydgate ' s ' two selves ' are also an expression of this fluidity : 
' He had two selves lvithin him apparently , and they must learn to 
accommoda te ~ach other and bear reciprocal impediments . Strange , that 
some of us , with quick alternate vision, see beyond our infatuations , 
and even vrhile we rave on the heights , behold the wide plain where our 
persistent self' pauses and awaits us. ' (ch. 15 , p . 231) . 
These are not merely tvTO face ts of Lydgate ' s personality (the dead mEfaphor 
of a diamond ' s facets would release us from the problem that Geor~Eliot 
wants us to face - \'lould al101-1 us to assume a single entity of personality , 
vTith merely different aspects of it.) Lydgate has no single self , and 
each of his possible selves is a1-1are of this , a>-lare of the other, in 
this case - the raving self sees the persistent self on the wide plain , 
and the persistent self ' pauses and awaits' the raving self. Lydgate 
is an uneasy ama.l gam of selves. 
,-
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There is , perhaps , ground for suggesting that tlns sense 
of fluidity is a characteristic of passivit y , of weakness - in 
spite of the fact that it assails . orothea - who is anything but 
passive by nature - at crucial points in her experience. I should 
like to return to her later : now , it will be sufficient just to 
indicate how two of the passive characters , l"red and Rosarnond , re gard 
themselves. Fred ' s salvation depends very largely on Mary ' s existence 
and vie1», of him: 
' In fact, it is probable that but for Mary ' s 
existence and l"red ' s love for her , his 
conscience would have been much less active ••• 
Even much stronger mortals than Fred Vincy hold 
half their rectitude in the mind of the being 
they love best •.• Certainly it would have made a 
considerable difference to Fred at that time if 
JvIary Garth had had no decided notions as to "That 
was admirable in character. ' (ch. 24 , pp . 368-0) 
Fred, in his unredeemed state , is a decidedly passive character. After 
the contents of Featherstone's will have become known , he is 'utterly 
depressed. nfenty-four hours ago he had thought that instead of needing 
to know "That he should do, he should by this time know that he needed 
to do nothing .•• ' (ch. 36 , p. 105) Rosarnond, too, in her different 
way , invests her strength in passivity. Her significant motto is 
expressed in her reaction to Lydgate's troubles: ' UWhat can I do .•. ?b ' 
Her t ypical re~tion is non-active: ' restraining any sholtT of her deep 
disappointment , and intrenching herself in quiet passivity under her 
husband ' s wrath .' (ch. 65 , p. 201) (my italics) 
Rosarnond ' s passi vi ty is proportionate to the extent to w'hich she 
thinks of herself as mirrored in the eyes of others: as an object of 
>!'~ 
adoration, even of adulterous passion , but with all the passion , all the 
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despair on the side of the lover. First , Lydgate had been the 
stimulant to 'delightful dreams ': later , he is replaced in her 
fantasy-world bJr ~\} ill Ladislaw . In his presence , ' she felt that 
agreeable titillation of vanity and sense of romantic drama which 
Lydgate ' s presence had no longer the magic to create. ' (ch.75 , p. 337) 
Her passive fancies 'constructed a little romance which was to vary 
the flatness of her life : v/ill Ladislavl was al'lvays to be a bachelor 
and live near her , always to be at her command, and have an understood 
though never fully expressed passion for her , which would be sending 
out lambent flames every now and then in interesting scenes. ' (ch. 75 , p. 338 ) 
Her essential life is lived out in these dreams. So that when her 
troubles multiply , she falls into an acute state of torpor, as though 
the breath of life is denied her. She sits at home in languid melancholy 
and suspense: Will ' s coming is the sole focus of her existence. There 
is a pathological - and peculiarly feminine - process of breakdown going 
on vTi thin her: she ' sat dmm to the piano, meaning to play , and then 
desisting , yet lingering on the music stool with her white fingers 
suspended on the wooden front, and looking before her in dreamy ennui. t 
(ch. 77 , p. 364) - so that Lydgate shrinks from this ' perpetual silent 
reproach of hers.' 
Her state , in f.act , could almost be diagnosed as that described p,. 
in a book which had made a very deep impression on George Eliot and a 
, 
translation of which she had read in 1840. This was L' Education des 
m~res de famille , by Louis Aim~-Martin. Of this discussion of the 
desirable education of women , to a sense of their own dignity, to the 
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wise choice of husbands, and to responsible behaviour in marriage , 
George Eliot "1rote that it was the 'most philosophical and masterly 
[bOOk] on the subject I ever read or glanced over . ,95a 
W11at she actually read in 18lj,O apparently was an anonymous 
English adaptation of the French original. This was a general attack 
on current notions of women ' s education , the empha,sis on externals , on 
valueless accomplishments; and it culminated in a plea to women to 
remain within the private sphere, not to attempt to enter the larger 
world of affairs: ' Our first , most peremptory , and most urgent duty 
is , the improvement of our own charac:ter. ' 95b 
I n 1842 , however , a more faithful translation of the French 
original appeared: The Bducation of Hothers of Families , which ends 
with an interesting section ,vTitten by the translator , Edwin Lee, 
' Remarks on Education. ' Here , he quotes from various contemporary 
authorities on nervous diseases , and their ideal breeding- ground in 
female education. That George Eliot read this version as Hell as the 
eaniier one is doubtful , though quite possible; since , however, the 
material is relevant to our study of Rosamond and illuminating of 
contemporary ideas on the relation between nervous disease and moral 
degeneration, it will be interesting to look briefly at Lee ' s 
collocation of opinions on the subject. 
f-' 
, 
95a 
GE Letters , 17 Sept. 18lj,O (I , 66 ). 
9'bwoman ' s Mission (1839), 98 . 
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IIIl'1an is destined to act , 'I I writes one authority , I" to act 
with energy and intelligence •• athousand impulsions unceasingly solicit 
him to manifest himself by his acts. Idleness is not only condemned 
by the moral code , but likewise by the laws of health . I t is not 
merely the mother of vices , but likewise the mother of diseases , 
especially of nervous diseases . " I Homenls frivolous education , laying 
the stress on coquetry and its arts , and neglecting the mind and spirit , 
leave them prey to vacancy and ennui: I "They can only avoid the suffer-
ings 1vhich oppress them by abandoning to circumstances , or to their 
inclinations , the care of giving rise to a frivolous and dangerous 
object of acti vi ty. 11 196 
I "By far the greater portion of the young ladies (for they are 
no longer "romen ) , III writes another author , I "of the present day are 
distinguished by a morbid listlessness of mind and body except when 
under the influence Qf stimulus , a constant pining for excitement , and 
an eagerness to escape from everything like practical and. individual 
duty .1I1 97 Women aim at IIl accomplishrnents rather than acquirements , at 
gilding rather than gold 11 I - and. this leads them into nervous disorders , 
once the specious excitements of girlhood are over, and new sources of 
stDTIulation and excitement are not so easily forthcoming . 
This could ",almost be a case-book account of Rosamond IS condition : 
the concern for accomplishments, appearances , the nervous d.isease to which 
she falls prey , the need for constant stDTIulation. The root of the 
problem lies in the fact that her total self is invested in these 
r,~ 
96 Louis Aim~ -Hartin-, 
pp . 333-4 . 
97 
i bid. , p . 366 . 
M01'H e,~ ~ of 
The Bducation of~amilies , trans. Ed"rin Lee (1842 ) , 
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fantasy-sa,tisfactions: she has no solid core of personality. And 
the trauma she undergoes when 1.-Till , her last hope , turns against her , 
is precisely the shattering of this essential fantasy-self : 
' Rosarnond , vlhile these poisoned. weapons were 
being hurled at her , was almost losing the 
sense of her identity , and seemed to be 
waking into some new terrible existence ... 
The poor thing had no force to fling out any 
passion in r e t urn; t he terrible collapse of 
the illusion towarcls Hhich all her hope had 
been strained ~vas a stroke .vhich had too 
thoroughly shaken her: her little ,,10rld was 
in ruins , and she felt herself tottering in 
the midst as a lonely bewildered consciousness. ' 
(ch. 78 , pp . 377-9) 
Rosamond , in her crisis , has lost her sense of self : she is 
in a floating , phantasmagoric world . Hhen the two v/Omen , Rosamond 
and Dorothea , meet at this juncture , both are suffering from this 
sense of (\ isintegration: they are both ' in a shipwreck. ' (ch. 81 , 
p. L~06 ). And they are both saved by Dorothea ' s action , that sets 
of f the ' generous e f fort ' in Rosamond , v,rhich is , though unrealised by 
Dorothea herself , ' a reflex of her own energy. ' (ch. 81 , p. 407) 
' A fine act' has this pmver , George Eliot believes; , it produces a 
sort of regene rating shudder through the frame , and makes one feel 
ready to begin a new life. ' (ch. 66 , p. 219) 
It is action , the ' fine act ,' that has this power of creativity , 
of renewal. 
p,. 
The 'characters of the novel , in moments of activity , 
create themselves , in a quite literal sense. V.Je are here involved 
in a consideration of Ge orge l!Jliot ' s views on determinism and free-"rill. 
In terrns of her vision of the world , man is so bound by so many 
determining factor&, that he may well be tempted to see his life as a 
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' creeping paralysis, ' as Lydgate does. It is '"uncommonly diff icult 
to make the right thing vlOrk: there are so many strings pulling at 
once, III is Lydgate' s answer to Dorothea ' s crucial question about 
Farebrother: ' 11Why has he not done more?lIl (ch. 50, p. 337) 
HmT to act in such a world, is the central problem of Dorothea, 
and of alm<Et all the characters in l1iddlemarch. In Dorothea's case, 
it is a question of finding an outlet for her characteristic ardour, 
her energy. "'hat form can activity take Nhere aspiration is constantly 
mocked by achievement? Dorothea places no importance at all on simply 
being: on the intrinsic value of her personality. She must do: 
' lIwhat ccm I do? 11 ' is her cry to acti vi ty , as it is Rosamond ' s to 
pasSivity. 
Dorothea, at the beginning of her 'deep experience' is 
' oppressed by the indefiniteness Nhich hung in her mind like a thick 
sunwer haze , over all her desire to make her life greatly effective. 
What could she do, what ought she to dor ••• (ch. 3, p. 39) The ' sunrrner 
haze ,' the indefiniteness, is the ' foggy' climaha of Casaubon ' s world, 
of which we have spoken. And George Eliot , with the exquisite balance 
of counteracting ironies that marks this novel ,defends Dorothea from 
our easy cynicism. For her not to have felt the anguish of such longing , 
at this point, ""and in her circumstances, would have been to endow her 
with ' stupidity and conceit. ' :r.'~oreover, her thirst for acti vi ty has a 
humility about it: she envisages it as a different, better kind of 
submission; it 'would deliver her from her girlish subjection to her 
mm i gnorance , ClJ;,ld give her the freedom of voluntary submission to a 
guide who 'Hould take her along the grandest path. ' 
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She is prepared, then, for the hard lesson that awaits her: 
she is taken all too literally at her word, and finds her form of 
moral action in passivity , in renunciation. At first , in the initial 
shock of her marriage , she is conscious only of 'moral imprisonment ' 
of a sense of ' busy ineffectiveness. ' (ch. 28 , pp. 3-4) Her sense 
of connection with a wider life has, more painfully than ever , to 
be kept up 'as an inward vision , instead of coming from without in 
claims that would have shaped her energies. - ' IN hat shall I do V' 
'Whatever you please, my dear: ' that had been her brief history 
since she had left off learning morning lessons and practising silly 
rhythms on the hated piano . Marriage, which was to bring guidance 
into worthy and imperative occupation, had not yet freed her from the 
gentlewoman ' s oppressive liberty .' She is in a nightmare world of 
near-death, where every object is 'withering and shrinking away from 
her. ' Life is ' disenchanted, ' ' deadened as an unlit transparency.' 
Her quest for some form o£ ' active wifely devotion,' drives 
her f orward , nevertheless. The nightmare deepens : her suffering is 
bound to silence (if only for fear of her husband 's health) : 
', •• she sat listening , frightened , wretched - with a dumb inward cry 
for help to bear this nightmare of a life in which every energy vIas 
arrested by dread. ' (ch. 37, p . 155) Her marriage-experience 
gradually paralyses her nati ve ardour: it is ' a perpetual struggle 
of energy with f ear. ' (ch. 39 , p. 176) The crisis of her relation 
to Casaubon is reached after he has heard from Lydgate the truth of 
his condition."..~ Her ' impulse ' is to go at once to her husband. ' But 
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she hesitated , fearing to offend him by obtruding herself; for 
her ardour , continually repulsed , served , with her intense memory , 
to heighten her dread , as th ... arted energy subsides into a shudder. ' 
(ch. 42, p. 230) She goes , nevertheless , and his unresponsive hard-
ness , his rigid arm , is ' horrible ' to her. This for her is a crucial 
moment : ' I n such a crisis as this , some 'women begin to hate ' - a hatred 
born of continual, unrecognised repression. 
Here, it is illuminating to notice what I have earlier referred 
to as the mythic fascinati on which the possible torment vii thin a 
marriage held for George Eliot. Intuitively , one would guess that 
some bitter personal experience (the ' affair ' with Chapman , possibly) 
lay at the root of an apparently general observation such as she makes 
in The Lifted Veil (vThich can be seen as a raradigmatic fable f or this 
particular kind of marital claustrophobia): ' there is no tyranny more 
complete than that vThich a self-centred negative nature exercises over 
a morbidly sensi ti ve nature perpe tually craving sympathy and support. ' 
(ch. 1 , p. 297) 
In her bones , :r-1.arian Evans knew ... hat it was to be subjugated 
and tormented in this particular way. Janet and Dempster , Tina and 
v.Tybrow , Haggie and Tom, Romola and Ti to, Hrs. Transome and Jermyn , 
p,.' 
Dorothea and Casaubon , Lydgate and Rosrunond , even Gwendolen and Grandcourt _ 
in all these human couplings , one partner is subjected to frustration , a 
freezing of the "\-Till when she (or, occasionally , he) attempts to 
establish some kind of loving contact with the other: in all of them, 
the politics o-f 'human relations are revealed, the pOvTe r that accrues 
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to the cold, the unloving, the egoistic, and the hruniliation , the 
paralysis experienced by the vleaker of the tv70, the constant 
vulnerability and sensation of outrage. Even ~{endolen, who does 
not exactly love Grandcourt, even during their engagement-period , 
and whose motive for marriage is also a power-motive - she would 
gladly subjugate Grandcourt, as he in fact subjugates her - even 
she falls into this category of struggling reacting human beings , 
liaprisoned by the frigid presence and will of an unloving partner . 
Her helplessness , the futility of her little schemes in the face 
of the implacable will of her adversary - these render her pitiful 
and tragic, in spite of her limitations. She is stifled , the very 
air to breathe is denied her : a sensation parallel to that experienced 
by the other victims of ' self-centred ne gative ' natures. 
In essence " it is often the "t'leaker partner, the more i gnorant, 
the more limited , that vTields this intimate sceptre of power - a fact 
of natural history that George Eliot elsewhere exploits as an argument 
for female emancipation. (' vJherever weakness is not harshly controlled 
it must govern, as you may see when a strong man holds a little child 
by the hand , how he is pulled hither and. thither • ••• ' 97a ) It is 
pointless to speculate too rashly on the personal basis for George 
Eliot ' s knOVlledt~ of the bitter taste of a failed marriage : it is 
possible that this is simply one example of her Shakespearian propensity 
for living within an extraordinary range of human experience. }lore 
97a ' Iviargaret Fu:q.er and Nary '~vollstonecraft,' Leader, VI (13 Oct. 1855) j 
reprinted in Pinney , p. 203. 
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specifically , '\-ve can notice that her concept of marriage was an 
epitome of her general ethic of sympathy : the activitJr of the 
loving imagination in its most intense and pervasive form. The 
demands of the marriage-situation itself being so great , failure 
becomes grotesque - an aesthetic , as ,-1e11 as a moral disaster. 
To return t o Dorothea , and her crisis with Casaubon , however . 
At the moment where ' some women begin to hate , ' she finds strength to 
struggle with herself , and out of her sense of paraly.is, t he energy 
is generated for a further act: 
' Dorothea sat almost motionless in her 
medi tati ve struggle , while the evening s 101rdy 
deepened into night. But the struggle changed 
continually, as that of a man who begins vTi th 
a movement towards striking and ends with con-
quering his desire to strike. The energy that 
wouJ.d animate a crime is not more than is "Tanted 
to inspire a resolved submission , when the noble 
habit of the soul r easserts itself. ' (ch . 42 , p . 23L,.) 
It is the same energy that might have gone towards ' hurting a lamed 
creature ,' that Dorothea instead turns to"Tards a creative ' resolved 
submission. ' This , f or her , is the supreme moral act at this crisis. 
It is no easy solution to her problem , however. The suffering 
involved in repression, in enforced passivity , continues. And on the 
day before her husband ' s death , it reaches a n81 .. point of crisis: 
' This i-afternoon the he l plessness vms more 
vTretchedl y benumbing than ever: she longed 
for objec ts who could b~ dear to her , and to 
whom she could be dear . She loneed f or lvork 
1-Thich would be directly beneficent like the 
sunshine and the rain , cmd now it appeared that 
she was to live more and more in a virtual tomb ... 
Today she had stood at the d oor of the tomb and 
seen l'j,.~ll La.dislaVi receding into the distant 
w'orld of Harm activity and fellowship - turning 
his face towards her as he went. ' (ch. 48 , p . 516) 
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On this occasion , hmvever , her passi vi ty is uninspired : 
it is a mere submissive dread : ' She sat still and let Tantripp 
put on her bonnet and sha~'ll , a passivity vlhich Nas unusual vJith 
her •.. ' (ch. 48 , p . 316) And she is saved from a lifetime of such 
moral enslavement only b;y an act of gra.ce, as it were: she is suddenly 
and miraculously redeemed from giving her enforced promise , by 
Casaubon ls death. 
NON that she is free again , her search for beneficent activity 
begins once more. Hith her characteristic energy , she fulfils the 
apprehensions of f,J r. Brooke , who predicted that she 'would not long 
remain passive vThere action had been assigned to her l (ch. 50 , p . 326 ) ; 
and she insists on reading Casaubon I s will. She releases Farebrother 
from his unNilling captivity to small need s , and i gnites in him the 
full energy of action and vis ion : ' The gladness in his face was of 
that active kind which seems to have energy enough not only to flash 
outwardly , bu t to light up busy vision within: one seemed to see 
thoughts , as well as delight , in his glances. I (ch. 52 , p . 360) 
The energy of crea ti ve acti vi ty has this povler of inflaming 
' busy vision "Tithin ,' as Lydgate is the first in the novel to realise , 
B.t least in his scientific world . For him , true imagination is I the 
imJard light Hhi<;th is the last refinement of Energy , capable of 
bathing even the ethereal atoms in its ideally illuminated space. ' 
(6h. 16 , p. 249) But in his human relations , this energy gradually 
deserts Lydgate : ' Lydgate thought of himself as the sufferer , and of 
others as the agents w-ho had injured his l ot . He had meant everything 
~~ 
to turn out differently ; and others had thrust themselves into his life 
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and thwarted his purposes. ' (ch.73, pp. 313-4) Be has fallen from 
the ' serene activity ' of the intellectual life into the ' absorbing 
soul-wasting struggle with worldly annoyances. ' And in his crisis, he 
responds with insufficient energy : essentia1ly , he gives up the struggle 
with Rosamond - a surrender that is seen as tragic: ' Perhaps if he had 
been strong enough to persist in his determination to be the more 
because she .. Tas less , that evening might have had a better issue. If 
his energy could. have borne dmrn that check , he might still have wrought 
on Rosamond ' s vision and >fill. We cannot be sure that any natures , 
however inflexible or peculiar , will resist this effect from a more 
massive being than their mm. They may be taken by storm and f or the 
moment converted, becoming part of the soul which emlraps them in the 
ardour of its movement~ But poor ~dgate had a throbbing pain within 
him, and his ener&y had fallen short of its task. ' (ch.75, p. 346) 
(my italics.) His failure is a failure in energy - a fall into the 
bitter nerveless cynicism of his later years. ( ' He once called her 
his Basil Plant. ' ( Finale, ID' 460)) 
It is Dorothea \fho restores to him some measure of energy, some 
se.nse m.f 'wholeness ' of character: ' The presence of a noble nature , 
generous in its wishes, ardent in its charity, changes the lights for 
us -: ; we begil} to see thingglagain in their larger , quieter masses , and 
" 
to believe that '\ATe too can be seen and judged in the wholeness of our 
charac~r. ' (ch. 76, p. 352) Ultimately, as at the beginning of the 
novel , George Eliot sets up a defence of her hero~ne, in the destiny 
of ' beneficent activity ' that she has chosen for herse1f: ' 1Jlany vlho 
;;~ 
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knew her , thought it a pity that so substantive and rare a creature 
should have been absorbed into the life of another , and be only 
kn01.nl in a certain circle as a wife and mother. But no one stated 
exactly what else that was in her power she ought rather to have done • . • ' 
(Finale , p. 461) TIle consummation is not complete: but a life of 
activity has been achieved , and this in terms of Ge orge l:!iliot ' s ethic 
is a good in itself. 
It is Dorothea ' s characteristic , then , to act in moments of 
crisis. Significant actions , however , in the tightly-webbed world in 
which she lives , are bound t o be fe~V" , and to seem petty . In a crisis , 
such as the night of her disenchantment with Will (Chapter 80 ), the 
workings of free-will , of the self struggling tmvards activity , are 
explored. Jilld in this connection , it will be illuminating to digress 
somewhat and to notice h~T fully this scene bodi es forth the philosophi cal 
doc t rines of Spinoza ' s Ethics and of Mill ' s System of Logic , both of 
1-Thich George Eliot knew well . 98 
98 George Eliot ' s connections with Spinoza are several. Pesides her youth-
ful interest in his philosophy , and her translation of both the Ethics 
and the Tractatus 'I'heologico-Poli ticus , there is a connection throue;h 
Lewes , who had written an article on his life and philosophy (Westminster , 
39 (June 1843) , 372-407) , before she had met him , an article which 1-laS the 
' first attempt to vindicate the great philosopher before the i nglish public ' -
as he himself -w;.rote in a later article on the same subject in the Fortnightly 
IV (1 April , 1866), 385-406 . Ge orge Eliot also notices and highly cormnends 
an article by Froude in the vJestminster , 64 (July , 1855) ; 1-37: ' I don ' t 
at all agree with Froude ' s own views , but I think his account of 0pinoza ' s 
doctrines admirable. ' (Letters , 21 July , 1855 (11 , 211)) And Hilda 
Hulme makes two interesting connections betvTeen Lewes and Spinoza , and 
between George Eliot and Spinoza. She quotes from Lewes ' s Life and \'iork 
of Goethe on the idea of life as development : ' Geothe ' s Theosophy was 
that of Spinoza , modified. by his own poetical tendencies . •• 1n it , the 
;;~ 
·whole universe was conceived as divine; not as a lifeless mass , but as 
the living manifestation of Divine Energy ever flowing forth into 
activity .•• the Horld is always becoming. Creation continues ..• The world 
vias rnade and is still a-making. ' (Hilda Hulme , ' The Language of Eiddlemarch. , ' 
(continued on p . 261 • . • ) 
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' An emotion ,' wrote Spinoza, 'can only be restrained by an 
emotion stronger than , and contrary to itself. ' He distinguished 
betvTeen actions and passions: ' the f ormer always indicate our power , ' 
they are a product of a mind filled with adequate ideas, but ' the 
latter ... show our infirmity and fragmen tary knowledge. ' ' An emotion 
, .. hich is a passion ceases to be a passion as soon as we form a clear 
and distinct idea thereof. ' ' In proportion as each tIling possesses more 
of perfection, so is it more active , and less passive ; and , vice versa, 
in proportion as it is more active , so is it more perfect.' 
Froude , in his article on Spinoza, which George Eliot commended 
so Harmly (see above , Note 98) , expands and explains these gnomic 
utterances. Human conduct , like any other conduct, is determined by 
laws - like the lavm of matter . But in both spheres, necessitarianism 
does not .preclude control : this is alvrays attainable through ' proper 
understanding of these laws. ' ' However vast , ' ,Froude writes , ' the 
difference between those who deny and those ivho affirm the liberty of 
the ,,,,ilL .. it is not a difference l.fhich affects the conduct or alters 
the practical bearings of it. ' Knowledge is the keystone of action: 
' The better we kn01f , the better we act. ' Ne cessi tarianism ' insists in 
98 ( cont 'd. ) ,<,-: 
Novel - A Forum on Fiction ( Fall , 1968 , p. 43). And she quotes from 
one of George Eliot ' s letters : the 'only mode of making Spinoza 
accessible to a larger number is to study his books , then shut them 
and given an analysis. ' (Letters , 4 Dec . 1849 (I , 32,:;L )hdentifying 
11iddlemarch as that carried-out ' process of translation.' (Hilda 
Hmne, ' The Language of the Novel - Imagery , I Critical Approaches , 
p . 118-9). 
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exact conformity with experience on the conditions under .lhich self-
determination is possible . I 
Adequate ideas, in Spinoza's terms , therefore , are distinct 
and unconfused ideas of the widest connections of things. The phenomena 
of experience lead to the understanding of the laws underlying that 
experience , and therefore form a guide to judgment and action. 
I In so far as [the mind] is influenced by inadequate ideas , "eatenus 
pati tur " it is passive and in bondage , it is the sport of fortune and 
caprice ; in so far as its ideas are adequate , "eatenus agit" - it is 
active , it is itself . ,99 ' All things desire life, seek for energy , and 
fuller and ampler being ... it is the primary law of every single being 
tha tit so folloVTS >vha twill give it increased vi tal:i:ly ••• The appe ti tea 
gather power from their several objects of desire ; •.• and man as a 
collective person gathers life , being , and self-mastery only from the 
absolute good, - the source of all real good., and truth, and energy , -
that is, God. ' 
Jhen we come to George Eliot ' s own expressed views on the problem 
of Necessitarianism and free will , we find a very similar position . In 
an important letter to Ers . Ponsonby , on 10 December , 1874, she tries to 
reassure her in her religious doubts - tries effectively to shore up 
the crumbling banks of morality in a determinist universe. 0he denies 
that the basis f or human sympat hy is cut away in such a universe. 
Fatalism should not be allm'Ted to petrify lif e: t he laws of nature do 
99 V!estminster , 6~",.~(July 1855) , p . 29. 
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not prevent ordinary human needs from seeking fulfiJrnent: ' the 
consideration of molecular physics is not the direct ground of 
hwnan love and moral action , any more than it is the direct means 
of composing a noble picture or of enjoying gr eat music. ' 
vfuat she maintains here is very much what Froude maintained 
in his ' Spinoza ' article : that a knowledge of the laws of determinism 
need not ' affect the conduct or alter the practical bearing of it. ' 
Again , she ... ri tes to Hrs. Ponsonby : ' •.. every fresh morning is an 
opportuni ty that one can look forvmrd to for exerting one ' s will . 
I shall not be satisfied 'Hith your philosophy till you have conciliated 
necessi tarianism - I hate the ugly vlOrd - with the practice of vJilling 
strongly , vlilling t o will strongly , and so on, that being ... hat you 
certainly can do and have done about a great many things in life , 
whence it is clear that there is nothing i n truth to hinder you from it .•. 100 
The distinction between the knowledge of the law's of determinism 
and practical conduct is echoed in Hill ' s System of Logic, Hhere , like 
George Eliot , he deplores the word , ' Necessity , ' itself. The term , 
he writes , seems to imply s ome kind of magical relation between Cause 
and Effect , that leads to the de grading sense of moral compul~ion. : 
it ' involves much more than mere uniformity of sequence; it implies 
100 GE Letters, 19 Aug . 1875 (VI , 166) . 
This insistence on 'willing to will ' is born of an experience 
similar t o that of Ami el , wit h I .. hose Journal Intime Pattison 
identified so intensely , stressing the pathos of the ' volon-t!e 
qui voudrait vouloir , mais impuissante ~ se fournir ~ elle-m~me 
des motifs. ' ~, 
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not prevent ordinary human needs from seeking fulfiJJnent: ' the 
consideration of molecular physics is not the direct ground of 
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'I'he distinction between the knowledge of the Im-rs of determinism 
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, 
100 GE Letters , 19 Aug . 1875 (VI , 166 ) . 
This insistence on 'willing to will ' is born of an experience 
similar to that of Amiel , with 1'1hose Journal Intime Fattison 
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. . ~'bl ,101 lrreSlS·ul eness. ' Now , a necessarian , believing that our 
actions follow from our characters , and that our characters follow 
froDIll our organizaticm , our education , and our ci.rcwnstances ,' i'1ill tend 
tmmrds fatalism , believing that ' his character is formed t or. him , and 
not !?y. him. ' This is a ' grand error ,' claims Hill , since man himself 
is 'one of the intermediate agents ' in f orming his own character: his 
own desire to rnould it in a particular "Tay is one of the circwnstances 
forming it. Therefore , Hill concludes, the ' objectionable term ,' 
"Necessi t y ,11 itself should be dropped from the vocabulary: ' The free-
will doctrine , by keeping in ~w precisely that portion of the truth 
which the word Necessity puts out of sight , namely the p0v.Ter of the mind 
to co-operate in the formation of its own character , has given to its 
adherents a practical feeling much nearer ·t o the truth than has generally 
(I believe) existed in the minds of necessarians. ,102 (my italics) 
101 cf . T. H. Huxley , On tl)!LPhysical Basis of Life (1868 ): It is a Imf 
102 
that ' unsupported stones will fall to the ground ••. But when , as comuonly 
happens , we change will into nrust , we introduce an idea of necessity 
which most assuredly does not lie in the observed facts • . . For my part , 
I utterly repudiate and anathematise the intruder. Fact I knmv; and 
Law I know ; but ifhat is this Necessity , save an empty shadow of the 
mind ' s thr,-ovring ? .. ' In further exposition of Geor ge Eliot ' s own 
vie1I<T , he writes that in a world full of misery and i gnorance , the 
' plain duty of each and all of us is t o try t o make the little corner 
he can influence somewhat less miserable and s ome"rhat less i gnorant 
than it was before he entered it. ' For t his , one needs only two beliefs~ 
' the first~that the order of Nature is ascertainable by our faculties 
to an extent'which is practically lmllinited; the second , that our 
volition counts for something as a condition of the course of events. ' 
Both beliefs , he claims , are verifiable experimentally . (Reprinted in 
The Essence of T. H. Huxley , ed . Cyril Bibby ( Ne"T York , 1967) , pp. 57-8 ). 
cf . GE Letters , 9 Oct. IB43 (I , 162): ' S~rulative truth begins to appear 
but a shadow of individual minds , agreemeHt!~n~gllects seems unattainable , 
and i-le turn to the truth of feeling as the only universal bond of union. ' 
I t is impossiBle to eradicate false ideas , without damaging the moral natures 
of those who hold them : therefore , one ' s aim should be harmony with those 
'who are often richer in the fruits of faith though not in reasons , than 
ourselves. ' 
Thus , the ' truth of feeling ' emerges as the only reliable guide to action , 
ve~ mu~h as it does in Nill ' s analysis. 
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The ' habit of willing ' can survive consciousness of pain and pleasure , 
and becomes what is ' commonly called a jburpose. ' ' It is only when our 
purposes have become independent of the feelings of pain or pleasure 
from which they originally took their rise , that we are said to have 
a confirmed character. ,10) 
Mill ' s position here is virtually identical with George Eliot ' s. 
£.lan himself is one of the causes of what he becomes. He has only to 
wish to change , to act intelligently upon the accumulation of past 
experience. Hhat is fatal is passivity: man must oscillate bebTeen 
the two stances of learning and acting . And in this light , determinism -
that is , the belief in ' uncleviating law ' - is even necessary to make a 
moral act possible : since ' experience is valuable only in so far as 
it can teach, and it can teach only in so far as it is consistent. ,104 
This moral imperative to act upon an intelligent survey of 
experience, to free oneself from the bondage of the passions is shared 
then by Ge orge Eliot 1'li th Spinoza and Mill. In I Leaves from a Notebook , I 
she discusses the relationship between learning and act:i,.on: ' On this 
subject , as on so many others , it is difficult to strike the balance 
between the educational heeds of passivity or receptivity , and independent 
selection. Vre should learn nothing ~vi thout the tendency to impliii:i t 
acceptance: but there must clearly be a limit to such mental submission 
Ji,' 
10) J. S . Hill , 0ystem of Logic. (18l.jj) , (Vol. 11), Book VI , pp . 48)-9. 
104 George Le vine , ' Determinism and Re sponsibility ,' Pi'ILA , 7'7 pune 1962); 
reprinted in A Century of GE Criticism, p . 3.58 . 
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else we should come to a standstill. The hWrlan mind would be no 
better than a dried specimen , representing an unchangeable type. 
\Vhen the assimilation of new matter ceases, decay mut begin . In a 
reasoned self-restraining deference there is as much energy as in 
rebellion; but among the less capable, one must admit that the superior 
energy is on the side of the rebels. ,105 
There must be passive absorption of learning , and there must be 
a limit to such absorption. 'l'here must be energy and there must be 
restraint. But bet-vreen the tvlO possible excesses, George Eliot finds 
the excess of passivity the more d:est:ructive . The Idried specimen ' 
that would result is surely precisely a Casaubon-figure - ' A great 
bladder f or dried peas to rattle in ,' as hrs., Cadvlal1ader elegantly 
describes him. 
Life is energy working on experience: often this translates 
itself into intelligence working upon and discarding objects of emotion 
and passive attachment. For George Eliot herself , this 1<laS al,,,ays a 
painful problem , which resolved itself gradually on the side of energy 
and acti vi ty: I ••• since you have read my books ,' she ,,,rote to Dr . C1ifford 
A1lbutt , ' you must perceive that the bent of my mind is conservative 
rather than destructive , and that denial has bean wrung from me by hard 
experience - not adopted as a pleasant rebellion. Still , I see that we 
Ji,' 
, 
ought , each of us , not to sit down and wail , but to be heroic and 
constructive , if possible , like the strong souls 1<1ho lived before , as 
in other cases of religious decay ... ,106 
105 ~ 
' Judgments on Authors ,' Leaves from a Note-book , reprinted in Pinney , p. 443. 
106 QE Letters , August 1868 (IV , 472). 
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The passive stance is congenial to her; and for that very 
reason perhaps, she increasingly emphasises the importance of energetic 
action . Again , in Leaves from a Notebook , .'re find a section entitled , 
' A Fine Excess. ' Feeling i s Energy - which more or less encapsulates the 
content. The essay praises ' the generous leap of impulse ,' that is 
needed ' to swell the flood of sympathy in us beholders , that we may 
not fall completely under t he mastery of calculation , which in its turn 
may fail of ends for want of energy got from ardour. ,107 
Action , enthusiasm , energy - these gradually emerge as imperatives 
to the moral life.108 Even in her personal life , in her last years, she 
107 Pinney , p. 451. 
108 In fact , there is even a hectic no-~ of abnost fascist fervour in 
' False Testimonials, ' Theophrastus Such, XIII , 189: ' I respect 
the horsewhip when applied to the back of Cruelty , and think that 
he who applies it is a more perfect human being because his 
out-leap of indignation is not checked by a too curious reflection 
on t he nature of guilt - a more perfect human being because he 
more completely incorporates the best social life of the race , 
1 .. hich can never be consti tuted by ideas that nullify action ••. 
it is undeniable that a too intense consciousness of one ' s kin-
ship with all frailties and vices undermines the active heroism 
which battles against vlrong. ' 
T'ne last sentence has the authentic ring of the '\.voman ,'Tho wrote: 
' I am not in any sense one of the "good haters"; on the contrary , 
my weaknesses all verge towards an excessive tolerance and a 
tendency t9melt off the outlines of things . ' ( G]!; Letters , 
16 Jan . 1873 (v , 367)). 
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seems to have experienced a renascence of vitality . F.H. Myers writes 
of the intense mental vigour , the powers of concent ration she manifested 
then , her ' untiring interest in reading , f or instance, and in visiting 
art-galleries : ' Nor was this a mere habit of passive receptivity . 
In the intervals between her successive composition her mind was 
1 f " d b"" " ' f h t ,109 , Fu " d a ways uSlng an com lnlng l~S res sores... slng an 
combining its fresh stores ' - there could hardly be a better 
f ormulation f or the antithesis to the Casaubon-mentality . And yet , 
as we have seen , this ' passive receptivity ' was not unknown to her , 
either . 
The problem is one of balance - ' between theffiucational needs 
of passivity ••• and independent sele ction .' 1ewes expresses the same 
problem, in his account in his Journal (3 June , 1866) of a visit from 
Bain , the psychologist , 1<7ho ,.vas a frequent dinner-guest at the 1ewes ' s 
home : ' After dinner Rain called and stayed till 11 discussing 
philosophical questions. Together we groped our way to some explanation 
of the organic differences between the receptive and active int~ects. 
He began by remarking how men of active productivity were almost 
always men of small receptivity; and t oo impatient to be dOing , were 
almost incapable of learning . I sugges ted that in them the reflex 
"faS more direct;-'-:than in the receptive nat ures : an idea or emotion 
rapidly discharging itself in a result or action , instead of exercising 
109 Hodem Essays, p . 2.59. 
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a \o1ide reflex on the sensibilities and awakening a complex ideal 
precursor to the act. ' (GE letters (IV , 266)) 
DOing and learning must both be present: and learning emerges 
as a kind of delaying action on the direct reflex , allowing time f or 
a. ' campex ideal precursar ta the act.' This accaunt had already been 
tauched on by Lewes , in his review in 1859 .of Bain ' s The Ematians and the 
Will. There, Lewes had expaunded and criticised Bain ' s discussion of 
the differences between voluntary and involuntary actians: after 
rejecting , an physiological as well as psychalagical graunds , all 
al ternati ve canventianal distinctians , Le1-TeS came to the canclusion 
that the .only significant difference lies in the fact that valunta~J 
powers have been learned . Repeated experience results in ' valitian ,' 
110 in cantral. 
Voluntary action then requires a fare gaing learnine-pracess: 
creative activity implies receptivity. The balance is all: if it 
is disturbed an either side , action is either paralysed or rendered 
automatic , invaluntary - the ' idea .or ematian rapidly discharging 
itself in a result or actian. ' 
"{.Ire can return naw , after this rapid survey of the philasaphical 
vievlS .of Spinoza, 1'1ill, Lewes , and George Eliat herself , on the functi an 
and "Horking afp,moral activity , to our starting-paint, Chapter 80 .of 
~~iddlemarch. Dorathea ' s first reaction to the shack .of betrayal , the 
scene that she vli tnesses between Rosamond and \tJill , is a hectic rush 
110 ' Voluntary and I nvoluntary Actians ,' Blac~vood ' s , 86 (Sept. 1859) , 
pp . 295-306 ;-~ 
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of vitality: 
' She "Was never animated by a more self-possessed 
energy .•. It was as if she had drunk a great 
draught of scorn that stimulated her beyond the 
susceptibility to other feelings. She had seen 
something so far belO"l her belief, that her 
emotions rushed back from it and made an excited 
throng without an object. She needed something 
active to turn her excitement out upon. She fe lt 
power to "Talk and w'ork for a day , .. -lithout meat or 
drink ••• She had never felt anything like this 
triumphant po .. ier of indignation in the struggle of 
her married life, irbhich there had always been a 
quickly subduing pang; and she took it as a sign 
of nelv strength.' (ch. 77 , p. 372) 
Her eyes are unnaturally bright , as Celia notices: ' "And you 
don ' t see anything you look at ••• II ' This blindness - one of Dorothea ' s 
motifs in the novel - acts as a Harning-signal to the reader. (She is 
short-sighted (ch. 3 , p . 43); she always sees what no-one else sees 
(ch. ~" p . 51); she is 'a gir11iTho "lould have been requiring you to 
see the stars by daylight ' (ch. 6 , p. 84); her vision of her future 
with Casaubon is an experience of ' not consciously seeing , but absorbing 
into the intensity of her mood ••• ' (ch . 3 , p . 37) ; and her maturity is 
marked by the phenomenon of ' no longer struggling against the perception 
of facts , but ad justing herself to their clearest perception ' - now, 
' she looked steadily at her husband 's failure ' (ch. 37 , p. 139). 
It is a factitious strengtrvthat she feels now , in the moment of reaction: 
almost a physioIpgical reflex. It is the mood of her early youth , before 
her ' deep experience J?egan ' - as Celia slyly suggests: ' "Dear me , Dodo, 
are you going to have a scheme for them?1I said Celia, a little uneasy 
at t his Hamlet-like raving . ' 
(-Jhen she l.isits the Farebrothers, the very mention of Ladisla"l ' s 
,~ 
name produces rul instant psycho-physiological reaction : ' She was 
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surprised and annoyed to find that her heart 'was palpitating violently , 
and that it was quite useless to try after a recovery of her former 
animation .' (ch .80 , p . 387) And throughout her experience of the night , 
George Eliot ' s language remains very largely physiological . Almost 
clinically , it seems , she is out to analyse hOl"; , in extremis , moral 
action is produceQ. 
' The limit of resistance was reached , and she had sunk back 
helpless within the clutch of inescapable anguish. ' In her helpless 
passive reaction , she is shaken by 'the waves of suffering .•• too t horoughly 
to leave any power of thought .r .r angclisb. , active only in its intensity , 
continues through her dark night of the soul : ' she besought hardness and 
coldness and aching vTeariness to bring her relief from the mysterious 
incorporeal might of her anguish .' The two images of {hll torment her : 
and her reaction is a reflex of ' scorn and indignation and jealous 
offended pride. ' She f lames out at him , while she retains sufficient 
p~ysical and emotional energy for anger : But finally , ' she lost energy .•• 
even for her loud-whispered cries and moans: she subsided into helpless 
sobs , and on the cold floor she sobbed herself to sleep .' 
This is the first stage of labour , as it were , in the birth of 
moral action . Up to this point , Dorothea has responded with passion, 
in Spinoza ' s terms , showing her human ' infirmity and fragmentary 
knowledge .' Or , ~to recall Froude ' s version , she is ' passive and in 
bondage .•• the sport of fortune and caprice ..• ' 
But in the morning , ",hen she ' wakes , it is 'i'li th the clearest 
consciousness that she "vas looking into the eyes of sorrow.' She has 
'wake:i to a ne"v condition : she felt as if her soul had been liberated 
~~ 
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from its terrible conflict; she 1...ras no longer 1...rrestling 1...rith her 
grief , but could sit d01'Tn 1<1ith it as a lasting companion and make it 
a sharer in her thoughts. For now the thoughts came thickly. It 
was not in Dorothea ' s nature, for longer than the duration of/a 
paroxysm , to sit in the narrow cell of her aiLamity , in the besotted 
misery of a consciousness that only sees another ' s lot as an accident 
of its own. ' 
Now that she is liberated from the ' narrow cell ' of her egotism, 
the bondage of passion , she can think , she can transcend narrowness , 
and the besottedness of the irrational being. She relives the events 
of the previous day, and the habits of character already established 
in her by experience come to her aid : I she forced herself to think ' 
al truistically. (my italics) She vlills to will. The strength of her 
' first outleap of jealous indignation and disgust ' is vanguished by 
' an emotion stronger than , and contrary to itself ' (Spinoza) - ' the 
dominant spirit of justice within her. ' This stronger emotion is partly 
the fruit of her recent experience : she has , through her om1 marriage-
sufferings , learned to uhderstan~he trials of Lydgate ' s lot. And the 
' active thought ' involved in this perception of analogy , this ' vivid 
sympathetic experience ,' returns to her now ' as a power: it asserted 
itself as acqui~~d knowledge asserts itself and will not let us see as 
vie saw in the day of our i gnorance. ' 
Her experience , then , is fully ' learned ' ; it leads Dorothea 
to true vision and understanding . And as ' it is the primary Imv of 
every single being that it ... follo1'18 what >vill give it increased 
vitality - and man as a collective person gathers life , being , and 
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self-mastery only from the absolute good , - the source of all good, 
and truth, and energy , - that is , God ' (Froude , p. 29) - so Dorothea 
' yearned towards the perfect Right , that it might make a throne 
vfithin her , and rule her errant will. ' ''What should I do - how should 
I act now , this very day if I could clutch my own pain .•• ?Ii ,lll 
Now the light is ' piercing into the room ,' and she opens the 
curtains and sees the tableau of the burdened man and the burdened 
woman; she sees and she realises that neither vision nor deliberate 
blindness is sufficient - ' She vms a part of that involuntary , pal pi tating 
life , and could neither look out on it from her l~xurious shelter as a 
mere spectator , nor hide her eyes in selfish complaining . ' She is 
involved , and she must act : she cannot simply and passively learn 
from her experience: 'Hhat she would resolve to do that day did not 
yet seem quite clear , but something that she could achieve stirred her 
as with an approaching murmur which would soon gather distinctness. ' 
111 Hark Schorer has called Niddlemarch a ' novel of religious yearning 
without religious object. ' ( ' Fiction and the "l.J::atrix of Analogy , '" 
, Kenyon Re view , 11 (Autumn 1949~; reprinted in A Century of G~ Criticism , 
p . 276). Both F.\ . Hallock (Atheism and the Va~ue of Life (1884)) and 
R. H. Hutton (Hodern Guides of English Thought in Natters of Faith (1887)) 
deal critically with this aspect of Ge orge Eliot ' s philosop~W , her 
version of ' )V~ethodism minus Christianity, ' her ' sickroom ' morality , 
the ' cold moral solitude ' of this very scene of Dorot.hea ' s anguish -
her ' pseud o-religious philosop1W,' in Schorer ' s terms. (ibid . p. 275) 
Nietzsche , to~ , wrote of her arbitrary divorce of the Christian God 
from the Christian inorality: Ij 'Te others believe otherwise, "j,\lhen one 
gives up the Christian faith , one pulls the right to Christian morality 
out from under one ' s feet. By breaking one main concept out of it, 
the faith in God , one breaks the iihole. For the English , morality 
is not yet a problem. ' 
George Eliot , herself , hmvever , if she had felt called upon to 
vindicate her philosophy, might well have echoed Mill ' s comment on 
Comte : the va~ue of the oli tigue Posi ti ve , he Ifrote (in his 
Autobiography (1873), p . 213 ) 'consists in putting an end to the notion 
that no effectual moral authority can be maintained over s ociety without 
the aid of religious belief. ' 
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She changes her clothes , in a kind of ritual of initiation 
(as Hrs. I strode does in a similar moment of resolution - ch. 74 , 
p . 334). And the act implies both resignation and resolution: 
' Dorothea vlished to aclmmrfledge that she had not the less an active 
life before her because she had buried a private joy. ' 
George .l!;liot ' s close study of the ' processing ' of a virtuous 
action is , in a sense , a dramatization of the views of Spinoza , Mill , 
and Lewes on t he sub.ject. And even in t he s cene t hat follows , vli th 
Rosamond , George Eliot never l oses contact vTi t h t he psycho-physiological 
nature of the process : ' Dorothea had counted a little too much on her 
Olvn strength: the clearness and intensity of the mental action t his 
morning were the continuance of a nervous exaltation ''lhich made her 
f rMae as dangerously re sponsive as a bit of finest Venetian crystal .•. ' 
(ch . 81, p . 399 ) vlhen she speaks , it is "ri th ' palpi ta ting anxie ty , ' 
' brokenly. ' The effort, t he strain , are immense , symptoms of her will 
to sympat hise "li th Rosamond ' s difficulties. Only after Rosamond has 
confessed the truth of her relation to \-'iill, does a spontaneous flm .. of 
feeling become possible : ' Her immediate consciousness was one of 
immense sympathy'\vithout che ck ; she cared for Rosamond wit hout struggle 
nOvl , and responded earnestly to her ..• ' (ch . 81 , p . 407) 
In this crisis , then, Dorothea has been shown to act. And her 
p,' 
action is a result 'of experience vlOrked on by intell i gence and 
sympathy , and issuing i n vision and understanding . In acting , 
Dorothea becomes most fully herself . Again to refer back to Froude, 
' in s o far as (the mind ' s ) ideas are adequat e ••. it is active, it is 
itself. ' The frui~ of this organic process are life and energy , 
' and fuller and ampler being. ' 
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It seems tp.en , that only through an act , through a movement of 
energy in the "lvorld , can a man become himself . For Lewes , the 
personality is simply an ' incorporation of our pas t experience . ' ; 
for Hill , man is lone of the intermediate agents I in forming his Ol-m 
character . The personality thus remains f or George Eliot a very fluid 
thing : Icharacter is not cut in marble , I it is continually in flux , 
subject to experience and the voluntar,Y (L e . I educated I ) acts of t he 
individual. Dorothea, in spite of the limited nature of her achievement , 
does deserve to be described , in Eill ' s terms , as a I confirmed character ,' 
since her ' habit of willing ' has survived mere consciousness of pain 
and pleasure . Her acts are ' unhistoric , I but Ithe effect of her being 
on those around her 1-Jas incalculably diffusive . I It is ultimately , 
then , her being , rather than her acts , that is ' greatly effective. I 
And yet in the terms 'Of the novel , Dorothea's acts Nere important in 
the creation of her being . 
At this point, we can return to the discussion , from which we 
started, of the nature of the personality , and George Eliot ' s implicit 
attacks on the simplicities in this field. We quote::l the passage at 
the beginning of Chapter 29 , in Nhich she challenges her reader ls 
assumptions about the intrinsic difference betvreen Casaubon and Dorothea , 
.., 
f ' 
and reduces these differences to a blooming skin and vThi te moles . By 
blurring her distinctions in this Nay , C~ orge Eliot igdoing much more 
than some special pleading for Ipoor Casaubon. I Both Casaubon and 
Dorothea vlere , as we have seen , r ooted in George Eliot' s most personal 
experi ence: both stmsibili ties were aspects of her own sensibility. 
The pity which she shoiis for Casaubon , and v.Thich Leslie Stephen found 
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to be ' not akin to l ove ,' is more akin to self -analysis , perhaps. 
And Stephen ' s assertion that the story is a ' satire against young 
ladies who aim at lofty ideals . It implies a capacity for being 
imposed upon by a mere outside shell of pretence ' - neatly evades the 
crucial questi on that the story raises - namely , how does one knov1 
the shell from the man? On the deepest level , what is the difference 
between a stick and a man , betv1een Casaubon and Locke or 11 'lton , or 
ssuet , or St. Augustine , or Aquinas , or Isaac Casaubon himself? 
Here , ... le take up the thread of ·W. J. Harvey ' s claim , "lioJi th Vlhich 
'iTe began , that ' the very name of Casaubon creates a cal culated ironic 
d iscrepancy betvTeen the great Renaissance scholar and the fictional 
pedant. ' On Hr. Harvey ' s vieH , the mention of th ~_.er c.octOI'-
saints in connection ltfi th Casaubon , vTould be equally and sole;Ly f or 
the purpose of implicitmockery , both of Casaubon himself , and of 
Dorothea for her infatuation: ' Here \'las some thing beyond the shallovTs 
of ladies ' -school literature : here was a living Bossuet , whose work 
would reconcile complete knowledge iVith devoted piety; here 1-TaS a 
modern Augustine who united the glories of doctor and saint. ' (ch·3 , pp . 33-4) 
In fact , the point would have to be extended to include Dorothea ' s 
mm shadow-archetype - St . Teresa - \ .. ho also achieved the idea.l 
consummation , the i~ombination of knowledge and piety , of contemplation 
and practice , that she called the ' mystic marriage. ' On this vie,,,, , 
St. Teresa would have been introduced into the novel - as Alpha and 
Omega - solely to highlight the irony of contrast , of the discrepancy 
bet ween aspirationJ,fnd actuality . Similarly , of course , in the case of 
',-Jill ' s archety-pes - Shelley and Chatterion. The three main characters 
, . 
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of the novel would thus be shadowed by these inscrutable archetypes , 
forever unattainable , forever mocking by their ve~J existence the 
petty struggles of the inhabitants of the Vuddlemarch world. 
'['his interpretation seems to me ;very incomplete. Irony is 
undoubtedly present in this use of archetypes: but something much 
more radical is being suggested here than the mere obviousness of 
ironic contrast. For one thing , the references to Casaubon ' s archetypes, 
particularly , are sometimes decidedly ambivalent. The reference to 
Locke , for instance , occurs in a conversation between Dorothea and 
Celia , after the first meeting with Casaubon : 
I "Row very ugly Nr. Casaubon is! It 
"Celia! He is one of the most dis tinguished-looking 
men I ever SCl'W. He is remarkably like the portrait 
of Locke. He has the same deep eye-sockets. 11 
"Had Locke those tvro white moles Hi th hair on them 711 
"0 , I daresay! vlhen people of a certain sort looked 
at him , fI said Dorothea , .-Talking a"'laY a little. I (ch. 2 , p. 26) 
In this little interchange , the mention of Locke serves not for 
contrast but for comparison. Celia is concerned vlith Casaubon l s 
physical ugliness, and the comparison does not affect her : she would 
be quite uilling to concede Locke .-Thi te moles as "'1ell , and re ject the 
two scholars in a body , as unromantic objects. Dorothea , on the other 
hand , 1/fould be equally willing to concede t hat Locke had ",.hi te moles: 
pe· 
this does not interest her either , since physical appearances do not 
enter into her exalted vision of marriage. 
The next reference is to Pascal. As Dorothea dreams of her 
future with Casaubon , she thinks , I II ~veryday-things with us would mean 
the greatest thfngs. It would be like ma.rrying Pascal. • . 11 1 (ch. 3, p . 40) 
~ 
· . 
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Here , there is , obviously , an irony implicit: 1<le can feel 
instinctively that Casaubon is no Pascal. And yet , at least to 
the frivolous mind , this thought of Dorothea ' s can be taken quite 
at face-value : it is indeed possible that marriage to fascal too 
would have been no romantic heaven : that even if Casaubon had 
been another Pascal , Celia would still have rejected him , and Dorothea 
would still - rightly or wrongly - have rushed into marriage with him. 
The issue would have remained ambivalent: one could have looked at 
the marriage through Celia ' s eyes , or Sir James ' s , or Hrs . Cadwallader ' s , 
and stiffened with repulsion and outraged worldly wisdom; while 
Dorothea herself , of course , subjectively , would have felt the same 
aspirations and hopes as she does now. The only difference might 
have been in the resulting marriage ; on the other hand , Celia and 
~ir James might very well have been vindicated . In other words , the 
fact that Casaubon is not a Pascal seems largely irrelevant here: 
the irony , though present , is not paramount . 
The point is perha.ps best made by the author herself , 
in her mm comparison of Casaubon vI i th Nil t on : ' I protest against 
any absolute conclusion , any prejudice derived from Mrs . Cadwalla~der ' s 
contempt for a neighbouring clergyman ' s alleged greatness of soul , of 
0ir James Chettaful ' s poor opinion of his rival ' s legs , - from }~ . 
Brooke ' s failure to elicit a companion ' s ideas , or from Celia ' s 
criticism ofla middle-aged scholar ' s personal appearance . I am not 
sure that the greatest man of his age , i f ever that solitary superlative 
existed, could eSti'!ape these unfavourable reflections of himself in 
~ 
· , 
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various small mirrors j and even 1\ ' 1 ton , looking for his portrait 
in a spoon , must submit t o have the facial angle of a bumpkin. 
Moreover , if Mr. Casaubon , speaking for himself , has rather 
chilling rhetoric , it is not therefore certain that there is no 
good work or fine feeling in him. Did not an immortal physicist 
and interpreter of hieroglyphs write detestable verses? ' (ch. 10 , p. 125) 
In this passage, clearly with mischievous intent, George Eliot 
stirs up the muddy pool of popular prejudices and sweeping rejections. 
In rather the same way as in the paragraph at the beginning of Chapter 
29 , she confuses our angle of vision , she blurs our confidence in 
categories , in perception in general. The ' small mirrors ' of which 
she speaks are like the pier-glass scratches , and like levleS ' s quotation 
from Bacon ' s Novum Organuml12 human understanding is described as 
an ' unequal mirror to the rays of things. I Distortion , subjectivity 
are inevitable. 
Moreover , generalisation is false. George Eliot ' s plea is 
justified : there may be cases of fine feeling and poor expression , 
of good science and bad poetry co-existing in the same person. Are 
we then to see Casaubon as such a mixture , in the same way as 
Savonarola is seen in Romola , as a pattern of human inconsistencies, 
vlhich do not neeessarily preclude a kind of greatness'? In Romola , on 
this point , she 1-frote : ' To the common run of mankind it has always 
seemed a proof of mental vigour to find moral questions easy , and 
judge conduct according to concjS e alternatives. 1113 This ' Tom-'fulliver l 
112 See Note 93. 
113 Romola, ch. 64 , p. 358 . 
~ 
, - . 
-~ 
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mentality has its place in most rea~ders l reactions; and George 
~liot is repeatedly at pains to jar , or disturb such critical 
complacency. 
Her technique is similar throughout - a technique of sly 
analogy, of mute challenge to defend assumptions and instincts. 
Of Mr. Casaubon ls appalling love-speech to Dorothea, she writes calmly: 
INo speech could have been more thoroughly honest in its intentions : 
the frigid rhetoric at the end was as sincere as the bark of adog , 
or the cawing of an amorous rook. \/lould it not be rash to conclude 
that there was no passion behind those sonnets to Delia which strike 
us as the thin music of a mandolin? I (ch. 5, p. 72) There is a 
certain impudence and irony about this analogy of course ; but once 
again , the analogy very largely holds : it would be very rash to reach 
such conclusions , on the one hand , while on the other , it is possible 
that the sonnets to Delia contained no more passion than }iir. Casaubon I s 
frigid rhetoric. The question remains open : the analogy is no simple 
irony. It in fact complicates the question , as does the reference to 
~fil ton I s facial anp.;le , and to Locke I s white moles. 
As for the comparison with St. Thomas Aquinas , which Naumann 
uses so cunningly to play on Casaubon ls vanity - here again, the irony 
is not simply q.n.e of contrast. Naumann purports to see in Casaubon , 
I II just what I v/ant - the idealistic in the real. 11 1 (ch. 22 , p. 329) 
In absentia , Casaubon is afterwards treated to much disrespectful mockery; 
but on the analogy W'ith Aquinas, he has this to say: I IIThe head is 
not a bad type after all" I - no meagre praise from the fastidious 
~:; 
artist - 1 111 daresay the--great scholastic himself would have been 
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flattered to have his portrait asked for. Nothing like these starchy 
doctors for vanity! II I (ch. 22 , p . 333 ) 
Once again , the use of the archetype serves as parallel , and 
not merely as ironic contrast. It results both in a certain 
concession of dignity to Casaubon , and in a shrewd hit at the genu~ 
of scholars in general. Martin Svaglic , in his study of ' Reli gion in 
the Novels of Ge orge Eliot, I even turns the conventional treatment of 
the archetype as contrasting ideal on its head , and writes : ' it is 
hard to avoid the feeling that George Eliot is offering a comment on 
t he lvorthlessness of scholarl y Christianity by coupling "ri th his the 
name of the saint whom the Age of 'nlightenment had set do,m as the 
unassailable proof of scholastic folly : the butt of the jokes of 
Laurence Sterne and even of Charles Lamb .' 114 
At any rate , it is clear that these analogies raise questions , 
and aim at a more than satirical effect. The questions are very basic , 
and deceptively simple. \ihat is Casaubon really like? fNhat , in fact , 
is the difference bebveen him and Hilton , or Locke , or Aquinas -
intrinsically , that is, hmv do we knO'w for sure that there is such a 
great d.ifference , that Ge orge J£liot is creating a ' calculated ironic 
discrepancy ' ? At what point does greatness shade off into parody? 
The prob'iem is discussed explicitly in the passage in Daniel 
Derond~. , in I'Thich naniel tries to f ocus rationally and sensi ti vely on 
his encounter Hi th }JOrdecai (Chapter 41) . He sees hordecai ' s personality 
114 Journal of Npglish and Germanic Philol og.y , .53 (April 19.54) ; 
reprinted in A Century of GB Criticism, p. 290. 
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and mission under different possible lights : from Sir Hu go ' s point 
of vie, .. , he is a monomaniac;, somel'ihat more talented than most mono-
maniacs . ' In such cases , a man of the w·orld knm .. s what to think 
beforehand. t (like the I common run of mankind t in Romola?) 
The passage continues : ' De ronda ' s ear caup;ht all these negative 
whisperings; nay, he repeated them distinctly t o himself . I t ,'ias not 
the first but it ,vas the most pressing occasion on vrhich he had had 
to face this question of the farnily likeness among the heirs of enthusiasm , 
whether prophets or dreamers of drearlls , whe ther the 
' Great benefactors of mankind , deliverers , t 
or the devotees of phantasmal discove ry - from the first believer in 
his ovm unmanifested inspiration , dmm to the last inventor of an ideal 
machine that!:. 'vill achieve perpetual motion. The kinship of human passion , 
the sanleness of mortal scenery , inevitably fill fact with burlesque and 
parody . Error and folly have had their hecatombs of martyrs. Reduce 
the grandest type of man hitherto knovm to an abstract statement of 
his qualities and efforts , and he appears in dangerous company : say 
that , like Cope~nicus and Galileo , he wa s immovably convinced in the 
face of hissing incredulity; but so is the contriver of pe rpetual 
motion. :,'e cannot fairly try the spirits by this sort of test. If 
He l'iant to avoid, giving the dose of hemlock or the sentence of banish-
r · 
ment in the ,·Jrong case , nothing will do but a capacity to understand 
t he subject-matter on which the i mmovable man is convinced, and fellow-
ship with human travail , both near and a f ar , to hinder us from scanning 
any deep experience lightly. ' (ch. 41 , pp . 353-4) 
In ~hddlemarch , through her use of archetypes , as well as by 
more explicit means , George Eliot is forcing on her readers , I would 
, . 
~ 
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suggest , a similar mental conflict to that undergone by Deronda at 
this point. It is ' this question of the family likeness ,' that 
concerns her , the ' kinshi p of human wassion ,' the similarity of 
fact and pa.rody , the dangers of definition , both for what it includes 
and. for what it excludes . Here , Derond.a is assailed by the ' family 
likeness ' bebreen t'lordecai and Copernicus and Galileo , on the one 
hand , and that between Vordecai and the enthusiast with t he 
metaphysical key , on the other. How to d iscriminate , hOVl to 
descri be , even ... ? 
The problem with Casaubon is very similar. C';e orge Eliot 
surrounds him in such a way with his cor~ge of archetypes t hat 
a1>llmard questions immediately arise . I t is a case , once again , of 
' dangerous company,' of a ' family likeness ,' that i mpresses on us 
the difficulty of describing a human being . Fact is filled Hith 
burlesque and parody : Locke , Hilton , Aquinas have their ludicrous 
aspect s , as does Casaubon. I'There does the difference really, lie? 
The anSlver of course is given a t the end of the naniel Deronda 
passage : ' nothing will d o but a ca!baci ty t o understand the subject-
matter on which the immovable man is convinced , and fe llmvship with 
human travail , both near and afar , to hinder us from scanning any 
Ji,' 
deep experience 'lightly. ' 'l\w things are required: knowledge and 
sympathy . On the first score , Casaubon is ,judged quite simply by hi s 
output , by his achievement in the Iwrld . Here indictment is secure: 
he produces nothing that can remotely compare .. ri th the productions 
of Hilton , or L~ke, or Pascal. On this score , too , Dorothea ' s and 
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\'Till ' s archetypes are clearly ironic contrasts : Dorothea achieves 
no his toric act , and. vIill "Tri tes no poems. In the sphere of the 
knmm , the actual , a.ll three are indeed mocked by their famous 
shadows. 
But to say this is not to say everything. For nothing is knmm , 
after all , about the intrinsic worth of the personalities involved , 
about the depth of experience. This is the second criterion in 
presuming to describe a human being : ' fellovmhip '\Vi th human travail, 
both near and afar , to hinder us from scanning any deep experience 
lightly. ' On this score , Will may "Tell be a poet of the same calibre 
as ~helley , for example. He and Dorothea in fact have a discussion 
on this very subject. Hill defends the poet as experiencing intrinsic 
man , while Dorothea , "rith characteristic insistence on activity , lays 
stress on fruition , on accomplishment: 
' IITo be a poet is to have a soul so quick to 
discern , that no shade of quality escapes it , 
and so quick to feel , that discernment is but 
a hand playing with finely ordered variety on 
the chords of emotion - a soul in .. ,hich knmvledge 
passes instantaneously into feeling , and feeling 
flashe's back as a new organ of knowledge. One 
may have that condition by fits only.~ 
"But you leave out the poems , 11 said Dorothea. 
"I think they are wanted to complete t he poet. 
I understand .. ,hat you mean about knmvledge passing 
into feeling , for that seems to be just 1,fhat I 
exp&rience. But I am sure I could never produce 
a poem. 11 
"You a re a poem - and that is to be the best part 
of a poet - lVhat makes up the poet ' s consciousness 
in his best moods , " said 'Hill. .. ' (ch . 22 , pp. 341-2. 
In the balance established by the novel , both views are 
vindicated . JIilen ~hre known by their acts: moreover , they become 
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themselves through acts. And yet , ultlinately , nen are not known 
at all , since their acts are so small a part of their potential , 
w"hich is not knovm, and w"hich is intrinsic. 
Dorothea and id111 and Casaubon are not simply mocked by their 
illustrious archetypes : it seems , on the contrary , that "(<v i th a 
keen sense of human dignity , George Eliot is placing these three 
Horldly ' failures ' deliberately in the ' dangerous company ' of 'feresa 
and ohelley and Jvii l t on . 115 Casaubon ' s pathos is ahfays ' below the 
level of tragedy ' ; and yet George Eliot implies that the family,likeness 
does exist . His achievement is nil , his personality is corroded by 
bi tterness and jealousy. And yet Ge or ge Eliot herself is his '~iri tual 
mother ,' as He have seen - as she is Dorothea ' s. Basically , there is 
a certain ' sameness of mortal scenery, ' that blurs easy d istinctions . 
'l'he implication might be that all 1'lho have an ' intense consciousness ' 
"~'Tithin them , who are ' spiritually a-hungered ,' form one band , even 
though only the illustrious few ever come to fruition , t o 'far-resonant 
action '. The final effect of the archetypes in Hiddlemarch is not to 
mock but - however pathetic the achievement - to d i gnify human effort . 
115 
f ' 
, 
The use of archetypes in this way has roots in George ~liot ' s 
earliest habits of thought - cf. her non-ironic youthful comparisons 
of herself w:tth Saint Paul and \"I illiam ~vilberforce. (GE Letters , 
18 Aug . 1838 (I , 7) ; 6- 8 Nov. 1838 ( I , 12). 
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F1>uR. 
CHAPTER fIM' 
DANlliL DERONDA: " 'A FINE EXCESS t: FEELING IS ENERGY 11 
My aDn in this final chapter is to trace the motivations l~hind 
George Eliot's almost universally unpopular choice of subject for her 
last novel. A large section of her reading public has always found the 
Jewish aspect of Daniel Deronda esoteric , difficult, and even objection-
able; and what I should like to show is that the motivations for her 
choice are much more complex than critics generally allow - that they 
are rooted in the diversified intellectual interests of a lifetime, and 
that the purposes t~lards which she worked are essentially and closely 
integrated with the total texture of the novel. In short, what I shall 
argue is that a significant portion of George Eliot's variegated - and 
hitherto untapped - experience was channelled into Daniel Deronda - and 
not least into its Jewish sUbject-matter; that here many facets of her 
nature, intellectual and emotional, B.re reflected i~nprecedented 
richness. 
At the centre of the novel lies the whole question of cultural 
and moral values, an attempted 'placing' of English standards by implicit 
analogy with some alternative culture. Her choice of Judaism to act as 
defining contrast eitends its roots deeply and widely into the history 
of her sensibility. I shall here be indicating some of these tortuous 
subterranean patterns of thought and feeling, and the forms in which 
they emerge into the accomplished work of art. 
The general Peaction of contemporary readers to her choice of a 
· . 
, ,......, 
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Jewish theme for Daniel Deronda might be summed up, not unfairly - if 
unrhythmically - if her name were to be substituted for that of God 
in the "Tell-known little jingle: 
How odd 
Of Gm 
To choose 
The Jews. 
The sheer oddness of it is what seems to have struck contemporary 
reviewers with the greatest force. There is a certain tone of fastidious 
be.vilderment that recurs constantly under various guises. In antagonistic 
reviews, and even in those few that approve her choice and handling of 
subject, the Jewish theme emerges as definitely esoteric - either 
laboriousl~recherch6 and in rather dubious taste, or else exciting in 
an off-beat, revelatory kind of way - depending on the viewpoint of the 
cri tic. Bu t in any case, puzzling, unanticipated - odd. 
vlhy did George Eliot choose the Jews? The question is rarely posed 
in a serious, a more-than-rhetorical form in the critical literature of 
George Eliot's own time. The Edinburgh Review finds nothing at all to 
its taste in the entire novel, and is quite uncompromising in ~ts account 
of the Jewish section: it is 'feeble am laboured ••• \'le have not yet 
heard ••• of any reader l'lho has responded warmly to this special claim 
upon his interest.,l Such a slashing castigation is followed up by 
detailed rejectiofis of characterisation and plot: l{irah is 'the most 
trifling of angelic heroines'; 110rdecai, a 'hectic figure,' an 'absolute 
failure'; Daniel's first searches for }urah' s family I tremble ••• upon 
1 Vol. 141~, p. 466 ~~October 1876). 
· . 
~ 
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the borders of the absurd'; and Daniel's mother is 'as nearly absurd 
with her theatrical gestures and addresses as it is possible for George 
Eliot to be.' The Cohen family alone are accorded some praise, particularly 
little Jacob - 'the only thoroughly delightful Jew in the whole group.' 
But the main burden of the Jewish section - its intellectual and 
emotional essence, centring on Mordecai's ideals and hopes - is frigidly 
dismissed as a 'somewhat visionary project.' 
From this review, the typical reaction of critics emerges - i~ is 
exceptional only in the extent of its anathema, which covers Gwendeolen 
and Grandcourt, as well as Hordecai and Mirah. Otherwise, it can stand 
as fairly representative, as we shall see, of the kinds of puzzlement ahd 
aversion that the Jewish section aroused. The Edinburgh reViel-1er, however, 
unlike most of his contemporaries, does attempt to 8.ccount for this 
aberration on George Eliot's part. According to his diagnosis, George 
Eliot has become 'fooled and flattered' by success: the 'intoxicating 
philtres of adulation' have gone toher head, so that she is nml straining 
too hard to live up to her fabulous reputation. This explanation is 
unsatisfying and condescending, to say the least; but at least the question, 
' Why?' has obviousl;W occurred to him. 
It is a question that does not recur with academic and deliberate 
intention very often. in the critical literature on the subject. As it is 
p,' 
" 
the main question that I shall attempt to face, it will be worth-while first 
to examine in closer detail some of the other reactions of C~orge Eliot's 
hitherto adoring public. Blac~lood and Lewes, for instance, her two most 
unswerving admirers, have obviously some unease and wondennent inter-
larded with the extreme lavishness of their praise. In Blackwood's 
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comments, particularly, in response to each section of the novel 
, 
tlhat George Eliot sends him, "Te can catch unmistakeably the tone of 
over-protestation - which, even allowing for the aclmowledged special 
relation between se1f-doubting authoress and reassuring publisher, does 
betray the mental barriers over which he is leaping. There is some 
discomfort, at the very least, in his commendations: 
'You tell the Tale of Deronda's goodness and that 
of the stray Jewish Haid so s traightly and so 
simply that no feeling of doubt or improbability 
arises ••• ,2 
'Where did you get your knovlledge of the Jews? But 
indeed one might say that of all your characters, 
so life-like and human are they.') 
'Of Mordecai I feel that it would be presumptuous to 
speak until one has read. more, aId I daresay that 
puzzling and thinking over that phase of the Tale 
has been the cause of my not having written to you 
sooner. ,4 
'On the whole, the Critics are behaving very well, and 
I only wonder those who take little exceptions venture, 
on the imperfect state of their information, to do any-
thing but cry hurrah over the splendid banquet that is 
opening before them.,5 
' She is A r-Iagician. It is a Poem, 2. Drama, and a Grand 
Novel ••• There is no doubt about the marvellous Mordecai ••• ,6 
r7 
'The whole tribe of Israel should fall down and. worship her.' ( 
'Jews are Dot generally popular pictures in fiction, but 
then look how they are served up. They never have been 
so PFesented before like human beings with their good 
and their evil, their comic and their tragic side.,8 
2 GE Letters, 25 Nay 1875 
3 ibid., 30 November 1875 
4 ibid., 24 February 1876 
~ ibid., 29 February 1876 
i bid. , 2 l'4arc1'i 1876 
~ ibid. 
ibid., 11 May 1876 
(VI , 145). 
(VI, 195). 
(VI, 221-2). 
(VI, 225). 
(VI, 227). 
(VI, 250). 
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Blackwood's apprehensions emerge post facto: 
'I always knew that the strong Jew element would be 
unpopular, but your picture of the Jew family at 
home did wonders in overcoming the public distaste 
to a kindly human view of the Jewish character.,9 
'The Jews should be the most interesting people in 
the world, but even her magic pen cannot at once 
make them a popularfoaement in a Novel ••• 'lO 
'I feel more than ever what I have often said to 
critics: 'Bow and accept l-dth gratitude whatever 
George Eliot writes. 11,11 
From this selection of Bla.ckwood's connnents, his position emerges 
quite clearly: as a shrewd business-man, he is worried over the public 
response to George Eliot's 'Jewish novel'; as a sensitive man and a 
cultured reader he is conscious of a certain residue of distaste at 
George Eliot's choice of subject, an emotional obstacle that he does 
overcome in sheer tribute to her creative and perceptive povTers as a 
writer. 
Lewes, in his letters to Blackwood, swings even more wildly between 
aggressive admiration and a husbandly anxiety, a, more overt doubt than 
ever before, as to whether George Eliot has indeed succeeded this time 
in hitting her target: 
' ••• your taking so heartily to the Jewish scenes is 
particularly gratifying to me, for I have sometimes 
shared her doubts on whether people would suffici ently 
sympath~e with that element in the story. ,12 
In response to Blackwood's doubts about ~1ordecai, Lewes writes: 
'I think it on the whole one of the greatest of her creations. ,13 
And he gently rebukes Blackwood f or casting a gloom over Marianj for 
confinning her ovm fears of the 'imperfect sympathy' with which the Je'\dsh 
>?'~ 
9 ' 10 ib~d., 
ibid. , 
11 ibid., 
12 'b'd 13 ~ ~ ., 
ibid. , 
5 November 1876 (VI , 305). 
25 November 1876 (VI, 313). 
10 June 1876 (VI , 262). 
1 December 1875 (VI, 196). 
27 February 1876 (VI, 224). 
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section would meet. Then again, rather defiantly: 
'To my mind it is the greatest work she has done. ,14 
There is momentary jubilation at the publication of Part IV - it 
'seems to have drawn bloOd everywhere. How could it 
fail? The Je"Tish element has also ~5n more 
generally popular than we expected.' 
But by November, a grimmer realism has set in: 
'There seems to be so general a sense of disappoint-
ment - so much deadness to the Jewish element -
that my only hope fgr a large sale ••• is in the 
Jewish public •••• ' 
'Deadness to the Jewish element' - the phrase very aptly swns 
up the general response, or lack of response, George Eliot herself, with 
even more than her usual despondency, anticipated a hostile reception for 
her novel: 
'I expected from first to last in writing it, that 
it would create much stronger resistance and even 
repulsion than it has actually met with. ,17 
'Ignorant surprise and lack of sympathy,18 were what she had 
expected. And she is indeed almost pathetically grateful for the expressions 
of appreciation and sympathy that do reach her, from private individuals 
and, particularly, from Jewish readers. They are her justification: on 
the public scene, in periodicals and reviews, it generally goes havd with 
her Jewish novel. 
The Satuvday Review, for example, notes a sense of 'falling-off' 
14 'b'd ~ ~ " 15 'b'd ~ ~ " 
16 'b'd ~ ~ " 
187 ibid., 
1 'b'd ~ ~ " 
1 March 1876 (VI, 226). 
9 May 1876 (VI, 247). 
22 November 1876 (VI, 312). 
29 Octobey,~ 1876 (VI, 301). 
16 De cember 1876 EVI, 317). 
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and lays it dmmto the 'utter want of sympathy which exists between 
her and her readers in the motive and leading idea of her story ••• 
What can be the design of this ostentatious separation from the 
universal instinct of Christendom, this subsidence into Jewish hopes 
and aims?,19 
Here, the question, 'Why?' is almost purely rhetorical, a gesture 
of bewilderment. A token-answer is offered~ 'It is true that everything 
has its turn, and it may perhaps be regaroed as significant tht the turn 
of Judaism has come at last.' There is 'a kind of vogue for accounts of 
Je,-rish life and culture: and the implication is that George Eliot is 
somehow riding the crest of the wave. It is to this reviewer unalter-
ably an esoteric vogue: Noroecai is I caviare to the multitude, an 
unintelligible idea to all but an inner circle.' 
The vocabulary used is telling: 'falling-off,' 'subsidence into 
Jewish hopes ••• ' The contempt is thinly veiled. George Saintsbury, in 
his review in the Acadeny, is less gentlemanly: Moroecai's teaching 
is succinctly labelled, ' Samothracian mysteries of bottled moonshine.' 
His prototype is Sephardo, in The Spanish Gypsy , and such a delineation 
of 'the cha.racter and aspirations of a curious people' is more suited 
to poetry than to the novel. 20 Saintsbury thus accounts for the failure 
f" 
of Daniel Deronda by emphasising its didacticism, its contravention of 
the 'immutable law that no perfect novel can ever be written in designed 
illustration of a theory.' But the question, 'tVhy?' is not significantly 
raised: / ~ did George Eliot choose to deal with so recherche, so unpopular 
an 'provinCial' ~~subject? 
19 . Saturoay Rev~ew, " , XLII (16 September 1876),356-7. 
20 ' 
Academy, 10 (9 September 1876), p. 254. 
,-
. -~ 
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Similarly, Hutton, in his Spectator review, finds the description 
of Mordecai I s ideals vague and unsatisfying: 
'The most inadequate part of the book has been the 
part in vlhich l10rdecai has canvassed his poli tico-
religious enterprise ••• the conception of Mordecai's 
religius and political mission has transgressed the 
bounds of what even George Eliot can accomplish in 
fiction ••• ,21 
And, in line with ',his general critical position, he lays his dissatisfaction 
to the charge of George Eliot's abandonment of formal religious belief: 
she has 'parted with all the old lines of principle, except the keen 
sympathy with every noble sentiment which she always betrays, and imported 
nothing new and definite in their places, except the vaguest hopes and 
. t. ,22 aspl.ra l.ons ••• 
review: 
The charge of being esoteric again recurs in the Westminster's 
' ••• Daniel De ronda is silly , for it is full of foolish 
hopes ,which may have a meaning to a single race, but 
for which ~orge Eliot has failed to secure a catholic 
response. ' 
Again, failure is laid won to didacticism: laborious extraneous proofs 
of historical reality are no defence of the realism of her Jewish 
characters: 'There is a truth in the best fiction which is higher than 
that of history.' The increasingly cerebral quality in her novels 
threatens them as works of art: her growing preoccupation with 'the 
matters of the hour' indicates a decline in her real greatness as a novelist: 
' She has failed to see that there are questions of more 
importance to all ages than the science and aspirations 
of this, and that her duty was to tell stor ies which 
would command the sympathies, not of the learned merely, 
but of the learned and simple; not of her own time only, 
but of ~l ages ••• ' 
21 Spectator, 49 (29 July 1876), 948. 
22 ibid., (10 June 1876), 734. 
23 'George Eliot as a Novelist, ' The v~stminster, 110 (July 1878) pp. 105-35· 
· . 
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In this ver,y significant review, George Eliot's concern with 
the events and aspirations of her own d~, rather than with the memories 
and. nostalgies of her youth, her focussing on a small and untypical 
section of the population, her growing obscurity of style and complexity 
of intellectual reference - all these are viewed as symptoms of a general 
narrowing, a withdrawal from the broad human sympathies, the universal, 
sweeping concerns of her earlier novels. She has wandered. from the 
open highway into strange, crooked, .B.nd rather shadovry paths, where the 
general sympathy cannot easily follow. It is all rather regrettable ••• 
If there are felf attempts at accounting for this bizarre develop-
ment in George Eliot's interests, hmfever, one solution to the problems 
generated by it does crop up very early on: the tacit agreement s~lply 
to ignore the Jewish half of the novel, to concentrate on GwendiQlen and, 
virtually, to divide the book into two halves. George Eliot herself was 
aware of this tendency, and protested bitterly at 'the laudation of 
readers who cut the book into scraps and talk of nothing in it but 
Gwendolen. I meant eve~Jthing in the book tm be related to everything 
else there ••• ,24 But, in spite of this apparently sufficient declaration 
o£ intention, readers and critics till our own time have persisted in a 
kind of literary schizophrenia: Leslie Stephen (' In spite of the approval 
of learned. Jews, ~it is impossible to feel any enthusiastic regard for 
Deronda in his surroundings •• 25), Joan Bennett, Gerald Bui lett, Robert 
Speaight - all detach the Gwendolen story for serious consideration and 
praise, turning from the Jewish part with a kind of respectful regret • 
..,~ 
24 GE Lett ers, 2 October 1876 (VI, 290 ) . 
25 'George Eliot,' The New Yorker, 1902, p. 191. 
~ 
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The most famous and articulate exponent of the '~10 novels' 
theory, hovTever, is, of course, F .R. Leavis - in his chapter on George 
Eliot in The Great Tradition (1948 ) , and in his later article in 
Commentary (October, 1960), 'George Eliot's Zionist Novel.' For 
Dr. Leavis, the weakness and the strength of the novel 'stand apart, 
on a large scale, in fairly neatly separable masses.' Ilis admiration 
and enthusiastic recognition goes out to the 'good half of Daniel Deronda,' 
and places it 'among the great things in fiction.' 1he 'astonishing 
badness of the bad half,' however, is dealt with at the beginning of his 
chapter - it is, in his own words, got out of the way first, before he 
turns lovingly to the 'astonishingly contrasting strength and fineness of 
the large remainder.' The discrimination is quite confident and clear-cut: 
like a wise and remorseless surgeon, Dr. Leavis exercises his scalpel on 
what is for him patently dead tissue. In the later article in Commentary, 
it is true that Dr. Leavis does partial~ react from this extreme position: 
'the surgery of disjunction' now seems to him a less simple and satisfacto~J 
affair than he had thought. But essentially his position remains one of 
rejection of the 'mass of fervid and wo~ unreality' which is the Jewish 
part of the novel. 
Where Dr. Leavis differs from his predecessors, however, is in 
presenting a cogent and plausible rationale - a psychological motive for 
/1:" 
what both he and they feel to be George Eliot's aesthetic crime. ' The kind 
of satisfaction George Eliot finds in Deronda's Zionism is plain,' he 
writes; and in both The Great Tradition and the Commentary ess~ he 
proceeds to link this Zionist enthusiasm' ~ith the emotional needs of 
the woman who never entirely came to terms with her adolescent cravings. 
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So far from being 'at bottom cold,' as Henry James describes the Jewish 
part of the novel, it is, for Leavis, filled with 'something strongly 
and very questionably emotional; a powerful, but equivocal element of 
inspiration.' And so far from its failure being a result of her over-
weening intellectualism, it is due to the same craving for emotional, 
exaltation, the same barely disguised v1ish-fulfilment, tht taints the 
portraits of Maggie and Dorothea with self-indulgence. This 'unreduced 
enclave of immaturity' seizes on the idealism generated by Zionism, as a 
'larger duty,' which, for I.eavis, is nothing but a 'permanent intoxication, 
all sufficient and transforming' - a substitute for the religion she has 
rejected. And 'the living intelligence that goes with her creativity' 
does not go with this 'hectic undertaking': the Zionist solution is 
narrow and not generally applicable; in advocating it, she shows herself 
'too much a Victorian, too much the product of a local and limiting climate.' 
Here, we have returned almost exactly to the crj.teria and objections 
of the Westminster reviewer. But what is interesting and original about 
Dr. Leavis' s account is his psychological explanation: his answer to the 
question, '~did George Eliot choose the Jews, Judaism, and Zionism, as 
theme for her last novel?' But although he does make a few courtesy-bows 
in the direction of her persona as 'nobly earnest intellectual,' it is 
'vi th the self-indulgent, self-compensating woman that he is mainly concerned 
-, 
in his discussion of the 'bad half' of the novel. There can be little doubt 
tht there is some truth in his diagnosis: the point of insight, hmvever, 
I find distorted almost out of all validity, by the over-emphasis which 
Dr. Leavis places unon it. ~~ 
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Dr. Leavis mentions in his Commentary article the obvious grounds 
for an analogy between Daniel Deronda and Romola: tQ.e former novel is 
'an achievement of those intellectual energies - the power of acquiring 
immense erudition with indefatigable labour ••• and of applying it v1ith 
an unremitting concern for factual and historical truth - which had 
gone to the working-up of the historical setting in Romola,,26 Both 
Romola and Daniel Deronda display this power of George Eliot's for 
historical scholarly research for fictional purposes. This obvious 
similarity granted, however, the differences between the two became 
all the more striking. 
In Romola, the scholarly detail is loaded onto every page of the 
novel, the style and culture of Renaissance Florence explicitly intrudes 
in dialogue and description alike. The overweighted academic tone of 
the whole is a result, as we have seen, of George Eliot's dazed fascination 
before the sheer wealth of the historical data at her disposal. In Daniel 
Deronda , however, the texture of the writing rather indicates than displays 
the mass of learning that lies behind it. There is a much more organic 
handling of the background to the Jewish section; and it should come as 
no surprise to find that George Eliot's acquaintance with many aspects of 
Judaism reaches far back into her history: it is no hot-house bloom 
f.' 
quickly and artificially cultivated for the immediate purpose, but a plant 
with roots that are many, deep, and wide-spreading, far under the top-soil 
of the novel. As Lewes proudly put it: 'only learned Rabbis are so 
f dl d ' J i h h' t nd l'te t h ' ,27 pro oun y verse ln ew 5 15 ory a 1 ra ure as 5 e 16. 
Her knowledge~of Hebrew, for example, dates back to her Coventry 
days - at least in some rudimentary form. (Sufficient, for instance, to 
26 Commentary (October 1960), p. 318. 
27 GE Letters, 1 December 1875 (VI, 196). 
, . 
- -~ -~ --
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allow her to drop a stray Hebrew expression in a letter to Maria 
Lewis in 1841;28 or to cope with the Hebrew quotations in her 
translation of Strauss's Das Leben Jesu in 1844.29 ) From then on, 
there are scattered references in her ltters that indicate a sustained 
interest in the subject - on 10 July , 1854, for instance, she returns 
a borrowed Hebrew Grammar to Sara Hennell.. 
Jewish history was always among her interests, from the earliest 
days - at first, strongly coloured by her Evangelical preconceptions. 
(I'llien, in 1838, she opted to spend her evenings during a week in London 
reading Josephus's History of the Jews, rather than visit the theatre, 
she probably felt that her chosen occupation was not only neutral or 
harmless - a better alternative to the frivolity and s~nfulness of 
theatre-going, but that it was a positive religious pursuit - someh~1 
graced by the cloak of Christian knowledge.) Her acquaintance with the 
Old Testament was close and extensive, as the thick crop of quotations 
in her early letters clearly shows. In her Evangelical period, again, 
her view of the Old 'Destament was radically Christianised : it is seen 
always as a kind of preamble to the fulfilment contained in the New 
Testament - in particular, of course, the Prophetic books. Her position 
suffers fundamental change, Raturally, after her rejection of Christianity: 
she now lays hetself open to all the findings of Biblical criticism, with 
their shrewd body-blows at the careful structure of historical religion. 
German work on the subject - far in advance of the English - is an 
important influence on her attitudes to religious belief; and, typically, 
she reacts vigor~usly against her former theological position. 
28 ibid. , 3(-4) September, 1841 (I, 105) · 
29 See Gordon S. Haight, George Eliot: A Biographv (Oxford, 1968) p. 53. 
,-
. ' 
. -- -- -
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In her essay on The Progress of the Intellect,30 for example, 
she uncompromisingly rejects the 'theory of accomodation,' which 
was a sort of last-stand against the extreme conclusions of the criti cal 
approach. According to this theory, the parts of the Old Testament 
that the modern sensibility finds barbaric can be reconciled with the 
sublimity of other parts by being regarded as 'benevolent falsities on 
the part of the true God' - a conscious divine adaptation to the needs 
of a primi ti ve society. In denial of this, l>1arian Evans asserts the 
thorough-going critical position that these 'barbaric' passages are the 
expression of an early mythical period such as is found in the history 
of any other nation - they constitute a 'degrading conception of the 
divine attributes.' 
Similarly, in her article in the Leader in 1856, 'Introduction 
to Genesis,,3l she discusses the range of attitudes displayed by Bible 
critics - from that of extreme orthodoxy (' He is not an inquirer, but 
an advocate'), through the accommodation theory (God teaching 'as a father 
teaches his children' - He 'must adapt the form of His revelations to 
the degree of culture, which belongs to men at the period in which His 
revelations are made.' - to the accommodation theorists, 'the Old 
Testament is still an exceptional book; they only use historical 
criticism as a wi~nowing fan to carry away all demands on their belief!) -
and on to the position of extreme heterodoxy, which constitutes 'a perfect 
freedom from pre-supposition, as unreserved a submission to the guidance 
of historical criticism, as if it were examining the Vedas,' and which 
30 \iestminster, 54 (January 1851), pp. 353-68; Reprinted in EssaY's of 
George Eliot, ed. Thomas Pinney (1963), pp. 27-45. 
31 
Leader, VII (12 January 1856), pp. 41-2; reprinted in Pinney, op. clt., 
,pp. 255-60. 
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finds the Old Testament 'of a character which it would be monstrous 
to attribute to any other than a human origin.' 
She accepts the heterodox position as the intellectually 
consequent and honest one - an acceptance in line with her general 
insistence on the 'inexorable law of consequences,' in the scholarly 
as well as the moral sphere. But what is significant for our purposes 
in these two articles is the profound and lucid knowled.ge they displ~, 
both of the Bible itself and of the critical literature: the familiarity 
with the cruxes of the Old Testament, with the positions adopted by 
contemporary scholarship, and with the implications of these positions. 
At this period of her life, at least, Biblical scholarship was one of 
her principal intellectual interests. And over the next twenty years, 
with the publiation of various controversial works of Bible criticism 
in English (Milman ' s History of the Jews had already appeared in 1830; 
Bishop Colenso's 'arithmetical I study of the Bible, The Pentateuch and 
Joshua, was published in 1862, as was Stanley's History of the Jewish 
Church; and Stanley's translation of Ewald's History of Israel appeared 
between 1869 and 1880 ) and the important work of Graf and Kuenen in 
Germany, George Eliot must have remained in touch with the progress of 
scholarship in this field, at least through the reviews of these books 
~ 
which appeared regularly in the intellectual periodicals. 
Here we touch on an area of some conjecture. Let us say only 
that it seems highly probable that George Eliot did read the articles 
in the Westminster, for example, particularly in the period 1851-1860 , 
when she herself lfas writing for and editing the journal. Included 
among these, is a very erudite paper on the concept of the Sabbath 
· -- --.." -
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among the ancients, the Jews, and the Christians - which appeared 
in the same issue as her own review of The Progress of the Intellect,32 
and which apparently created quite a furore in scholarly circles: 
according to a note in the next volume of the Westminster, the 'most 
accomplished scholars of the day ••• consider it ••• exhaustive of the 
subject,' and its success made it necessary to reprint it to meet wide 
demand. 
In July, 1852, there .-ras an article on I The Restoration of .Belief, I 
in which the idea that 'reverence can attach itself exclusively to a 
Person' - a Personal Object - is attributed primarily to the Hebrew 
system: from there, it was continued into Christianity - 'and brought 
with it the devout loyalty of heart, the singleness of service, the 
incorruptible heroism of endurance, which had encountered Antiochus 
Epiphanes at Jerusalem. ,33 
Recognition of the nobility and courage displayed in Jewish 
history had nOl-r become fashionable, and there appears increasingly in 
the frequent articles and reviews on Jewish scholarly subjects a not~ 
of respect and acknowledgment, albeit qualified naturally by a rejection 
of Judaism's specifically religious dogmas (The 'central idea of the 
Jewish polity' - to regard natural events as ministers of God's justice, 
for example - is pondemnecl as B. 'half-truth rounding itself out with 
falsehoods. ,34 ) 
Hebrew culture, the quality of life among the Jews, is contrasted 
favourably with that of the poorer sections of the English population, 
;;~ 
32 Westminster, 54 (January 1851), pp. 153-206. 
33 ibid., Vol. 58 (July 1852), pp. 182-3. 
34 ibid., Vol. 60 (Oct. 1853), p. 423). 
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for example, in an article on 'Sunday in Great Britain,' in April 
1856. To the former, poverty did not mean degradation: 'to listen 
to the teaching of the law with which he had long been familiar, to 
restrain avarice, to surrenderhimse1f to religious impressions, was 
a task ••• akin to the 10ng-deve10ped instincts of a Jew. His poverty 
may be compared '<Tith that of a Highlander or a Cumber1and peasant: 
they have little worldly comfort, but they have time for sober thought ••• ,35 
If George Eliot did read this article, then it must have chimed 
in ver,y harmoniously with her own feelings about the epic dignity of 
' a Highland or a Cumber1and peasant.' Her life-long love of Scott and 
Wordsworth spring to mind, her expressed admiration for the stern lofty 
culture they embody, the Puritanism, the Bible-saturated life-style. 
In this connection, it is illuminating to think of her review in October, 
1856, of Harriet Beecher Stowe's Dred, where she praises an element 
'equally grand ~v.ith the portrayal of racial conflicts] which she also 
shares with Scott ••• This is the exhibition of a people to whom what may 
call Hebraic Christianity is still a reality, still an animating belief, 
and by whom the theocratic conceptions of the Old Testament are 
literally applied to their daily life. ,36 
The grandeur and poetry of such a civilisation obviously had a 
powerful attraction for her: it transfused life, in all its prosaic 
details, with that enthusiasm without which 'one cannot even pour out 
brealhl'ast well (at least I cannot ) . ,37 Racial solidarity, the other 
element that she finds 'grand' in Hrs. Sto"le' s portrayal of Negro life, 
35 ibid., Vol. 
36 ibid.., Vol. 
37 GE Letters, 
~ 65 (April 1856), 453. 
66 (October 1856 ) , p. 572. 
5 June,1848 (I, 265 ) . 
· ' 
, --~-, 
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and that vividly informs the Waverley novels, is to find a significant 
place in her own fictional world - in the faith of Zarca, the Gypsy 
chief <'The mystic striving of a common 1ife / That makes the many one ,) ;38 
and in Romola's choice of vocation .L 1111 must go and see if my own people 
need me. fI ' But it is in Daniel Deronda that George Eliot attempts the 
supremely difficult task of presenting the Hebraism , the racial identity , 
of the original Hebraic people; of transferring the popularly accepted 
emotions and sympathies attaching to Scott's Highlanders to a despised 
contemporary Jewry)9 Of this , we shall have more to say when we come 
to look more directly at Daniel Deronda itself. 
To return to the vTestminster, however, the racial aspect of 
Jewish identity receives attention in an article on ' Types of Mankind,' 
in the same issue, of April 1856. Their racial integrity , their ant.iquity , 
cosmopolitanism , and loyalty to their own religion, according to the 
.,1ri ter , 'convert them into a touchstone by which t o test ethnological 
theories.' It is the fact that they are physically unchanged , in spite 
of a certain amount of intermarriage, that serves the writer as evidence 
of 'the original diversity of races,' and of his 'opinion that races are 
38 Cf. INotes on the Influence of Sir WaIter Scott on George Eliot,' by 
A.J .C. (Edinburgh 1923 ) , 14-15. 
39 The analogy ~tween Mordecai and Scott's Highlanders is sustained through 
several passages in the novel and the Letters. There are, for instance, 
Mrs. Meyrick's apprehensions that the unknown Mordecai would be a 'man 
whose conver8tion would not be more modern and encouraging than that of 
Scott ' s Covenanters.' (ch. 46, p. 33 ) Deronda asks Mrs. Meyric~ to do 
justice to his account of Mordecai , in telling her daughters about him -
' "don ' t assist their imagination by referring to Habakkuk Mucklewrath. fI ' 
(ch. 46, p. 35 ) As r~orge Eliot says, 'the romantic or unusual in real 
life requires some adaptation. ' (ch. L~6 , p. 33 ) . 
Of her gen~Ta1 intentions with regard to Movdecai's character, George 
Eliot wrote to Blackwood: ' The effect that one strives after is an out-
line as strong as that of Balfour of Burley for a much more complex 
character and a higher strain of ideas.' (25 February 1876 (VI , 223 » 
\ 
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permanent.' How this view ties in with George Eliot's O~In views on 
racial integrity will appear later, when we come to consider the 
development of her attitudes on the matter. 
P~views of books on Jewish history, theology, internal develop-
ments, are scattered throughout the volumes of the Westminster over the 
period. There is a review of a German work on Hoses Mendelssohn, and 
of one qy Abraham Geiger,40 of Dr. J.M. Jost's Jewish History which 
'introduces the general reader to he knowledge of an immense amount of 
intellectual activity little suspected by him. ,41 This rather excited 
discovery of a little-known world of undreamt wealth, is an important 
element in the vogue that Judaica clearly enjoyed over this period: the 
appeal of such discovery, and the substantial dignity, the intellectual 
and spiritual treasure-trove it brought to light, was very powerful to 
a disillusioned generation, from whom the glamour and conviction of 
Christian culture was sadly stripped. Indeed, comparisons between 
Jewish and Christian civilisation are frequent, and not always to the 
vindication of the latter. (lhe Westminster reviewer of Jost's Jewish 
History, for example, finds that the Rabbinical controversies 'compare 
advantageously' with those of the Christians.) 
This comparative approach, granting Hebraic wisdom an independent 
status never before acknowledged in Christian England, reaches its 
popular culmina~ion, perha~s, in Emanuel Deutsch's famous article, 
'The Talmud,' in the Quarterly Review of July 1867. Fifty years after-
wards, Morley, in his Recollections (1917), remembers 'the shock given 
40 Vol. 69 (Apri~ 1858), 570-3. 
41 Vol. 70 (July '1858) , 239. 
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to orthodox faith ••• b,y a Jewish scholar, who showed that the sublimest 
sayings in the Gospels found exact parallels in the Talmud. ,42 And, 
writing of Huxley's paper 'On the Physical Basis of Life' (1869), 
Horley compares its impact to that of Deutsch's article: ' No article 
that has appeared in any periodical for a generation back (unless it be 
Deutsch's article on the Talmud in the Quarterly of 1867) excited so 
profound a sensation ••• ,43 
In general, the Westminster adopts a liberal attitude towards the 
contemporary problem of Jewish emancipation. In the following excerpt, 
tribute is paid to the glories of the past, together with hopes for a 
spiritual revival in the future. The passage is representative of one 
section of enlightened opinion in mid-Victorian England, and, as such, 
is worth quoting: 
'During the darker times of persecution and oppression, 
the Jewish people command our admiration, as much by 
the eminent intelects which emerge among them, as by 
the construlcy with which they endure suffering. Let 
us hope that as their freedom is now nearly complete 
in Christendom, the intellectual fruits of the times 
of their liberation may not be less rich than those 
of the years of their adversities. ,44 
Equally representative, however, of another body of opinion on the 
'J'ewish problem,' is the vievT expressed in the same issue of the llfestminster" 
in an account of f-a travel-book on Holland, which included a '.Thole chapter 
on the Jewish population: 
'As Jewish disqualifications are abolished, this race 
will adapt its movement to that of modern society ••• 
appreCiating the noble lWrds of Hendelssohn that the 
best religious prinCiples are those which best 
harmonize with the general interests of humanity. ,4.5 
r,~ 
42 V 1 4 o. 1, p. 107. 
3 Vol. 1, p. 90. ft4 Vol. 72 (July 18.59), 2.59-60 • 
.5 ibid., pp. 267-8. 
· . 
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Here we have clearly defined the twin strands of liberal 
opinion reganding the Jews - that advocating maintained integrity, 
a.nd that hoping for entire assimilation. On the one hand, the Jewish 
future is seen as some kind of apotheosis of individual religious and 
racial fulfilmentj on the other, the recalcitrant race that has 
constituted such a thorny problem in the history of Europe, is seen as 
at last surrendering, giving up the ghost of its unique, i diosyncratic 
existence. This is a crucial issue, both on the wider intellectual 
scene - involving as it does conflicting visions of the future of 
humanity in general - and in the individual development of George Eliot. 
The future of Jewr.y is dealt with again in the next volume of the 
\<lestminster, in a review of a book that was a kind of minor landmark in 
the 'pre-histor.y' of Zionism - J. Salvador's Paris. Rome. J~rusale~. 
The relation betweeri religion and politics is crucial here: Salvador, 
a French Jew by birth, tries to define his Jewish identity in purely 
nationalistic terms. 'I'he reviewer writes approvingly: 
'The restoration of the rights of nationalities and 
of individuals, which is characteristic of the 
modern period, will necessarily lead to the free 
development of a religion truly universal. ,46 
A universal religion - this is one solution to the long obstinacy of 
Jewish resistance: it is to melt before the warm breath of civic and 
national recognition - a solution especiall y appealing to those who had 
nVected the special demands and rituals of their own childhood faiths. 
Christians,on the other hand, had a different solution to offer for the 
46a 
two-thousand-year-old problem. 
46 Vol. 73 (April 1860 ) , 58l. 
46aThis involved the conversion of the Jews t o Christianity and thdir Restoration 
to Palestine as a necessary preliminary to Christ ' s Second Ad¥ent. This cause 
>vas esooused not~bly by Lor_d ~haftesbUliY ' ana:E:wasa19Ub~ectg.ge ~gW~ controversy amo~g ~vangelicals Q~~lngA~rlan2EJy~n~aSy o~§6_~~nge ltCa 5P-b' Nov. 665-70). Chrlstlan Observer , l~J~- prll , L , , , Sep. 4 , 
----~.-
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The purpose of this swift and rather cursor,y glance through 
the volumes of the Westminster from lS5l to lS60 is, as we have stated, 
to indicate something of the extent to which an interest in Jewish life, 
in all its aspects, had penetrated the general intellectual atmosphere 
of the period; and also to posit the likelihood, especially in view of 
her pronounced early interest in the subject, of George Eliot's being 
au fait with scholarly developments in these historical, philosophical 
and theological fiekls, at least through such secondar,y media. Later, 
in the years ''lhen she '-Tas meditating the actual writing of Daniel Deronda, 
there appeared other reviews - of translations of Hebrew literature and 
Commentaries ('in many points of view interesting to the intelligent 
public at large, showing that modern civilisation is indebted to the 
Jew for much more than the invention of banking and bills of exchange, 
commonly supposed now-a-days to be their most considerable contribution.,47), 
of Ewald's History of Israel,48 and of Kuenen's Religion of Israel.49 
So that it seems probable tht George Eliot did remain fully acquainted 
with events in the academic sphere: after all, her calibre and her early 
marked interest does place her in a categor,y above that merely of 'the 
intelligent public at large.' 
But it is for many other reasons as well as purely scholarly and 
historical ones, ~hat it seems fair to attribute to George Eliot unusually 
" 
sensitive antennae for picking up the waves of development in internal 
Jewish affairs over a ~riod reaching back far beyond the four years or 
~ Vol. 100 (October lS7;) , 465. 
49 Vol. 102 (Ju~ I874) , 22;. 
Vol. 10; (April lS75) , 484-6. 
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so when Daniel Deroncia was, properly speaking, being conceived. There 
is, for example, the whole question of her attitudes to the Jews, as 
racial group and as individuals: from casual references in her letters, 
we can trace a change of viewpoint that is significant not only in its 
own right but as an indication of wider changes in her IDBntality. 
He find at first, for example, B. sour reference in an early letter 
to Haria ~wis, to an evening spent listening to an oratorio: she is 
consciously unenchanted, both on the general puritanical grounds that 
I I have no soul for music ••• I am a . tasteless person but it would not 
cost me any regrets if the only music heard in our land ,·rere that of 
strict worship ••• ' and, specifically, because her religious sensibility 
is outraged by the profane circumstances of the particular performance: 
it is 'little less than blasphemy for such words as "Now then we are 
ambassadors for Christ" to be taRen on the lips of such a man as Braham 
(a Jew too!). 1.50 
In this last aside, three words of telling indignation, much is 
revealed of the unthinking dogmatism of the young Evangelical. But even 
after her I conversion, t vThen the dogmatic grounds had been swept away, 
the note of casual antagonism is still to be found in her letters: 
she praises Hennell's conception of Jesus, for instance (in his 
;;,' 
An Inquiry into the Origins of Christianity), as 'a Jewish philosopher,' 
while adding that it is 'almost like saying a round square. ,.51 Perhaps 
it is not worth-while trying to work out the implications of what looks 
like a startling piece of blinkered prejudice, such as she wasso 
vehemently to reject ra later years • 
.50 GE Letters, 6-8 November 1838 (I, 13 ) . 
51 ibid., 16 September 1847 (I, 237). 
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In a letter to John Sibree, however, a few months later, her 
views are expounded with greater fullness and clarity - and also with 
a certain quiet violence that may have been engendered by Disraeli's 
assuraption of racial superiority. The letter is worth quoting at 
some length: 
' As to his theory of "races" it has not a leg to 
stand on, and can only be buoyed up by such windy 
eloquence as lIyou chitty-faced squabby-nosed 
Europeans owe your commerce, your arts, your 
religion to the Hebrews - nay, the Hebrews lead 
your armies _" ••• Extermination up to a certain 
point seems to be the law for the inferior races -
for the rest, .fusion both for physical and moral 
ends. It appears to me that the law by which privileged 
classes degenerate from continual intermarriage must 
act on a larger scale in deteriorating whole races. 
The nations have been always kept apart until they 
have sufficiently developed their idiosyncrasies 
and then some great revolutionary force has been 
called into action by which the genius of a 
particular nation becomes a portion of the common 
mind of humanity ••• The negroes certainly puzzle 
me - all the other races seem plainly destined to 
extermination or fusion not excepting even the 
"Hebrew-Caucasian. " ••• The fellowship of race, to 
which D' Israeli exultingly refers the munificence 
of Sidonia, is so evidently an inferior impulse 
which must ultimately be superseded that I wonder 
even he, Jew as he is, dares to boast of it. My 
Gentile nature kicks most resolutely against any 
assumption of superiority in the Jews, and is almost 
ready to echo Voltair~ls vituperation. t 'Un Chretien 
contre six Juifs. I~ I bo't-T to the supremacy of Hebrew 
poetry, but much of their early mythology and almost 
all tpeir history is utterly revolting ••• The very 
exalttio~ of their idea of a national deity into a 
spiritual'monotheism seems to have been borrowed 
from the other oriental tribes. Everything 
specifically Jewish is of a low grade. ,52 
52 ibid., 11 February 1848 (I, 246-71. 
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The general racial theory of which the Jews are here made 
exemplars is reminiscent of that propounded in the Westminster, which 
vTe quoted earlier. It is representative of one block of the enlightened 
opinion of the time - the belief in the eventual unity of mankind, in 
vThich individual racial idiosyncrasies, divisive factors would be 
dropped, and only that which vTaS essentially human, universally adopted, 
would remain. Towanis the Jews themselves, their racial fellowship, 
their religious achievements, the young Marian Evans obviously felt 
some antagonism - possibly only as a reaction against Disraeli's 
grandiloquence. For all the reasoned, intellectual tone of the passage, 
she is somehow affronted, slightly vindictive in her reaction. Her 
irritable sarcasms are not, after all, so far removed from the rather 
cheap irony of Punch ' s reaction to Disraeli 's theories: 
'"Look at that old clothes-man, 11 said we to ourselves; 
lIwho would think that the unmixed blood of Caucasus 
runs through the veins of -eha t individual who has 
just offered us nine-pence for our penultimate hat, 
, and is refusing to give us ten-pence for our preter-
pIu-perfect, or rather more than finished and done 
for, high-lows. II ,.53 
Over the next few years, however, a change in her attitudes 
gradually takes place. There is the ironic but non-committal note in 
a letter to Sara Hennell , that the only piece of good news is 'that the 
lI Society for the Conversion of the Jews" has converted ~ Jew during 
:2 
the last year and has spent £ 4400. ,.54 One can detect no more than 
satiric detaChment here; but in November, 18.54, she went with Lewes 
to see a performance of Lessing's Nathan der vleise in Berlin , and from 
.53 Punch, 12 (1847) 14.5 • 
.54 GE Letters, 28 Hay 18.53 (11, 102). 
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her letter to Charles Bray the following d~t we can see that her 
sympathy and imagination have been caught: 
' You know , or perhaps you do not know that this 
play is a sort of dramatic apologue the moral 
of which is religious tolerance. It thrilled 
me to think that Lessing dared nearly a hundred 
years ago to write the grand sentiments and 
profound thoughts which this play contains ••• 
In England the words which call down applause 
here would make the pit rise in h~rror,'55 
Here, certain connections and associations are made that are to 
be carried through and developed . . later, in Daniel Deronda: the 
association of the Jews with religious tolerance, and with general 
cultural upenness, which is associated in its turn with the intellectual 
superiority of the Continental mind over that of the English. But what 
is most striking about Marian Evans's reaction is the new note of enthusiasm: 
she has obviously been stirred deeply by Lessing's ~lay. 
In addition , however , during that vTinter in Berlin, she had met 
Varnha.gen von Ense , whom Levies had known well in his student days, and 
who now frequented the best society of Berlin, and introduced the Leweses 
into these circles. Varnhagen, the biographer of Goethe, had also had 
the distinction of being the huband of the celebrated Je>'1ish salon 
personality, Rahel Levin. Varnhagen later published her correspondence, 
and he shmved Harirut; his liife' s diaries, >'1hich laid bare her feelings 
of ' love / hatred for her Jewishness. 
This chain of association betvieen Marian Evans and Rahel is not 
as tenuous as it may perhaps appear. Her acquaintance \vi th Rahel' s 
55 ibid., 12 November 1854 (II, 185) . 
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husband led, for one thing, to her reading Reine properly, for the 
first time - Reine, who had frequented Rahel's salon in the 1820's, 
l'1hose lyric collection Die Reimkehr was dedicated to her, and whose 
attitudes to Judaism vTere similarly ambivalent and bitter-sweet. 
Through meeting Varnhagen and hearing him talk of Rahel and Reine, 
JvIarian Evans must have had a new and unimagined world of experience 
opened before her: the world of the cultured Jew, uncertain of his 
< 
identity, loving his heritage, revolting against the stigma it laid 
upon him in the culture and social values of the contemporary world 
that he equally cherished. 
From this time omvards, George Eliot I s a tti tudes and reactions 
to Jews, as a race and as individuals, underwent a radical change. 
As so often with George Eliot, the catalyst 'V1as a human being, rather 
than unembodied ideas: in this case, the effect of Lewes's cosmo-
politan sympathies, his wide range of friends and acquaintances, 
his flexibility, his catholic intellectual entbusiasms, was both 
marked and far-reaching in its impact on her imaginative life. 
The immediate objective results of her acquaintance l-Tith 
Varnhagen i:1ere, as we have noticed, that she began to read Reine 
seriously, and she wrote in 1856 an article for the Westminster, 
on ' Gentlan \.Jit: Heinrich Heine.,56 This essay , the first serious f i 
account in English of the poet's achievement, inaugurated what became 
over the ' 50's a veritable Reine vogue, in reaction against the pre-
Victorian appraisal o£ him as a 'dirty, blaspheming Jew' - to use 
56 Jan. 1856. 
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Carlyle's elegant phrase. Her article 'probably did more than any 
other single vlOrk in introducing to English-speaking peoples the 
genius that was Heine's.,57 The vogue reached its culmination with 
Arnold's famous essay in the Cornhill in August 1863, in which Heine 
was characterised as the arch-opponent of Philistinism, the continuator 
of Goethe. 
The question of "That led George Eliot to an interest in this 
hitherto-maligned poet, however, can be brushed aside by references 
to her own religious and personal si tua tion which, a.ccording to Sol 
Liptzin (in his article, ' Heine , the Continuator of C~the. A Mid-
Victorian Legend'),58 ensured that she felt no fastidiousness or 
repulsion for Heine's irreligious railleries or personal immorality. 
Such negative motives are quite insufficient to account for so deep 
an interest. It was the revelation of his Jewishness that profoundly 
touched her, his struggles to define his identity, to accept and place 
his heritage in a complete world-view. 
TWenty years later, she was to remember Reine's Romancero, and 
use a stanza from the section, 'Princess Sabbath,' (in the Third Book, 
' Hebrew Melodies') as epigraph for a chapter of Daniel Deronda -
Chapter 3L!·, the description of Sabbath evening at the Cohen' s. And not 
only in the ep~raph, but throughout that whole chapter, Heine is 
present - in the ambivalent consciousness of Deronda, to whom the 
57 
S. L . Wormley, Heine in England (Chapel Hill, 1.943), p. 113. Quoted in 
Haight, C~ orge Eliot, p. 193. 
4 58 . 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology , 43 (1944) 317-25. 
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Sabbath experience seems admirable, grotesque, inspiring, and sensual, 
in turn. 'rhe dignifying influence of the Sabbath , when the prince, 
who has been turned into a dog, becomes human once more (in Reine's 
allegory) , is reflected in the Cohen household through the medium of 
Deronda's surprise at the change in the pru~broker's family, since the 
morning. 
In his fragment, 'Jehuda ben Halevy,' however, his seriousness, 
his enthusiastic sympathy is drawn uppermost - and_ we have what is 
recognisable as at least a possible prototype for George Eliot's 
N:ordecai. Heine declares at the beginning of the fragment that he 
feels a certain closeness to the medieval Jewish mystic, feels that he 
knows him, in his nobleness and sadness. After describing Halevy's 
education in his voluminous Jewish culture, Reine goes on to write of 
his life-long passion for Jerusalem, which was this Jewish poet's 
' lady' - in an age when 'the lady was as needful/ To the tuneful minne-
Singer/ As to bread-and-butter, butter. ' (Reine ' s mischievous streak 
will not be repressed even in this serious and comparatively whole-
hearted enthusiasm. ) Halevy's sorrow in the desolation of Jerusalem, 
his life-long yearning for the Holy City, his clinging to the words of 
returning pilgrims, are recounted with sympathy - culminating in his 
own hazardous pil~rimage, his death at the gates of Jerusalem, and 
his reception in heaven by the angels singing his own rhapsody of welcome 
to the Sabbath, Lecha Dodi. 59 
59 This Hymn was, ",.~n fact, written by Shelomo Halevy Alkabetz, and not 
by Jehuda Halevy, as Re ine says. 
I 
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The idea of the medieval poet, and his single consuming passion, 
is embodied again in George Eliot's scholar-poet, with his relentless 
vision. Indeed, George Eliot's knmv1edge uas not limited to Reine' s 
account: it seems clear that she read Jehuda Halevy's poetry for 
hers,elf, and in the original He brew. The sample of l'1ordecai ' s verse 
which we are given (as he tries to imprint it on the mind of the 
acrobatic Jacob ) is remarkably reminiscent of Halevy's style and tone: 
the allusiveness of his imagery is, indeed, quite a striking achieve-
ment, and ioo.icates in a quiet unobtrusive way the sheer depth and 
scope of George Eliot's learning. 
All in all, we can hazard a guess that it was with this crucial 
encounter in 1854 with Varnhagen, and the link this created with the 
salon-world of Rahel and Heine , through Harnhagen's personal memories, 
and through their published writings - it was through this , that 
l1arian Evans entered for the first time the strange 'tvor1d of the special 
experience of the Jew. She came to realise, from 'lr1i thin, as it were, 
the possible richness and nobility of such a life, reflected in the 
great figures of the past. And she came to sympathise in a much more 
vivid 'lrla:y than before 'tvi th the problems of contemporary Jevls, in their 
social and cultural no-man ' s land - conscious of a glorious past, yet 
unable to translate its glories into terms relevant to the present 
and the future. The solutions she advocates in Daniel Derooo.C!:, are 
arrived at only after a profound understanding of the dilennnas of 
contemporary Jewry: they did not constitute for her any kind of 
romantic fantasy, hp,t the only possible and realistic key to a future 
that should be worthy of the past. 
, -..:--~~. 
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One corTner-stone of her vie\v of Judaism was t clearly t her 
belief in the importance of the visionary - the man excelling in 
learning , wisdom, piety, and sheer humanity - who represents the best 
fruits of his culture and acts as a redemptive influence on his more 
prosaic and. earth ... ;bound brothers. This is Sepharoo in The Spanish Gypsy -
phi10 sphe I' , scientist, mystic, lovingly human, and intensely Jewish: 
vfhi1e my heart beats, it shall wear livery -
Hy people's livery, whose ye11~ badge 
Marks them for Christian scorn. 0 
He is an apotheosis, a justification: on him, on Mordecai, George 
Eliot can lavish all her admiration, all her instinct for nobility and 
grandeur in human life. Sepharoo towers, in a sense, over all the 
other characters in the drama: he has a firmness, a sad serenity, a 
high belief, that places him spiritually above the passionate struggles 
of Don Si1va and. Fedalma, or the mere inflexibility of the Prior or of 
Zarca. He represents the Jewish genius at its best - intellectual, 
spiritual, yet fully committed to the human ties and duties from vlhich 
it takes its being. 
The general fate of the Spanish Jews in the poem - degraded, 
forcibly converted - is seen with irony, as the result of the fanaticism 
and avarice of the Christian society. The degrading effects on the 
personali ty are s~en satiricially and with eyes clear of sentimentality. 
'Hine Host' in the tavern at the beginning of the drama, for instance, 
was converted from Judaism when a child. Now he is described 
~o 
••• mentioning the cost 
With confidential blandness, as a tax 
That he collected much against his will 
From Sp~niards who werg all his bosom friends: 
vlarranted Christian •.• 1 
1~e SFanish Gypsy , p. 195. 
61 ibid., p. 13. 
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The result of this forced conversion is that he can take ~ faith 
seriously, he cMn be ruled by no higher deity than opportunism or 
self-preservation: he has a kind of built-in cynicism, since 'infant 
avle ••• / Dies with what nourished it.' Now, for him, f all sacraments (ar~ 
a mode / Of doing homage for one's property.' But this deplorable 
attitude is seen clearly as an effect of the pressures of an antagonistic 
soiceity: "Thlas Christian tyranny that made him base.' 
George Eliot's view of the Jewish situation is, then, c1ear-
sighted but sympathetic. Like Deronda, she finds some aspects of the 
Jevlish chara.cter distorted and degraded; but, like him, she brings the 
faculties of comparison and rationality into p1~y against an instinctive 
adoption of the antisemitic posture. She sees the moral detioration of 
the Innkeeper in 'The S:ganish Gypsy, er the vulgar opportunism of the 
Cohens in Daniel Deronda, as the product of centuries of oppression and 
contempt by the surrounding societies. Like Lecky, of whose History of 
Rationalism (1865) she wrote a review for the estminster, she found it 
only to be wondered at that the Jews had resisted this corroding process 
as well as they had; that they retained a certain dignity , a pride of 
identity in the midst of humiliation. At their worst - and Deronda is 
constantly making the observation in his se1f-communings over the Jews 
that he meets in<the East End - they are no '\forse than their Christian 
counterparts in the economic and social scale. 
The history of Deronda's inner recoils and self-rebukes, in his 
search for Nirah ' s family - this process of self-conquest, of se1f-
education through~;:;ympathy and through comparative reasoning is, in fact, 
I 
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closely linked to George Eliot's own development in sensibility. 
The main problem that irks Deronda in his early experience is the 
dichotomy between the ideal and the actual, between the glories and 
martyrdoms of history, and the physical repulsiveness of contemporary 
suffering : 
"The fact was, notwithstanding all his sense of 
poetry in common things, Dernnda, where a keen 
personal interest was aroused, could not, more 
than the rest of us, continuously escape . 
suf fering from the pressure of that hard un-
accommodating Actual, which has never consulted 
our taste and is entirely unselect ••• To glory 
in a prophetic vision of knowledge covering the 
earth, is an easier exercise of believing 
imagination than to see its beginning in news-
paper placards, staring at you from a bridge 
beyond the cornfields ••• It lay in Deronda's 
nature usually to contemn the feeble, fastidious 
sympathy which shrinks from the broad life of 
k · d ,b2 man ~n ••• 
but what he fears in his search for ~lirah's family is some jarring 
collision between the dream and the actuality. He is afraid of a failure 
in that 'force of imagination that pierces or exalts the solid fact' -
he shrinks instinctively from finding Mirah's brother and mother even 
among the kindly, genial Cohens - they are, to his fastidious sensibility, 
an impenetrably' solid fact. I 
This instinctive revulsion, hm-lever, is gradually moderated., as 
p'. 
his knowledge and understanding deepen, as he· comes to share more in the 
lived experience of the Cohens - the real ''larmth and affection that 
reigns among them. He constantly checks and places his instinctive 
reactions - through self-irony and a determination to achieve a fair 
~:; 
perspective. This is an example of his constant self-adjustment: 
62 Daniel Deronda, ch. 33, pp. 156-8. 
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'Deronda, not in a cheerful mood, was rashly 
pronouncing this Ezra Cohen to be the most 
unpoetic Jew he had ever met with in books 
or life: his phraseology was as little as 
possible like that of the Old Testament ; and 
nro shadow of a Suffering Race distinguished 
his vulgarity of soul from that of a prosperous 
pink-and-white huckster of the purest English 
lineage. It is naturally a Christian ~eeling 
tha t a Jew ought not to be conceited.' 3 
The continuous use of reason , the transcendence of limitations 
of prejudice and subjective expectation, leads Deronda eventually to 
a real and creative acceptance of the Cohens. But the principal 
factor that aids him in this exercise of the 'chief poetic energy ' 
is, of course, his discovery of Mordecai. On his first view of 
Mordecai among the Cohens , at the Sabbath table, Deronda can feel only 
the sharp contrast of the types - the 'ttnaccountable conjunction - the 
presence among these common, prosperous, shopkeeping types, of a man 
who, in an emaciated threadbare condition, imposed a certain awe on 
Derond.a, and an embarrassment at not meeting his expectations. ,64 
Later , hOliever, after he has struggled and reasoned wi thiqhimself, after 
his momentous meeting with Horoecai on the bridge - and the oscillations 
in his thought that f ollow it - Deronda comes to see some integral 
connection between Mordecai and the undistinguished pal,om-broker who 
shelters him: 
63 ibid. , 64 
65 ibid' t ibid. , 
f,' 
I This Jeshurun of a pa\-mbroker was not a symbol 
of the great Jewish tragedy; and yet was there 
not something typical in the fact that a life 
like Hordecai's - a frail incorporation of the 
national consciousness, breathing with difficult 
breath - was nested in the self-grgtulating 
i gnorant prosperity of the Cohens7 5 
.?':; 
ch. 33, p. 174. 
ch. 34, p. 187. 
ch. 42, p. 364. 
. . 
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There is an organic relation here, of the spiritual and the 
material, that redeems and vindicates the latter. The sense of 
'something typical' here is characteristic of Jewish life: the 
symbiotic relation of the passionate visionary/ sage with the 'broad 
life of mankind.' I n this light, Deronda comes to accept and appreciate 
the Cohens: but it is, fundamentally, Mordecai who justifies and 
ennobles the i dea of the Jew for Deronda. In other words, through 
sheer sympathy - pity, understanding for the down-trodden and the morally 
undernourished - neither Deronda nor George Eliot herself would have found 
the whole subject of a Jevlish future ,ororthy of contemplation. Such human 
sympathy carried Deronda only a short distance: it was Mordecai, with 
his intense, spiritual visions, the sheer quality of the man, who opened 
doors of understanding and love for Deronda. 66 
To extrapolate from the creature to~he creator - I would argue 
that George Eliot herself had her considerable and intense interest in 
Je\V's and Judaism aroused not merely by her general sYl1lpathy with contemporary 
problems. She managed to bridge the gap between the glories of the 
Hebrew past, the martyrdom and spiritual achievement of hic-s torical heroes, 
and the actual pathos ofihe contemporary Jewish scene - the gap that so 
irked Deronda at first - by very similar means to his. Typica~ it was 
through her co~tact with the personal experience of exceptional men, 
t.hrough their living of Judaism, that she gained her real perceptions 
into this generallyftmknown area. 'lwo such men were Solomon Haimon, whose 
Autobiography is the occasion of Deronda's first conversation with 
Mordecai in the bookshop ; and Emanuel Deutsch, the scholar and author of 
"':s 
the celebrated paper, 'The TTalmud,' which created such a stir in 1867. 
! _ ·t 
66 This i :incidentally, is an.aut~eI).tic Jew~sh idea: ~hat the sage, the great mam 61' v s~on and h~an love iJUshfles by h~s very ex~stence the lives of all the 
more prosaic ch~ldren of his t· 
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The first of these, Solomon Haimon, she knew only through his 
Autobiography. But this fact should not rule him out of court as an 
enlightening personal influence on her. 'That wonderful bit of 
autobiography,' for which Deronda pays half-a-crown in a second-hand 
shop, is a self-revelation by an extremely cultivated mind, caught 
bet1'1een tvlO worlds - the religious and the secular. Solomon l1aimon.,. 
educated. within the traditional Jewish framework in eighteenth century 
Poland , is representative of one of the important movements in modern 
Jewish history: the struggle of the intellectual to break dmin Ghetto-
walls, to excel in the fields of philosophy and metaphysics, to reduce 
his religious bonds and obligations to an absolute minimum. The story 
of this stubborn, restless spirit, which its involuntary respect for the 
heritage it strove to cast off , must have held a powerful fascination 
for the ex-Evangelical George Eliot. The slinilarities, and , even more, 
the differences, between his heritage and hers, between his rebellion 
and hers, must have set his autobiography in a light of more than 
academic interest for her. 
l.faimon did win through to become a prominent metaphysician, 
ruhaired by Schiller and Goethe, and declared by Kant to be the only man 
in Germany to understand his "10rk. The English translator of the 
Autobiography ip 1888 writes enthusiastically in his Preface, of the 
romance of this ' record of a spirit imprisoned within almost unsuperable 
barriers to culture, yet acquiring strength to burst all these, and even 
to become an appreciable power in directing the course of speculation,67 j 
~~ 
67 Solomon ~1aimon: An Autobiography , transl. J. Clark Murray (PaisEy & 
London, 1888), xii. 
· , 
----~ -
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and calls it 'one of the most extraordinary biographies in the history 
of literature.' Writing more than a decade after the publication of 
Daniel Deronda, he notes that one of the novel's effects was 'to make 
known to a wide circle of readers the vitality of Judaism as a system 
which still holds sway over the mental as well as the external life 
of men.' His translation is, then, offered as one of the fruits of 
this new interest that George Eliot has generated . 
But , in fact, the process can be reversed: it was Naimon's 
Autobiography (in its original German fonn, of course) which at least 
played a significant part in bringing home to George Eliot this kind 
of vitality still present in Judaism. It presented to her a society 
ruled by the laws of the Torah (the body of Divine teaching, compassing 
every facet of life), a society with an intellectual aristocracy based 
on the culture and learning of its members (the infant-prodigy, },Iaimon, 
becomes a highly eligible marriage-prospect, for instance, because of 
his great learning.) 
Maimon himself writes of this society of his youth with some 
revulsion; he marks out its quaint, and its macabre aspects; he finds 
little of nobility or dignity in this life, little to praise or admire 
in the intellectual system or in the moral attitudes of its adherents. 
)1,' 
His book is the work of a qynic, a rebel - 'all head and no heart.' 
The Cabbalah, the system of Jewish mysticism, is 'nothing but an 
expanded Spinozism,' he is sceptical about Rabbinism, about the early 
Chassidic sects. Under his pen , the grotesque aspects of his early 
experience sprirr~ to the fore. But, for all that, and possibly because 
of it, the power and vitality of this, to George Eliot's countrymen and 
,-
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contemporaries, little-known way of life, must have gripped her 
imagination - just as much as her sympathies 1dth the rebel spirit. 
There is, in fact, interesting evidence that she not only kne\v 
the Autobiography but that she studied it with a closeness and a 
scholarly attention that are impressive in themselves. Dr. Israel 
Abrahams has a paper in his lbe Book of Delight (Philadelphia, 1912) 
on 'George Eliot and Solomon Maimon,' in , .. hich he analyses the notes 
and jottings found in the margins and on the fly-leaf of the particular 
copy of the Autobiography that she used. 68 He comments admiringly that 
these indicate the range and profundity of her knowledge of J·udaism. 
The passing reference in Daniel Deronda is like the tip of an iceberg: 
it conceals not only a thorough reading of the Autobiography, but the 
fact that she could comment on, and often correct, Maimon's statements 
and judgments. Dr. Abrahams agrees with her about' the misleading 
tendency of.'~ a good deal' of Haimon r s book. She tones down some of 
Maimon's defiant criticisms, altogether contradicts him on other points; 
oddly enough, she defends Rabbinism and the Cabbala against his strictures! 
She corrects his pagination at one point, makes translations of Hebrew 
book-titles, and Dr. Abrahams finds evidence that she knew the work of 
Graatz, the famous Jewish historian. Some passages are pencilled, and she 
adds at the end aii index to points of special interest in the Autobiography. 
All this indicates, not only her remarkable previous knowledge and 
accurate grasp of history and theology, but that she found }~imon's self-
revelation worthy of such close study. We may then conclude that she had 
68 In Dr. WiIIiam's Library, Gordon Square, London, W.G.I. 
. . 
. -' 
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a particular interest in this representative of the Jewish 'Enlightenment' 
movement - in bE spiritual and intellectual adventures, in the way in 
which Judaism loomed over his life, even \o1hen in his mini he had already 
shaken himself free of it. Both she and he were rebels, against the 
religious and moral framework of their youth; and yet, she spent her 
'tfhole life trying to shore up the values that that framework had supported . 
Ahmys, she insisted on the binding nature of youthful association and 
affection, on the heart as well as the head. And in relation to the problem 
of the Je\Ol' sat ti tude to the past, the solution that she shadows forth 
in Nordecai and in Deronda involves a firm loyalty of race, a pride of 
religious heritage that is a far cry from Maimon's clear, hard rationalism, 
his universalism. From what she later writes about the consumptive watch-
maker, Cohn (vThom Lewes had met at the Philosophers' Club in Red Lion 
Square) when denying him to be the source of hordecai's character, we 
can deduce her reaction to the equally cerebral I:1aimon: she declares 
that 'no such resemblance (betHeen Cohn and HOrdeCa~ existeq" Cohn being 
a keen dialectician and a,highly impressive man, but without any specifically 
Je\vish enthusiasm. His type \vas rather that of Spinoza whose metaphysical 
system attracted his subtle intellect, and in relation to Judaism 
Spinoza 'tfas in contrast with my conception of Mordecai. ,69 
}lonlecai, tl1pn, incorporates George Eliot's own special view1Joint 
on the past, on the ties of race and common heritage - a viewpoint 
involving acceptance and loyalty, even in the midst of visions for the 
69 G I Letters, 18 January 1879 (VII, 96). 
~~ 
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future. But Solomon Maimon, in his very negation and scepticism, 
vlould have brought home to her the experience of an intellectual 
and complex being in a setting of lived modern Judaism - an experience 
that on George Eliot must have exerted more fascination than the 
contrasting stereotypes of a heroic past or a prosaic actuality.70 
The other noteable Jew, on whose experience she vlaS able to draw 
for her vision of the possibilities of the Jewish personality, "l-TaS 
Emanuel Deutsch . The fascinating and heroic portrait of this scholar-
poet is painted with some tenderness in Lady Strangford's ' Ivlemoir,' 
in The Literary Remains of 11nanuel Deutsch (1874); and in ' A Memorial, ,71 
by the Re verend H.R. Haweis, who took Deutsch into his home during 
his last disease-wracked months. 
Born in 1829 in Prussian Silesia, Deutsch was educated both in 
the severe and voluminous discipline of Hebrew culture and, later, in 
'l'heology, at Berlin University . Through all his wide-ranging quest after 
knowledge - his ' feasts of erudition' - he never relinquished his study 
of the Talmud - Lady Strangfor~d tells us that an ' enormous mass of 
transcriptions and translations ••• 'was found after his death.' He 
mastered English - studied English literature - and, in 1855, he joined 
the British Nuseum as an assistant in the Library Department. From that 
time till his deat~, from cancer in 1873, besiaes his work in the luseum, 
he researched and prepared for .. That was to be his magnum opus - a 
70 It is interesting that the name Lapidoth - which is, of course, Mirah's 
family name - occurs in the Autobiography: Noses Lapid.oth is Maimon's 
bosom friend and philosophical companion in the early part of his life. 
(ch. XVII ). ~ 
71 In Contemporary Re view, 23 (April 1874), 779-98. 
\ -' --
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defini ti ve >'fork on the Talmud. The famous article vThich was published. 
in the Quarterly Review in 1867 was only a slight fore-taste, as it 
were, of the feast to come, and, as Lady Strangford points out, its 
results were not entirely salutary - it 'excited so much attention, 
both in England and on the Continent, that he was at once launched, 
as it were, from the obscurity of a student into a rather unenviable 
notoriety. ' 
He suffered henceforth from the petty professional jealousies 
of his colleagues. Eventually, however, he obtained ten weeks' leave 
to visit the Holy Land in 1869 - an experience that aroused the avdent 
enthusiasm of the Jew and the poet. On his return, he delivered a 
dozen lectures on his visit, mainly on Phoenicia. B,y this time, his 
fatal disease had taken its grip of~im, and his last years were a 
protracted nightmare of pain and humiliation, petty persecution by 
his colleagues at the Huseum, and deep depression, partly justified 
by its 'objective correlative,' in terms of the physical suffering 
he had to bear, and partly the expression of an innate melancholy, 
a 'certain loneliness of heart that frequently hangs round the 
transplanted Jew.' At the end, he received unexpected leave, for a 
visit to Egypt; and there, he died, in Hay 1873. 
These are the bare facts of~tsch's life. But it is the 
p,.' 
, 
nature of the man, as it emerges from Lady Strangford's and Rev. 
Haweis's accounts, and from the ratber moving correspondence between 
him and George Eliot, that marks him out, not merely - as Dr. Haight 
terms him - as providing 'the principal impetus' for George Eliot's 
,>;~ 
conception of Hordecai, but, more radically, as a living type of the 
- . --
\ - - ~- ~ -- -
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'heroic' Jew, equally far removed from the melodrama of both Sidonia 
and Fagin. The portrait that emerges is that of a scholarly, ardent 
nature, possessed of a strong sense of destiny, of vocation; a kind 
of tragic burden of words to deliver; in spite of deep melancholy, 
self-distrust, and physical suffering - in spite, moreover, of a 
disabling scepticism as to the possibility or vrorth of anything new 
to be said, by him or by others: ' I have certain words in my possession 
which have been given me that they might be said to others, few or 
many ••• I know I shall not find peace or rest until I have said my 
whole say. And yet I cannot do it ••• It is the continuity and solidarity 
of refined mankind which I have in my mind, and the sameness of its 
achievements ••• and reflecting upon all this, I find. that I have nothing 
more to say ••• But all this is so confused and wild ••• after all, this is 
the end of all investigation into history or art: they were even as we 
are. ltlhy theE'ore not be satisfied vli th the general result? •. the fut~1Lity 
of my own self-sacrifice ••• I may teach a few .•• that man is not bad from 
the beginning ••• But after:vlhat is the having done this compared to 8, 
real, good, active, useful life ••• one which has a real - not a so-called 
ideal - aim and purpose?,72 
This intense doubt as to the value of the reflective, philosophic 
life apart from a persnnal practical fulfilment is among the moving 
Ji,' 
features of the manls inner landscape - something we have seen shadowed 
forth in Marian Evans's own early struggles. But there were other sides 
"tin his nature: a great human vrarmth, a certain vlhims±cal humour, even 
A / playfulness - what Lady Strangford calls a I ga~ te d.e coeur' -
sensitivity, a prid~ that kept his disease secret and dragged hun in 
72 I,K ' xi' , 'lemo~r t p. ~~ • 
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tonnent to his daily work at the British Huseum. He worked, writes 
Lady Strangford, 'as only a Gennan can work'; and she quotes from 
an unnamed source a possibly hyperbolic , but still impressive eulogy: 
'There is probably no one in England who possesses, to an equal degree, 
the varied knowledge, combined with the intense sympathy for art, 
natura, and humanity that d~inguished the deceased scholar.' 
'rhe softer and sternar parts of his character seemed to be 
equally balanced : heart and head, reverence and rationalism maintaining 
a serene equilibri\~: ' He had the fervid temperament of a poet, the 
tender heart of a woman , and a certain simplicity of nature tha t broke 
out occasionally as in a child .' - and at the same time - as both his 
biographers stress - his whole life 'vas of a personal purity and nobility, 
a singlemindedness, that makes him appear as a kind of saint. 
His great intellectual capacity, Haweis claims, was to fuse past 
and present , in a single encompassing vision: his great projected work 
on the Talmud was to have been a monument to this vision, and he 
suffered much from the sense that his fame after the 1867 article 
was a fraud, that he had, as yet, achieved nothing. This strain of 
melancholy, the sense of disparity between infinite aspiration and 
minus Clue achievement, is a note that haunts his letters and diaries: 
at the end, on his last journey, the tragic disparity ached more 
'" sharply than ever: ' ' There is so immensely much of life within me 
yet, and my will is so savagely strong at times ••• my brain is teeming 
with work ••• 'The tragical irony of my failure of life cuts me to pi eces.' 
This desper ate sense Q~ non-achievement, an almost Keatsian melancholy 
of frustrated creativity, became later an important aspect of George 
-.3.30-
Eliot's conception of Mordecai7.3 - his consciousness, before meeting 
Deronda, of 'the passionate current of an ideal life straining to 
embody itself, made intense by resistance to imminent dissolution. ,74 
The other obvious facet that links Deutsch's personality with 
Mordecai's is the former!s passionate love for the East , for the 
Holy Land. In the diaries written there, some passages hint at an 
intensity of experience approaching the mystical: his rapture at 
one point is 'like several ninth symphonies piled one atop of the 
other,' This capacity for ardent enthusiasm, this special love for 
the land of his ancestors, flaring out in spite of wracking pain and 
consciousness of the approaching end - this is, again, one of the 
aspects of Mordecai's character - a heroism of the spirit - that 
George Eliot must have drawn courage to depict as realistically 
feasible, from her knowledge of Eutsch during his last fev; years. 
The history of this friendship between novelist and scholar 
is both moving and revealing, in the light it sheds on Ge orge Eliotls 
sensibility. Deutsch first visited the w"Tes's in 1866; in January 
1867, Hrs. Frederick whrnann "Trote to her husband about the Lewes' s 
visit to her at Pau : ' ••• they like Deutsch. He is the brightest 
7.3 The Epigraph 1.0 Ch. 4.3 of Daniel Deronda is taken, in fact, from 
Keats 's Sonnet , 'On ~eeing the Elgin Narbles for t he first time,' 
(1817) : 
'My spirit is too weak; mortality 
W'eighs heavily on me like urIVTilling sleep, 
And each imagined pinnacle and steep 
Of godlike hardship tells me I must die 
Like a sick eagle looking at the sky.' 
":s 
74· Daniel Deronda , (Ch • .38 , p • .300). 
· . 
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Gerraan ••• they ever saw. That is a nice word for his hop-sparrowish-
ness, . I dare say , but they like him.' 75 
Thereafter, Deutsch bec&~e one of the circle that clustered 
around the 1ewes home: he was invited to dinner, and he entertained 
the Leweses to a private viewing of recent additions at the British 
Museum. Oscar Browning mentions 'a cast of the He1ian Asclepius -
a present, I thi~, from Mr. Deutsch ,' that stood in front of George 
Eliot's writing-tab1e. 76 Then , before the publication of Deutsch's 
famous article, it appears that she read the proofs - she asks him 
in a letter from Ilmenau to forward his 'precious packet ' to Dresden 
for her. 77 The wanlth and respect that radiate from this letter are 
a tribute both to George Eliot's sensitivity and to the reverence 
that Deutsch inspired in those who knew him: 
'Of course no one else than you could write it 
[an article repudiating Fuad Pasha's supposed 
"Confession" of belief in Chris"tj , and unless, 
with that treasure of knowledge you carry 
within you, you do a great deal more of the same 
sort, you will deserve the anathemas of men to 
come, who will lack something you might have 
gi ven them. Especially, pray return often to 
that note of reproach for unashamed ignorance, 
and insist that the conscientious effort to 
know/is part of religion. See how I take it on 
me to tell you your duty! But as a German, you 
are bound to be reverent to rather silly old 
women. and take them for prophetesses.' 
". 
'fhe tone is characteristic: the mixture of serious encouragement 
and warmth, earnest exhortation, and arch self-consciousness. The 
affection and respect are unmistakeable, as is her acute sense of 
the kind of stimulus that Deutsch needs from her. 
75 GE Letters , 22 January 1867 (IV , 336). 
76 Life of George Eliot, 1890, p. 90. 
77 GE letters, 13 August 1867 (IV, 385 )· 
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Later, after the publication of 'The Talmud,' there is 
another deeply sympathetic and loyal letter of indignation at the 
'buzzing and stinging which is ton:nenting you. I beseech you not 
to battle with it. Escape from it - mentally, I mean, by working 
steadily without reference to any temporary chit-chat ••• Of course 
the noise of admiration is always half of it contemptible in its 
quali ty, and as besotting as bad v.Tine if a man le ts himself take 
too much of it ••• lf you keep complete possession of yourself and 
refuse to lend yourself at small interest, you must be ultimately 
judged by the knowledge, the ideas, the power of any sort that you 
give positive evidence of. ,78 
This 'hurried outpouring of sincere regard' can be seen, again, 
as both a personal manifesto - it certainly reads like George Eliot's 
mm declaration of ftd th - and as an indication of the special relation 
betw'een the two writers - of a kind of maternal reverence on her part. 
Again , after attending a lecture of his on the Talmud , she 
wri tes: ' You had not a more anxious, sympathetic listener than I was. 
Indeed, I was too anxious to be able to judge of the effect on out-
siders who listened with more indifference.,79 And, two 'tveeks later, 
she writes with intense feeling, of his melancholy: she has thought 
of 'hardly anything but your trouble of mind ••• Do not distrust your 
f ! 
, 
call. I believe in it still, though I am the least hopeful of mortals 
both in my own affairs and in those of any one who is dear to me. 
In strong natures check and partial failure beget a deeper resolve. ,80 
78 ibid. , 
79 ibid., 
80 ibid., 
~:> 
16 December 
10 Hay 1868 
23 Hay 1868 
1867 (IV , 409). 
(IV, 440). 
(IV, 446). 
· . -
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On his return from the East the following year, she warmly 
bids him 'Thrice welcome!' and invites him for next Sunday: in 
spite of the anxiety and strain over Thornton's illness, she 
assures him , ' you will find affection and bring gladness. ,81 A few 
months later, she begins to take regular weekl~' Hebrew lessons with 
him: one can imagine how the language and the literature must have 
become invested for her with the sad and rich aura of the personality 
of this man already under sentence of death. 
She writes later of her sorrO~l on hearing of his illness: 
' I think He shall lecture you about not taking enough care of yourself, 
but I hope you will silence us by saying that you intend from hence-
forth to dine and sleep like any stupid Christian. ,82 Deutsch's 
neglect of his physical needs was notorious: he would pass whole 
nights at work on his private research, and turn up the next morning 
promptly at the British Huseum. George Eliot is touchingly solicitous: 
one also wonders, however, if there is not a tinge of seriousness in 
her whimsical distinction between Deutsch and 'any stupid Christian ' -
a kind of acknowledgment of the cultural aristocracy that Deutsch 
represented for her. As I shall suggest later, with reference to 
the cultural values presented in Daniel Deronda, it seems that George 
Eliot by this tirrW had arrived at an extremely high evaluation of the 
intellectual and moral standards of Judaism: at its best, it had come 
to represent for her perhaps the ideal embodiment of the life of fused 
intellect and emotion. 
81 82 ibid., 2Y May 1869 (V, 39-40). 
ibid., 14 September 1870 (V, 116). 
· , 
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At all events, Deutsch's dedication to his life's work, 
combined 'VTi th his poignant pessimism, did touch her heart: she 
visi ted him several times at Rev. Haweis' s home, and wrote him 
affectionately and hopefully: wants to knovl if he has plenty of 
sleep, exhorts him to 'encourage Hr. Hicawber' s philosophy inifour 
soul, and be sure that something will "turn up. 11 Hopelessness has 
been to me, all through my life, but especially in painful years of 
my youth, the chief source of t-Tasted energy, with all the consequent 
bi tterness of regret. ,83 The letter continues - obviously not 
irrelevantly - with her observation that often failed suicides have 
lived to be glad of their failure. Hary \'lolstonecraft is cited as an 
example: she got as far as wetting her clothes in order to drown 
easier, and then came to think as she walked, 'that she might live to 
be glad tht she had not put an end to herself - and so it turned out ••• 
'lllich things are a parable. ,84 
The tact and concern o l~f her feling for Deutsch are sustained 
till his death: afterwards, she wrote to Lady Strangford., with a Note 
for her Hemoir. 'l'here can be little doubt, considering this correspondence, 
83 ibid., 7 July 1871 (V, 160). 
84· This incident Pfrom }fary ~10lstonecraft' 8 life is a possible influence 
on the description of Mirah's attempted suicide - the wetting of the 
cloak before she throws herself into the river. It is possibly 
relevant, too, that Solomon Maimon, in his Autobiography, relates 
h0101 he himself attempted to commit suicide at one point: he treats 
thi~ra 'serio-cQmic scene' - as 'only the upper part of the body 
obeyed the command of the mind, trusting that the lower part would 
certainly refuse its services for such a purpose.' (pp. 247-8). 
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that Deutsch was a strong influence on her conception of the Jewish 
personality; that she felt an intense sympathy, in the most literal 
sense of the word, with his emotional problems and intellectual 
aspirations; and that, apart from any obvious similarities of detail 
between Mordecai and Deutsch, her knowledge of the scholar shaped 
her own vision of the Jewish past, and of a possible Jewish future. 
I mentioned earlier the special organic relation in which 
George Eliot saw Mordecai and the eohen family: the extraoroinary 
~aks of the Hebrew genius arising out of the more prosaic landscape 
of Jewish life. In her treatment of this latter aspect, George Eliot 
drew on her usual faculties of human sympathy and insight, her feeling 
for atmosphere and background. In 1858, she had visited the Ghetto 
at Prague, the Synagogue and the Friedhof. In 1866, when she and I.ewes 
were in Amsiteroam , they 'looked about for the very Portuguese Synagogue 
where Spinoza was nearly assassinated as he came from worship. But 
it no longer exists.' They went to one of the City's synagogues on 
a Friday evening, and her impressions are vividly described: 
'The chanting and swaying about of the bodies - almost a wriggling 
are not beautiful tD the sense, but I fairly cried at witnessing this 
faint symbolism of a religion of sublime far-off memories. The skulls 
pe' 
of St. Ursula's'eleven thousand virgins seem a modern suggestion 
compared with the Jewish Synagogue. ,85 I.ewes writes in his Journal of 
a long ramble through Amsterdam 's Jews' quarter, 'where the men women 
and children seemed all gathered into the street as in a salon de 
conversation.t8&~ 
85 
6 GE Letters, 10 August 1866 (IV, 298). 8 16 June 1866 (quoted in GE Letters I V, 298 ; Note 2). 
.1 
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These early visits to Synagogues and Ghettoes indicate an 
interest and sympathy with the Jewish destiny, quite apart from 
and previous to any actual project for a book on the subject. In 
1873, too, Lewes "Trote to his son, that they had stayed on for five 
days in Frru1kfurt, 'in order that we might attend service at the 
Synagogue (for Mutter's purposes.) ,87 Deronda's experience at the 
Frankfurt Synagogue is obviously a direct result of this period of 
research. At that time, too, lewes 'bought books - books on Jewish 
subjects for Polly's novel - and ma~de enquiries. ,88 One of these 
books was Leopold Kompert' s Ghetto Stories. from "Thich George Eliot 
gained impressions of the domestic and day-to-day life of Je\'lS in the 
Ghetto. A fortnight later, Marian and Lewes were in YJainz and. on the 
Saturday - 'After breakfast 1rTent to the Synagogue and were delighted 
. th th .. ,89 W1 e s1ng1ng ••• 
Her stUdies in Jewish history intensified, naturally, around 
this time: 'my dvlelling is among the tombs, farther back than the 
time of the Medici,' she writes, 1t propos of her current reading of 
Hax Huller's Science of Religions. 90 There may be a measure of truth 
in LevIes's husbandly pride: ' You are surprised at her knm-lledge of the 
Jews? But only learned R~bbis are so profoundly versed in Jewish history 
and literature g,s she is - and this will. •• make a Rembrandtish background 
to her dramatic presentation ..• ,91 
87 88 ibid., 8 August 1873 (V, 424-5). 
ibid., 30 July 1873 (V, 425i Note 8). ~6 ibid., 16 August 1873 (V, 427; Note 4). 
91 ibid., 17 Nov~mber 1873 (V, 461). 
ibid., 1 December 1875 (VI , 196). 
- . -
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It was, indeed, precisely among 'learned Rabbis ' that she 
aroused fervent admiration for her scholarship and rare sensibility. 
Sh@ received letters from the Chief Rabbi, Hermann Adler, from a 
French Rabbi axquaintance of Francois d'Albert Durade, and from the 
Rabbi of the Jewish Theological Seminary at Breslau. :Host significant, 
hmlever, was the article written by Rabbi David Kaufmann , a Professor 
at the Jewish Theological Seminary at Budapest . Her letter of appreciation 
to him is a token of the pleasure his admiration had given her: ' Hardly, 
since I became an author, have I had a deeper satisfaction, I may say a 
' more heratfelt joy, than you have given me in your estimate of 
''Daniel Deronda".' Rarely as she reads criticism of her vlork, and 
sensitive as she is to such criticism, both positive and negative, 
she finds his account of her novel just such as she might have wished 
for - it is the 'perfect response to the artists intention, which must 
make the fullest, rarest joy to one who works from inward conviction 
and not in compliance with current fashions ••• any instance of complete 
comprehension encourages one to hope that the creative prompting has 
foreshadowed, and will continue to satisfy, a need in other minds •.• 
I confess that I had an unsatisfied hunger for certain signs of 
sympathetic discernment, which you only have given. ,92 
f.' Kaufman's scholarly and artistic appreciation of her achievement 
lays particular stress on the fact that George Eliot has most profoundly 
grasped the idea of the contemporary Jewish re-awakening to national 
self-consciousness. Daniel Deronda is the greatest modern vTOrk on the 
92 ibid., 31 Hay 1877 (VI, 378-~). 
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Jews: 'woe are shown not a creed, but its professors.' This is 
the function of the poetess, 'to transform convictions into motives, 
and thoughts into actions.' The achievement, for her, is t remendous: 
she has transfused an esoteric subject, 'the much-ridiculed longing 
after Palestine' - with passion and sympathy. The Jewisbness of her 
characters is essential and authentic - they are not mere caricatures. 
And - the observation which George Eliot particularly appreciated for 
its justness - the Jewish and English parts of Daniel Deronda form a 
unity, constitute a designed contrast on every level. George Eliot's 
piety and tenderness towards JevTish customs and legends he notices 
specially; and, in general , he finds her scholarship, 'really amazing. ,93 
One interesting point that Kaufmann raises - in view of George 
Eliot's early views on Jewish survival as a separate entity, and their 
later reversal in Daniel Deronda and the ' The Hodern trep! Hep! Hep!' -
is that she realises the value of a specifically Jewish future, of the 
independent existence of such separate entities if they have some 
special contribution to make. Universal assimilation into some kind 
of amorphous 'humanity' is no longer her creed. Kaufmann sees this 
as a general change of world-view since l.€ssing ' s ' Nathan the ~1ise,' 
which represented the ideal of a universal religious truth - all 
existent partial truths being equal and fragmentary. NOW, 'the days 
fe' 
, 
of levelling are over': proper pride in national and religious 
identity is accepted, the importance of commitment to a racial heritage 
narrower and more intense than a broadly universal one, is now acknowledged. 
And George Eliot, with her advocacy of Jewish 'separateness with 
~~ 
communication,' is expressing the realised truths of her time. 
93 David Kaufmann, George Eliot and Judaism, transl. J .VL Ferrier (Edinburgh 
1878) • 
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Kaufmann's ' perfect response to the artist! s intention ' is, 
of course, essentially the response of a Jew. As such, its value is 
enhanced as far as his praise of George Eliot!s insight into the 
nature of Judaism and the Jewish future is concerned. Such a 
testimony to her scholarship and perception was justifiably treasured 
by her. And that it vlas fully deserved as a testimony to her genuine 
and abiding interest in her subject is indicated by the fact that in 
October 1876, several months after Daniel De ronda had been finished, 
levies could "Trite to Elma Stuart , that she was ' reading my m. s . and 
proofs when she is not absorbed in her Hebrew literature. ,94 (my italics.) 
That she was still engrossed in these studies long after the practical 
need for them 1<TaS past is highly significant: it accounts for the 
differences that 'we noticed betTtleen the ' absorbance ' of her learning 
in Romola and in Daniel Deronda. This intellectual preoccupation vias 
no hot-house grmfth: it had its roots in the Evangelical faith of her 
youth , it flourished through her periods of extreme rationalism , through 
personal association and sympathy , and it came to bear its fruits 
quite naturally in the years preceding Daniel Deronda. 
The organic aspect of her knmfledge and interest emerges especially 
strikingly with respect to her presentation of the central theme of 
f. 
Daniel Deronda .- ' the restoration of the Jews to Palestine. On a super-
ficial knowledge of the histor-.f of Zionism , George Eliot I s statement 
and detailed understanding of vrhat such a Restoration N'ould involve 
may seem little less than miraculous - prophe t ic , in the light of later 
94 
. GE Letters , 12 october 1876 (VI, 294). 
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events. For it was only after George Eliot's last novel was ~ublished 
that the great events that initiated the Zionist movement took place: 
the Russian pogroms in 1881 that resulted in groups of pioneers 
(the Hovevei Zion - the Lovers of Zion ) leaving Russia t o found 
agricultural colonies on the coastal plain of Judaea. And the great 
manifesto of Zionism - Herzlls Judenstaat - was not written tmtil 
1896; the first Zionist Congress was not convened until 1897. In vievl 
of these facts, Dr. Haigh~s claim that' ' Often she anticipates 
[important ideas] as in the case of Zionism, which she foreshadowed 
in Daniel Deronda (1876) when Theodor Herzl was only a boy ,95 may be 
found excusable, though not historically quite accurate. 
~~at we may call ' proto-Zionism ' was , in fact, a quite amazingly 
wide-spread idea - to be found in quarters that vTere unconnected and 
often incongruous, many years before Daniel Deronda was even conceived. 
As a survey of the Jewish Chronicle of the mid-century years puts it: 
' Those who imagine that Zionism began .. ri th Herzl lvill find a corrective 
in these volumes, in 1-Thich almost every issue illustrates the Jew' s 
abiding devotion to the Holy Land. ,96 
The fascinating aspect of this historical phenomenon, as regards 
our present subject, is the liru( that George Eliot herself repreeented 
between the various fields , in which stirrings of the Zionist idea were 
ftO 
, 
to be felt. As lv-e look more closely at these areas, it becomes clear 
that George Eliot di d not, after all , create the idea ex nihilo - that , 
as usual with her creative processes, her sensitive antennae were 
95 ~ ibid., Vol. 1, xlii-iii. 
96 Tne Jewish Chronicle 1841-1941: A Century of Newspaper History (1949), p. 53. 
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attuned, by emotional and intellectual affinities, to pick up 
existing waves of thought and feeling; and that there was a 
tremendous mass of such vlaves to be caught by so acute a :!receiver. 
A corollary of this process is the impact that George ~liot herself 
reflected back into the world of thought and action, with extra-
or~dinary results. 
This, indeed, is historically one of the most interesting aspects 
of George Eliot's relation to the idea of Jewish irridentism: the quite 
unprecedented effect that she as a writer had on the lives of many of 
her readers. 97 Unprecedented, that is, for an English writer; in 
Ge rmany, in Russia, among more intellectually inflammable societies, 
such phenomena had been known as a novelist's radically influencing the 
life-pattern of his readers. But in England, I cannot thinkPf another 
case to match the effect that C~orge Eliot's novel had on contemporary 
Jewry; and the place of honour that has been accorded her in aliuost 
every historical account of the growth of JevTish national feeling in 
the nineteenth century. ' I n the Valhalla of the Jewish people,' writes 
Sokolow, 'among the tokens of homage offered by the genius of centuries, 
"Daniel Deronda" will take its place as the proudest testimony to English 
recognition of the Zionist idea. ,98 
Kaufmann Kohler attributes (probably mistakenly) the entire move-' 
p" 
ment to colonise the Holy Land to her: it arose ' perhaps follovnng an 
impulse given by George Eliot's Daniel De ronda, which fired some eastern 
men, to start, under the name of 'Lovers of Zion,' an emigration from 
97 Knoepflmacher, i~ Religious Humanism and. the Victorian Novel (Princeton, 1965), 
notes rather satirically, as one effect, thai/Ho1man Hunt returned to Palestine 
and to his paintings 'on location' - 'arounathe time of Deronda's presumed 
9
8 pilgrimage, imbued with a new religious fervour.' (p. 127, Note 19). 
Nahum Sokolow, History of Zionism 1600-1918 (1919), I, 212. 
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Kaufmann Kohler attributes (probably mistakenly) the entire move-' 
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ment to colonise the Holy Land to her: it arose ' perhaps follovnng an 
impulse given by George Eliot's Daniel De ronda , which fired some eastern 
men, to start , under the name of 'Lovers of Zion,' an emigration from 
97 Knoepflmacher, i;~Religious Humanism and the Victorian Novel (Princeton, 1965), 
notes rather satirically, as one effect, thai/Ho1man Hunt returned to Palestine 
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9
8 pilgrimage, imbued with a new religious fervour. ' (p. 127, Note 19). 
Nahum Sokolow, History of Zionism 1600-1918 (1919), I t 212. 
i 
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Russia at the time of the first persecutions under Czar Alexander Ill. ' 
'Lof'ty-visioned Hordecai,' he writes, 'found an echo in many a heart 
groaning under th~oke of Russian tyranny ••• ,99 
I t is a fact that, four years after the publication of Daniel 
Deronda, a new school of Jewish theorists arose in Russia , which made 
Daniel Deronda its own, and fervently pursued the ideals of national 
and political restoration. Peretz, Gordon, Smolensky, and Lilienblmn -
these are the men associated with this revival - some of the most 
important nrunes in the early literature of Zionism. Daniel Deronda 
was translated into both Hebrew and Yiddish, and its effect, of 
encouragement and hope, on thousands of persecuted Jews is incalculable.100 
The gratitude and appreciation of contemporary Jews emerges in 
Jewish critical accounts of Daniel Deronda. David Philipson, in 
The Jew in English Fiction (Cincinatti 1889), finds other Jewish novels 
'most superficial in conception; this was the first by , a non-Jewish 
writer that made Judaism a study.' (p. 122) This critic, however, is 
exceptional in re,jecting the Zionist solution put forward by George 
~liot: he approves only her serious conception of Jewish religious life. 
Philipson was a Reform Rabbi, and, as such, was concerned to repudiate 
any suggestiont~f lack of patriotism among the Jews. &nancipation, 
and not any form of nationalism, 'was the aim of the Reform Movement; 
a policy that did much to obstruct the realization of the Zionist dream. 
I The Jews have not the feeling of nationality as Jews •.• I he wrote. 
99 Kaufmann Kohler, Studies, Addresses and Personal Papers (New York, 
1931), 463. 
100 To this d,ay I the novel is widely known in Israel ; and there is even 
a street named after George Eliot in Jerusalem! 
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'It is an exploded notion •.• ' (p. 145) From Philipson's essay, 
we can catch a glimpse of the heated controversies towards which 
George Eliot, all unwittingly, contributed. 
The other voice in the controversy can be heard in the review 
of Daniel Deronda published in the Jewish Chronicle. 10l This reviewer 
rejoices at George ~liot's choice of subject - especially 'at a period 
pregnant with great events apparently bearing on the subject .•• Indeed , 
the ver.y thought that an author occupying such a proud position should 
have worked out these ideas i~i th such minuteness, force, skill , and 
lucidity ••• constitute (s) a great event in itself ••. It is l1essianic 
echoes ltlhich we hear. I1estoration and re-constitution of the Je\>Tish 
polity , as of old, is the theme.' Those who dislike the idea, says the 
Chronicle reviewer, are 'too much imbued with the ideas characterising 
their age and their respective countries.' 
It is clear,then, how much strength the vision of restoration 
drew from Ge orge Eliot ' s novel - strength against all discouragement, 
both internal and external. From a more general point of vie\<! , too, 
its effect on the philosophy and self-esteem of its Jewish reaners was 
great . There is the case, for instance, of Joseph J"acobs I the versatile 
cri tic and historian ('-Those works include an Anglo-Jewish histoI"J, B. 
Spanish-Jei~ish "'hlstor.y; essays on George ~liot, Arnold, Newman, Browning ; 
an Introduction to the Arabian Nights; a book on Jesus; one on 
Archaeology; a Yiddish-English Manual; and collections of English and 
Indian fairy-tales, B.nd of Aesop ' s Fables! ). 
101 15 De cember 1876. 
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J"acobs claimed himself to be I almost the first w"ho stepped 
. 
outs ide the spiritual walls of the English Ghetto) , a.nd regarded 
the position of Judaism from the standpoint of Modern Thought. 1102 
And in his I ntroduction to Jewish Ideals and Other Essays, he 
describes the effect that Daniel De ronda had on his early intellectual 
life. He places it together \-Ti th Spinoza IS writings for its radical 
influence on him: 
lIt is difficult for those who have not lived through it to under-
stand the influence that George Eliot had upon those 
of us who came to our intellectual majority in the 
1Iseventies. 11 ••• George Eliot's novels were regarded 
by us not so much as novels, but rather as applications 
of Darwinism to life and art. They were to us Tendenz-
Remane, and we studied them as much for the Tendenz 
as for the Romrul •.• she spoke to us with the combined 
authority of the artist and the thinker. She was, in 
Hr. JVIyersl memorable phrase, our u.'3ybil in the gloom lll 
(p. xii) 
Daniel Deronda appeared just as Jacobs was at the I cross-paths I: 
emerged from the Ghetto, and chilled by the world outside which was 
oblivious to his Jewishness, as he was at the point of deciding either 
" I that he re-enters the Ghetto never to emerge , or comes outside never 
to re*enter. Just as I was at these cross-paths Daniel Deronda appeared, 
and I found the thinker for whom I had the greatest reverence justify-
ing from the standpoint of the most advanced thought the historic 
clailTIs of the position of Judaism. I cannot trust myself to say with 
\-That eagerness I read the success ive monthly instalments of Daniel 
Deronda as it appeared during 1876 ..• George Eliotls influence on me 
counterbalanced" that of Spinoza, by directing my attention, henceforth, 
to the historic development of Judaism. Spinoza enivsaged for me the 
102 Breface to Jewish Ideals and Other Essays (1896). 
i 
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Jewish ideals in their static form, Georg~liot transferred my 
attention to them in their dynamic development ••• ' 
In this passage , we obviously find sketched a crisis of 
identity, such as has been traumatic for many Jews. The fact that 
George Eliot in a sense acted the sage for Jacobs - showed him a 
possible way out of his intellectual and psychological difficulties -
is a symptom of this particular and highly specialised form of 
influence that she exerted. She became accustomed to having women 
kiss her gown, or her hand; but it seems that the influence of this 
novel, especially, vIas of a depth and a dynamism that even she 
perhaps never fully realised. 
Geo~ge Eliot's continued interest in Judaism and the specific 
problems of Jews reached its final public expression in 'The Modern 
Hep! Hep! Hep!' which was publi3hed in 1879, as part of Impressions 
of Theophrastus Such. (There is, in fact, a link here with David 
Kaufmann: answering his letter of condolence on Lewes's death, on 
17 April 1879 , George Eliot sends him a copy of Theophrastus Such -
'as it contains same words I wanted to say about the Jews. ,103) 
This forcibly written essay summarises her ideas on Jevlish 
aspirations to nationalism. These are the ideas of Daniel Deronda, 
expressed in geperal and discursive terms, and with uncompromising 
, 
103 ' ••. my mind had more than once gone out to you as one from whom 
I should like to have some sign of sympathy with my loss.' -
(GE Letters , (VII, 137)) the tone of respect and appreciation 
is noteable: for Kaufmann, as far Deutsch, she had an ' unusual, 
and rather touching , reverence. 
~~ 
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clarity. The central theme is very much that stressed by Kaufmann 
in 'George Eliot and Judaism': the vital need for pride in 
individual national identities: 'the days of levelling are over.' 
Perhaps George Eliot's reaction against the radical hUmanism of her 
youth was due partly to the resurgence of antisemitism in Germany -
ironically among the leaders of the Humanitarian movement that took 
F b h ' k . t d 104 euer ac s wor as ~ scree • Be that as it may, her vievT is 
clear: ' •.• A common humanity is not yet enough to feed the rich 
blood of various activity which makes a complete man.. The time is 
not come for cosmopolitanism to be highly virtuous. lO,5 Her dicta 
have the pungency of epigrams: the 'nobleness o~ people, depends 
on its capability of .- being stirred by memories.' (p . 264) 
Here , we have one of the essential links between such 
'political' views, and her more general philosophical and moral values. 
Hemory - that is the key to the moral life, from her earliest Horks 
onwards: memory, affection, duty, loyalty - it is an unfailing rune. 
In Daniel Deronda, for the first time (with the exception of The Spanish 
~), the concept is taken on the national, rather than the merely 
familial scale; racial solidarity, pride in one's heritage, and 
binding influence of heredity - these are the central ideas of the 
106 
novel - and now oi the essay. The influence of Darwin is perceptible: 
104 Bauer 's pamphlet on the Judenfrage , published in 1842, 'vigorously 
opposes Je"wish emancipation on the grounds that the Je\vs, by adhering 
to their religion, excluded themselves from emancipation.' 
(Introduction to Rome and Jerusalem, by Meyer lvaxman (New York ,1918 ), p. 
10,5 Impressions of~~heophrastus Such, p. 26,5. 
106 
Joseph Jacobs, in his essay on George Eliot (in Essays and Reviews 
from the Atheneum (1891 », makes a similar point: 
(cont'd. on p. 347 ..• ) 
14) 
- . -
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indeed, there is some ground for thinking that the Jews, with their 
history of survival and loyalty to religion and race in spite of 
all persecution, seemed to George Eliot a kind of exemplary figure 
of the natural selection of races for ~articular Furpose.107 
As Dowden suggests (in his essay on I¥dddlemarch and Daniel Deronda,lO~, 
the Jews are symbolic of that loyalty to tradition that is her central 
creed - a kind of ethnic religion. This is a nation haunted by its 
memory - that memory 'which inspires the moments with a past , a present, 
and a future, and gives the sense of corporate existence that raises 
109 
man above the otherwise more respectable and innocent brute.' It 
is this faculty which has preserved it from the degradation that should 
have resulted from universal persecution (of vlhich George Eliot gives 
a vivid and feeling account.) 
lOB (cont'd) 
' As the artis t went to 'lIoTork more consciously, so the motive principle 
of her work came more to the surface. 'l'he leading conception of 
modern science as applied to man, the influence of hereditary trans-
mission, was transcribed into the moral principle of the claims of 
race. In the novels of memory this had been disguised under the 
simpler form of family love.' (p. 8) 
107 Knoepflmacher suggests a similar idea, connecting it with the 
theological Christian view. He says that evolutionism is enlisted 
in Daniel Deronda to proclaim the existence o~a unique spiritual 
tradition, lodged in the development of a chosen race; and he cites 
Balfour1s argwnent (quoted in L. E. Elliot-Binns ' s English Thought 
1860-1900: 'the Theological Aspect (Lpndon, 1956), 31 ), that religion 
had already illustrated the truth of natural selection, in the 
evolution by the Jews of a unique aptitude for apprehending spiritual 
realities: science, therefore, had merely 'adopted an idea which has 
always been an essential Christian view of the Divine economy.' 
(Religious Humanism and the Victorian Novel, p. 123). 'I'he citation 
of Balfour who, in ]917, signed the Declaration that granted the Jews 
a home-land in Palestine, is significant. 
108 ~ In Studies in Literature, 1789-1877 (London, 1878) pp. 304-5. 
109 Theophrastus Such, pp. 261-2. 
- ' -
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In this context, racial pride has proved 'humanising '; and 
George Eliot plea~ds for the future too that 'the deep suckers of 
healthy sentiment' be preserved. (p. 285) She uses the device of 
analogy and comparison, exposing those inconsistencies of sympathy 
among the public that lead to antisemitism. Mazzini and the Italian 
Risorgimento (which has obviously exerted a profound influence on her 
own nationalist views and which forms part of the backdrop of Daniel 
DerondallO ), the Greek movement in which ~ron gave his life, have 
become some of the ' glorious commonplaces' of popular sympathy, while 
the Jetvish cause is treated with ridicule or antagonism. In general, 
she avers, 'the neglect of resemblances is a common property of dulness.' 
And such 'dulness,' which is here equivalent to her usual term of 
I 
opprobrium 1 'stupidity' - both intellectual and moral - is what she 
attributes to entrenched antisemites: ' It would be difficult to find 
a form of bad reasoning about them [the Jew~ which has not been heard 
in conversation or been admitted to the dignity of print.' (p. 260) 
110 
cf. Deronda's contributio~qthe 'Hand and Banner ' discussion, in Ch. 42: 
"rake what 'tve have all heard and seen something of - the effort 
after the unity of I taly. which we are sure soon to see accomplished 
to the very last boundary. Look into Hazzini's account of his 
first yearning, l"hen he was a boy, after a restored greatness and 
a new freedom to Italy , and of his first efforts as a young man 
to rouse tpe same feelings in other young men, and get them to 
work towards a united nationality. Almost everything seemed 
against him ••• Of course the~orners often seemed wise. Yet you 
see the prophecy lay with him .•• ' (ch. 42, pp. 392-3) 
Links between l'1azzini and J'evlish nationalism are numerous. both in 
George Eliot's own attitudes, and in actual fact. For her, the two 
movements seemed clearly analogous. And ~~zzini himself regarded the 
Jewish situation as degrading : he exhorted the ' Israelites among the 
nations' not to trust to the protection of other nationalities - that 
will prove no ~afeguard for them, since the 'egoism of self-interest 
rules alone. ' (from Duties of Man - The Duty to Country - quoted in 
Kallen, Zionism and ~. or Id Politics, p. 47) 
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The essay is partly a discussioqbf various forms of such bad 
reasoning: the various pseudo-rational guises of an irrational 
prejudice. On this plane , it has already been interestingly 
antiCipated in Daniel Deronda: the range of attitudes towards the 
Je,-!s represented in that novel is impressive in its grCl.sp of possible 
subtleties , of the full gamut of psychological rationalisations. 
There is Deronda 's own early fastidious indifference, modulating 
through his involvement vTith the particular human being , Hirah, through 
several keys of inner struggle and self-conquest, to final acceptance 
and positive vision (even before the revelation of his identity). 
There is the comic glance at Lady Hallinger ' s reaction to Nirah's story: 
'Lady Hallinger '''as much interested in the poor girl , observing that 
there was a Society for the Conversion of the Jews , and that it ,,,as to 
be hoped Hirah ,,,ould embrace Christianity ; but perceiving that Sir 
Hugo looked at her with amusement , she concluded that she had said 
something foolish.' (ch. 20, p. 338) There is Amy ' s and Hab ' s hopeful 
confidence that l'lirah ' s Jewishness would '" gradually melt away from 
her, and she ~Tould pass into Christianity like the rest of the vlOrld. I1 ' 
(ch. 32, p. 128 ) There is Hans Heyrick's frankly crude racial contempt: 
'flShe will see no Jew who is tolerable. Every male of that race is 
p,' 
insupportable, - flinsupportably advancing ll - his nose. 111 (ch. 37, p. 282) 
And there is the consummately ironic scene among the Davilows, just 
before news of Grandcourt's death is brought , in which these innocent 
and well-meaning people air their notions about the Meyricks ' 
'extraordinary JewY1Sh friends': their descriptions 
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'caused some astonished questioning from minds 
to which the idea of live Je\"s, out of a book, 
suggested a difference deep enough to be a~aost 
zoological, as of a strange race in Pliny 's Natural 
History that might sleep under the shade of its mm 
ears. :Bertha could not imagine what Jews believed 
nOv1: and had a dim idea that they rejected the Old 
Testament since it proved the Nev1: Hiss Herry thought 
that Mirah and her brother could "never have been 
properly argued with," and. the amiable Alice did 
not mind what the Jews believed , she was sure 
she IIcouldn't bear them. 11 Hrs. Davilow corrected 
her by saying that the great Jewish families who 
were in society were quite what they ought to be 
both in London and Paris , but admitted that the 
commoner unconverted Jews were objectionable: 
and Isabel asked whether Hirah talked just as they 
did , or whether you might be with her and not find 
out that she vias a Jev.ress .' (ch. 58 , pp. 248-9) 
Ignorance vies with Prejudice: and yet the resulting confusion 
is firmly grounded in observed reality. After all , even Deronda himself , 
with all his learning and intelligence , had at first shared in these 
preconceptions: 
' TI1e Chosen People have been commonly treated as 
a people chosen for the sake of somebody else; 
and their thinking as something (no matter 
exactly what ) that ought to have been entirely 
otherwise: and Deronda , like his neighbours , 
had regarded Judaism as a sort of eccentric 
fossilised form which an accomplished man might 
dispense with studying , and leave to specialists.' 
( ch • 32, p. 129) 
The education of the imagination to sympathy and insight is 
~' 
the central moral theme throughout George Eliot ' s novels. In dealing 
with a Jewish subject, C~orge Eliot was consciously fronting both 
one of her greatest chaaenges - in terms of the obstinate blocking 
of the popular imagination to this particular issue - and one of the 
most rewarding, i~~terms of the richness and nobility to be revealed 
once the veils of prejudice "Tere swept aside. This motive for her 
work is made explicit in her letter to Harriet Beecher Stowe , on 
29 October 1876: 
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'There is nothing I should care more to do, if 
it were possible, than to rouse the imagination 
of men and women to a vision of human claims 
in those races of their fellow-men who most 
differ from. them in customs and beliefs. But 
t01vards the Hebrews we western people who have 
been reared in Christianity, have a peculiar 
debt and, whether we acknowledge it or not, a 
peculiar thoroughness of fellowship in religious 
and moral sentiment ••• this deadness to the history 
which has prepared half our world for us, this 
inability to find interest in any fonn of life 
that is not clad in the same coat-tails and. flounces 
as our OWl1 lies ver,y close to the worst kind of 
irreligion. The best that can be said for it is 
that it is a sign of the intellectual narrO'lmess -
in plain English, the stupidi ty, w'hich is still 
the average mark of our culture.' (GE Letters, VI, 301-2) 
The note of contempt at the end of this passage has the Sharpness 
of lone exasperation. It is a note that recurs at intervals in her 
letters, and that is diffused, as it were, throughout the texture and 
content of Daniel Deronda itself. The low cultural standards of the 
average Englishman, as compared, for instance, with the Frenchman, 
emerge already in an early letter to John Sibree (on 8 t1arch 1848 ), 
in which she sympathises vli th the J:t'rench Revolution: the English 
. working-classes are, she says, inferior to the French, 1>1hose minds 
are 'highly electrified ' - 'full of ideas.' In ~ngland, she finds 
1 ' If' h J ' I' and. t' f' d b te l' t ,Ill on y se lS raalca lsm unsa lS le, ru sensua 1 y. 
Then, there is the passage we have already quoted from her 
letter to Charles r.~ray, from Berlin in 1854; after seeing ' Nathan 
der \l/eise,' she is exalted by its ' grand sentiments and profound 
III GE Letters (I, 254). 
cf. Fe~ix Holt's speeches to the crowds on Election Day: it is 
just on these &founds of their 'selfish radicalism and. unsatisfied 
brutish sensuality,' that he finds them unready for full democracy. 
The Address to ~\forking Hen, by Felix. Holt, embroiders the same theme. 
i 
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t houghts. ' But - ' In England the words which call down applause 
here would make t he pit rise in horror. ' (GE Lett ers, 11, 185 ) 
It seems , then, that her view of t he general level of English 
cul ture i-laS very poor. 112 Poor , narrow, insular , stupid - this is 
the indictment that, using the Je1tlish issue as a kind of test-case , 
she brings against the mentality of her countrymen. The qualifications 
of the Jews for this special purpose were two-fold: they were ·the 
objects of prejudice, of blind rejection , and they Nere themselves 
cosmopolitan , possessed of a vital and all-embracing culture by 
which , to a greater extent than the English population at least, 
they still lived. 
In Daniel Deronda , the Jewish characters serve in part as a 
mute accusation of the larger society in whose midst , barely 
remarked , they live. The \v-hole question of cultural and moral values 
lies at the centre of the novel; in a sense , the whole complex of 
112 I t is relevant here to notice Derorida' s early dissatisfaction 
with a ' merely English attitude in Studies .' (ch. 16 , p . 274) 
A t Cambridge, his quali tie s of i magination and flexi bili ty are 
frustrated by the narrow and impoverished system : 
' He found the inward bent towards comprehension and 
thoroughness diverging more and more from the track 
marked out by the standards of examination : he 
felt a neightening discontent with the wearing 
futility and enfeebling strain of a demand for 
excessive retention and dexterity without any 
i nsight intq!the principles which form the vital 
connections of knowledge.' (ch. 16 , pp. 268-9) 
His restlessness, ivhi ch is imputed partly t.o his tendency to 
' reflective hesitation ,' is due also to the real limitations 
of English ~~fe and culture - so that even on his return from 
his studies abroad , he cannot decide on taking his place in 
English society. 
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C-eorge Eliot ' s extraordinary know"ledge and understanding of 
Judaism, what James calls ' the whole hea~J structure of the 
Jew-ish question , ' was builtPp (not merely , as he suggests, ' for 
the express purpose of giving its proper force to I.:,Lis particular 
stroke ,113 that is, to Gwendolen ' s ' supreme perception of the fact 
that the world is .,rhirring past her ' but) to sound as an expressive 
counterpoint to the inadequacy of the main stream of English life. 
The contrasts arise from the beginning, ,,,hen G\-rendolen I S 
inadequacy as art ist is shown up,by contrast with Klesmer ' s feansome 
integrity. Gwendolen ' s notions of culture and sophistication have 
already been indicated by direct narration: at the gambling-tables, 
where she is first seen by Deronda , for instance , she is consciously 
acting a part , hoping to impress her image on his oonsciousness -
more , on his imagination. It is almost an aesthetic ambition; she 
aims at a stylishness of behaviour th~t s48_11 arouse admiration in 
a discriminating observer. ' He was young , handsome , distinguished 
in appearance - not one of those ridiculous and dowdy Philistines 
who thought it incumbent on them to blight the gaming-table with a 
sour look of protest as they passed by it.' (ch. 1, p. 10 ) 
The concept of Philistinism that rises to Gwendolen ' s mind carries 
with it the wh~e question of true and false culture that , as 
Barbara Hardy points out , 114 is one of the central cruxes of the novel. 
113 Daniel Deronda: A Conversation. In 'I'he Great Traditlion (1948 ) , 
p. 264. 
114 ~ In her footnotes to her edition of Daniel Deronda (Penguin 
English Library , 1967 ) , p. 886 , Note 4. 
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Gwendolen , i.dolised by her family for her small social 
accomplishments, with no guiding father-figure in her life, except 
her uncle, vTi th his unctuous worldly value s, has never had an 
opportunity to develop true cultural values. Her first confrontation 
with Klesmer is almost the first shock that her brittle system has 
received. This collision produces in her a reaction that is a 
prototype in miniature of the major convulsion in store for her at 
the end, in the discovery of Deronda's large destiny: it is ' a sinking 
of heart at the sudden width of horizon opened round her small musical 
performance. I (ch. 5, p. 68) . 
Klesmer ' s criticism, prefaced by Catharine Arrowpoint ' s 
half-serious claim that he 'can hardly tolerate anything we English 
do in musiC,' is also of more than purely technical significance: 
, "Yes, it is true; you have not been vlell taught ••• 
you produce your notes badly; and that music \-thich 
you sing is beneath you. I t is a form of melody 
which expresses a puerile state of culture - a 
dandling , canting, see-saw kind of stuff - the 
pass ion and thought of people without any breadth 
of horizon. There is a sort of self-satisfied 
folly about every phrase of such melody; no cries 
of deep, mys~rious passion - no conflict - no sense 
of the universal. It makes men small as they listen 
to it. Si ng now something larger. And I shall see." 
(ch. 5, pp. 67-8) 
.r.t 
This is comparable to Ge orge Eliot's comments on Dorothea's bew~ildered 
f! 
, 
experience among the ' gi gantic broken revelations' of Rome: the 
puniness of English cultural standards is reflected in the narrowness 
and i gnorance of the well-bred young girl , 'who had been brought up 
in English and Swiss Puritanism, fed on meagre Protestant histories 
~~ 
and on art chiefly of the hand-screen sort ••• ' (Middlemarch, ch. 20, 
p. 296 ) 
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The indictment is aimed at the whole culture of which 
Gwendolen is representative. The contrasting concepts are familiar: 
width , smallness, puerile , breadth , deep, conflict, universal, larger. 
It is the sheer limitedness of mentality of Gwendolen and her country-
men that is thrown into stark relief by IQesmer , with his merciless, 
awlOSt super-human standards in art: a relief, only further emphasised 
by the pityimg chivalrous tone, t.he 'studied gentleness,' that 
Klesmer adopts in talking to her, the restrained conscious superiority 
vli th which he speaks to all his weal thy patrons - except Catherine 
Arrm-Tpoint. 
Indeed, Miss Arrowpoint is the only other point of reference, 
as it were, in Gwendolen ' s life, in this 'pre-Deronda' period. 
Gwendolen is conscious in her of ' a certain mental superiority which 
could not be explained away - an exasperating thoroughness in her 
musical accomplishment, a fastidious discrimination in her general tastes, 
which made it impossible to force her admiration and kept you in awe 
of her standard. ' (ch. 6, pp. 72-3) It is clear, at least by hind-
sight, that Catherine Arrmrpoint and Klesmer are soul-mates: they 
are the true aristocrats. 1~rough their art, their fineness and 
strength is revealed, their stringency in accepting only the highest 
as an ideal.115 ~his is what Gwendolen has so painfully to learn , 
the inadequacy of her own standards and ambitions, and she learns it 
115 Klesmer is the artist par excellence: for him, music has a trans-
cendental value. This is implied even in his name, ~.oj'hich is the 
Yiddish title for the folk-musician, the ' troubadour,' ... rho fulfilled 
an important f~~ction in Jewish society. (cf. S.A. Hirsch, ' Some 
Literary Trifles ,' in A Book of Essays (1905), pp- 267-8) 
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through various bruising encounters, okf which this with Klesmer 
is only the first. 
The later interview with Klesmer is naturally more crucial 
for her , on several planes. Klesmer's negative opinion of her 
chances as an artist decides her objective fate, driving her into 
Grandcourt's arms . It also decides 'the inmost fold of her 
questioning ••• whether she could not achieve substantiality for herself 
and know gratified ambition "I-Tithout bondage.' (ch. 23, p. 378 ) I t is 
precisely' this that wounds and begins painfully to enlighten her: 
her judged lack of 'substantiality.' She is found wanting in Klesmer's 
eyes, both in her capacity as musician and actress , and in her 
evaluation of the life of the true artist, that Klesmer so fierily 
defends: ,It I am not decrying the life of the true artist. I am 
exalting it. I say, it is out of the reach of any but choice 
organisations - natures framed to love perfection and to labour for 
it; ready, like all true lovers, to endure, to Hait, to say , I am 
not yet 'iTor thy, but she - Art, my mistress - is 1vorthy, and I will 
live to merit her. It, (ch. 23, p. 382) 
The humiliation that Gwendolen suffers goes deep: she has 
the intelligence and sensibility (unlike that ' esteemed party man, ' 
Mr. Bult who r~~ponds to Klesmer ' s artistic claims with absolute 
incomprehension) to appreciate his judgment and his standards. 
The sensation of being outclassed is new to her, and bitter. 
The contrast bevNeen true and false notions of culture is 
carnied through in the story of Mirah. I n her attitudes and 
r,~ 
ambi tions, l1irah is counterpointed against Glr endolen. She flees 
from the public dispay of an actress's life, from the vulgarity ~l 
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indignities and intrigues attendant upon it; while Gwendolen is 
attracted precisely to the externals, the glamour, the adulation, 
the display of physical beauty and charm. At a deeper level , 
however, the contrast still holds: Gwendolen (like Deronda's mother) 
is by nature an actress: she constantly sees herself in a role, she 
dresses and moves for her part in the limelight. At the end, after 
Grandcourt's death and her return to Offendene, all the grandeur and 
self-projection of her courtship and marriage seem to her like 
'follmiing a lure through a long Satanic masquerade, which she had 
entered on with an intoxicated belief in its disguises, and had seen 
the end of in shrieking fear lest she herself had become one of the 
evil spirits who were dropping their human mummery and hissing around 
her with serpent tongues.' (ch. 64, p.)))) Her final terror and 
rejection of masks, her carelessness of appearance in her last inter-
vieW5~ith Deronda, are symbolic of the change in her. 1'1irah, by 
contrast, finds the business of acting distasteful: the business of 
projecting and - for her - distorting emotion. 'IIActing is slow and 
poor to H'ha t we go through within. 11 , 
Ye t, essentially, in her miniature way , and in spite of her 
fastidious rejection of much of the artistic life, ~firah is among 
the ranks of the f"'true artists in the nove 1. There is an absolute 
integrity in her singing: here, she can be herself, can express 
emotions that she really feels, and with the restraints and 
sensibilities of acute musicianship. Here , her revulsion against 
playing a role does not apply. In her interview - or audition - with 
4"~ 
Klesmer , she is simple and unselfconscious: she chooses a song of 
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love for the father-land, into which her real passion can be 
infused, and there is a certain professionalism in all her modesty, 
that bespeaks the attitude of the true artist. 
The contrasts in concepts of culture range throughout the novel. 
There is a certain ambiguity of attitude to be discerned: Deronda, 
in his youth, respond~ith anger and aversion to Sir Hugo's suggestion 
that he become a great singer. This does not seem to indicate a 
very high value set on the artist's vocation. But for the child 
Deronda, this suggestion comes with particular social connotations, 
and chimes in all too sadly with his suspicions about his illegitimate 
birth. Besides, Sir Hugo makes the suggestion in the form least 
likely to recommend it to the sensitive, fastidious boy: it is 
just the vulgar sho~nanlike aspects of the artist's life that he 
stresses: 
'"~vhat do you say to being a great singer? 
Should you like to be adored by the world 
and take the house by storm, like Hario 
and 'l'amberlik. lfl (ch. 16, p . 251) 
Like Mirah, then, Deronda shrinks from the life of the artist , 
in so far as it involves loss of personal integrity, while he maintains 
a real reverence for true artistry. As his mother, Acharisi , rather 
drily notes, they are made for each other, in this respect at least. 
ji. 
In his relationship ~Tith Hans !f3yrick, the painter , too, De ronda 
displays a slightly condescending protectiveness . He helps him in 
many ways, furthers his possibilities of pursuing his art, but is 
never perceptibly \veighed down by over-much reverence for his friend 's 
vocation. This may be partly due to Hans 's own frivolousness of 
- . 
- ~ --
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manner in speaking of any serious subject. But, more intrinsically , 
Hans ' s J.rt is seen a.s bound up with his moral nature: he is vrell-
meaning, affectionate, loveable , but not possessed of any real depth. 
He has the instincts of the artist - for instance, in the ' pure 
imagination ' of his painting of L~renice sitting 'desolate amidst 
desolation ,' in l1irah ' s phrase - -which she approves as being just what 
Berenice in her situation would have done. (ch. 39, p. 322) But , side-
by-side Hith Hirah , or even in speaking of the possibility of marrying 
her , Hans ' s inadequacies as a man are very apparent; and they are somehow 
intimately connected with his inadequacies as an artist. 
So far then , the ambiguity in the novel about the role of art 
can be accounted for in terms of George Eliot l s contant belief in the 
unity of moral and aesthetic criteria. ~{hen we come to consider the 
case of Alcharisi , Deronda's mother , hm,rever, we reach, I think, a kind 
of deadlock - a ph<momenon in vlhich George liot I s usual schemata break 
dom1. The breakdmm is linked Hi th the ne,., presence in the novel of an 
element alien to and disruptive of George Eliot's general moral vision. 
This might be called the daemonic element: a breach in her carefully 
constructed fortress of philosophic ' meliorism. ' The breach is fore-
shadmied in that bizarre and untypical story, 'The Lifted Veil; but in 
general, George JP.~iot's work up to this point has confined itself to 
the realms of a rational and determinedly constructive morality . firmly 
based on the Evangelical values of her youth. The emergence of the 
I daemonic I in Daniel Deronda. of the power of the supra-rational . of that 
which lurks out of the sunshine of men's moral potency, is the expression 
",,~ 
of something that had always lain under the surface of C~orge Eliot ' s 
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censcieus - and eften strained - pesitivist visien. It was enly in 
her last nevel, that she serieusly included it in her canens - as enly ene 
element ameng many, it is true; but its presence is perceptible and 
subtly subversive ef the ratienal meral erder. 
The netes ef unreselved discerd are seunded quietly but clearly, 
fer example , in a little-remarked, but fer all that remarkable, 
cenversatien between l1irah and Merdecai. Mirah is suffering frem leve 
and jealeusy: the feeling has invaded her serene, beautifuJ., effertlessly 
' geed' "l'Terld - 'definite as pincers en her flesh.' ' Ill used net to' have 
herr ible feelings,'" she can enly remember in her terment. Herd.ecai 
tells her ef his theughts - of the divine Unity, ef the Jewish centributien 
to' the ultimate unity ef mankind, ef the infinity ef the human spirit: 
'lifer as eur life becemes mere spiritual by 
capacity ef theught, and jey therein, 
pessessien tends to' beceme more universal, 
being independent ef gress material centact; 
se that in a. brief day the seul ef a man may 
kno\'T in fuller velume the geod livhich has been and 
is, nay is to' ceme, then all he ceuld pessess in 
a vlhele life where he had to' fellcm the creeping 
paths ef the senses. III (ch. 61, p. 289) 
1vlirah's respense is faint. Nerdecai centinues, claiming that 
'''wemen are specially framed fer the leve which feels pessessien in 
reneuncing , 11, and tells, as example, the stery in the Hidrash ef a girl 
v7he sacrificed h~rself se that her beleved ceuld li vefnappilY with the 
, 
girl 1iihem he leved - 'IIThis is the surpassing leve, that leses self in 
the ebject ox leve."' Their subsequent interchange is werth quoting 
in full: 
I "Ne, Ezra. , ne," said Mirah, with lovT-tened 
inteftsity, "that .. las net it. She wanted the 
king \<Then she was dead to' knew vlha t she had dene, 
and feel that she <vas better than the ether. I t 
was her streng self, wanting to' cenquer, that made 
her die. It 
i 
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Hordecai vIas silent a little, and then argued -
"That might be , Hirah. But if she acted so , 
believing the king would never know? 11 
Ilyou can make the story so in your mind , Ezra , 
because you are great , and like to fancy the greatest 
that could be. But I think it was not really like 
that. The Jewish girl must have had jealousy in her 
heart , and she lvanted somehow to have the first place 
in the king's mind. This is what she would die for. 1I 
liMy sister, thou hast rea.cl_ too many plays , where the 
writers delight ir¥:>howing the human passions as in-
dYTelling demons, unmixed with the relenting and 
devout elements of the soul. Thou judgest by the 
plays, and not by thy mm heart , which is like our 
mother ' s. 11 
Mirah made no answer. III (ch. 61, pp. 290-1) 
There is an unusual intensity and tension in this little scene, 
an eloquent restlraint in its ultimate refusal of resolution . I t is 
listurbing, and intentionally so. For vJhat we have here, as so rarely 
in George Eliot, is the confrontation of the tvlO extreme vie,oJs of life 
that are, after all , closer to each other than to the 'middle-march' that 
is the general tenor of her novels. Hordecai puts fOI'l-mrd , with conviction -
and without ironic qualifications f rom the author - the sublimest and 
most spiritual vielv of human nature, its pOliTeI' to transcend the self. 
\rJhen he speaks, it is with the eternal voice of the Hebrew sage: the 
voice of the prophets, of God Himself, asking the very highest of mankind. 
This voice of ultimate idealism is itself untypical of George Eliot's 
usual sober tone, consciously realistic , portentously prosaic. This is 
one new element,.in the novel , to which we shall return later. 
But Hirah's response - and significant lack of response - equally 
stretches the range of experience in the novel beyond anything covered 
before. For it is Mirah, of all the characters, small, neat, controlled, 
somehow like a perfect little cameo, who is ravaged by ' the human passions 
as indHelling demons.~ I t is she who is unable to agree ...,ith Mordecai ' s 
i 
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'meliorist' vision of their mixture with the 'relenting and. devout 
elements of the soul.' It is she who puts into question the whole 
moral structure on y,Thich George Eliot has built her world: the 
morali ty that restrains and teaches the right to Haggie and to Dorothea -
the binding nature of loyalty, duty, the supremacy of ~ over Eros. 
I t is as though Hirah, 1>Tho has shrunk from the stage-presentatio!16f 
melodramatic passions, from all outrages of her modesty and temperateness, 
comes through this experience to a realisation that these lurid stage-
116 passions have their truth, their validity. 
As I have suggested, these two views of human nature, t1ordecai's 
an(l Mirah' s, are like opposite sides of the same coin. In this vision 
of life, human possibilities are vast, to the heights and to the depths. 
The range is inuneasurably larger than that included in, for instance, 
Hiddlemarch. Here, George Eliot no longer shrinks from either the 
sublime or the d8.emonic; and it is possible to see in this enlarged 
vision one further motive for her use of the Jews in the novel. 
Mordecai and Nirah, and Alcharisi, to whom we shall return shortly, 
are all Je\'ls: they are all shown as living on a plane very different 
from the prosaic 'realistic' one deliberately chosen in George Eliot's 
earlier vwrk. They represent a ne"l departure: in them is concentrated 
all the history and exceptional experience of the Jew, his emotional 
Ji,' 
range of both heights and depths, his spiritual heritage, his knowledge 
of the farthest reaches of suffering , of passion. All this, the essence 
of the JevTish experience, Ge orge Eliot had sensed from her voluminous 
reading , from her contact with individual personalities. And nOt", in 
?,"~ 
116 I t is interesting to notice, in general throughout the novel, the presence 
of the melodramatic, the macabre - scenes that are obviously influenced by 
theatrical effects. Gwendolen' s terror v1hen the picture of the dead hand 
appear~ unex~ctedly; the 'jeWel -scene!' after :Oer \<Teddin¥~' tfe meeting at the brldge Qf Hordecal and Derond.a. r 'he se agaln may be g orns of a new' 
acceptance' or tlie more 'extrem.e, T 'che ess ra'Clona.L 'a.spec .Llfe. 
i 
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her last novel, she vlaS to use her specialised knowledge , her enlarged 
perception , in her portrayal of such 'extremes.' Through this use of 
her Je"/ish characters, too, she was to underline the limitedness of 
her English characters, of their spiritual and emotional apprehensions. 
'fo return to Alcharisi, however... Gele brated singer and actress , 
renegade Jewess, unnatural mother, she is in her life as melodrmnatic, 
as highly coloured a character as in any of her stage performances. B,y 
her life , and her words , she outrages some of her son's dearest values: 
the values of affection , duty, piety, motherly self-sacrifice. And 
yet, there is no doubt that during their confrontation, she to"rers above 
him by force of her personality , by force of the 'daemon' that drives 
her. She represents the meeting-point of art and life: the gulf 
betv.reen the two that Hirah finds so distasteful , barely exists for her. 
Ge orge Eliot's description of this psychological constitution is 
remarkable - again, a new departure in psychological ana~ysis: 
'lbe speech was in fact a piece of what may be 
called sincere acting : this woman 's nature "Tas 
one in which all feeling - and all the more when 
it was tragic as well as real - immediately became 
matter of conscious representation: experience 
immediately passed into drama , and she acted her 
own emotions ••• It l-Tould not be true to say that she 
felt less because of this double consciousness: 
she felt - that is, her mind went through - all the 
more , but with a difference: each nucleus of pain 
or p},easure had a deep atmosphere of the excitement 
or spiritual intoxication which at once exalts and 
deadens.' (ch. 51, pp. 127-8) 
She is a living embodiment of art , with its compulsion, its 
ruthless egoism, its denial of all justification save its mm power. 
Deronda is overWhelmed and torn by his meeting with her. For here, 
his world, his assumptions and ideals, count f or little. He must recoil 
i 
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from much of 'what she tells him , he is repelled by her coldness; 
but he is somehow' pmverless to assert his values in the face of her 
passion and her indiviuuality: 
' the first impulses of indignation at what 
shocked his most cherished emotions and 
principles - all these busy elements of 
collision between them were subsiding for a 
time, and making more and more r oom f or that 
effort at just allowance and that admiration 
of a f orcible nature whose errors lay along 
high pathways, which he would have felt if , instead 
of being his mother , she had_ been a stranger who 
had appealed to his sympathy. Still it was 
impossible to be dispassionate: he trembled lest 
the next thing she had to say would be more 
repugnant to him than what had gone before: 
he was afraid of the strange coercion she seemed 
to be under to lay her mind bane: he almost 
'\-rished he could saYi, II Tell me only what is 
necessary , 11 and then again he felt the fascination 
that made him watch her and listen to her eagerly. ' 
(ch. 51, pp. 133-4) 
He is moved by her suffering , and pity and sympathy creates some 
kind of bridge between them. But essentially , she stands aloof , and 
he can only watch her struggles helplessly. She is pursued by the demon 
of her pride , her will to self-determination , to self-expression. But 
here , for the first time , there is an runbiguity of~sponse in the 
author ' s treatment: harsh egotism, revolt against childhood association, 
ruthless exploitation of tb~ love of others - these in her are not 
conc1emned , they a,re partly at least accepted as the needs of her 
f.} 
imperious genius. Values clashing wit h the moral, the altruistic, by 
which Deronda rules his Ife , are embodied in her. And , in her anguished 
s'uruggle ,'1ith the power of her father ' s world, in her tortured assertion 
of her 'right to resist, ' the author 's sympathy is clearly , this time , 
not averted from he/': I t is a strange deadlock o:q'feelings: the author -
and the reader- are obviously ,\'fi th and vTithin Deronda , while experiencing 
the quite conflic ting climate of Alcharisi I s 'fOr ld : 
i 
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'li lt "TaS my nature to resist, and say, "l have a 
right to resist. 11 1Nell, I say so still ,.;hen I 
have any strength in me. You have heard me say 
it, and I don't withdraw it. But when my s trength 
goes, some other right forces itself upon me like 
iron in an inexorable hand; and even \oThen I am at 
ease, it is beginning to make ghosts upon the day-
light. ' (ch. 51, p. 1.39) 
In the ebb and flow of the reader's sympathy, he cannot facilely 
wish for her to succumb to these ' ghosts upon the daylight.' He has 
a certain admiration and awe in the face of her Promethean daring, her 
acting-out of the daemonic, the a-moral forces v1i thin her. And her 
son's pleas to her to 'open your heart to relenting and love .•• ' are 
resisted by her with a Faust-like obstinacy, in spite of her partial 
weakening at the end. She declares her own vindication: 
I 11 Had I not a rightful claim to be something more 
than a mere daughter and mother? The voice and 
the genius matched the face. Ttlha tever else was 
"Trong , acknovTledge that I had a right to be an 
artist, though my father's will was against it. 
r1y nature gave me a charter. ltl (ch. 5.3, p. 18.3) 
Deronda can only answer, '"l do acknowledge that. 11' 
That is the new element that Alcharisi and Mirah and Mordecai 
bring into George Eliot1s work: the sheer acknowledgement of forces 
stronger, less fathomable, than ' the rational and the moral. The 
contrast is focussed sharply in the opposite attitudes of Deronda and 
Alcharisi to the life of the stage. Alcharisi speaks bitterly of her 
;" 
, 
father's views: 
, 11 His heart was se t on his Judaism. He hated that 
Jewish women should be thought of by the Christian 
world as a sort of ware to make public singers and 
actresses of. As if we were not the more enviable 
for that! That is a chance of escaping from 
bondage.~t (ch. 51, p. 132) 
i 
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The contrast is absolute , .. ith Deronda 's early revulsion, and with 
his sympathy for Mirah 's similar revulsion. These two are of the 
same band as Alcharisi's father: Alcharisi herself sweeps all such 
considerations and sensibilities aside. The needs of her nature are 
too impelling: she will be a slave to neither human relationship 
nor an abstract moral law. 
It is impressive, moreover, that the fits of forgetfulness that 
are the beginning of the end for Alcharisi, forcing her to retire from 
the stage - and then ironically disappearing - also constitute a new 
departure in George Eliot 's system of punishment for evil. Usually 
hitherto, she had stressed that retribution is the working of the law 
of natural consequences. The wrong itself breeds the conditions that 
give rise to nemesis. Any kind of supernatural intervention was ruled 
out. Here, the punishment is somehow causeless; it is not integrally 
linked to the sin. It can be seen only as a kind of divine retribution, 
a deliberate jolt given to the foundations of Alcharisi 's life.117 
Here again, then, the moral range of George Eliot's vision is extended; 
ultra-rational powers are acknowledged. 
On the question of George Eliot's 'meliorism,' and its point of 
breakdown, there is a passage in Theophrastus Such, in which she shows 
that she is fully aware of the limitations of her earlier humanism. It 
occurs in the ~~say on ' De basing the Moral Currency,' in v1hich she 
117 This may have been partly what Hutton had in mind, when he wrote 
(in his review' of Daniel Deronda in the Sjbectator 49 (29 July 1876), 
948), of the 'religious element, in the novel' - the I shadow of a 
higher conception ' that 'moulds human v1ilfulness to its higher 
purposes .' ~~ 
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deplores the vogue for grotesque parodies of great works, noble 
sentiments. A society in which such mockery and cynicism is rife 
is in danger of losing its essential seriousness. It is, in fact, 
in danger, she asserts, of losing all its moral and civilised values. 
And the ease with which civilisation can Le annulled, the ~-naturalness 
of human civilised achievement, is what she acknowledges in her approving 
quotation from Sainit;e-Beuve: 
'''Rien de plus prompt ~ baisser que la civilisation 
dans des crises comme celles-ci; on perd en trois 
semaines le r~sultat de plusieurs si~cles. La 
civilisation, la vie est une chose apprise et 
inven~e , qulon le s~che bien: ' Inventas aut qui 
vi tarn excoluere per artes. I Les horrmes apr"es 
quelques ann~es de paix oublient trop cette v~ri~: 
ils arrivent a croire que la culture est chose 
inn~e, qu'elle est la m~e chose que la nature. 
La sauvagerie est toujours l~, a. deux pas, et d~s 
qu'en lache pied, elle recommence. 11 I 
The denial that culture and morality are innate to man, 
natur~ to him, is almost a volte-face from George Eliot's earlier 
meliorist philosophy. And the a.cknOlvledgement of 'La sauvagerie' 
two steps avray from civilisation is a clear endorsement of her new 
insights in Daniel Deronda . 
Humanism is no longer an adequate prescription: and George 
Eliot herself came to realise this. F .1,i . Mallock , in his essay , 
lGeorge Eliot on the Human Character,118 discusses this passage from 
Ji-;I 
Theophrastus Such, and finds in it a clear contradiction of her usual 
theories of humanity. These latter he considers facile, betraying a 
deficiency in her practical knml1edge of humaryhature; she has a 
118 In Atheism and the Value of Life (1884). 
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superficial theoretical view of it; and, by vlay of a rather back-
handed compliment, Hallock suggests that her unreliability as a 
philosopher may be to her credit as a woman - she is too good to 
understand the possible depravity of human nature. 
If she is too good, then, by implication from Mallock 's discussion, 
she is also too obtuse to recognise a clear contradiction when she sees 
one. I would. maintain that the passage from Theophrastus Such, "lith 
its quotation from Sainte-Beuve, i.s no undigested anomaly but, by this 
time, a fully recognised and assimilated perception of the darker 
extremes of human nature. It is only a further statement of what is 
clearly present in Daniel Deronda - and uneasily lurking in the wings 
of most of her human dramas. It is, moreover, not a starkly pessimistic 
perception, balanced as it is , in Daniel Deronda at least, by its 
counterpart a ne'V] and uncompromising spiritual idealism. 
George Eliot wrote Daniel Deronda in conditions of perhaps the 
greatest physical pain and discomfort that attended any of her novels. 
~ ith the pain, her usual depression also increased. She wrote in 1873 
to Elizabeth Stuart Phelps : 'The responsibility of the l.rri ter becomes 
heavier and heavier - does it not? - as the world grows older and the 
voices of the dead more numerous. It is difficult to believe, until 
the germ of some new' work grows into imperious activity within one, 
f ' 
that it is possible to make a really needed contribution to the poetry 
of the world ••. tl19 
The reference to the tvoices of the dead t is significant here, 
119 GE Letters , 18 ~rch 1873 CV, 388). 
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as is her stated ambition to contribute to the 20etry of the world. 
George Eliot's consciousness of the approach of life's end, for her-
self and for Lewes, was increasingly acute at this tuae: and with this 
consciousness grew an acceptance, 8. taste for a more exalted and 
spiritualised kind of art than she had previously approved as 'realistic.' 
She was, for instance, deeply moved by Lytton's last novel, Kenelm 
Chillingly, and corresponded with Blackwood about her feelings. 120 
Lytton's novel does not seem quite to merit her abundant praises: 
she was 'deeply affected by the closing sentences and I thought even 
the critics would have been touched by the wind-up in such circumstances, 
but no, it does not seem to have touched those stern stoics. ,121 
The closing sentences she refers to do seem to an impartial eye 
to deserve whatever strictures the critics put on them: they are 
maudlin and unworthy of such a reception as she accorded them. But 
the significant point lies in the 'circumstanceS in which Lytton wrot~ 
them: he died just after completing his novel. It was this that moved 
George ~liot to such an extent: the knowledge played on the sensitive 
awareness of mortality that had sprung up in her. 
The death of friends is partly responsible for this special 
a .. rareness: she has to comfort Mrs . William Smith on the death of her 
husband (author of Knowing and Feeling: A Contribution to Psychology -
". 
which George Eliot read and liked). She herself is in bad and continuous 
120 ibid., 21 April 1873 (v, 402-3). 
121 ibid., 28 April 1873 (V, 407). 
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, 'l'k 1 t f rd ,122 pa1n - ~ e a amp ou 0 0 .er. In 1874, she writes: 
'death seems to me now a close, real experience, like the approach 
of autumn or winter, and I am glad to find that advancing life 
brings this power of imagining the nearness of death I never had 
till of late years. ,123 And by the end of 1876, after the completion 
of Daniel Deronda, she has reached a certain serenity of acceptance, 
in spite of, or perhaps by way of, her new awareness of mortality: 
'It is remarkable to me that I have entirely lost my ~rsonal 
melancholy. I often, of course, have melancholy thoughts about the 
destinies of my fellow-creatures, but I am never in that mood of sad-
ness which used to be my frequent visitant, even in the midst of 
external happiness. And this, notwithstanding a very vivid sense that 
life is declining and death close at hand. ,124 
This attainment of calm in the acknowledgement of death does, 
I would 'Suggest, indicate a definite ne,,1 phase in George Eliot's emotional 
life. I t does, at least , emphasise that side of her nature that had 
always sought the ideal, the sublime, the transcendent. The deliberate 
restraint of this tendency within the confines of a practical empirical 
world-view nml seems to relax: at any rate, George Eliot seems to 
insist that this inexorably prosaic vision must not be allowed to exclude 
the possibility of~ exceptional phenomena: 'the consideration of molecular 
physics is not the direct ground of human love and moral action, any more 
than it is the direct means of composing a noble picture or of enjoying 
125 great music.' 
122 'b'd ~ ~ ., 
123 ibid., 
124 ibid., 
125 ibid. , 
""~ 18 January 1874 (VI , 12). 
1 July 1874 (VI , 64). 
22 November 1876 (VI , 310). 
10 December 1874 (VI , 99). 
i 
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This perception had always , of course, been a part of her 
philosophy: at this phase of her life, however, it emerges into the 
spotlight at the very centre of the stage, as it ,-rare. In another 
letter to Elizabeth s tuart Phelps , she writes: 'The principles which 
are at the root of my effort to paint Dinah iYlorris are equally at the 
root of my eff ort to paint !l10rdecai. ,126 The coupling of Dinah Morris 
and Mordecai is significant: Dinah represents - more, perhaps, than 
any other character in all George Eliot's work before Mordecai - the 
spiritual and transcendent values: she is the nun-figure, the epitome 
of renunciation and self-less love. But, as we have seen, she is ' placed, ' 
she is made to develop tovTards a greater and fuller humanity. }'irs. Poyser's 
earthy comments create a kind of framel'fOrk in which Dinah's intensity 
and nobility are seen from a more prosaic, 'work-a-day' point of Viel-l. 
Kordecai, hm,fever, is not so ' placed ': by this period of her life, with 
ultimate issues more present and vivid to her, George Eliot is open and 
receptive, yTi thout irony or qualification, to a more 'poetic' vision 
of life. As we have noticed, it is to the ' poetry of the 'VlOrld, ' that 
she wishes to contribute, at this stage. 
If this is not a complete change, it can perhaps be viewed in 
the light of the series of letters that she wrote in 18~~ to John 
Sibree and Charles Bray. On 11 February, she wrote to Sibree of the 
p,' 
increasing difficulty of finding original great subjects for artistic 
creation: 'civilisation tends evermore to repress individual pre-
dominance, highly-wrought agony or ecstatic joy.' And she declared 
126 ibid., 16 DeceThber 1876 (VI , 318 ). 
i 
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that·, the gentler emotions will remain ever new, and will be the 
source of artistic inspiration. This is in the nature of a 
manifesto for the general direction of her own life's work - the 
gentler emotions, the prosaic limitations of ordinary human life. 
But her regret for the lack of great subjects is perceptible as well; 
f or the increasing sameness, the non-heroic flatness of life that she 
is forced to acknowledge. 
Similarly, in her letter of 8 March , 1848, she rejoices in her 
'rash and sansculottish' feelings over the French Revolution of that 
year. She is glad that John Sibree shares her enthusiasm, he is not 
'one of those sages whose reason keeps so tight a rein on their 
emotions.' The urge in her towards the heroic, to unalloyed ,joy and 
commitment in the face of great events, recklessly sweeps aside 
considerations of caution and detachment. 
The need for enthusiasm never entirely dies out in her, through 
all the deliberate maturity and sanity which is the normal tenor of 
her novel-style. But in this respect, her work resembles St. Simon's 
theory ~hich she refers in this last letter): it exemplifies the 
alternation of 'critical epochs' and 'organic epochs. ,127 There is 
127 cf. James' s ju~gment on George Eliot (through the approved vie~vpoint 
of Constantius in Daniel Deronda: A Conversation): 
' She strikes me as a person who certainly has naturally a taste 
for general considerations, but 1"ho has fallen upon an age and a 
circle lvhich have compelled her to give them an exaggerated 
attention. She does not strike me as naturally a critic, less 
still as naturally a sceptic; her spontaneous part is to observe 
life and to feel it - to feel it w-i t h admirable depth. Contemplation, 
sympathy, fa~th - something like that, I should say, would have been 
her natural ;cale. If she had fallen upon an age of enthusiastic 
assent to old articles of faith , it seems to me possible that she 
would have had a more perfect , a more cnsistent and graceful 
development than she has actually had. ' 
( Great Trad.i tion, p . 260) 
i 
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always tension between these two tendencies; but , in general , in 
most of her fiction , the ' critical ' aspect is dominant. The letter 
that she 'wrote on 4 June 1848 'was to prove prophetic, in this sense: 
' Alas fo!' the fate of poor mortals Whi(!h condemns 
them to wake up some fine morning and find all 
the poetry in which their vTorld "TaS bathed only 
the evening before utterly gone - the hard ru1gular 
world of chairs and tables and looking-glasses staring 
at them in all its naked prose • • • and at last the 
very poetry of duty forsakes us for a season and we 
see ourselves and all about us as nothing more than 
miserable agglomerations of atoms - poor tentative 
efforts of the Natur Princip to mould a personality. 
This is the state of prostration - the self ..;abne gation 
through vlhich t he soul must go , and to '>Thich perhaps 
it must again and again return , that its poetry or 
religion , VThich is the same thing , may be a real 
overflmring river fresh from the ,,,indows of heaven 
and the fOlmtains of the great deep - not an 
artificial basin "ri th grotto vrork and gold fish. ' 
With Daniel Deronda , the need for and the consciousness of 
poetry had come to the forefront , as never before. Poetry , religion , 
the perception of an ideal , unifying truth , binding the fragmented 
reali tie s of life - these are of vit al concern to her now. I am not 
suggesting that she came to accept any kind of formal religi ous frame-
work., : only that the limits of her vision vlidened immensely , to allow 
for the ' great subject,' the idealised vision that Daniel Deronda , and 
especially the portrayal of the Je"rish characters , ' Nordecai , Hirah , 
and Daniel , offer~d her. 
This ' organic epoch ' of her creative life is signalled by 
an important letter that she Hrote (on 20 Narch 1873 ) to li:dvTard 
Burne-Jones , the painter . Burne-Jones ' s friendship ,,,i th the LevTeses 
began in 1868 ; and thereafter , he and his 'Hife , 'tn th whom Ge orge Eliot 
~ 
i 
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had an affectionate relationship, paid them regular visits. The 
painter 's work was not generally recognised before George Eliot's 
death; later, it was acclaimed,amd brought him his baronetcy- in 1894. 
But during George Eliot's lifetime, she was one of the few to 
appreciate his art. -Burne-Jones had been trained for the priesthood 
but had instead come to London with ,Jilliam Morris, to study painting. 
He was profoundly influenced by Ruskin 's theories on art (especially 
by Nodern Painters) and studied with 110rris under Rosetti, 'VIThose work 
he adored; later he and Morris, y.lith Hil1ais and Holnm Hunt, formed a 
ne,v school of pre-Raphaeli te painters. 
At this time, however, in 1873, C~ orge Eliot was one of the 
few to recognise Burne-Jones's genius. He found 'her heart one of the 
most sympathetic to me I ever knew. ,128 And she 1rlrote to him, in the 
letter to vJhich we have referred, of her enthusiasm over his pictures: 
, •.• your work makes life larger and more beautiful 
to us ••• Don't you agree with me that much supefluous 
stuff is written on all sides about purpose in art? 
A nasty mind makes nasty art, whether for art or any 
other sake. And a meagre mind will bring forth what 
is meagre ••• Your work impresses me with the happy 
sense of noble selection and of pmfer determined by 
refined sympathy.' (GE Letters (V, 291» 
This enriched version of her early realism is noteab1e, in 
view of the idealised, spiritual beauty of the art that she now so 
eagerly admires. "':Here is no mediocrity, no prosaic 'middle-march' of 
existence. Burne-Jones's art is ethereal, pure, and noble: it is, as 
he himself acknowledged, not of this world. 'I mean by a picture,' he 
wrote many years later, 'a beautiful romantic dream of something that 
..---' 
128 Hemoria1s of &l\'lard Burne-Jones (1904), II , 4. Quoted in Haight, 
C~orge Eliot, p. 408. 
i 
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never was, never will be - in a light better than any light that 
ever shone - in a land no-one can define or remember, only desire -
and the forms divinely beautiful - ... ,129 
George Eliot's enthusiasm over this ideal conception of art 
is a token of her changing needs, her widening vision. Daniel 
Deronda represents the only full expression of this phase of her inner 
life. And , a.s I have suggested, the choice of a Jewish theme, and 
particularly of the restoration of the Jews to the Holy Land , was 
motivated at least to some extent by this never-quite-submerged longing 
for a ' great subject' to work upon. I n Daniel Deronda, indeed, George 
Eliot emerges into the ' great world,' in more than one sense: she 
leaves behind the life off the English countryside, of the small tmm, 
the poignancy ancl nostalgia for the ,-rorld of her youth, and for the 
first time since Mr. Gilfil's Love story, she adventures into the 
higher strata of society, the "\mrld of the English aristocracy, with 
the portraits of the Arrmvpoints, the Mallingers, Grandcourt, with the 
casino at Leubronn, 'V7i th archery-contests and balls and yachting holidays. 
In point of time, as \-rell, Daniel Derorrla represents a new 
departure: unlike the previous novels, it is set squarely in the 
contemporary world : there is no autumnal light of memory, of nostalgia, 
no quaint distancipg of outdated conditions of life. Daniel Deronda is 
even insistently contemporary: the background, political, economic, 
129 Quoted in the Introduction to the Catalogue of the Exhibition of 
I 
Burne-Jones's Drawings and Studies (london, 1899), vii. 
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social, is never allowed to recede too far, and references are 
numerous, to the Ame rican Civil "lliar, the f oundation of Cana.da , the 
unification of Italy , and of Bismarck's German Reich . George Eliot 
had always been conscious of political and social movements, as 
evidenced by her letters. ( 'Do you not take great interest in the 
tremendous European change 1"lhich is being prepared by the ne~T attitude 
of Common Labour'( The centre of gravity is slowly changing and vlill 
not pause because people of taste object to the disturbance of their 
habi ts. ,13~ Now, for the first time, this sense of a "world in motion, 
of large currents, of the sheer process of change, becomes an important 
facet of her novel. 
Her aim in introducing this sense of sweeping universal movement 
is, in part , of course, to intensify the theme of the intrusion of the 
'larger destinies of mankind ' into private lives. It provides an 
absolute contrast with Gvmndolen's narrovl, and self-centred , concerns; 
and it lends added poignancy to her shocked realisation at the end, of 
her own insignificance (What James calls the discovery of being ' at best 
bu t a rather ridiculous fifth "wheel to the coach ••• ,131 ) : 
' There comes a terrible moment to many souls when 
the great movements of the world , the larger 
destinies of mankind, which have lain aloof in 
newspapers and other neglected reading , enter 
like an earthquaJee into their mm lives ••• ' 
(ch. 6~" p . 398 ) 
This amount of awareness is seen as a spiritual crisis , when 'the 
submission of the soul to the Highest is tested.' 
+ 
130 G I Letters, lL~ November 1872 (V , 326). 
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The broad and intensely contemporary range of the novel 
is alined, then , p~rtly, at reinforcing , in a new way , an old moral 
theme - the conquest of egotism that is the key to redemption. In 
addition, however, all the novelties of place and time and social 
portraiture are symptoms of George Eliot's increasing desire for 
largeness, on every plane. She is no longer concerned with the lowest 
common factors of human existence: her thirst f or great movements , 
extraordinary emotions and ideals coming to effective , practical 
frui tion leads her to areas that she has never before touched in her 
fic tion. The desire for a truly heroic and large-scale subject -
t his 'vas what came to the surface at this point of her life , to assert 
the possibility of idealistic and visionary endeavour , quite out of 
the narrOl'1 circle of family and immediate society. 
To describe the origins of such a wide-ranging movement - this 
was one of her aims in writing Daniel Deronda . 'Yhe theme of the 
restoration of the Jews struck her as a topic of just such an 
al'}d 
apocalyptic grandeur , an emotion al I intellectual pOlver , as she was 
seeking. l!Jith the wealth of knowledge and association that this theme 
held f or her , with the range of sympathy and. humour and moral admiration 
that it offered her, her choice is not to be "Tondered at . By use of it , 
she could ' place ' English society and its values , its cultural and moral 
poverty; she could paint an effective ' back-drop ' to Gwendolen' s tragedy; 
she could provide a practical and positive solution to her alienated 
hero's quest for the security of vision of the heavens as ' a little lot 
of stars belonging to one' s awn homestead ' (ch. 3, p. 27) ; she could 
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extend. the sympathies of her readers to a victimised section of 
the human race: she could give expression to many elements of 
her past intellectual and emotional life that had hitherto lain 
dormant; and she could satisfy her urge to "Trite , without apology 
or irony , on a gneat theme, a theme invoking her increased under-
standing of the possibilities of human nature and hmaan endeavour -
she could make a ' contribution to the poetry of the 1vorld. ' 
I· · 
1 
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CONCLUSION 
In Daniel Deronda , George Eliot makes her final fictional 
experiment in life , her final attempt to resolve the conflicting 
movements that lfe have traced through various aspects of an often 
ambivalent consciousness. Her last novel is an unprecedented 
assertion of largeness , of breadth of horizon , geographical, social 
and emotional. It is a brave gesture ou"btlards : the anxious oscillation 
between activity and passivity is resolved in a confirmation of the 
possibili ties for heroic action even in a vTOrld vlhere the Gtfendolens 
must suffer in unrelieved and listless solitude. The movement through 
anguished introspection to an affirmation of action in the world is . 
of course, not exclusively George Eliot ' s experience: it is to be found 
in me.ny of the major poets and novelists of the period . In this, as in 
ma{,y other facets of her experience and her art , George Eliot ' fully 
epitomizes the century; her development is a paradigm, her intellectual 
biography a graph , of its most decided trend. ,1 Or , as Lord Acton wrote , 
with sixty years ' less benefit of hindsight , her novels are ' the emblem 
of a generation distracted bet"i·reen the intense need of believing and 
2 the difficulty of belie f . ' 
1 Basil Hilley , Nineteenth Century Studies (1949), 204-5 . 
2 Lord Acton, ' George Eliot' s 11 Life 11 , ' The NineteeLlth CenturY., 17 (18 )5), 
485; quoted in "valter ,~. T'{oughtol1 , '1'he Victorian Frame of Hind . 1830-1870 
(Yale . 1957) , 106n. ; I have drawn heavily on Professor Houghton ' s 
extremely useful book , to which I refer henceforth as Houghton. 
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We have here clearly touched on a f or :·,l: dably large subject, 
the extent to which George Eliot ,'Vas typical, 'emblema tic' of the 
mood. of her generation. The scope of this study has been quite 
specifically limited to George Eliot's mm development , the emergence 
of themes from her early emotional and intellectual life into full 
artistic expression, the working-through of personal tensions to the 
compassionate acceptance of her creative vision: and a detailed study 
of the contemporary Zeitgeist vlould obviously be a disproportionately 
immense undert~ing at this point. Nevertheless, her function as 'emblem 
of a generation' does require some emphasis and delimitation: and it 
is with this issue of typicality and uniqueness that I should like to 
close my discussion. 
To a very large and obvious extent, the dilemmas under \\Thich we 
have seen George Eliot labouring 1\':-':"' 8 3l:&red and expressed by her 
contemporaries. The basic crisis of religious belief in her youth 
was paralleled by similar crises in the lives of innumerable thinkers, 
poets, and novelists; as was also ner lifelong concern to shore up the 
tottering structures of Christian morality in Q world without a God. 
J. S. Hill described the age as one in which 'real belief in any 
religious doctrine is feeble and precarious, but the opinion of its 
necessity for mo!;'al and social purposes almost universal.') This 
dichotomy betvTeen desired and actual convictions was a major cause of 
the anxiety which was the characteristic emotional ground-bass to the 
period : the mal du si~cle, the ' depression and ennui,' of which 
Arnold spoke as '~haracteristics stamped on hmv many of the representative 
works of modern times. ,4 
4 , On the Hodern Element in Literature ,' Hat thew Arnold, On the Classical 
Tradition , ed. R.H. Super (Michigan, 1960), p . )2. 
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The conflict bet~Teen sentimental attachment to a childhood. faith, 
with its virtues of moral vigour , its UIlcompromising f astidiousness of 
conscience (' In all that relates to God and to himself, the Christian 
knows of no small faults. , 5) , its lucid vision of man ' s place in an 
embattled universe, and the nev1 and non-humanly oriented universe that 
man ' s reason had discovered to him - this conflict acted as catalyst in 
the personal lives of many Victorians , precipitating chronic states of 
introspective melancholy , languor of feeling , inertia of will , and the 
serious contemplation of suicide as the logical consequence of such a 
condition of non-being. 
A mere list of names 'Hill give a sense of the extent of this 
spiritual malady : 'Werth6r , Hen~ , Obermann , r.flia , Childe Harold and the 
other Byronic heroes, Carlyle ' s Teufelsdr8ckh,: it is a major theme in 
1'ennyson, Arnold , and Clough i and it briefly invaded the lives of Kingiey 
and Mill. Amiel ' s Journals constitute a case-book of the condition , and 
vle have already quoted I·lark Pattison ' s self-identification with Amiel ' s 
psychic incapacity , with his ' volon~ qui voudrait vouloir , mais impuissante 
a se fournir a elle-m~e des motifs. ,5a Brs. Humphry W'ard bases her portrait 
of t'Jr. Langham , in Robert Elsmere , on the tortured figure of Amiel , 1.rith 
his sense of ' something cold, impotent , and baffling in himself ••• the 
persistence •• • of ~kind of hunger for life and its satisfactions,which 
the will was more 'and more powerless to satisfy. ,6 
5 Hannah Nore , Practical Piety , chap. 11 , p. 142; quoted in Houghton, 232. 
5aQuoted in John Sp¥row I fllark Pattison and the Idea of a Universi t;y 
(Cambridge , 1967) , '~ 130. See my chapter on M:iddlemarch , p·;ll a2. 
6 Hobert Elsmere (1890) , chap. 16 , p. 218 . 
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This radical emotional dilemma 'Has a commonplace in the period . 
Ruskin attributed it to 'the want of power ••• to leave results in God 's 
hands; , 7 the collapse of religious belief vTas , 1 suggest , a catalyst; 
rather than a sufficient cause for this psychological malady. At all 
events , its manifestations , .. era generally and acutely painful. I"athleen 
Tillotson points to the vogue for novels of introspection in the thirties 
and forties , as a s;ymptom of this profound and baffling anxiety: what 
Arnold called the ' dialogue of t he mind with itself, 8 runs through his 
own fupedocles, as well as Sartor Resartus , Di psychus, and In Nemoriam, 
to cite only the most celebrated examples j it finds non-literary 
expression in the many published journals of rigorous self-examination, 
such as Hurrell Froude's and Mark Pattison'sj and it surfaces into 
fiction in works such as Newman ' s Loss and Gain. 9 
This introverted intensity of gaze was the cause , according to 
contemporary diagnoses, of many psychic ills : for Carlyle , energy is 
blocked off and dissipated by these 'sceptical , suicidal cavillings'jlO 
and for Hallock, ' Han has been curiously changing. Much of his old 
spontaneity of action has gone from him. ,11 I ntrospection, the habit 
7 ~odern Painter£, 3 (1897), chap. XV , sec. 10. 
8 Preface to Poems (185,3 ). 
9 Kathleen Tillotson, Novels of the Ei ghteen-Forties (1954) , 131-4·. 
10 ' Characteristics,' Essays , 3 ,30. 
11 Is Life 'V/orth Living? (New York, 1879) , 25 j quoted in Houghton, p . 71. 
cf. Eliza Linton ' s account of the mature George Eliot: ' She .-Tas a made 
woman - not in~the French sense - but made by self-manipulation , as one 
makes a statue or a vase ••• Not a line of spontaneity "Tas left in herj not 
an impulse , beyond the reach of self-conscious philosophy ••• ' (~y Literary 
Life (1899 ), 96-8). 
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of constant analysis, the burden of unremitting consciousness is 
to blame f or this. <mpedocles and the Scholar Gypsy exemplify the 
nihilistic tendency of the age. Mill, in his dark night of the soul , 
described his experience by quoting Coleridge ' s lines from ' Dejection': 
A grief v7i thout a pang , void , dark and drear, 
A drovTsy, stifled , unimpassioned grief, 
Which finds no natural outlet or relief 
In word, or sigh , or tear. 
Suicide came to seem an inevitable , scarcely even a dramatic conclusion 
to this form of suffering ; and Goethe's Werther is said to have encouraged 
nwnbers of the hesitant to emulate his final step into the abyss. 
The nightmare experience of inertia is familiar t.o us from our 
study of Geor ge Eliot ' s le.tters, and from numerous passages in her 
essays and novels . Equally familiar is the reaction , epitomised by 
Carlyle 's doctrine of work : the most effective escape-route from a 
debilitating introspection is through conscientious action , a movement 
learned from Goethe ' s solution, in Wilhelm Heister , to the problem 
stated in Herther. Tennyson claimed that' the persevering performance 
of daily duty Lwa~ the best medicine for paralysing doubts ••• ,12 
And Carlyle traced Scott's enormous popularity precisely to his 
extroverted , heroic , and healthy fictional world , free of the ' logic-
cobwebs,13 of the Victorian mental climate. C~orge Eliot's childhood 
}i:-' 
and adolescent nurture on ,scott, and her lifelong admiration of him , 
comes to mind , reinforcing the many wistful references to an ideal life 
of straightfoTITard action, a simple path of duty to tread , with confidence 
and high courage. 
12 W.E. Gladstone, '"Locksley Hallll and the Jubilee, I Nineteenth Century , 
21 (1887), 4 ; quoted in Houghton, p. 259 . 
13 I Sir Tdal ter Scot t,' Bssays , 4, 56. 
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The vogue for objective art , for narrative verse , for Greek 
myths and medieval legends, is a symptom of the same general longing 
for the heroic, for the epic force of another age. Tancred declared 
of his age: 'there is a want of immrd and personal energy in man ' j 14 
and the problem of energy, of personal spontaneity and force, lies 
at the root of many of the conflicts of the period. So that in the 
interests of artistic and moral wellbeing , Arnold explicitly urges 
the modern poet to turn away from his proeaic age and 'to delight hi..mself 
with the contemplation of some noble action of a heroic time ••• ,15 - to 
escape from the crippling emotional and moral impotence of his generation. 
Ge orge <'liot's incapacitating introspective melancholy, her 
1-listful admiration for energetic and heroic action, even at the cost 
of subtlety and sensibility, is, then , paralleled at many points by her 
contemporaries - particularly, perhaps , by Arnold: 
I too have long'd for trenchant force, 
And "Till like a di vicling spear; 
Have praised the keen, unscrupulous course16 ~Jhich kn01-J"s no doubt, which feels no fear. 
And her deep-rooted dilemma over morality and aes theticism is similarly 
epi tomised in Arnold ' s distrust of the artistic temperament l<lhich 
' indisposes for the discharge' of the active virtues. l ? The sense of 
the conflict between seeing and doing is f ound, paradoxically enough, 
in artist upon art~st of the period. Kingsley expresses scorn for bis 
morally flaccid poet, Elsley Vavasour - 'as if men were sent into the 
14 J3enjarl1in Disraeli, 'l'ancred , chap . 20, in 1tforks, 15, 190; quoted in 
Houghton, p. 332. 
15 Preface to PoemJ~ (1853). 
16 
' A Fare'\vell,' l:'.~es 33-6. 
l? ' :tvIaurice de Guerin, Lectures and Essays in Criticism, ed. R.H. Super 
(Nichigan 1962), p . 32. 
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world to see and not to act. ' And Tennyson declared vloefully , 
' Alas for me! I have more of the Pe au tiful than t.he Good!' 19 The 
Palace of Art was an abiding focus of conflict and remorse - of 
delight fused with suspicion. nen6 Wellek crystallises the issue when 
he describes the Victorian attitude as ' a didacticism rooted either in 
a utilitarianism that extended far beyond the Utilitarian group, or 
an Evangelicalism that distrusted art as secular and frivolous. ,20 
It is quite clear, then , that C~orge fliot ' s was no voice 
crying in the wilderness , in her experience and expression of these 
and other crucial personal dilewnas. Inevitably , I have been unable 
to deal with the subject at length; but I have , I hope , sufficiently 
indicated the extent to which these central problems "Tere shared by 
fellov, spirits in turmoil. In spite of this typicality , however , the 
special nature of her achievement is undiminished. In general terms , 
many likenesses may be found behTeen her patterns of thought and feeling , 
and those of her contemporaries : she may adequately be termed the ' emblem 
of a generation. ' Nevertheless , the harmonics of her authorial voice 
remain unique and unreproducible : the fusion of sensibility and 
impersonality , t he constant and acute consciousness of poles held in 
18 1\10 Years Ago,",: (Cambridge , 1857 ), Vol. 1, p. 112 ; 
cf. Hallock ' s fi gure of the arch-aesthete, Mr. Rose I who is in the 
habit of wandering by the river at night , ' hoping I might see some 
poor unfortunate cast herself from the Bridge of Si gh s I! (The NeyT 
Republic (1877) , Vol. 11 , p. 29). 
19 Hallam Tennyson , Alfred Lord Tennyson. A ~'~emoir (1897) , I , 81 ; 
quoted in Houghton, p. 247. 
20 Ren~ vJellek, Hi'story of l'Iiodern Criticism (Yale, 1955) , 111 , 86 . 
ri 
" 
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equipoise , the distanced, yet never unbodied sense of self, of the 
ills that flesh is heir to - these become through the medium of her 
art the l-rave-fonus which a sensi ti ve oscillograph can register but 
21 
no machine can reproduce. To this uniqueness of tense equilibriwn 
her own contemporaries did obeisance: encounter with her was a 
symbiotic experience of self-exploration : 'I felt compelled,' wro"oo 
Mrs. Ponsonby, ' ••• to be perfectly true, to be not only veracious but 
true , and I was met in the same spirit. ,22 This note of truth, earnest, 
almost excruciatingly strained at times, characterises her voice: it 
is the unmistakable, sad, and knowing tone that expresses her personal 
a\-rareness of the small, hungry , shivering self at the core of her mm 
life - a mature awareness that modulates into a generous and creative 
self-regard. From this paradoxical magnanimity vTith herself is 
generated the sympathy for all who are, like her, spiritually a-hungered. 
In her art , the emotion is recollected in a conscious , and always 
precariOUS tranquillity , that invites an equally-creative honesty and 
magnanimity from her readers. 
21 1~is image was immediately suageted by the prisoners' task in Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn's novel , The First Circle - more particularly by 
Pryanchikov's explanation to Abakumov - (Fontana Books , 1970), p. 104. 
22 Nagdalen Pons.enby , l1ar;y Ponsonby (1927) , 89-90; quoted in Gorc on S. 
Hai ght, l~ orge Eliot; A Biography (Oxford, 1968 ), 454. 
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